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CHAFfER 1

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem
Schools, like every organization, constitute cultures. 1 Harrison
Trice and Janice Beyer distinguished two basic components of culture:
"(1) its substance, or the networks of meanings contained in its
ideologies, norms, and values; and (2) its forms, or the practices whereby
these meanings are expressed, affirmed, and communicated to
members. "2 Terrence Deal expanded on the latter component by naming
examples of the forms and practices through which the culture is
expressed, affirmed, and communicated: the organization's " ... heroes
and heroines, ritual and ceremony, stories, and an informal network of

1

Terrence E. Deal and Allan A. Kennedy, Corporate Cultures: The
Rites and Rituals of Corporate Life (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley,
1982), 4; Thomas J. Sergiovanni, The Principalship: A Reflective
Practice Perspective 3rd ed. (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1955), 95.
2

Harrison M. Trice and Janice M. Beyer, "Studying Organizational
Cultures Through Rites and Ceremonials," Academy of Management
Review 9 (1984): 654.

2

cultural players. "3
Because each school has its own heroes and heroines, rituals, and
organizational saga, 4 each school's culture is distinctive. 5 But because
schools often share similar networks of meanings, commonalities exist
among groups of schools. 6 For example, Catholic schools exhibit
similarities because they share an identity as explicated in documents on
education promulgated by the Roman Catholic Church. 7 But even within
this general Catholic identity various groups of schools exhibit a certain
specificity that sets them off from other Catholic schools because of the
3

Terrence E. Deal, "The Symbolism of Effective Schools," The
Elementary School Journal 85 (1985): 605.
4

Burton R. Clark, "The Organizational Saga in Higher Education,"
Administrative Science Quarterly 17 (1972): 178-184.
5

For the distinctiveness of organizational cultures in general, see:
Joanne Martin, Martha S. Feldman, Mary Jo Hatch, and Sim B. Sitkin,
"The Uniqueness Paradox in Organizational Stories," Administrative
Science Quarterly 28 (1983): 438-39; in regard to schools, both public
and Catholic, see: John Philip Pejza, "An Investigation of Strong
Religious Cultures in Selected Catholic Secondary Schools" (Ed.D. diss.,
University of San Diego, 1987), 1-2.
6

Reba N. Page, "Cultures and Curricula: Differences Between and
Within Schools," Educational Foundations 4 (Winter 1990): 52.
7

Gregory A. Brandao, "Faculty Perceptions Regarding Practice of
Brothers of Sacred Heart New Orleans Province Charism in CommunityOwned Secondary Schools" (Ed.D. diss., University of San Francisco,
1993), 22; Pejza, "Strong Religious Cultures," 1-2.

3

religious orders that founded them. 8
The Congregation for Catholic Education highlighted this
difference among Catholic schools in 1982 in "Lay Catholics in
Schools: Witnesses to Faith":
Certain elements will be characteristic of all Catholic schools. But
these can be expressed in a variety of ways; often enough, the
concrete expression will correspond to the specific charism of the
religious institute that founded the school and continues to direct
it. 9
A similar statement was made in 1988 in The Religious Dimension
of Education in a Catholic School:
Most Catholic schools are under the direction of religious
congregations, whose consecrated members enrich the educational
climate by bringing to it the values of their own religious
communities. . . . Each congregation brings the richness of its
own educational tradition to the school, found in its original
charism. 10

8

Brandao, "Brothers of the Sacred Heart New Orleans Province
Charism," 34-36.
9

Congregation for Catholic Education, "Lay Catholics in Schools:
Witnesses to Faith," in Vatican Council II. More Postconciliar
Documents, ed. Austin Flannery (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., 1982), #39, p. 645.
10

Congregation for Catholic Education, The Religious Dimension of
Education in a Catholic School: Guidelines for Reflection and Renewal
(Washington, DC: Office of Publishing and Promotion Services, United
States Catholic Conference, 1988), #35, p. 17.

4

Into the 1960s, the overwhelming majority of the professional
personnel in Catholic schools consisted of members of religious orders
and priests. 11 It was assumed that their presence would guarantee the
school's Catholic culture and the characteristics specific to the charism of
the religious order that served therein. 12 However, since the Second
Vatican Council, the composition of faculties in Catholic schools has
radically changed. In fact, projections suggest that by the turn of this
century all-lay faculties will be the norm within Catholic schools. 13 This
change raises the question, among others, of the continuation of the
Catholic character of these institutions as well as the preservation of the
specific educational climate of the religious orders that founded them. 14
11

Anthony S. Bryk, Valerie E. Lee, and Peter B. Holland, Catholic
Schools and the Common Good (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1993), 71.
12

Brandao, "Brothers of the Sacred Heart New Orleans Province
Charism," 1; Thomas C. Hunt and Norlene M. Kunkel, "Catholic
Schools: The Nation's Largest Alternative School System," in Religious
Schooling in America, ed. James C. Carper and Thomas C. Hunt
(Birmingham, AL: Religious Education, 1984), 1-34.
13

14

Bryk, Common Good, 33-34, 71.

1bid., 71; Brandao, "Brothers of the Sacred Heart New Orleans
Province Charism,"1-4; Michael D. Kurimay, SJ, "The Teacher in the
Jesuit Educational Tradition: An Ideal Type Analysis" (Ed.D. diss.,
University of San Francisco, 1988), 1-3; Steven Shafran, SDB, "The
Educational Method of Saint John Bosco as a School Culture in the

5

Purpose and Need for the Study
If a Catholic school wishes to maintain the culture in which it was

founded, it is essential that its personnel have an understanding of the
"network of meanings" that constitute Catholic identity 15 as well as those
that characterize the charism and educational tradition of the religious
order that originally established it. Attention to this need is ever more
crucial today because most Catholic schools are staffed mainly by lay
persons. Since most of these men and women have not, like their
colleagues who are vowed religious or priests, experienced intense
spiritual formation programs sponsored by religious communities and
seminaries, it can no longer be assumed that the special identity of the
school will simply be maintained because of the presence of faculty, staff,

Salesian High Schools in the United States" (Ed.D. diss., University of
San Francisco, 1994), 2-5.
15

Virginia H. Shimabukuro, "Profile of an Ideal Catholic School
Teacher: Content and Analysis of Roman and American Documents, 1965
to 1990" (Ed.D. diss., University of San Francisco, 1993), 1-3; Joseph
D. Massucci, "The Unique Identity of Catholic High Schools: A
Comparison of the Church's Expectations and A School Community's
Experiences and Beliefs" (Ph.D. diss., University of Dayton, OH, 1993),
1-3.

6

and administrators who have received such a training. 16 Thus, as with
any organization, conscious, purposeful action must be taken by leaders
of Catholic schools to articulate and nurture among the personnel "the
basic assumptions and beliefs" 17 that create the school's specific culture
and thereby its identity. 18
What is true of Catholic schools in general is also true of those
schools founded or staffed by members of the Society of Mary of Paris
(Marianists) in the United States. For those schools to continue within
the Marianist tradition it is essential that their personnel understand and
be committed to the network of meanings that constitute the Marianist
educational culture. As a contribution to this process of enculturation,
this study will elaborate an articulation of that culture.
Crucial to the culture of any institution is the "charisma, foresight,

16

Brandao, "Brothers of the Sacred Heart New Orleans Province
Charism," 1-4; Kurimay, "The Teacher in the Jesuit Educational
Tradition, "1-3; Shafran, "The Educational Method of Saint John Bosco,"
2-5.
17

Edgar H. Schein, Organizational Culture and Leadership (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1985), 6.
18

Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus, Leaders. The Strategies for Taking
Charge (New York, Harper & Row, Publishers, 1985), 143; Sergiovanni,
Principalship, 88-89; Martin, "The Uniqueness Paradox," 451-452.

7

and vision" of its founder. 19 Therefore, in order to accomplish the
purpose of this study, a content analysis of the writings of the founder of
the Society of Mary of Paris, William Joseph Chaminade, will be
researched to determine the marks of the educational culture that he
initiated.
At the same time, for the culture of an organization to exist across
generations, new members must be regularly initiated into it. 20 In this
process of initiation and socialization, new members gradually integrate
into their own personal network of meanings those of the organization of
which they are becoming members. One way these interpretations or
fundamental assumptions are mediated to new members is through those
whom the initiates experience as important to themselves and to the

19

Terrence E. Deal and Kent E. Peterson, The Principal's Role in
Shaping School Culture <Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1990), 71; also see: Edgar H. Schein, "The Role of the Founder
in the Creation of Organizational Culture," in Reframing Organizational
Culture, ed. Peter Frost and others (Newbury Park, CA: Sage
Publications, 1991), 14-15.
20

Schein, Organizational Culture, 9; Lee G. Bolman and Terrence E.
Deal, Reframing Organizations: Artistry. Choice. and Leadership (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1991), 249-250.

8

organization. 21
However, these new members do not simply absorb the new world
of meaning in which they are immersed. In the process of appropriating
it, they select and modify what is communicated to them according to
their previous history and their location in the new organization and in
the various other societies to which they belong. 22 Also, extant in even
the most traditional of societies and organizations are variants and/or
competing versions or interpretations of elements of the cultural network
of meaning. 23 These also provide new members with choices in
determining the construction of their identity as well as the enactment of
their role within the organization. 24 Thus, it is this multivariant process
of the transmission and acquisition of culture that in part accounts for
changes within the cultural system over time. 25
21

Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of
Reality (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1967), 130-131;
see also: Meredith B. McGuire, Religion: The Social Context (Belmont,
CA: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1987), 26-27.
221bid.
23

Harrison M. Trice and Janice M. Beyer, The Cultures of Work
Organizations (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1993), 175.
24

McGuire, Religion, 26-27.

25

Harrison, Culture of Work Organizations, 6.

9

One way of conceptualizing the process whereby members
represent this constructed identity to themselves and others is through
narrative. 26 Sidney Callahan claimed that "persons are inevitably
following various scripts and playing parts in the many narratives and
dramas of social interaction .... "27

She further suggested that "our

brains may be preset to function in a narrative mode of thinking, as well
as through conceptual abstractions and categories. "28 Another researcher,
Margaret Eisenhart, added that
telling stories about self is not only a way to demonstrate
membership in a group or to claim an identity within it. Telling
stories about self is also a means of becoming; a means by which
an individual helps to shape and project identities in social and
cultural spaces; and a way of thinking about learning that requires
the individual to be active as well as socially and culturally
responsive. 29
Stories of self coalesce around the "identities that the teller holds
[or the cultures or communities to which the individual belongs],"
26

Margaret Eisenhart, "The Fax, the Jazz Player, and the Self-Story
Teller: How Do People Organize Culture?" Anthropology and Education
Quarterly 26 ( 1995): 19.
27

Sidney Callahan, In Good Conscience: Reason and Emotion in
Moral Decision Making (San Francisco: Harper San Francisco, 1991),
207.
281bid.
29

Eisenhart, "Self-Story Teller," 19.

10

forming substories that are woven together into an over-arching life
story. 30 "Each substory groups a set of episodes into a single unit
organized around a central theme. 'Religious life,' 'career,' and 'family'
are some common themes for telling life stories in our culture. "31
From a somewhat different perspective, the importance of
"storytelling" in the process of socialization has also been recognized by
academic researchers as well as practitioners concerned with
organizational culture. For example, Wilkins claimed:
In general, stories are powerful in passing on a culture
because they are like maps that help people know how things are
done in a particular group. People want to know how to fit in and
avoid major blunders in a new culture. Of course, fitting in and
being able to get things done in a new organization is not just a
matter of learning how to find one's way around the building, and
it is not just a matter of having technical "maps" about how to be
an engineer, or how to type, or how to advertis~. The new
employee needs a social map which will point out the dangerous
areas and the safe turf. Organizational stories are an important
way to map this social territory. . . .
Stories need to operate in two different ways to serve as
maps for participants which help to coordinate their actions in the
service of a common purpose. The stories must symbolize the
overarching purpose and philosophy in a way that inspires and
teaches. However, they must also provide enough of a suggestion
about how participants should act that they know what to do once

3

°Carole Cain, "Personal Stories: Identity Acquisition and SelfUnderstanding in Alcoholics Anonymous," Ethos 19 (1991): 238.
31

Ibid.
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they have been inspired. 32
But unlike Callahan or Eisenhart the focus among management scientists
has usually been on often-told anecdotes rather than on life stories. 33
Such insights about narrative informed the second part of this
study. The researcher conducted in-depth, phenomenological interviews
with eight persons of U.S. citizenship recognized as "best experienced" in
Marianist education by a nominating body that is representative of the
membership of the five provinces of the Society of Mary in the United
States. Their designation as "best experienced" was considered an
indication that they qualified as those individuals recognized as wellgrounded in Marianist educational culture and important to the
transmission of that culture, that is, some of its "storytellers."
These interviews will focused on their life stories from the

32

Alan L. Wilkins, "The Creation of Company Cultures: The Role of
Stories and Human Resource Systems," Human Resource Management 23
(Spring 1984): 43-40.
33

Wilkins, "The Role of Stories", 41-60; Martin, "The Uniqueness
Paradox," 438-453; David M. Boje, "The Storytelling Organization: A
Study of Story Performance in an Office-Supply Firm," Administrative
Quarterly 36 (1991): 106-126; Carol D. Hansen and William M.
Kahnweiler, "Storytelling: An Instrument for Understanding the
Dynamics of Corporate Relationships," Human Relations 46 (1993):
1391-1409; Deal, Corporate Cultures, 87-90.
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perspective or theme of Marianist education in order to discover "how
these individuals interpret and understand the world around them, "34
specifically that of Marianist educational culture. Through the data
gathered in these interviews, the researcher constructed both a textural
and structural description35 of a perception of the contents of Marianist
educational culture that presently exists in the United States.

Conceptual Framework of the Study
The theoretical construct informing this study is that of school as
culture. Since at least the middle of the 1970s both educational
researchers and practitioners 36 have evidenced a renewed interest37 in this
34

Meredith D. Gall, Walter R. Borg, and Joyce P. Gall, Educational
Research. An Introduction, 6th ed. (White Plains, NY: Longman
Publishers, 1996), 604.
35

Ibid., 602.

36

Carolyn S. Anderson, "The Search for School Climate: A Review
of the Research," Review of Educational Research 52 (1982): 402-404;
Stewart C. Purkey and Marshall S. Smith, "Effective Schools: A
Review," The Elementary School Journal 83 (1983): 440-442; Jon
Saphier and Matthew M. King, "Good Seeds Grow in Strong Cultures,"
Educational Leadership 42 (1985): 67-74; Sergiovanni, Principalship, 83112.
37

Like others, Lee, Bryk, and Smith point out that early in the
twentieth century Willard Waller and Pitrim Sorokin had devoted
attention to this concept. Valerie E. Lee, Anthony S. Bryk, and Julia B.

13

concept, which continues to frame a considerable amount of research and
practice in the present. 38
Though Deal suggested that "the momentum for studying culture
was stimulated, in part, by research in public schools ... ", 39 still
educationists exhibit a significant dependence upon studies produced by
organizational researchers, 40 and these along with educationists rely upon
the work of anthropologists and sociologists. 41 Since disagreements about
the definition and genesis of culture exist in anthropology and

Smith, "The Organization of Effective Secondary Schools," in Review of
Research in Education 19, ed. Linda Darling-Hammond (Washington,
DC: American Educational Research Association, 1993), 172; see also:
Aikin, Marvin, eds. Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 6th ed.
(New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1992), s.v.
"Organizational Climate and Culture," by Terrence E. Deal.
38

"Dissertation Abstracts" for January, 1987, to September, 1995,
reported 272 entries that employed the concept of school culture and
ERIC for January, 1992, to June, 1995, listed 307 titles in which it was
utilized.
39

Terrence E. Deal, "The Symbolism of Effective Schools," The
Elementary School Journal 85 (1985): 608.
40

Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 6th ed. , s. v. "Organizational
Climate and Culture," by T. E. Deal.
41

John VanMaanen and Stephen R. Barley, "Cultural Organization:
Fragments of a Theory," in Organizational Culture, ed. Peter J. Frost,
Larry F. Moore, Meryl Reis Louis, Craig C. Lundberg, Joanne Martin
(Beverly Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1985), 32.
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sociology, 42 differences in the interpretation of the concept of culture
exist among organizational scholars and educational researchers and
practitioners who depend upon these social sciences. There simply is no
unified theory of culture which commands assent by all scholars at
present. 43 However, there are certain characteristics of culture upon
which there is general scholarly agreement. It is a composite description
of these that will direct this study.
The first element of cultural analysis involves attention to the
culture's ecological context. 44 Cultures are embedded in a physical
territory, anchored in the material world, persisting in or across periods

42

Meryl Reis Louis, "An Investigator's Guide to Workplace Culture,"
in Organizational Culture, ed. Peter J. Frost, Larry F. Moore, Meryl
Reis Louis, Craig C. Lundberg, Joanne Martin (Beverely Hills, CA: Sage
Publications, 1985), 74-75; Edgar F. Borgatta and Marie L. Borgatta,
eds., Encyclopedia of Sociology (New York: Macmillan Publishing
Company, 1992), s.v. "Culture," by Samuel Gilmore; Robert Wuthnow
and Marsha Witten, "New Directions in the Study of Culture," in
Annual Review of Sociology. Volume 14, ed. W. Richard Scott and
Judith Blake (Palo Alto, CA: Annual Reviews Inc., 1988), 49-53, 65.
43

Wuthnow, "New Directions," 65; Linda Smircich, "Is the Concept
of Culture a Paradigm for Understanding Organizations and Ourselves?"
in Organizational Culture, ed. Peter J. Frost, Larry F. Moore, Meryl
Reis Louis, Craig C. Lundberg, Joanne Martin (Beverely Hills, CA: Sage
Publications, 1985), 57.
44

Van Maanen, "Fragments of a Theory," 33.
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of time, and situated in a social context that includes other groups. 45
Cultures, therefore, are historically based. Each culture's history is
unique, that of a particular group of people coping with a unique set of
II

physical, social, political, [religious/philosophical,] and economic
circumstances. 1146 Trice and Beyer47 noted that many sociologists and
anthropologists, such as Clyde Kluckhohn, Thomas Luckmann, and Peter
Berger, see culture creation as an effort to keep chaos at bay, to mask
life's fundamental insecurities, to reduce and contain the anxiety of
II

dealing with an unpredictable and uncertain environment. 1148
Secondly, culture is constituted by collectives, not simply
aggregates of individuals. 49 Only as a process of differential interaction
takes place -- that is, only as persons begin to associate with one another
and only as these associations begin significantly to supercede

451bid.
46

Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 6.

47

lbid., 1-4, 8-9.

48

Edgar H. Schein, "The Role of the Founder in the Creation of
Organizational Culture, in Reframing Organizational Culture, ed. Peter
Frost, Larry F. Moore, Meryl Reis Louis, Craig C. Lundberg, and
Joanne Martin (Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications, 1991), 15.
II
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associations with other persons and groups in the environment -- will "a
common frame of reference regarding ecologically based problems II be
likely to develop. 50 This interaction fosters similar feelings and
understandings, and the members' dependence upon one another for
emotional support engenders commitment to the group. Shared personal
characteristics such as age, ethnicity, social and economic class as well as
shared experiences also foster the emergence of collective meanings and
group cohesion. 51
Though some management scientists have criticized the claim that
the founder of an organization or group has a primary and lasting effect
upon the creation and maintenance of its culture, 52 many others have
singled out founder leadership as pivotal to the development of
organizational culture. 53 Schein summarized the importance of the leader
50
51

Van Maanen, "Fragments of a Theory," 34.

Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 10, 176.

52

Joanne Martin, Sim B. Sitkim, and Michael Boehm, "Founders and
the Elusiveness of A Cultural Legacy," in Organizational Culture, ed.
Peter J. Frost, Larry F. Moore, Meryl Reis Louis, Craig C. Lundberg,
Joanne Martin (Beverely Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1985), 99-101.
53

Philip Selznick, Leadership and Administration (Evanston, IL: Row
Peterson, 1957); Clark, "The Organizational Saga II; Andrew M.
Pettigrew, "On Studying Organizational Cultures," Administrative
Science Quarterly 24 (1979); John R. Kimberly, "Issues in the Creation
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in the following manner:
Founders usually have a major impact on how the group
defines and solves its external problem of surviving and growing,
and how it will internally organize itself and integrate its own
efforts. Because they had the original idea, founders will typically
have their own notion, based on their own cultural history and
personality, of how to get the idea fulfilled. Founders not only
have a high level of self-confidence and determination, but typically
they also have strong assumptions about the nature of the world,
the role that organizations play in that world, the nature of human
nature and relationships, how truth is arrived at, and how to
manage time and space. . . . As new members and leaders come
into the group, the founder's assumptions and beliefs will gradually
be modified, but they will always have the biggest impact on what
will ultimately be the group's culture. 54
The third factor in cultural analysis is the very content of the
culture, the collective understandings that develop within a group as it
negotiates its ecological context. 55 This content consists of "the webs of
meaning" the collective weaves, the world of significance it constructs, 56
its "interpretations of objects, events, and activities, "57 its "network of

of Organizations: Initiation, Innovation, and Institutionalization,"
Academy of Management Journal 22 (1979).
54

Schein, "The Role of the Founder," 15.
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Van Maanen, "Fragments of a Theory," 34.
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Van Maanen, "Fragments of a Theory," 34.
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meanings contained in its ideologies, norms, and values . . . , "58 its
"template or blueprint for the organization of social and psychological
processes, "59 its

. . . pattern of basic assumptions -- invented, discovered, or
developed ... [by which] it learns to cope with its problems of
external and internal integration -- that has worked well enough to
be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as
the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those
problems. 60
These basic assumptions, which shape not only behavior but the
perceptions, cognitions, and feelings of the members of the culture, 61 are
accepted as natural, a totally accurate description of the way reality is. 62
As such, they usually operate unconsciously, in an unexamined manner,
58

Trice, "Rites and Ceremonials," 654.

59

Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic
Books, Inc., Publishers, 1973), 216.
60

Schein, Organizational Culture, 9. Emphasis in the original. Italics
will be used in the body of the paper and in footnotes when these appear
in the citation itself or when the work referenced in a citation appears in
italics and for foreign words. Underlining will be used in the footnotes
to indicate titles of books.
61

Edgar H. Schein, "What Is Culture?" in Reframing Organizational
Culture, ed. Peter J. Frost, Larry F. Moore, Meryl Reis Louis, Craig C.
Lundberg, Joanne Martin (Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications, 1991),
245.
62

Peter L. Berger, The Sacred Canopy (Garden City, NY: Doubleday
& Company, Inc., 1969), 3-28.
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though the core elements may come to the surface, especially when
members of the culture find themselves confronted with an out-of-theordinary experience that conflicts with one of these assumptions. 63
These webs of meaning are regularly "expressed, affirmed, and
communicated to members" in a variety ways. 64 Among them, Trice has
distinguished the following cultural forms: rite, ceremonial, ritual, myth,
saga, legend, story, folktale, symbol, language, gesture, physical setting,
and artifact. 65 These are some of the means by which the culture of a
tribe, society, school, or corporate organization is transmitted from one
generation to the next.
A fourth consideration in cultural analysis involves attention to this
socialization process. Cultures endure only to the degree that the worlds
they create are communicated to succeeding generations and internalized
by them. 66 Yet, in the very process of transmission they change to some
63

Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 11; Karl E. Wieck, "The
Significance of Corporate Culture," in Organizational Culture, ed. Peter
J. Frost, Larry F. Moore, Meryl Reis Louis, Craig C. Lundberg, Joanne
Martin (Beverely Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1985), 386.
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Van Maanen, "Fragments of a Theory," 35; also see: J. Richard
Harrison and Glenn R. Carroll, "Keeping the Faith: A Model of Cultural
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degree, since communication is always an imperfect enterprise; and the
highly symbolic nature of cultural communication only enhances the
possibilities for imprecision and variation in understanding. 67
Change also can be motivated by developments in the culture's ecological
context. 68 Further, cultures are inherently ambiguous, containing within
themselves "patterns counteractive to the primary ones." These "exist as
subdominant but nonetheless important themes in ... any culture. "69
What is true of cultures in general is that much more characteristic of
contemporary Western culture, marked by a "modern consciOusness ..
[whose hallmark] is its enormous multiplicity. "70
More over, cultures, even those of tribal and pastoral societies, are
characterized by subcultures which contribute to the ambiguity and

Transmission in Formal Organizations," Administrative Science Quarterly
36 (1991): 552-53.
67

Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 6.
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Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, 409.
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Ibid., 406. See also: Debra E. Meyerson, "Acknowledging and
Uncovering Ambiguities in Cultures," in Reframing Organizational
Culture, ed. Peter J. Frost, Larry F. Moore, Meryl Reis Louis, Craig C.
Lundberg, Joanne Martin (Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications, 1991),
254-284.
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dynamic nature of cultures. 71 Recent organizational theorists have
pressed this point against what has appeared to them a simplistic
description of organizational culture as monolithic. 72
These dimensions of cultural analysis (ecological context, collective
nature of culture, importance of the founder, collective understandings,
and socialization process) framed this study. Special attention was
focused on the pivotal role of the founder of the Society of Mary of Paris
(Marianists), William Joseph Chaminade, and the educational culture he
formulated. To gain access to it, the researcher performed a content
analysis upon the artifact of his published writings. Secondly, to gain an

71
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Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 175.

See, for example: Kathleen L. Gregory, "Native View Paradigms:
Multiple Cultures and Culture Conflict in Organizations," Administrative
Science Quarterly 28 (1983): 359-76; Joanne Martin and Caren Siehl,
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Organizational Dynamics 12 (Autumn, 1983): 52-64; Joanne Martin, Sim
B. Sitkin, and Michael Boehm, "Founders and the Elusiveness of A
Cultural Legacy," in Organizational Culture, ed. Peter J. Frost, Larry F.
Moore, Meryl Reis Louis, Craig C. Lundberg, Joanne Martin (Beverely
Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1985), 99-124; Debra E. Meyerson,
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appreciation of how that culture is now expressed and transmitted, eight
in-depth, open-ended interviews of present individuals designated as "best
experienced" in Marianist education were analyzed. Finally, to gain
some sense of how that Marianist culture of education has developed over
time, these two expressions of the culture were compared.

Background for the Study
In order to understand the genesis of Marianist educational culture,
it is essential that the historical setting of William Joseph Chaminade and
the condition of schooling at his time be understood. Also, to grasp the
need for the study and its significance, it is important to have a general
appreciation of the number of vowed Marianist religious engaged in
secondary education today (1997) as compared with that of thirty years
ago. 73 The following background material will address both of these
Issues.
At the time of the storming of the Bastille (July 14, 1789), the

73

As indicated below, primary education was a central focus of
Chaminade's efforts as well as that of the Society of Mary in the United
States into the beginning of the twentieth century. However, in the
second half of the present century practically all attention has been
directed toward secondary schooling.
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historic symbol of the French Revolution, William Joseph Chaminade, the
founder of the Society of Mary of Paris, was twenty-eight years old (b.
April 7, 1761, at Perigueux, capital of the Perigord region of
southwestern France). 74 Eighteen of those years had been spent at the
Royal College of St. Charles in Mussidan, a town located on the Isle
River about twenty miles southwest from his birthplace. 75 When he
arrived at this minor seminary in November, 1771, his brother, Louis,
had already been studying there for some months and his priestly brother,

74

For biographical material on Chaminade see: Henry Rousseau, SM,
William Joseph Chaminade. Founder of the Society of Mary, trans. John
E. Garvin, SM (Dayton: The Brothers of Mary, 1914); Joseph Simler,
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John Baptist, had recently been appointed its superior by Bishop Jean
Chretien Macheco de Premeaux of Perigueux. Eventually Chaminade
would serve the school as both a teacher of philosophy, physics, and
mathematics and business manager.
Nothing of 1789 presaged the cataclysmic rupture between Church
and State that was to occur the next year. 76 In fact, Chaminade, who
would eventually risk his life in defiance of the revolutionary
government, served as a delegate to the meeting of the Three Estates at
Mussidan held in the church of Notre-Dame du Roc (January, 1789) and
then again as proxy to the meeting of the Three Estates for the region of
Perigord (March 1789). At the latter assembly, he, along with his
brother Louis and a fellow teacher, Henry Moze, was one of the 440
delegates to vote against the wishes of his bishop, the president of the
meeting, regarding the manner of composing Perigord's cahier de

doleances. In reaction to what he considered insubordination, the bishop
left the meeting in a rage, renounced his presidency, and shortly departed

76

Franc;ois Furet stated this point quite simply: "... the ordinary
people of France, both peasant and bourgeois, who had celebrated the
first anniversary of 14 July in apparent unanimity, split in 1790 over the
religious question. " Revolutionary France. 1770-1880, trans. Antonia
Nevill (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1993), 89.
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for Paris; he was never to see Perigueux again. 77 Commenting upon the
incident, Joseph Verrier, remarked:
If they [Chaminade and his colleagues] had sided with the Bishop,
they would have seemed to be more traditionalists. In taking their
place deliberately with the lower clergy, they showed that tradition
no longer satisfied them and, since it was not a matter of faith,
they hoped for a reasonable democratization even among the
clergy. 78

77

The bishop, Emmanuel Louis de Grossoles de Flamarens, eventually
emigrated to England and died in London on January 6, 1815, unwilling
to comply with Pius VII's request at the time of the Concordat with
Napoleon (1801) that all legitimate French bishops renounce their Sees.
Those who left the meeting with him numbered 220. The cahiers de
doleances were lists of grievances to be presented at the meeting of the
Estates-General. Verrier, Jalons. Documento 5.5, 6.
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Verrier, J alons, Documento 5. 5, 11. However, such a comment
must not be misunderstood. Chaminade was clearly a royalist, but one
who, in that context, recognized a fundamental sense of equality. Vasey
has suggested that since Chaminade was raised in Perigueux, ".. :he
understood more than the generality of Frenchmen true equality, though
he was an out-and-out royalist. The government of Perigueux was unique
in France. Throughout the centuries this city had been able to preserve
its character of Roman municipium. The city was governed by its
citizens in council; one would say today, collegially." But more
fundamental still to the sense of equality that would characterize his work
was the biblical vision embodied in his motto, cor unum et anima una
[one heart and one soul; see: Acts 4:32], and a recognition that the new
times needed new ways of being, which, he believed, were already to be
found within primitive Christianity. Also, though his sympathies were
with the monarchy, his policy in regard to the state was always to
cooperate with whatever form of government was in place, as long as it
did not impede the free exercise of the Catholic faith. Thus, as long as
such freedom was accorded, he resisted any political action. Vasey,
Chaminade, 90, 123, 159.
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Though most in 1789 could not have imagined what was shortly to
transpire, still a pervasive alienation from the Church had grown during
the second half of the eighteenth century, preparing the soil for the
dechristianization France was to experience:
. . . something profound was happening in France in the second
half of the eighteenth century. . .. a (small) minority [of persons]
gave up practising the Catholic religion; fewer men entered the
priesthood, and recruitment to male and female orders declined
even faster; men and women making their wills bothered less and
less about masses for their souls; religious books, as a proportion
of both production and consumption, declined sharply; old forms of
religious sociability, such as the penitents, shed their religious
content and/or lost their appeal; more unmarried girls got pregnant,
more young couples slept together before marriage, and some
married couples began to flaunt the Catholic taboo on
contraception. 79
Most bishops usually resided outside their dioceses, and these

Chaminade clearly stated this policy in a letter to the Chevalier
Adophe de Rubelles following the July Revolution [1830]: "I have a
principle, that nothing must ever be done against a Government already
established. It is in this way that, by the application of this principle, I
have passed safely through all the Revolutions, in occupying myself only
with my ministry and being of service to my neighbor." Chaminade to
Chevalier Adolphe de Rubelles, 2 March 1831 [#582], in Letters of
Father Chaminade, Vol. 2, Part 2, trans. Thomas Poitras, SM (Dayton,
OH: Marianist Press, 1976), 463. The letters of Chaminade are
numbered and the number in brackets following the date indicates the
letter's number in the volume.
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(London: Routledge, 1989), 8.
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were, at best, administrators, neither scandalous nor edifying, focused on
the pleasures of this world. 80 Perhaps an example of the nadir to which
some among the higher clergy fell was Cardinal Etienne Charles de
Lomenie de Brie nne. When he was suggested for the See of Paris, Louis
XVI is reported to have said, "'At the very least . . . the Archbishop of
Paris must believe in God. '" 81
Priests in the towns and members of the great secular congregations
were, like the bishops, infected with the philosophical ideas of the
time. There was a superior of the Lazarists ... who avoided
using the name of our Lord in his sermons. Well-known preachers
refrained from making the sign of the cross at the beginning of
theirs, confined themselves to advocating a natural morality without
religious basis or even went so far as to praise Voltaire. 82
The popularity of the Encyclopedie, "the Enlightenment's great

machine de guerre," "anti-Catholic by clear implication if not by e_xplicit
statement, "83 was another indication of the decline of religious faith. At
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Adrien Dansette, Religious History of Modern France, trans. John
Dingle, vol. 1 (New York: Herder and Herder, 1961), 13.
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had no equivalent in European thought." Revolutionary France, 14.
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least 11 ,500 copies of it reached France by 1789, even in some remote
areas.
It did not particularly appeal to merchants and manufacturers, but
was gobbled up by noblemen (particularly of the robe), clerics,
royal o.fficiers, army officers, professional men and rentiers. . ..
its diffusion throughout the French elite must have at least
reinforced the notables' inclination to abandon the religion of their
forefathers. 84
This disaffection also abounded among landed bourgeoisie, local
civil servants, inkeepers, retired soldiers, and even touched peasants in
some areas. 85 Such was certainly the situation in the region in which
Chaminade ministered. For example, in Bordeaux it was estimated that
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1bid. According to Dansette, in the Perigord area, the territory in
which St. Charles was located, ". . . curiosity concerning the new ,ideas
was particularly keen. The names of twenty-four priests were to be
found among a list of forty subscribers to the Encyclopedie. On the eve
of the Revolution, the seminary of St.-Die was full of deists and
epicureans." Religious History, 17. One of those subscribers was
probably Louis Chaminade, in whose library the Encyclopedie was found
at his death. William and Louis were also corresponding members of
the Musee de Paris, whose most outstanding members were Masons.
Yet, they were staunchly devoted to the Catholic faith. This fact warns
against automatically equating irreligion with the possession of works
such as the Encyclopedie or participation in such organizations as the
Musee de Paris. Verrier, Jalons. Documento 5.5, 2.
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Hubert Jedin and John Dolan, eds., History of the Church (New
York: Crossroad, 1981), vol. 7, The Church Between Revolution and
Restoration, by Roger Aubert and others, trans. Peter Becker, 14.
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two thirds of the population abstained from fulfilling its Easter duties. 86
On November 2, 1789, the Assembly in Paris voted to "'place at
the disposal of the nation'" the possessions of the Church, selling them to
the public at large in order "to make up the government's deficit, the
original reason for which the Estates General had been convoked. "87
Such action was not unprecedented in European history and it was argued
that the Church, as a public servant, did not possess the property but had
use of its benefits for the "purpose of discharging certain functions,
responsibility for which could be withdrawn from it and reassigned to
other institutions. "88 Ultimately, this law not only made it impossible for
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the Church to continue its monopoly in education and health care, 89 but
"by selling the Church's possessions to the public, by lot, they [the
Assembly] firmly bound a large proportion of the French people to the
Revolution, by way of their new acquisitions. "90
The Assembly continued its offensive against the Church with
passage of a law (February 13, 1790) both forbidding the taking of
solemn religious vows and dissolving all orders and congregations, except
those involved in education or care of the sick. Within two years
(August 18, 1792) those active in education and care for the sick and the
poor were also dispersed. 91
But the irrevocable breach between the Church and the Revolution
occurred about four months later with the Constituent Assembly's passage
of the Civil Constitution of the Clergy (July 12, 1790). At first neither

89
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churchmen nor assemblymen sensed the far-reaching implications of the
legislation. In fact, Champion de Cice, Archbishop of Bordeaux, Keeper
of the Seals, and leader of the episcopal members of the Constituent
Assembly, advised Louis XVI to sign the document. 92 However, by
October of 1790 the bishops of the Assembly recognized the ramifications
of the law and issued a refutation entitled Expositions des principes sur La

Constitution civile du clerge. 93 Nonetheless, the Assembly persisted in its
demands, requiring all clergy serving in a public function to swear an
oath approving the Civil Constitution of the Clergy or suffer the loss of
their posts and salaries. 94 The oath was administered on January 4, 1791.
Of the forty-nine bishops who were members of the Assembly, only
Charles Maurice de Talleyrand-Perigord, who had proposed placing_ the
possessions of the Church at the disposal of the Nation, and Jean
II

II

Baptiste Joseph Gobel subscribed to it. 95
What was at stake in the Civil Constitution of the Clergy was the
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lbid., 58. Five other bishops who were not members of the
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universal nature of the Catholic Church. In effect it claimed the right of
the state to enact changes in religion without reference to the body of the
Church or the pope, thereby making the Church completely dependent
upon temporal authority, severed from any ties with the sovereign
pontiff. 96 Thus, its passage marked "a crucial date in the political and
religious history of the Revolution. The vote finalized the divorce
between the Revolution and Catholic tradition, a divorce that polarized
public opinion and provided the counterrevolution with its first troops. "97
More than 50 percent of parish priests opposed the Civil
Constitution. 98 Like them, Chaminade also refused to take the oath and
urged others, such as his former classmate of Saint Charles, Pierre
Pontard, then pastor of the parish at Sarlat and soon to be elected
Constitutional bishop, to be steadfast against it. 99 In fact, Chaminade's
efforts against the oath and those of his colleagues at Saint Charles and at
other regional schools led Pontard, once he had been installed as bishop,
96
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to request the Assembly in Paris to provide financial assistance for the
publication of materials to counteract them. 100
Because he refused the oath, Chaminade lost his right to teach, and
as a result of the law of November 2, 1789, Saint Charles became the
property of the state. 101 Either these factors or some other unknown
reasons led Chaminade in the autumn of 1791 to depart Mussidan, which
had been his home for twenty years, for Bordeaux. 102
From the end of 1791 to the following spring, the climate for nonjuring priests 103 in Bordeaux was peaceful, with no indication that they
might ever have to fear for their lives. But in May signs of the future
terror began to appear. For example, a Bordelaise wrote to her brother
(May 26, 1792):
"I do not know how calm things are where you are. For us,
matters are constantly in flux. Non-juring priests especially are
100
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Chaminade and Moze argued in court that since they had invested
their own money in the improvement of the school, they deserved to be
reimbursed. However, their case was not successful. Verrier, Jalons,
Documento 5. 7.
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The term "non-juring" refers to those members of the French
clergy who refused to take an oath to the "Civil Constitution of the
Church."
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being bothered. They have all taken disguises; all are in secular
garb. A few days ago five or six were put in prison for having
said Mass in homes. They hear confessions and bring the good
God secretly. So far none has been punished, but that will
certainly come soon. "104
Two months later (July 15, 1792), two priests, John Simon
Langoiran, vicar-general of the diocese and former professor of theology
at the university, and Louis Dupuy, were killed by a mob on the staircase
outside the bishop's residence. 105 On the following day, the municipal
authorities began secretly to advise the non-juring clergy to leave France.
As a result, by the end of the month (July 31, 1792) more than 260
passports had been issued to priests desiring to emigrate. 106 The situation
in France continued to grow more violent and in September three hundred
clergymen and three bishops were among the 1, 100 victims

massacr~d

in

the Paris jails. 107 Within the following months more than 30,000
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Aubert, Between Revolution and Restoration, 31. "The massacres
form part of the general history of the country; since the victims were all
those designated 'traitors to the fatherland'. . .. Similar, but less
extensive massacres occurred at the same time in various provincial
centres, particularly Versailles, Rhiems, Meaux and Lyons." Dansette,
Religious History, 71.
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clergymen escaped France. 108 Faced with the approaching terror,
Chaminade chose not to emigrate but to join ranks with approximately a
hundred priests in Bordeaux who continued their ministry in secret. 109
About fifty years later, at the age of eighty-three, he wrote about this
time: " ... only a step separated me from the scaffold: the thickness of a
plank. nllO
In Paris the Convention continued to pass laws against non-juring
priests and those who harbored them (February 14, 1793; July 7, 1793).
And from the summer of 1793 to that of 1794 a wave of
dechristianization and terror spread across France. 111 In October, 1793,
108

Aubert, Between Revolution and Restoration, 31.

109

Verrier, Jalons, Documento 5.9, 12. There is no way to know
exactly how many priests remained undercover in Bordeaux during this
period. The number one hundred represents the careful judgment of
Verrier.
11

°Chaminade to George Caillet, 17 August 1844 [#1313], Letters of
Father Chaminade, vol. 6, trans. and ed. Joseph Roy, SM (Dayton, OH:
Marianist Press, 1983), 41.
111

"Revolutionary tribunals during the Reign of Terror sent to the real
guillotine at least 794 priests and 126 nuns; when less judicial massacres
... are added, the total number of deaths among the clergy may have
been between two and three thousand. Of the clergy who survived, an
estimated 32,500 left the country -- five-sixths of them deported by force;
their experiences in emigration were often of poverty, loneliness, and
despair. All of these figures are for the clergy alone; they say nothing of
those Catholics who lost their lives and/or their livelihoods for their faith
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commissioners from the Convention led by John Baptist Lacombe arrived
in Bordeaux to assure a vigorous prosecution of the law. By the time he
himself fell victim to the guillotine (August 14, 1794), twenty priests,
seventeen religious women, seventeen women and young girls, and thirtyeight laymen had lost their lives on the scaffold at Bordeaux.U 2
The campaign of dechristianization not only raged against those
faithful to Rome but also against the Constitutional Church, in effect
competely ruining it. 113 As part of this process, the revolutionary
calendar with its decadi in place of Sunday was adopted (October 24,
1793) and the Goddess of Reason celebrated in Notre Dame in Paris and
in similar ceremonies throughout France (November 10, 1793). 114 By
spring of 1794 only about 150 Constitutional parishes in the whole
country were publicly celebrating Mass .U 5 Robespierre, who had been
elected president of the Convention (June 4, 1794), presided over the
-- for example, by sheltering refractory priests -- for whom no remotely
satisfactory statistics can ever be established." Gibson, Social History,
52.
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Festival of the Supreme Being on June 8, 1794, again a feast celebrated
throughout country .U 6 But by the end of July he fell and with his
execution the terror subsided.
Beginning in February of the following year (1795) legislation
against non-juring priests was gradually modified, and Chaminade was
able to come out of hiding and begin a public ministry, part of which was
reconciling repentant Constitutional clergy to the Catholic Church. 117 But
by the autumn (October 25, 1795) the laws of 1792 and 1793 were
reinstated. In Bordeaux, however, the city officials, somewhat weary of
harassing priests, delayed prosecuting the law. So Chaminade, exercising
a prudent caution, was able to continue his ministry in the city. But with
a coup d'etat in Paris in the autumn of 1797 against royalist
sympathizers, a new period of persecution, sometimes called the dry
II

terror, began. 118
II

This new government replaced the death penalty with deportation
and decreed that all emigre priests who had returned were to be exiled.
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Though Chaminade had never left France, nonetheless his name appeared
on a list of emigre priests. Various attempts to have it removed failed.
So since he was known and since there was no way to avoid the civil
authorities this time, he had no choice but to submit to banishment. He
left France for Spain on September 22, 1797, where he was to remain for
three years. 119
With the coup d'etat of Napoleon on November 9, 1799, the
situation of the Catholic Church changed dramatically. However, the
church he intended to restore was itself remarkably altered from the one
that existed only ten years previously. It was not only cautious but also
devastated.
Death, schism and apostasy had left great gaps in the pastoral
ranks. Ministers of religion were no longer paid and seminaries
had ceased to exist. In some dioceses, of which Tours was a
typical example, most of the parishes were abandoned and churches
were falling into ruins. The clergy had to be built up once more,
housed, paid and disciplined, and churches repaired. 120
Obviously, Bonaparte's reconciliation with the Catholic Church was
not motivated by any religious faith but by a recognition that it was "an
institution with power over the minds of men. His object was to harness
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this power to the service of his rule. 'The people must have a religion;
this religion must be in the control of the government.'" 121 On October
20, 1800, Napoleon issued a decree allowing exiled priests to return to
France, and by the beginning of the following November Chaminade had
left Saragossa for Bordeaux. 122
The Revolution and his subsequent exile had radically transformed
his life. Even if it had been possible for him to have returned to a
relatively tranquil and secluded existence such as he had experienced for
twenty years in Mussidan, what had been wrought in his soul made it
inconceivable. He entered France convinced that he had been given a
divine mission to participate in the country's rechristianization. 123
Symbolic of his conception of this vocation was his request for the title
"Missionary Apostolic," which was granted to him by Rome on March
28, 1801. 124 In the title he saw a confirmation of his calling and the
121
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Vasey, Chaminade, 88. Verrier, among others, has suggested that
at Mussidan Chaminade had already formed some impressions of what
would eventually become his life work. Jalons, Documento 5.4, 17-22.
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Philippe Pierrel, A Missionary Journey with William Joseph
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Marianist Press, 1986), 71.
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source of authority for his apostolic activity. It was precisely in this
manner in 1830 that he explained the ministry in which he had been
engaged for the last thirty years:
God has deigned to inspire me, now some years ago, with the
desire of working for the maintenance of religion in our unhappy
country. To be able to do it more efficaciously, I asked for the
faculties of a Missionary Apostolic and obtained them. The first
means to accomplish my mission was the institution or
establishment of sodalities. 125
Chaminade' s insistence on his vocation as a missionary must be
understood in the context of the missionary tradition found in the spiritual
doctrine of the French School 126 and exhibited in the lives of great figures
such as St. Francis de Sales (1567-1622), St. Louis Marie Grignion de
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Chaminade to Alexis de Noailles, 14 May 1830 [#523], Letters,
2.2:364.
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The term "French School" is an expression popularized by Henri
Bremond in his classic work, A Literary History of Religious Thought in
France. Since the founder of this school was Pierre de Berulle (15751629), others find the term "Berulle School" more precise. Raymond
Deville, SS, The French School of Spirituality, trans. Agnes
Cunningham, SSCM (Pittsburgh, PA: Duquesne University, 1987), 2.
The spirituality of the French School exercised a dominate
influence on the thought of Chaminade. A principal reason for making
this claim is his comment about the importance of Jean-Jacques Olier
(1608-1657), a major author of the school and founder of the Sulpicians.
Chaminade wrote: "I adopt the doctrine of Father Olier." Chaminade to
Chevaux, 11 Aug 1833 [#698], Letters from Father Chaminade, 3.1:199.
See also: Vasey, 199-201, 213-17.
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Montfort (1673-1716), who organized the Missioners of the Company of
Mary (Monfortians), and St. Vincent de Paul (1580?-1660), who found
the Congregation of the Mission (Vincentians) and to whom Chaminade
was once compared. 127 Of course, Chaminade was not alone in claiming
this title. The secular priests who were members of the Congregation of
Saint Charles, of which he was a member at Mussidan, considered
themselves missionaries 128 and in the first years of Bonaparte's reign and
during the Restoration ( 1814-1830) missions preached by bands of
missionary priests became in many church officials' eyes a hope for the
rechristianization of the country. Perhaps somewhat critically, Ralph
Gibson summarized the extent and nature of the mission effort at that
time as follows:
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In a preface to a biography of Marie-Therese-Charlotte de
Lamourous, Paulin Cardinal Andrieu, then Archbishop of Bordeaux
(1912), wrote: "En ecrivant Ia vie de Mile de Lamourous, vous ne
pouviez pas ne pas parler de son directeur spirituel, le chanoine
Chaminade, qui fut, on peut le dire, le Vincent de Paul des oeuvres
bordelaises, au commencement du XIXo siecle .... " ["In writing the
life of Mlle de Lamourous, it is impossible not to speak of her spiritual
director, Canon Chaminade, who, it is fair to say, was the Vincent de
Paul of bordelaise works, at the beginning of the nineteenth century . . .
. " (translation is that of the author)] The preface is found in: Auguste
Giraudin, Marie-Therese-Charlotte de Lamourous (Bordeaux: L. Delbrel
Et Cie, 1912), n.p.
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In the early decades, the inadequacy of the parish clergy caused
bishops to favour the intense short-term propaganda effort known
as the 'mission'. A mission could last from one to six weeks, with
intensive preaching every day by specially designated clergy,
facilities for everyone to confess, a climactic general communion,
and usually the processional erection of a mission cross (of which
many may still be seen). There were missions under Napoleon, but
their heyday was the Restoration. The most notorious were those
given by the Jesuits and Missionaires de France, whose preachers
shamelessly brandished the threat of damnation and flagrantly
associated catholicism with the Bourbon cause. 'Long live the
faith, long live the King', sang the crowds at the missionaries'
prompting: 'for ever in France, the Bourbons and the faith'. There
were also, however, many less aggressive missionary
organizations, in particular the Oblates of Mary Immaculate,
founded in 1816 and specializing in preaching to the poor of the
Midi in the Proven~al language. As many as forty-five dioceses
may have had their own body of mission preachers, of varying
activity. An estimated 1,200 to 1,500 missions were preached
under the Restoration, in all dioceses except Corsica and
Cambrai. 129
129

Gibson, Social History, 250. Aubert offered a more nuanced
appraisal of these missions: "The frequent mixing of politics and religion
was a severe mistake in an ideologically divided country, and the
missionaries often emphasized the existing divergencies instead of
bringing people closer together. Their provocative attitude toward
nonbelievers, their sermons on the restitution of Church lands, their
diatribes against dancing, and the burning of books, reminding people in
unpleasant fashion of the Inquisition, angered an influential minority.
They were ultimately the reason for the rejection of these missions as
well as for the stormy reaction [after the July Revolution of 1830]
directed toward the 'mission crosses,' whose theatrical erection usually
concluded ceremonies. An objective examination of the missionary
activity must admit, though, that it was relatively successful. Even if it
had hardly any influence on the educated, it temporarily succeeded in
stopping the process of secularization among the simple people, even if
the emphasis all too frequently was more on public adherence to
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One of the most famous of these mission preachers was John Baptist
Rauzan, a member of Chaminade' s sodality. 130
Though Chaminade undoubtedly supported the preaching of
missions, he believed that a radically different apostolic effort was
necessary to rechristianize France, 131 the reestablishment of sodalities, 132

Catholicism than on the regular exercise of faith. In some cases the
missionaries organized a 'work of persistence,' whose activity was felt
for a long time. The general aim of the rechristianization of France
certainly was not achieved; but one has to consider that, contrary to
appearances, the number of these missions was rather small: perhaps
fifteen hundred in fifteen years, perhaps one hundred per year, in a total
of thirty-six thousand parishes." Between Revolution and Restoration,
122.
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Vasey, Chaminade, 96. Rauzan founded the Congregation of the
Priests of Mercy at Lyons to preach missions. At one point it was also
known as the Missionaries of France. Aubert claimed that it was the,
most successful of such establishments. William J. McDonald, James A.
Magner, Martin R.P. McGuire, John P. Whalen, eds. New Catholic
Encyclopedia (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967), s.v.
"Mercy, Fathers of," by Thomas P. Doyle. Aubert, Between Revolution
and Restoration, 122.
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In regard to missions, he wrote: "The missions, the pastors will
claim, are ideal instruments to bring about the change in morality and
religion which we seek, and have none of the disadvantages of the
Sodalities! It would not be difficult to show that without them
[sodalities], missions cannot prevent the ruin of many who would have
persevered if they had been encouraged." William Joseph Chaminade,
"Answers to the Seven Questions or Objections Usually Raised on the
New Structure of the Sodalities of Bordeaux and on the Relations
Between the Sodalities and the Parishes [1824]," in Missionary Journey,
84-85.
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but in an entirely new manner. He put that conviction quite simply in a
defense he made of their composition in 1824, more than twenty years
after having inaugurated them in Bordeaux. 133 "Who does not see," he
said, "that since the Revolution [of 1789], a new fulcrum must be found
for the lever that moves the modern world?" 134 This conviction that new
times demand new means ran like a reoccuring motif through all his
efforts. In this regard he was fond of quoting the scripture text, Nova

Two years later he voiced similar thoughts about the merit of
missions in relation to normal schools: "Granting that the cession of the
house of the Recollects and of the land dependent upon it, has been made
only on the condition of having there, country Missionaries, it is all right
that the establishment of the normal school occupies only a secondary
place on the same property, even if it is of far greater advantage for the
reformation of the diocese, and even more timely than the work of the
Mission." Chaminade to priest in Toulouse, 17 Feb 1826 [#389],
Letters of Father Chaminade, vol. 2, part 1, trans. Thomas Poitras, SM
(Dayton, OH: Marianist Press, 1976), 134-35.
132
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Chaminade launched the sodality on December 8, 1800, and its
original members made promises in it on February 2, 1801. Verrier,
Sodality, 1:159.
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William Joseph Chaminade, "Answers to Objections that are
Ordinarily Made Against Sodalities Established on the Plan of the One of
Bordeaux, on the Form Given them, and on their Relations with
Parishes," in The Spirit of Our Foundation According to the Writings of
Father Chaminade and the Original Documents of the Society, vol. 3, ed.
Henri Lebon, SM, and trans. Anthony A. Waldeck, SM (Dayton, OH:
Mt St. John Normal School, 1920), 235.
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bella elegit Dominus [The Lord has chosen new wars]. 135

In terms of cultural analysis, what Chaminade did was to assess the
ecological context 136 in which he existed and then create an organization
that would act counter to it.

In 1800 what he found was that alienation

from religious faith and practice already apparent in the second half of
the eighteenth century had only worsened with the Revolution and its
aftermath.
The mass of the people . . . for more than a decade . . . grew up
largely uncatechized, unaccustomed to Catholic rites, their lives not
governed by the Church calendar in the way their parents' had
been. . . . It was not merely a question of the children of the
1790s; since it took a long time for the clergy to re-establish itself,
those of the early nineteenth century were similarly underexposed
to the Catholic religion. Furthermore, there was knock-on effect in
subsequent generations as parents ignorant themselves of the
fundamentals of the Catholic faith were unable to pass them on to
their own children: as one cure told the Bishop of Rennes in 1821,
'most parents brought up in the unhappy days of the Revolution
know no prayers and consequently cannot teach them to their
children'. 137
The condition of the bourgeoisie of all kinds was even worse off than that
of the mass of the population; until 1848 most of them " . . . were either
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indifferent or hostile to the Church. "138
This general disaffection, in Chaminade 's view, could not be met
by the ordinary system of parishes. In a defense against those who would
claim that parishes were adequate, he wrote:
The number of parishioners is diminishing daily, in step with the
decline of Christianity, or rather, with its disappearance, and with
the growth of religious indifference. The Sodalities were created to
remedy such evils and repair the damage done to religion. Now,
how could they do this if parish services, that have lost their appeal
were the means used to encourage better attendance? ...
If the parishes today were like those of the early Church, Sodalities
would be superfluous and even a hindrance. But of the number of
persons each pastor has in his parish, and who are the parishioners
by right, how many are true believers and therefore true
parishioners? Isn't it disturbing to see, in most populous parishes
of our cities, the small number of men and especially of young men
who have faith and devotion? Do we not find, in the men of
today, a corrupt heart and a dissolute spirit? The pastor or
someone appointed by him will deliver a sermon, but who will
come to listen? 139
Chaminade's first response to this situation was, as indicated
above, the creation of sodalities, but in a new a form: "I call them
[sodalities] new because their structures and organization do not conform
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to those of the earlier Sodality of the Roman College. "140 What was new

140

Ibid., 82. The Bordeaux sodality also differed significantly from
both the Paris and Lyons sodalities that had also been established at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, though there was some
communication among the members of these organizations. The Paris
sodality, founded in the spirit of the Society of Jesus and eventually
directed by a Jesuit, was composed of students, clerics, and high-ranking
lay aristocrats. Prince Jules de Polignac, the last to head the French
government before the July Monarchy, was one of its members. Next to
the Paris sodality, Chaminade 's was much more egalitarian in nature and
completely divorced from any political enterprise, even though one its
members, Jean-Baptiste-Hyacinthe Lafon, figured significantly in an
attempt to overthrow Napoleon.
"La fondation du P. Chaminade devait differer de celle-ci [Paris] et
par son recrutement moins aristocratique et par sa structure complexe. .
... cette congregation de Lyon presente un contraste troublant avec les
societes de Paris et de Bordeaux. Elle n'est composee que d'une
cinquantaine de jeunes gens et surtout elle a un caractere ultra-secret que
n'ont pas les congregations de Paris et de Bordeaux." Guillaume
DeBertier de Sauvigny, Le Comte Ferdinand de Bertier (1782-1864) et
l'Enigme de la Congregation (Paris: Les Presses Continentales, 1948),,
38-39. See also: Guillaume DeBertier de Sauvigny, "Congregation,
The," in The New Catholic Encyclopedia, 1st ed. Fernand Mourret, A
History of the Catholic Church, vol. 8, Period of the Early Nineteenth
Century (1823-1878), trans. William Thompson (St. Louis: B. Herder
Book Co., 1957), 45-49; Dansette, Religious History, 186.
In the course of his attempt to obtain civil recognition of the
Society of Mary, Chaminade also claimed that the Bordeaux sodality
differed from that of Paris: "As to the Sodality of Bordeaux [December
8, 1800] it is older than that of Paris [February 2, 1801], the customs and
the practices of the one and the other are entirely different, for there had
been no previous communication between the directors. The very word
'Sodality' can be confusing, but would it not be puerile to harp on a
generic word in order to draw inferences in matters that are so serious. "
Chaminade to Caillet, 28 July 1825 [#365], 2.1:77. [Translation is that
found in Simler, Founder of the Marianists, 387.]
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about the Sodality of Bordeaux was that it was composed of persons of
various social classes (artisans, merchants, businessmen, aristocrats), both
sexes, of various ages, and of different stations in life. These individuals
formed groups with those of like condition -- such as the Young Men, the
Young Women, the Fathers of Families, the Mothers of Families, and the
Priests -- but they met together in public assemblies for mutual
encouragement, recreation, education, and discussion of pastoral action.
Looking back on these efforts at the age of seventy-seven (1838),
he indicated to Gregory XVI what he had hoped to do in this initial
missionary work of founding sodalities. He had wanted, he told the
pope, to present "to the astonished world on all sides, imposing masses of
Catholic Christians of every age, sex, and of every condition, who,
reunited in special associations, would practice our holy religion with
neither vanity nor human respect, in all the purity of its dogmas and
morals. "141
Chaminade claimed that in structuring his organization in this
fashion he was simply replicating the spirit of the primitive Christian
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Chaminade to Gregory XVI, 16 September 1838 [#1076], in
Letters of Father Chaminade, vol. 4, trans. Thomas Poitras, SM, and ed.
Thomas F. Girardino, SM (Dayton, OH: Marianist Press, 1978), 293.
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community. That is the specific point he made in answering the question,
what is the sodality [the following translation is the author's]:
It [sodality] is a society of fervent Christians, approved three years
ago [by Rome] and enriched with spiritual treasures by the
sovereign pontiffs, who, in order to imitate the Christians of the
primitive Church, sought by their frequent gatherings to have but
one heart and one soul and to form only one family, not only as
children of God, brothers of Jesus-Christ and members of his
Mystical Body, but even more as children of Mary, by a special
consecration to her cult and public profession of the privilege of
her Immaculate Conception.
From this it is easy to see that the nature and essence of the
Sodality is in the frequent gathering of members who compose it;
already united in spirit and in heart by the ties of charity, the
principle of all solid union on earth and in heaven. 142
He believed that this replication of primitive Christianity precisely
142

William Joseph Chaminade, "Des Congregations, sous le titre de
l'Immaculee Conception de Marie, Mere de Dieu," in Ecrits et Paroles,
eds. Ambrogio Albano, SM, Jean-Baptiste Armbruster, SM, Serge
Hospital, SM, and Emile Weltz, SM, vol. 1 (Rome: Edizioni Piemme,
1994), 164-165. The original French is as follows: "C'est une societe de
chretiens fervents, approvee depuis plus de trois ans et enrichie de tresors
spirituels par les Souverains Pontifes, qui, pour imiter les chretiens de la
primitive Eglise, tendent par leurs reunions frequentes a n'avoir tous
qu'une arne [Cf. Ac 4, 32] et ne former qu'une meme famille, non
seulement comme enfants de Dieu freres de Jesus-Christ et membres de
son Corps mystique, mais encore comme enfants de Marie, par une
consecration speciale a son culte et une profession ouverte du privilege de
son Immaculee Conception.
D 'ou il est aise de voir que la nature et 1'essence d 'une
Congregation est dans Ia frequente reunion des membres qui Ia
composent; deja unis d'esprit et de coeur par les liens de charite, principe
de toute union solide sur la terre et dans le ciel." [No date is given on
the document; the editors suggested that it was written between 1804 and
1806.]
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responded to the new situation, the new wars, in which the Church found
itself.
Seen through the lense of cultural analysis, his activity was
precisely one directed toward creating a new organization of persons to
meet a unique set of "social, political, [religious/philosophical], and
economic circumstances" 143 found within their ecological context. Just as
it had been through the circuits of clubs and other associations that the
enlightenment and an egalitarian spirit of the age had spread, 144 so
Chaminade employed a similar means to revitalize a spirit of Christianity
and a genuine sense of fraternity, equality, and liberty.
One of the objections so often leveled against his sodality was that
it seemed too much of the times, too egalitarian. Such a complaint
mirrored what Furet has called "that French mania for rank, which
resounded from top to bottom of society [during the ancien regime] and
[which] doubtless gave rise, by reaction, to the surge of revolutionary
egalitarianism." 145

That mania continued to permeate most Church
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officials through nineteenth century France, a mania that refused to
respond to the new situation ushered in by the Revolution. In face of
these conflicting mentalites Chaminade sought to explain his sodality
which recognized a common union and a fundamental equality while at
the same time respecting differences:
There is no doubt that a Sodality that recruits from all social
classes, all ages, and all professions would not last long, if it were
ever to take shape. But if one takes a careful look at the new
Sodalities, one will soon see that, while people of many classes and
various ages are found in the same Sodality, they are united
"without confusion." The various groups support themselves by
mutual edification. Common interests tighten those bonds, further
strengthened by a uniformity of direction, purpose, and method.
The Sodality develops in all its parts because all these parts work
together, and in time of need, they help each other. The sodalists
socialize willingly with one another because they enjoy greater
freedom and intimacy there than with their peers outside the
Sodality. 146
In the very year that Chaminade wrote these lines (1824), he again
turned to the same subject:
Each division or section, of which the Sodality is composed, offers
to its members, by the fact of their equality in age, and similarity
of condition, all the advantages, which humanly speaking, make up
the charm of societies.
There is no denying the fact that, in human nature there is an
innate attraction for rank and distinction, and consequently, a latent
fear on the part of certain ones to be counted less than they really
are, or imagine themselves to be; besides, there are others,
146
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conscious of their worth, who are very sensitive on this point and
take alarm at the least slight to their dignity. But we must admit
too, that this extreme sensitiveness, this inflexible attitude to
maintain one's rank, is scarcely in conformity with the spirit of
humility and charity of Christianity. The Church, in the
dispensation of its sacraments, never countenances the like rigidity.
May Christians not be made to understand this? May it not
even be mentioned to them? And are the ministers of religion
doing the right thing in cultivating these prejudices among the
people of the world? It seems to me, that the Sodality by uniting
special groups into one body, by drawing distinctions between
conditions in life without separating them, is following a prudent
middle course, and that it meets the requirements of the Church in
this, without forfeiting its own nobility, or catering to the exactions
of society, or to human weakness. 147
Thus, Chaminade built upon the shared personal characteristics that
cultural analysts recognize as contributing to the emergence of collective
meanings and group cohesion. 148 However, at the same time he sought to
enlarge these natural ties by an extensive program of formation in faith_.
This program involved participation in general public meetings in which
sodalists presented instruction in both religious and human development,
sharing in common religious devotions, engaging in joint recreations, and
spiritual direction. 149 Chaminade also delegated many roles and offices
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to the sodalists in order to enhance their sense of responsibility for the
operation of the sodality. 150
In effect what he sought to provide among these sodalists was what
cultural analysts characterize as a process of "differential interaction,"
whereby associations among a set of persons begin significantly to outnumber associations with other persons and groups in the environment. 151
Through this process Chaminade intended to develop among the sodalists
what Van Maanen has called "a common frame of reference regarding
ecologically based problems, "152 that is, a common understanding of the
Christian life and mission in face of the alienation from religious faith
that had arisen during the second half of the eighteenth century. Through
or study of questions which concerned the entire association. Each held a
special meeting each week to treat the interests of the members, those
absent, and those sick. It organized its recreations for Sunday afternoons
and free days. Thanks to frequent reunions, general assemblies, and
group assemblies, contacts multiplied among members who, 'associating
among themselves, following the Director's expression, created a true
esprit de corps!'" Sodality, 1:167.
150

delegation was essential. ... Father Chaminade was past
master in the distribution of chores and functions to ensure participation.
In September 1802 he had twenty -eight officers and eight deputies. Nor
did he stop there. In the midst of various sections of the Sodality other
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this interaction similar feelings and understandings were fostered among
the sodalists, and their dependence upon one another for emotional
support engendered commitment to the sodality. 153
Unlike those who belonged to the sodalities formed before the
Revolution, who were already fervent Christians when they became
sodalists, the Bordeaux Sodality invited persons of all degrees of
commitment to join its ranks. About them Chaminade wrote:
Among the persons who join a Sodality there are necessarily
specimens of all kinds. Some are newcomers, whom the zeal of
some Sodalist has gained to religion; some are just ordinary people,
who until lately, avoided the parish church, and perhaps would not
dare to go there now, but attend the services of the Sodality with
pleasure and regularity . . . These are on their way to return to
God.
Still others are fervent Catholics, true and tried Sodalists,
who take charge of the higher duties and fill the principal offices of
the Sodality. It is to them we look for good example, to them for
the guidance and maintenance of the meetings . . .154
By accepting such persons Chaminade intended to create an
organization for the masses, believing that their assimilation in the
community would be the means of regenerating the Christian spirit within
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them. 155 Thus, Chaminade encouraged a more communal approach to
holiness than that found in the older sodalities which focused more
specifically on each person's own efforts at growth in holiness in a
somewhat elitist manner. In a letter to Adele de Batz de Trenquelleon
with whom he had founded a religious order of women, he wrote about
the contrast that he saw between the older sodalities and the ones with
which he was associated:
The purpose of all this [various kinds of special meetings of select
groups in the sodalities described in the Rule of Saint Ursula] was
to provide governesses, mistresses, admonitors, etc., who almost
individually watched over the morals of associates. It was a police
system.
The Marian sodalities, in place of a secret police system, set
up an active and direct communication of the Christian virtues,
mutual instruction, co-operation in the various activities and their
intelligent apportioning. The other one was a sodality of leaders ,
who wanted to govern and guide. This one today is the sodality of
those who are guided. One was a schooling in the virtues, so to
say, while the other is their rapid communication by the contagion,
if we may use the expression, of example. 156
By incorporation with others into an active community, individuals
would benefit from mutual encouragement in their growth in holiness. In
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effect, he sought to multiply Christians by multiplying Christian
milieux. 157 As indicated above, he believed that the creation of these
supportive Christian subcultures was essential because the spirit of the
age, in so many ways contrary to Christian values, rendered the pursuit
of a dedicated Christian life more difficult than in ages past.
Another difference that separated his sodality from those founded
before the Revolution was a new focus on apostolic action. Chaminade
explained this new dimension of the sodality as follows:
In the old-time Sodalities there was scarcely any other purpose in
view than to sustain pious Christians in the way of salvation by
mutual edification. But in this age, an age of revival, Holy Mother
the Church demands something more from her children. She
wishes the concerted action of all to second the zeal of her
ministers, and to labor at her restoration. This is the spirit which
the new Sodalities inculcate. Each director [of the sodality] is a ,
persistent and active missionary, and each Sodality a perpetual
mission. 158
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Clearly, he sought to transmit the same spirit he saw embodied in his
title, "Missionary Apostolic," to the sodality he had founded.
The sodality's mission was achieved first and foremost by attracting
new members and incorporating them into its community. In the
language of management scientist Henry Mintzberg, the sodality
represented a missionary organization that could be labeled "converter. "
It hoped "to change the world indirectly, by attracting members and
changing them. "159 But the members also engaged in a variety of other
works directed toward rechristianizing the country: lectures on religious
and secular topics; the organization of various amusements; the
sponsorship of clubs and reading rooms; the preparation of children and
young men for First Holy Communion; the foundation of various
societies such as the Friends of Wisdom, the Little Chimney Sweeps, and
the Society for the Dissemination of Good Books; the placing of
apprentices; the visitation of hospitals and prisons; the provision of poor
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children with clothing; etc. 160
Out of this basically lay movement emerged two religious orders.
In 1816 Chaminade, along with Adele de Batz de Trenquelleon (17891829), founded the Institute of the Daughters of Mary (Immaculate). In
the following year John Baptiste Lalanne, a sodalist and a seminarian,
approached Chaminade to found a religious order of men. According to
Lalanne, Chaminade told him that he had been awaiting this moment for
thirty years. 161 Six others joined with Lalanne to constitute the initial
nucleus of the Society of Mary. They were: one seminarian, a teacher,
two businessmen, and two coopers. 162
The original members were representative of the mixture of the
social classes of the sodality and of the mixed composition (Brothers and
priests; teachers, priests, workers) of the future Society of Mary. In a
sense, because of this diversity it was not totally clear in what works this
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new society would engage other than the foundation and direction of
sodalities, though those who at the moment were teachers (Auguste
Brougnon-Pierriere, Lalanne, and Jean Baptiste Collineau) continued in
the their occupation. However, in the following year (1818) The Institute
of Mary, 163 which Chaminade presented for approval to the Archbishop of
Bordeaux and later called "a little outline of the prospective
Constitutions, "164 recorded that instruction in the humanities, to the extent
authorized by civil and ecclesiastical officials, "while not the immediate
object of the Institute, has been undertaken as a good work .... "165
The next year ( 1819) some members were directing a boarding school in
Bordeaux and in 1820 a primary school was accepted at Agen. 166
Nineteen years later (1839), as he presented the Constitutions of the
Society of Mary to Pope Gregory XVI, Chaminade explained his reasons
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for founding the two religious orders and entering the field of schooling:
But, Most Holy Father, this means [sodalities], however
excellent it may be when it is wisely used, is not sufficient.
Philosophy and Protestantism, favored in France by the ruling
power, have taken hold of public opinion and of the schools,
attempting to spread in all minds, especially during childhood and
youth, this libertinism of thought, still more baneful than that of the
heart from which it is inseparable. . . .
I have believed before God, Most Holy Father, that it was
necessary to found two new orders, the one of virgins and the other
of young men, who would provide to the world by the fact of their
good example that Christianity is not an out-moded institution.
They would show that the Gospel is as practicable today as it was
1800 years ago; they would challenge the propaganda hidden under
a thousand and one disguises; and, they would take over the
battleground of the schools by opening classes of all levels and
subjects, especially for those classes of people most numerous and
most abandoned. 167
The world of schools into which these men entered was far
different from that which Chaminade had left in Mussidan in 1791. As
indicated, the Revolution rested the control of education from the Church.
In its place various statesmen of that period debated educational issues
and devised grand plans but accomplished little: ". . . the practical
achievement of the Revolution was, on the whole, mediocre. "168
However, this period did establish the principle that it was the right of
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the state to control education and it brought "to the fore the idea that one
of the main purposes of the school is to serve the State and educate youth
in the virtues of nationalism . . . . "169
It was left to Napoleon to achieve a reorganization of education,

making France "the first European state to set up a highly integrated,
strictly hierarchical organization that incorporated the teaching profession
into the state service. "170 What he established by law in 1808 was the
Imperial University, "a national teaching corporation that would bring
about uniformity of teaching throughout the Empire and have exclusive
supervision of public instruction." 171 It was headed by a Grand Master,
who was assisted by a council. He appointed Rectors over each of the
twenty-eight academies, geographical divisions into which the country
was divided. 172 "No school could be operated except with its [the
University's] authorization or employ teachers who had not received its
diplomas. It was to be centralized, with the direction tightly controlled
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by the administration in Paris. "173 This centralization resulted from
Napoleon's conviction "that only state monopoly over education could
lead to the integration [of the Empire] he sought. "174 In his view
education had the "responsibility of moulding the moral and political
opinions of citizens along the lines laid down by the head of state. "175
As far as the actual schools were concerned, primary education
received the least attention. The Grand Master was instructed to
encourage and to license the Brothers of the Christian Schools and
other teaching congregations, though they were of course liable to
the supervision by the University. Bishops were also asked to do
their utmost to recruit lay teachers for elementary schools where it
was not possible to secure the services of Christian Brothers. 176
Of course, by the time members of the Society of Mary began
teaching in schools, Napoleon had fallen and the Bourbons had been
restored. However, the royalist government left the university

structur~

in place but sought to infuse it with a spirit that would further the ends of
the Church. 177 Various ordinances simplified the process by which
173
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members of religious orders were empowered to teach in primary
schools. For example, in 1819 the Brothers of the Christian Schools
were incorporated into the university and exempted from the brevet
(teaching certificate) as long as they had a letter appointing them by their
Superior General. 178 Soon similar provisions were made for other
religious congregations that were authorized by the government. 179
For this reason and to take advantage of the law that exempted
from military service (March 10, 1818) those who promised to teach for
ten years in primary schools, Chaminade entered into nine months of
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associations had received authorization from the government: ". . .
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tedious negotiations to obtain legal recognition of the Society of Mary. 180
In the course of this process the civil Statutes of the Society of Mary,
which were submitted in Paris, had to be revised several times. The
original draft of forty-nine articles was reduced to eighteen in the final
edition. Among the works listed in the first draft were schools,
sodalities, municipal colleges, and schools of arts and crafts. 181 But in
the document finally approved by Charles X on November 16, 1825, only
primary education and the possibility of normal schools were
mentioned. 182
However, it was not Chaminade' s intention that the means of
carrying out the mission of the Society of Mary be so narrowed. Perhaps
an inkling of the tension between what was stated in the statutes and what
was Chaminade' s genuine design can be sensed in the juxtaposition of the
following sentences in the Constitutions of the Society of Mary (1839):
It is an effect of this predilection for early childhood and those
little children upon whom Jesus showered His divine caresses that
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the Society of Mary has declared in its civil Constitutions that it
devotes itself to primary education. In fact, its principal works
relate to teaching. It takes charge of Free Primary Schools,
Preparatory Primary Schools, Special Schools, Normal Schools and
Arts and Crafts Schools. 183
The last two sentences make it clear that by intention the reach of
Marianist apostolic endeavors even in schooling far surpassed the
confines of primary schooling, even though its civil statutes seemed to
specify that as its major objective.
Besides those works mentioned specifically in the Constitutions, the
Society of Mary also sponsored others, such as orphanages and night
schools. 184 All this variety, Chaminade contended, was necessary because
of the ecological context in which he lived. "The philosophic spirit," he
wrote to the seminary director in Besanc;on, "is being introduced even
into tiny vilages, corrupting young and old of all conditions and of both
sexes, and this by the clever use of every kind of means. This is why we
undertake different kinds of works and train or help to train subjects fully
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capable of sustaining and developing them." 185 But he did focus his
energy on primary and normal schools.
His efforts at these two forms of education must be situated within
the general context of French elementary schooling during the first half of
the nineteenth century. At the same time, it must be remembered that in
terms of the vast needs of France the material contribution of the Society
of Mary as well as that of other religious orders was miniscule. For
example, in 1835 the largest of the male teaching orders, the Christian
Brothers, employed 1,660 members in elementary schools. 186 However,
primary schools in France then numbered approximately 45,000,
increasing within fifteen years (1850) to 60,600. 187 By contrast, in 1835
the Society of Mary staffed but twelve elementary schools, the number
growing to thirty-two by 1850, the year of Chaminade's death. 188
Chaminade' s actual results in the area of normal schools were even
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more meagre. These were begun with the purchase of a large estate
known as St. Remy (1823) from Jean-Etienne Bardenet, a diocesan
missionary priest from Besan9on. 189 At its foundation only three state
supported normal schools existed, those of Strassbourg, Hildefrange, and
Bar-le-Duc, 190 though France had seen various attempts at teacher
training, 191 beginning with the short lived establishment of St. John
Baptist de Ia Salle ( 1684).
Because he believed that devoting energy to the creation of normal
schools was inspired by God, 192 Chaminade was intent on founding them
in as many departments of France as he had personnel to staff them. He
followed St. Remy with a normal school at Courtefontaine ( 1829) and an
189
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agreement was reached with Count Alexis de Noailles to open one in his
region of France. At the same time, "... negotiations were in progress
for the establishment of other Normal Schools in several dioceses, and an
appeal [regarding the sponsorship of normal schools by the Society of
Mary] was ... to be issued to Bishops and Archbishops on the one hand,
and to the Prefects and Rectors on the other .... "193 All toll, for eight
years Chaminade immersed himself in tedious dealings with government
and ecclesiastical officials to make his goal a reality. 194
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But all his immediate plans for normal schools came to a sudden
end with the July Revolution of 1830195 and its establishment of the
liberal Louis-Philippe, Due d' Orleans, cousin of Charles X, as
monarch. 196 The anti-clerical sentiment of the new regime would not
countenance an alliance with the church in the education of the nation's
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teachers. 197 However, notwithstanding this great disappointment,
Chaminade continued to view normal schools as an extraordinary means
for the regeneration of the Christian spirit in France. Even in the last
years of his administrative duties, when no normal schools were staffed
by Marianists, he continued to call them "the most cherished work" of
the Society of Mary. For example, in an effort to interest Ferdinand
Donnet, Archbishop of Bordeaux, in establishing a normal school in his
diocese, he wrote (1843):
Since the foundation of the Society of Mary, it was arranged
that, if for the perseverance of the subjects it was not possible to
isolate the Brothers and send them in groups of less than three,
help would nevertheless come to the Communes, either too poor or
too small, by the organization of normal schools alongside our
Novitiates, where we would train for the work of teaching, the
subjects who, not having a religious vocation but wanting to live in
a Christian manner and to devote themselves to the education of
youth, would be sent to us by Providence.
197
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The normal schools were and still are our most cherished
work. At the time of the Revolution of July, we had treated with a
certain number of Departments, but then there came a reaction, and
the matter had to be provisionally set aside.
Today, Your Excellency, might perhaps be time to think
seriously of a normal school of the kind I have just spoken for the
diocese. 198
Though nothing came of this proposal, nonetheless Chaminade's last
administrative act (1845) as superior general of the Society of Mary was
to accept direction of a normal school in Sion, Switzerland. 199
Though not making a significant material contribution to schooling,
what Chaminade did offer was the vision of an educational culture
different from that which was generally prevalent in the France of his
day. Like many of his contemporaries, he held that the kind of school
one created determined the kind of education that resulted and that the
purpose of founding schools was not simply for the sake of instruction
but for education.
This fundamental distinction between instruction and education was
not original with Chaminade. For example, it was at the center of
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debates on schooling at the National Convention200 and throughout the
nineteenth century most spokespersons claimed that the aim of schools
should be education. For some, this meant fostering a republican
character in students. For others, like Fran9ois-Pierre-Guillaume Guizot,
the Orleanist Minister of Public Education, it meant providing a general
religious atmosphere in schools so that through them respect for order
and stability would be instilled in pupils. 201 For still others it meant
turning out "producers capable of developing the prosperity of the
country. "202 But for Chaminade it meant that schools existed to impart an
education that resulted in the muliplication of Christians, who were
imbued with an apostolic spirit. To one pastor, he wrote:
Christian schools directed according to the method adopted by the,
Institute of Mary and conducted by its religious destined for this
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good work are a powerful means of reforming people. The
children there generally make such rapid progress and become so
docile and Christian that they carry the good odor of virtue and
religion into their respective families.
The children become, as it were, apostles to their parents,
and their apostolate always produces some happy fruit. That is
what makes me call the schools a means of reforming the people. 203
As such, then, schools were a means to rechristianize France. 204
This distinction between instruction and education and the
dedication of teaching to the sake of Christian formation were consecrated
in the Constitutions of the Society of Mary (1839), which was submitted
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Chaminade to Joseph Frechard, pastor of Colroy, 18 June 1822
[#203], Letters of Father Chaminade, 1.1:397.
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For example, he made this point in a letter to a priest of Bordeaux:
"It is true, the Society of Mary destines the majority of its members to
the teaching of human knowledge and literature, but it gives them this ,
work only as a necessary means for the regeneration needed at the
present time in all states and conditions." Chaminade to Pierre-Bienvenu
Noailles, 15 February 1826 [#388], Letters of Father Chaminade,
2.1:131.
Chaminade never tired of this theme of the rechristianization of
France through the means of schools. See: Chaminade to Adele de Batz
de Trenquelleon, 10 November 1816 [#76], Letters of Father Chaminade,
1.1:182; Chaminade to Reverend Breuillot, 11 June 1824 [#296], Letters
of Father Chaminade, 1.2:56; Chaminade to George Caillet, 17 May
1824 [#288], Letters of Father Chaminade, 1.2:562; 7 April 1825
{#327]; 14 May 1825 [#341], Letters of Father Chaminade, 2.2:3, 31;
Chaminade to John Baptist Lalanne, 30 December 1829 [#495], Letters of
Father Chaminade, 2.2:308; Chaminade to John Baptist Lalanne, 3 June
1831 [#593], Letters of Father Chaminade, vol.3, part 1, trans. Thomas
Poitras, SM, and ed. Hugh Bihl, SM, and Timothy Phillips, SM (Dayton,
OH: Marianist Press, 1977), 19.
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to Gregory XVI for papal approval and which represented the mature
reflection of Chaminade at seventy-eight years of age. "Under this title
[Christian education]," he wrote, "are included all the means by which
religion can be insinuated into the mind and heart of men, and thus raise
them, from tender infancy even to the most advanced age, to the fervent
and faithful profession of a true Christianity .... "205 "The Society of
Mary teaches only in order to raise [people] in a Christian manner; that is
why we have placed all works of teaching under the title of Christian
education; care should be taken never to change this. "206
In the same year that the Constitutions was published, Chaminade
addressed similar sentiments to those who were to conduct retreats, 207
which he hoped would be particularly effective in revitalizing fervor
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Article 251, Constitutions. Author's translation adapted from
Kramer, 30. Original French: "Sous ce titre son compris les moyens par
lesquels on peut insinuer la religion dans 1'esprit et dans le coeur des
hommes, et les elever ainsi, depuis la tendre enfance jusqu'a l'age le plus
avance, ala profession fervente et fidele d'un vrai chritianisme , , • ,
II
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1bid., Article 256. Author's translation adapted from Kramer, 31.
Original French: "La Societe de Marie n'enseigne que pour elever
chretiennement; c' est pourquoi nous avons mis toutes les oeuvres de
1'enseignement sous le titre d 'education chretienne; il faut se garder de
jamais prendre le change."
207

Eventually this letter came to be considered a classic text within the
Society of Mary.
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among the Marianist religious:
Yours [retreat masters] [is] to impress upon the teachers what a
great mistake they would make if they were to limit their endeavors
to instruction in human learning, if they were to put all their care
and glory into the making of scholars and not of Christians, or into
the gaining of a worldy reputation. Then they would be forgetting
that they are missionaries of Mary and would descend from the
high estate of apostles, in order to degrade themselves to the base
level of those who work in the educational factories of our
centuries. 208
The implication of statements such as these is that Chaminade' s
intention in founding the Society of Mary was not simply to create
another teaching order such as Jean-Marie Lamennais' Brothers of
Christian of Instruction of Ploermelm. In fact, since Chaminade had such
a high regard for the Christian Brothers of St. John Baptiste de LaSalle,
having initiated their re-establishment in Bordeaux (1806) and having
directed some of his most devoted sodalists into their ranks, 209 there
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Chaminade to the Retreat Masters, 24 August 1839 [#1163],
Letters of Father Chaminade, vol. 5, trans. Thomas Poitras, SM, ed.
Lawrence Gonner, SM, and Emily Lieb (Dayton, OH: Marianist Press,
1977), 60.
209

Simler, Founder of the Marianists, 153-155. Writing to his
representative in Paris at the time of negotiations for civil recognition of
the Society of Mary, Chaminade affirmed his admiration and support of
the Christian Brothers: "The good Brothers of the Christian Schools have
nothing to fear for the honorable and important mission which they
fulfill. I have contributed too much to their spread in France and to their
support, to want to hamper their work in any way. " Chaminade to
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would have been no need for him to institute a new religious order had
his purpose been to found a community of teachers. Rather, Chaminade
founded the Society of Mary along with the Daughters of Mary because
he believed that they were to wield a "different sickle" 210 in the Lord's
harvest than that of other religious orders.
That difference can be somewhat grasped through a brief
comparison of the Christian Brothers and the Society of Mary. The
Christian Brothers were founded to provide "the gratuitous instruction of
the children of the poor, "211 to procure "needed instruction" and a
"suitable Christian education . . . for the children of the working class
and of the poor . . . . "212 They were to form "a society of school
masters, "213 and they were not to "depart from the specific work he
[LaSalle] had inaugurated or be led by outside influences to engage in

Caillet, 19 May 1825 [#343], Letters of Father Chaminade, 2.1:33.
210

Chaminade to Caillet, 19 May 1825 [#343], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.1:33.
211

Edward A. Fitzpatrick, FSC, LaSalle. Patron of All Teachers
(Milwaukee, WI: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1951), 240.
212

Rules, I-5, cited in Fitzpatrick, LaSalle, 241.
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Fitzpatrick, LaSalle, 273.
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other fields that would be inimical to the main purpose of the society. "214
In part, it was for this reason that Christian Brothers were prohibited
from studying or teaching Latin, lest they be tempted to abandon
elementary education for teaching in classical secondary schools or their
vocation as lay religious for that of the priesthood. 215 The spirit of their
institute, declared the Christian Brother Rule, consisted "in an ardent
Zeal for the instruction of children, and for bringing them up in the fear
of God, inducing them to preserve their innocence if they have not lost it,
and inspiring them with a great aversion and horror for sin and whatever
might cause them to lose purity. "216
In contrast, according to the Constitutions of the Society of Mary
(1839) it was "Zeal for the salvation of souls" that was "the motive for .
the second object of the Society, "217 which was, "by means adapted to the
needs and spirit of the age, to labor in the world at the salvation of souls
by sustaining and propagating the teachings of the Gospel, the virtues of
214

Angelus Gabriel, FSC, The Christian Brothers in the United States.
1848-1948 (New York: The Declan X. McMullen Company, Inc., 1948),
27.
215

Fitzpatrick, LaSalle, 309.

216

Rules II-9, cited in Fitzpatrick, LaSalle, 242.

217

Article 5, Constitutions.
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Christianity and the practices of the Catholic Church. "218 According to
Chaminade, this zeal resulted from the desire inspired by God in the
members of "conforming ourselves with His grace to the resemblance of
Jesus Christ and for giving ourselves to Mary for her most humble
servants and ministers. "219 As servants and ministers they might often
find themselves as teachers in primary schools, but in principle they were
always to be ready to follow Mary's instruction to the stewards at Cana,
'"Do all that He will tell you. "' 220 Therefore, unlike the Christian
Brothers, no kind of work was excluded from the mission of the Society
of Mary. 221 Thus, for example, some Brothers taught Latin in secondary
schools that offered the classical course, priests preached retreats and
missions, and sodalities were sponsored.
Partly because this mission was conceived in a universal or totally
inclusive manner, the composition of the Society of Mary differed from
that of the Christian Brothers. It was not a community of lay religious
schoolmasters. It was constituted by both lettered and unlettered laymen
218 Article 1, Constitutions.
219Article 252, Constitutions.
220Article 6, Constitutions.
221Ibid.
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of all social classes and priests, all enjoying a relatively equal status and
membership in the Society, engaging in a variety of works all focused by
participation in Mary's eternal role of doing for people in every age what
she had done in the fullness of times, nurturing Christ. 222 According to
Chaminade, this role of Mary was Christian education conceived in a
broad perspective. Further, unlike the Christian Brothers, the Society of
Mary was complemented by a female religious congregation and lay
organizations (sodalities), all joined together by the common mission that
they shared.
This difference between these two religious congregations can be
partially ascribed to the different ecological contexts out of which they
arose. John Baptiste LaSalle was laboring in the highly stratified,
aristocratic society of late seventeenth century France, which generally
neglected the education of poor children, whose working class or poor
parents, "'being usually little instructed, and being occupied all day in
gaining a livelihood for themselves and their families, cannot give their
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William Joseph Chaminade, Marian Writings, ed. J.-B.
Armbruster, SM, trans. Henry Bradley, SM, and Joseph H. Roy, SM, 2
vols. (Dayton, OH: Marianist Press, 1980), 1:214-216, 2:18, 34-35, 39,
82, 165, 170, 182-188.
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children the needed instruction, or a suitable Christian education.' "223
Further, the primary school teachers that existed were generally very
deficient in training and character. 224 What the situation demanded,
LaSalle believed, was a body of competent, dedicated, and virtuous
individuals who embraced teaching in mainly poor primary schools both
as a profession and a religious vocation. Chaminade, on the other hand,
while recognizing the tremendous contribution these men continued to
offer the Church and society in post revolutionary France, was convinced
that the new world that had been ushered in also required a new
organization born out of the new times.
As Chaminade had sought to reach the masses of this new world
through the sodality, not simply an elite core, so he resolved to do the
same through primary schools. 225 Though most of the rising generation
would attend elementary schools, only a select number among them
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See, for example: Chaminade to George Caillet, 10 July 1825
[#356], Letters of Father Chaminade, 2.1:56; Chaminade to Dominic
Clouzet, 3-5 December 1831 [#611], Letters of Father Chaminade,
3.1 :58; Chaminade to Reverend de Montgaillard, Vicar General of Saint
Claude, 12 December 1836 [#914], Letters of Father Chaminade, 4:5657.
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would continue their education in intermediate or secondary schools.
Therefore, rather than concentrating efforts on these latter kinds of
schools that would reach only a small number, Chaminade determined to
focus most of his resources on enterprises that would touch the majority
of the population. He expressed this intention in his delineation of the
role of teaching Brothers within the Society of Mary:
Since the Society is devoted to primary teaching, the class of
lettered laymen is generally very numerous; it is as it were its
principal body. It is this class that is charged with bringing to
more than three-fourths of the population the principles of faith
along with human knowledge. Oh, what good a religious teacher,
truly animated with the zeal of his state, is able to do! 226
He also believed that by dealing with children at this early age he
would not be faced with a task of reformation: post revolutionary society
would not have yet made a significant negative impact upon these
children, which would then have had to be undone in the educational
process. 227 Upon completion of schooling, these children were to be

226
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Constitutions, Article 361.

See, for example: Statutes of the Society of Mary, In 22 Articles
[4th ed.], May 14, 1825, in Letters of Father Chaminade, 2.1 :62;
Constitutions, Article 253.
Dansette has written: "The conversion of adults was a disappointing
enterprise and the Church placed its main hope in the education of
children." Religious History, 196. Clearly, Chaminade's sodality work
is an indication that he had not despaired of working with adults.
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directed to various Christian associations, like the sodality, so that they
would be provided with supportive, apostolic Christian milieux
throughout their lives. 228
Crucial to creating this educational culture that Chaminade
envisioned was a distinctive formation of teachers, which can only be
appreciated when placed within the context of the common situation of
teachers and schools at the time. Generally speaking, teaching was in
disarray. It was seen not only "as a stand-by job, but also as a last
resort. "229

However, eventually he did seem to place more hope for
rechristianization through schools of various kinds.
228

Writing a petition for government support to King Charles X,
Chaminade claimed: " . . . what distinguishes our schools, are the
accessory institutions, by which we try to have them accompanied
everywhere, in order to sustain in the children who leave the school, the
good habits and religious sentiments, which they have received during the
years of their training. These institutions consist of schools for the arts
and trades and of pious sodalities." Chaminade to Charles X, 7 April
1825 [#328], Letters of Father Chaminade, 2.1 :4; see also: Spirit, 3:2526, 423-24. To what extent this actually occurred is not certain. For
example, little evidence about such efforts exists in the letters. Also the
sodalities envisioned, if they were meant for children who had completed
the primary grades, would have certainly be different in composition than
that of Bordeaux, because even those of the postulant class at Bordeaux
would have been older than children leaving elementary school.
229

Furet, Reading, 111.
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There were two reasons for this. Firstly, because in the
countryside the profession attracted those that were too weak or too
sickly to be able to exercise a manual trade. . .. Secondly, after
the passage of the Gouvion-Saint-Cyr Act (1818), opting for the
teaching profession qualified one for exemption from military
service, provided one undertook a ten-year engagement; it meant
doing away with the nagging fear of turning up the 'unlucky
number' on recruiting day. 230
Drawn to this low paying occupation were "

. untrained military

veterans, artisans, farm laborers, and tavern keepers . . . . Few village
communities had school buildings but were satisfied with the use of the

mairie (city hall), a tavern, or a portion of the church. "231
Many who styled themselves schoolmasters moved readily from
place to place, so that schools would often appear and disappear at the
"whims of their [teachers'] personal fate. "232 "There were schools that
shifted around on the heels of the teachers that ran them, makeshift
schools ... , private schools, clandestined ones, and so on. "233 In
addition, even capable teachers were generally so poorly paid that they
had to seek additional sources of income. Some of these employments

2301bid.
231 Moody, French Education, 22.
232 Furet, Reading, 105.
2331bid.' 106.
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were traditionally linked with being a schoolmaster, for example, that of
sacristan or town clerk. However, very often these other jobs consisted
of such trades as that of weaver, farmer, or barrel maker. 234
The ordinance of February 14, 1830, 235 and then that of June 23,
1833, popularly known as the Guizot Law, sought to remedy the
situation. Among other provisions, this latter act required the following:
. . . for all schoolmasters -- congregationalists included -- to obtain
a certificate of competence delivered by a departmental
commission; for every commune with a population over 500 to
maintain a primary school, to provide the master with a living -- a
fixed wage ofF 200 at least-- and a roof-- somewhere to live; for
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1bid.' 110.
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Vaughan, Social Conflict, 126-127. Commenting on this
ordinance, Chaminade maintained: "This Ordinance is being issued in avery fine spirit, and it is this same fine spirit which seemed to me to
prevail in a Circular of the Reverend Rectors of the Academies on the
same subject, and which obliged me to write immediately so as to have
the offer of the services of the Society of Mary present to His
Excellency. If you are not acquainted with this Ordinance, it must be
procured for you, which is easy enough to do.
In spite of the goodness of the Ordinance, I presume that its effect
will not take place and that it will come to nothing, as so many others: 1.
Because great agitations are to be feared; 2. Because in interesting
everybody, the Prefects and Rectors, lacking unity, will make little
progress; 3. Many means are being taken so that there may be no lack of
money, which is already great, but who will choose the teachers to be
placed in the country? What precautions are being taken for the
reformation of the old or former school teachers? Who will direct the
[model I normal] schools?" Chaminade to Lalanne, 22 February 1830
[#503], Letters of Father Chaminade, 2.2:322.
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each departement, to maintain a primary-teacher training college
for men. 236
Though these laws were enacted and though the government in 1833
actually established a budget to improve elementary education, 237 the
results of these measures only gradually appeared throughout the rest of
the nineteenth century. 238
It was in these circumstances, then, that Chaminade focused his
energy on teacher education for laymen, since he realized that the
regeneration he intended for France through schools could never be
achieved simply through the agency of members of the Society of Mary.
Through these teachers, he informed his representative in Paris, he would
counteract the philosophes by their very own method: "If he [Mr.
d' Amecort] wants to take notice of it, he will see that this work of the
normal schools is directly in opposition to the road traced out by
d' Alembert, to introduce by means of school teachers, philosophism into
places even the farthest away from the cities. "239
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Chaminade to Caillet, 28 June 1825 [#353], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.1:48. It was also LaSalle's intention to reach the rural
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Writing to another confident, John Baptist Lalanne, he confided
similar hopes about the reformation of France through teacher education:
I am going to make a few more reflections to emphasize the
importance of the institution of normal schools of the kind we
propose to ourselves. It is certain that France is going to ruin if
she does not come victoriously out of the revolution that is
threatening her on all sides, if the rising generation is not saved.
Now, what means is there to save the present generation that is
almost all corrupted? The children will resemble their parents and
will adopt their principles and their morals: like father, like son.
Whom will we have to make up for the neglect of the fathers? The
priests, pastors, assistants? They see the children far too rarely,
have too little authority over them, etc. . . . These children are
lost, if they don't have good school teachers close at hand. From
there, the indispensable necessity of forming a sufficiently great
number of school teachers, so as to be able to employ them in all
the Communes. From there, the need for multiplying the normal
schools in all the Departments. But by far the greater number of
the school teachers actually at work are either ignorant, don't know
how to handle children or put no interest at all in their work. I
take it for granted that they are not scandalous, but even this is not
rare. From there, the need for our long and frequent retreats to
render them good or at least passable or to replace them by
candidates fully trained . . .240
At the end of the month Chaminade again wrote to Lalanne about
what kind of teachers he desired to educate:
In a word, I want to train in these schools, men and Christians who

areas of France through the preparation of lay teachers. However, the
normal school he established with short lived. Fitzpatrick, LaSalle, 275.
240

Chaminade to John Lalanne, 4 March 1830 [#506], Letters from
Father Chaminade, 2.2:335-336.
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would be able to regenerate their communes, and for that, they
would have to be enjoying a certain influence and consideration by
the knowledge they have to pass on to their pupils, and by the zeal
which could make them really useful to the families composing
these commuens [sic]. 241
Four general concerns are evident in his words. First of all, aware
that so many individuals conducting schools possessed little knowledge,
he stressed that teachers needed to be adequately prepared in the subjects
which they were to teach. Secondly, he realized that knowing the subject
matter was not the same thing as being able to teach it. Therefore, he
emphasized the importance of pedagogy. 242
Thirdly, he contended that unless these individuals were thoroughly
imbued with Christian faith, the final purpose for which the Society of
Mary engaged in schooling would not be achieved. "What would the end
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Chaminade to Lalanne, 31 March 1830 [#514], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.2:345.
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Commenting on the Ordinance of February 14, 1830, Chaminade
wrote: "In vain, will schools and teachers be multiplied, if these [normal
I model] schools are not well directed, if these teachers are not well
trained. Doubtless, in the views of His Excellency [the Minister of
Public Education], the Rectors and Inspectors do not all have the same
views, nor the same zeal .... Nowhere are the good methods of
teaching well determined, and still less, the methods regarding the
behavior of the pupils in the primary schools, and of the candidates in the
normal schools." Chaminade to Lalanne, 22 February 1830 [#503],
Letters of Father Chaminade, 2.2:323.
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of all our labors [in the normal schools be], he declared, if really the
II

II

school teachers are not sufficiently instructed in religion and if, well
instructed, they neither like nor practice it? I am saying if they do not
practice it from their hearts. "243
Finally, he maintained that to be successful, the teachers had in
some way to appear attractive to the people whom they served. To that
end he once recommended that they learn about herbs, plants, tools,
machinery, etc. found in the communes wherein they were to teach and
thereby demonstrate their practical value to the inhabitants. 244 In
commenting on the kind of garb the members of the Society of Mary
were to wear, he made the same general point: it was to be humble and
modest, not
. . . in sharp contrast with the ideas and tastes of the century in
which God has called us into existence. We are to attract people
and especially youth. We are to attract them in every way: by our
mild, amiable, patient manners, by our costume [religious habit]
which announces, at a glance, who we are .... 245
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And in the same spirit, he claimed, "No teacher can succeed with a pupil
whose esteem and friendship he has not gained in a general way. "246
As he envisioned the future, he would reach teachers already in the
schools through yearly retreats or institutes. These had a twofold
purpose: the formation of the teachers in faith and pedagogical
conferences to develop their skills. Further, he suggested that there be
on-going contact throughout the year (a type of mentoring system)
established between the teachers in the field and the professors at the
normal school. 247
The preparation of new teachers was to be achieved through the
normal school. As a general rule, these would have a three year
curriculum248 for both boarding and day students. The prospectus for the
1825 [#342]; 28 June 1825 [#353], Letters of Father Chaminade, 2.1:32,
48; Spirit, 3:564.
246

Chaminade to John Chevaux, 7 Feb 1834, in Spirit, 3:356.
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Chaminade to Joseph Caillet, 17 May 1824 [#288], Letters of
Father Chaminade, 1.2:561-62; 7 April 1825 [#327]; 2 May 1825 [#227];
15 September 1825 [#376]; 7 November 1827 [#441], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 1.2:2-3, 26, 97, 221; Chaminade to Jean-Etienne Bardenet,
31 May 1824 [#293], Letters of Father Chaminade, 1.2:575; Chaminade
to Pierre Breuillot, 11 June 1824 [#296], Letters of Father Chaminade,
1.2:581.
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The regulation established by Guizot in 1834 envisioned "two
years' study in principle, ending up with six months' practical work; a
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normal school of St. Remy described the course of study as follows:
. . . French, penmanship, orthography, the elements of geography
and history, arithmetic, plain chant, interior and exterior regulation
in class discipline, means for promoting emulation, surveillance in
class, during recreations, and in church, politeness, and in general,
all that relates to a good primary education, both Christian and
monarchical.
Any leisure time which remains, after having completed the
prescribed course of studies, may be employed by the students in
the acquisition of some trade compatible with their profession in
order to furnish them an effectual means to avoid idleness, as well
as provide further opportunities for gaining a livelihood. 249
Though history and geography were only added to the curriculum
for state primary schools in 1867, 250 this prospectus already assumed that
they would be taught by teachers educated at St. Remy. Also, the school
made provision for the students to acquire a trade. But it was to be a
"trade compatible with their profession," not one, like farming or
weaving, that might easily detract them from concentrating most of their
energy on teaching.
To emphasize their dignity both as religious and teachers,
Chaminade resisted attempts made by employers to assign members of the

standard timetable; a ten-year contract for students; and a supervisory
board." Furet, Reading, 143.
249
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Society of Mary even the extra tasks that were customarily associated
with village teachers. 251

He made this point, disagreeing with two other

founders of religious teaching orders, Ignace Mertian and Jean-Marie
Lamennais, in a letter addressed to Claude Marie Tharin, the Bishop of
Strassbourg:
What would it be, Your Lordship, if this young Brother was a
sacristan, an organist, a singer, etc.? Would it not be adding to all
the inconveniences already forseen and bringing discredit upon the
religious and upon the entire body to which he belongs? Who are
the young men of honorable families, those with some education,
who would then embrace the religious state? And then, of what
would the entire organization of the Brother teachers be
composed? 252
In the course of their studies the prospective teachers were to be
introduced to the method of teaching employed by the Society of Mary.
The prospectus described it as " . . . similar to the one used by the
Brothers of Christian Doctrine [those of de LaSalle], perfected still more
by experience, and adapted to the needs of both teachers and
pupils .... n253
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LaSalle also confront this same problem. Fitzpatrick, LaSalle,
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Chaminade to Tharin, 4 Jan 1825 [#318], Letters of Father
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At the time three basic methods were employed in teaching. The
oldest was the individual method. "The teacher got each pupil to work -reading, writing, counting, recitation -- individually; the other pupils in
the meantime did nothing . . . . "254 Most teachers throughout the
nineteenth century employed this method. 255
According to the simultaneous method, students were grouped by
age into various divisions and each group was instructed together. This
method had been introduced into primary education by St. John Baptist de
LaSalle, and had been "adopted by the best lay and congregational
teachers . . . . "256
The mutual method, a monitor system developed in England by
Andrew Bell and Joseph Lancaster, 257 had been introduced into France
254Furet, Reading, 114-15.
2551bid., 115.
2561bid.
257 "The basic principles of Lancasterian monitorial education was that
a master teacher would train advanced students to teach skills to less
advanced students. Since most of the teaching was done by student
monitors, the expenses were kept to a minimum. Because large numbers
of children attended the factory-like monitoral schools, Lancaster
developed a semi-military system to control them. Lessons were broken
down into elements, and each phase of instruction was assigned to a
particular monitor. The method required that children of relatively equal
ability be grouped together so that instruction could proceed uniformly.
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around 1814 and was promoted by the Societe pour /'instruction
e/ementaire, whose members were political and philosophical liberals.

Because of their support and that of anti-clericals, the church generally
opposed it. 258
The Right and the clergy . . . denounced Lancastrian schools as
centers of moral corruption and republican inspiration, while the
liberals maintained that the clerical opposition to this method had
no other reason than to slow down 'the progress of the
enlightenment' and to impose its yoke on the people by keeping
them in abject ignorance. 259
It was also criticized on educational grounds because of its rather
mechanical, routinized approach to education and the lack of teacherpupil interaction. 260 Though the subject of acrimonious debate, it never

. . . the initial popularity of the Lancasterian monitorial system rested on
its promise to educate large numbers of children inexpensively. Its very
nature, however, confined instruction to the rudimentary skills. Its critics
condemned monitorialism as a 'parrot method' by which students
memorized letters and words but failed to develop the literary and
thinking skills needed for personal development and civic competency in
a republican society." Gerald L. Gutek, An Historical Introduction to
American Education (Prospect Heights, Illinois: Waveland Press, Inc.,
1991), 58-59.
258
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gained much popularity in the schools. 261
It was in the context of these various approaches that Chaminade,

and those members of the Society of Mary recognized as master teachers,
sought to develop a Marianist Pedagogy or Methodology. Beginning in
the early 1820s, there were meetings during vacation periods at which
current pedagogical theories and the actual practice in the schools were
discussed and position papers on method produced. These methods were
then tried in the schools, discussed at a subsequent vacation meeting, and
a revision of the method, based on the discussion, issued. 262 Among the
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various documents on pedagogy produced during Chaminade' s lifetime
were: Improved Method for Primary Teaching (1830), The New Method
(1831), The Mixed Method (1841).
It was out of experience in the classroom, more than anything else,
that the Marianist methodology developed. 263 As the title of the 1841
document indicated, a blending of all three methods, including the
monitorial approach, soon evolved. That Chaminade adapted some of the
practices of the mutual method, occasionally using students as monitors
within the classrooms, seems a natural extension of the procedures of
delegation that he instituted in the Bordeaux sodality. But at first he
resisted identifying his method as anything other than the simultaneous
method, partly because of the general clerical opposition to the monitorial
system, though he readily admitted that elements of it had been
incorporated into it. To Brother Clouzet, the superior of St. Remy, he
wrote in 1829:
The teaching of the Society of Mary is, at bottom, simultaneous
teaching, but it could well be called mixed and it is the
qualification Father Lalanne gave because, if you take notice, it
contains elements of the three kinds of teaching, that is to say, of
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individual, simultaneous and mutual teaching. However it would
be risky to name them in a Prospectus and to say that there is also
formation in mutual teaching. 264
He also hesitated to distinguish his approach from that of the
Christian Brothers (Simultaneous Method) because of the respect in which
he held them and because he believed that any approval of the mutual
method could be used in the battle being waged against them:
It would be very inconsiderate on my part to expose the Brothers of
Christian Doctrine to a new persecution in this regard, I, who have
contributed so much to their reestablishment in France after the
Revolution. I am quite sure that these are the intentions neither of
the editors of the articles nor of the rector of the Academy of
Besan~on, but who can guarantee the use that might be made, as a
result of something an establishment of the Society would have
made and approved? 265
This campaign against the Christian Brothers was very real, at least
in some quarters. In a passing reference in his correspondence,
Chaminade mentioned incidents of it in Colmar and in Marmande, where
"the Brothers of the Christian Schools were sent away because they did
not want to follow the method of mutual teaching. "266 At the same time,
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he seemed to suggest that to the people of Agen the method of the
Society of Mary appeared to differ enough from the simultaneous one to
be acceptable to them. "In Agen," he wrote, "up to the present time our
so-called mixed method seemed to satisfy everybody. "267
Ten years later he was still concerned about the differences and
similarities between the method of the Society of Mary and the
Simultaneous Method. Writing to one of his most trusted directors, he
claimed:
. . . I would not be of your opinion when you say, that with this
Method [the mixed method as practiced by the Marianist school in
Salins], a rather inactive teacher, not only would never do any
good, but would do still more harm than with the Simultaneous
Method, pure and simple. I believe, and experience proves it, that
other things being equal, such a teacher will succeed better with
our Method than with any other. 268
But he also continued to insist that the Marianist Method was not the
same thing as mutual teaching, while, as in 1829, recognizing that some
of its elements were present in it: "We have no pretentious at all that our
Method of primary teaching is the mutual Method, although there is in it

2671bid.
268 Chaminade to Enderlin, 1 Feb 1840 [#1189], Letters of Father
Chaminade, Vol. 5, trans. Thomas Poitras, SM, ed. Lawrence Gonner
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something of the Mutual. "269
An opportunity for practice teaching under the direction of master
teachers was also to be provided by having a model school attached to the
normal school. 27° Chaminade hoped that these teacher training schools,
like the primary schools he established, would serve as models of what
could be achieved throughout France. 271
Among the factors that contributed to the inferior status of teachers
in France in the nineteenth century, which in turn often produced poor
teaching, was the low salary and inadequate living conditions that were
provided. On paper the Guizot law (1833) remedied the condition
somewhat, fixing the salary at 200 francs and requiring the commune to
provide the teacher with somewhere to live. 272
What Chaminade thought about these issues in regard to lay
teachers is not known. However, he was quite explicit in the material
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demands that he made when agreeing to staff either a communal or parish
school. In 1830 he entered into a contract to staff a school only if the
commune or parish agreed to pay 400 francs per teacher, provide a
suitable place for the Brothers to live, and attend to various other costs
such as firewood, occasional medical expenses, and the initial cost of the
Brothers' travel to the city. 273 He was tenacious in securing compliance
with the agreement once it had been made. 274
Nine years later (1839) the required salary had increased to 600
francs, either paid in full by the employer or supplemented by the tuition
of those families required to pay something toward their children's
education. 275 This salary was significantly higher than that exacted by
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law, but it must be remembered that it was to provide not only for the
living expenses of those who received it but to help support those
members of the Society of Mary who were in training or infirm.
Chaminade was just as insistent about the kind of living quarters
and school that were to be furnished. The requirements he stipulated for
the establishment at Colmar in 1824 were typical of what he demanded.
The house for the Brothers was to consist of an oratory, a parlor, a room
for study and work, a dormitory with space for at least six beds, a small
kitchen, a dining room, an attic, and some sheds for storage. 276
The school was to meet the following stipulations:
The pupils of this school numbering from four to five
hundred, the following is necessary:
1. A place for the classes and playground space; ....
The pupils' quarters: It is desirable that these be made up of
four or five classrooms, separated by a hallway.
1. The big classroom 50 ft. long by 20 wide; large enough to
contain 100 to 120 pupils, their benches, writing tables, suitable
aisles at both ends, and the teacher's platform and desk.
2. The second classroom 40ft. long by 20 wide; the third
classroom also 40 ft. long by 20 wide; the fourth 20 ft. long by 20
wide; the fifth, divided into two, 25 ft. long by 20 wide.
3. A parlor on the ground floor.
4. Toilets, divided by stalls and easy for surveillance.
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Note. It is desirable that the doors of the classrooms be
glass double-doors and open in such a way that a teacher may,
from his own room, see the teacher who is facing or alongside
him; the windows as large as possible and in two movable parts;
the yard as large as possible so as to provide room for assembling
all the pupils, and in direct contact with the classrooms. 277
Among the school furniture and equipment he listed:
... twenty writing tables, each one about eight ft. long with the
larger part slightly inclined in the form of a desk to facilitate
writing, the upper and smaller part level, every second one
equipped with lead inkwells, sunk so as to be level with the table
top, all of them painted a dark color.
The benches are to hold ten children, to be solid and
comfortable, of varying heights and sufficient in number; twenty
ordinary stools, furnished with straw ....
A long low bench in front of the blackboard for use by the smaller
children and proportionate to their size. The first class's should be
at least four feet long by five wide.
Twenty Charts -- ten for French and ten for German, mostly
out of very thin and light wood, on which the teachers can pin or
paste letters, syllables, and words, made or painted in large size. ,
These charts, or would-be bulletin boards, could be three ft. four
inches long and two ft. four inches wide, with a long, low stool in
front of them in each small class .
. . . Some diocesan catechisms; bibles; Psalms of David; Imitations
of Christ; Epistles and Gospels; French and German grammars;
half of these books in French and the other half in German;
pictures and little books to be distributed among the pupils. 278
Though these requirements may seem at best commonplace, it must
be remembered that they were not so in the first half of the nineteenth
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century. Blackboards, tables for writing, charts, and other furniture only
gradually appeared in schools. 279 Of course, Chaminade's rule, following
that of the Christian Brothers, that no community of Brothers could be
established with less than three members, meant that the schools they
staffed were located in more populous areas which had more resources.
As indicated above, Chaminade felt that the regeneration of
Christianity depended, not simply on members of the Society of Mary or
religious orders in general, but on the creation of a vast corps of lay
teachers who would be both men and Christian. 28° For him, then,
teaching was not "a stand-by job, ... a last resort. "281 Most basically he
offered teachers a sense that theirs was a calling, a destiny, requiring
dedication, serving the Church where vowed religious could not go.
He expressed such sentiments to the Archbishop of Bordeaux. As
he envisioned it, the teachers he sought to education were men "wanting
to live in a Christian manner and to devote themselves to the education of
youth," "virtuous young men who would destine themselves
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for teaching," to be sent to the communes "where it would be hardly be
possible to have and equip establishments for Brothers. These teachers,
trained by us and animated by our spirit, would suitably replace the
Brothers, and happily second the efforts of the Reverend Pastors in their
respective parishes. "282 These words are reminiscent of how he described
his sodalists almost twenty years before (1824): "But in this age, an age
of revival, Holy Mother the Church demands something more from her
children. She wishes the concerted action of all to second the zeal of her
ministers, and to labor at her restoration. "283
Though Chaminade never described the behaviors and dispositions
of these teachers in more than general terms such as "virtuous,"
"Christian," and "dedicated," he did indicate that they were to be
"animated" with the spirit of the Society of Mary. He detailed that spirit
and its expression in the Constitutions of 1839, which was directed
toward the members of the Society of Mary and by extension to those
who would share in its mission. Teachers imbued with the spirit of the
Society of Mary were to cultivate certain fundamental assumptions and
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First and foremost was the conviction that the purpose for which
they taught was education, which meant the cultivation of a Christian
character within pupils. 284 No matter what they were teaching, they were
to keep habitually in mind285 that they engaged in the activity for the sake
of multiplying Christians, 286 that they had "children to instruct, in order
to inspire awe and love of God in them, in order to preserve them and to
divert them from vice, in order to attract them to virtue and to make of
them good and faithful Christians." 287
This conviction was to serve as the fundamental optic or template,
11

an unalterable intention

11
(

"une intention fixe 11 ) , 288 that structured their

entire endeavour. For that reason, then, it was not necessary that the
"greatest part of the time be devoted to the teaching or to practices of
religion," because into whatever they taught or did was integrated the
Christian spirit. They were to teach "a Christian lesson by every word,
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gesture, and look. "289 Thus, the kind of education Chaminade envisioned
was to be realized through the kind of presence the teachers created in
the classroom. 290
This emphasis on education was not to be achieved at the expense
of instruction, since another conviction that Chaminade would have
teachers embrace was that "education can be given only at the time of
instruction . . . . "291 The chief purpose for which parents sent their
children to schools was to have them instructed in knowledge and skills
that would prepare them to make a living. Without such instruction,
children would not attend schools and without the presence of children in
schools the opportunity for their Christian formation would be lost.
Chaminade argued this point in a letter to Ignace Mertian because ,
he thought that this priest, the founder of a lay community of teaching
religious in Alsace, was willing to place poorly trained Brothers in
classrooms just for the sake of opening schools:
A novitiate cannot serve as a Normal school, nor can the young

289Ibid.
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religious be employed in teaching immediately after leaving it,
because of the embarrassment it would cause; they must first learn
the practice from the older Brothers in schools that are in full
swing and have attained a degree of excellence. If we intend to do
business by halves, it will not be worth the while to take so much
trouble. We shall never succeed in attracting the country children
with imperfect schools which are the main cause of the decline of
morals among the people, and the Institute of Mary would never
attain the object of its existence by such a use of one of its
principal means [primary teaching]. What harmful consequences
would not result! Above all I am determined to form really good
establishments, before being solicitous about their number. 292
Therefore, it was essential that all involved in schools be suitably
educated and concerned about good management and the perfection of
teaching methods. 293 Consequently, teachers had to be skilled in exacting
"study, order, silence and the accomplishment of all rules .... "294
Also, he constantly urged them to continue their studies and obtain civil
authorization for teaching and school administration.
Chaminade would have his teachers adopt a somewhat middle
course between innovation and conservation in the actual practice of
teaching. He held that the principles of education, once well grasped, do
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not vary, 295 "but the practices whereby they are applied and the methods
of teaching should necessarily follow the progress of human society and
be adapted to its needs and to its wishes. "296 In fact, according to him it
was the need for adaptation that motivated his -efforts in establishing the
sodality and founding the two religious orders. 297 "To adopt invariability
of forms and of modes as a principle would be to limit to a very short
time the services and existence [of the Society of Mary] .... "298
Therefore, as Marianists and those animated by their spirit "labor in the
world at the salvation of souls by sustaining and propagating the
teachings of the Gospel, the virtues of Christianity and the practices of
the Catholic Church," the means they use must be "adapted to the needs
and the spirit of the age .... "299
On the other hand, no matter how good the intention of the teacher,
Chaminade required that he always seek "the counsel of his head
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[principal, director, "chef'], before executing anything special
["particulier"] that his zeal inspired in him for the Christian education of

the children of his class or even of a single child. "300 And in general he
maintained that though the basic method of teaching of the Society of
Mary was to be periodically reviewed, changes in it were to be made
with reserve301 and were to "be guaranteed by the experience of the most
capable teachers. "302
Though not absorbing most of the instructional hours, nonetheless
Chaminade held that the teaching of religion was decisive to the goal of
education. He believed it particularly important in post-Revolutionary
France. "Especially must the instruction in religion be weighed and
estimated [in the normal schools]," he wrote Lalanne. "It must be
adapted to the spirit of the century and to the position of the
schoolteachers. "303 In another letter a week later he indicated why such
was so: "We are in a century in which everybody is called upon to reason
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["raisonner"] or rather to rave ["deraisonner"], even the peasants in the

country to the maid-servants in the cities. "304
To meet this challenge, he would have prospective teachers
"become little logicians, and even something of metaphysicians. They
must know all the sources of human certitude. "305 For that reason he
instructed Lalanne: "You will, above all, have to work at a method of
teaching religion to the candidates of the normal schools. . . . What
would be the end of all our labors, all our solicitude in establishing
normal schools, if really the schoolteachers are not sufficiently instructed
in religion .... "306
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But he also recognized that speculative knowledge, though
necessary, was not sufficient for communicating religion to children. The
teachers must "love it" and "practice it ... from their hearts. "307 He
made a similar point nine years later in the Constitutions:
. . . the religious who follows exactly what has been established in
this regard [the method and the prescribed devotions] is well
convinced that it is neither a method more or less ingenious nor
any exercise of piety which inspires religion in children; it is
especially the heart of the teacher, when it is full of God and when
it is in sympathy through charity with the heart of his pupils. "308
Chaminade would also have teachers appropriate certain beliefs
about the students they were to educate: that it was not the will of the
"'Father who is in Heaven that one of these little ones should perish'"; 309
that it suffices "for everyone to be such as God wills him to be" ;310 that
"we do not all receive the same measure of graces and the same
destination. "311 From these convictions flowed certain behaviors. First
and most fundamentally, the teacher was to penetrate himself with the
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"sentiments of the Savior and with the tenderness of Mary" 312 on behalf
of the children. No matter what the number before him, the teacher
"expands his heart in order to have them enter and to carry them there
unceasingly. "313
For the sake of the children's education and in consideration of
how God sees them, the teacher was to exercise "indefatigable zeal, "314
"tender charity, "315 and preserve in the depth of his heart an unalterable
calm [in the classroom] and a wise propensity toward leniency. "316 Like
God who is patient even when rejected, never "wearied by refusals,"
preserving "with the same goodness those who offend Him and those who
serve Him, "317 the teacher was to demonstrate the same patience. He was
not to expect evangelical perfection in the children from the beginning
and he was always to keep in mind that it was his role to sow and not to
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reap. 318 "He is careful above all not to reject as bad what is not
absolutely good .... "319 And "in his meditations, in his Communions,
in all his good works, he makes up for whatever their [children's]
weakness and ignorance might not be able to do .... "320
One way these dispositions, feelings, and behaviors were to be
fostered and maintained in the teacher was through imaginative prayer.
He was counseled to picture Jesus and Mary speaking to him, telling him
that these are their children whom they are entrusting into his care. 321
And as a model, he was to look to the Good Shepherd and consider
himself as fulfilling that role in regard to his students. 322
At the same time, Chaminade instructed teachers to be attentive to
"privileged souls [among their students] who have early in life felt the
impression of grace and who are faithful to them.... "323 He reminded
them that these children were often capable of being schooled in
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meditation and that it was important to cultivate the graces that they had
received. Teachers were to encourage these students to frequent
reception of the sacraments and to gather them together into little
societies that, like the Bordeaux sodality, served as a communal support
for the practice of the Christian life. 324 Some of these children might
indicate dispositions for religious life. If these were discovered and "if
he [child] discloses a willingness to follow it, he must be well received,
be made to forsee to the best of his ability the obligations of the life that
he wishes to embrace and to be shown its advantages and
consolations. "325
As the foregoing indicates, Chaminade set the whole calling and act
of education and teaching within a spiritual context. Though inspired by ,
a variety of spiritual masters, the dominant influence upon Chaminade,
one manifested in the Constitutions of 1839, was that of the French
School. At least three of its characteristics mark Chaminade's portrait of
the teacher. The first centers on the emphasis placed on the affective

324Jbid.
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dimension of Christian education. 326 For the French School one drew
near to God not simply through intellectual assent but with the
movements and affections of the soul, of the heart. It called its followers
to an affective, total, absorbing experience of God in Christ, 327 which
stood in stark contrast to an extrinsic conception of the Christian life that
considered faithfulness synonymous with the fulfillment of a certain
number of specific duties and behaviors. 328
In this regard, it will be recalled that Chaminade claimed that it
was the heart of the teacher filled with God, one like that described by
the French school, that would inspire religion in children. Further, he
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stated that that heart had to be in sympathy with the heart of the children
and be filled with the sentiments of Jesus and the tenderness of Mary for
them. These latter observations about the teacher's relationship to Jesus
and Mary reflect two other characteristics of the French School, its focus
upon Jesus, the Incarnation of God, 329 and as a consequence of its
contemplation of the Incarnation, its special devotion to Mary. 330
According to the French School, "'Jesus is the accomplishment of
our being, which subsists in him ... as the Word is the accomplishment
of the human nature which subsists in it.' "331 To be is to say with St.
Paul, "... it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me. "332 And
because the Word became incarnate for the sake of mission, the original
disciples of the French School felt impelled by the apostolic grace of the ,
Spirit of Christ to be missionaries to France and all the world. In the
words of Jean-Jacques Olier, missionaries were "'like sacraments which
329
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bear Christ, so that in them and through them he might proclaim the
glory of the Father. '" 333

They strove "for communion with the inner

attitudes of Jesus [the sentiments of Jesus] ... [in order] to be one with
his looking at others in love and service . . . . "334
This urgency about mission is echoed in Chaminade' s constant
declaration to sodalists, teachers, and members of his two religious orders
that they were "all missionaries" and that they existed in "a state of
perpetual mission. " His description of the teacher communicating a
Christian (Christ-like) lesson in every gesture, word, and look mirrored
Olier's conviction that missionaries were sacraments of Christ. And his
claim that ultimately the Society of Mary "has essentially but one end,
which is the most faithful imitation of Jesus Christ" 335 reflected the very
essence of the French School's teaching.
The most "salient point of the imitation of Jesus Christ" 336 was for
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Chaminade as well as others in the French School devotion to Mary. 337
He claimed that "in devoting itself to the imitation of this Divine Model
under the well-beloved name of Mary, the Society intends having each of
its members reared by her, as Jesus was reared by her care after having
been formed in her virginal womb. "338 It was to her, Chaminade wrote,
that Jesus "especially confided ... the care of directing our Christian
education as she directed him in the days of his childhood, and of raising
us to the height of our holy calling. "339 What all other Christian
educators did, then, was to imitate the vocation of Mary on behalf of
Jesus and of all humanity. And for that, they needed to be filled with her

337

ln promoting devotion to Mary, Chaminade was one among many
engaged in reviving an ancient tradition that had been generally absent in
eighteenth century France. As a result of Jansenist pressure, Marian
associations had been suppressed in 1760, and "the austere piety of that
time did not find Mary a figure easy to relate to." Contributing to the
gradual revival of religion in post revolution France was the steady
reappropriation of Mary as a manifestation of God's love for humankind.
Gibson, Social History, 254-56; Hubert Jedin and John Dolan, eds.,
History of the Church (New York: Crossroad, 1981), vol. 8, The Church
in the Age of Liberalism, by Roger Aubert and others, trans. Peter
Becker, 24.
338

339

Constitutions, Article 5 .

William Joseph Chaminade, Marian Writings, Vol. 2, ed. JeanBaptiste Armbruster, SM, trans. Henry Bradley, SM, and Joseph H. Roy,
SM (Dayton, OH: Marianist Press, 1980), 191.
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tenderness.
By the time Chaminade relinquished his administrative control
(1845), the Society of Mary numbered 250 members. These religious
served in four secondary schools, thirty-two primary schools, two trade
schools, one normal school, and six novitiates. 34° Five years later, by the
time of his death (January 22, 1850), a nucleus of these men had come to
the United States, had begun teaching in two grade schools in Cincinnati,
and were in the midst of negotiations to purchase the property on which
the present University of Dayton would be situated.
During the nineteenth century most of the members of the Society
of Mary in the United States continued staffing primary schools.
However, at the beginning of the next century Marianists began a proces-s
of leaving the elementary schools and entering into secondary
education. 341 By 1937, for example, enrollment in high schools staffed
by the Society of Mary was about twice (approximately 10,500) that of
its primary schools. 342

340

Resch, Founder of Schools, 133-134.

341

Edmund J. Baumeister, Secondary Education of the Society of
Mary in America (Dayton, OH: University of Dayton, 1940), 79.
342

Ibid.' 65.
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The next thirty years witnessed a tremendous growth in the
worldwide membership of the Society of Mary. It peaked at 3,254
Marianists in 1967. 343 Of that number, 1,574 were members of the four
Marianist provinces of the United States (Cincinnati, St. Louis, New
York, and Pacific). In that year approximately 665 Marianists staffed
thirty-five U.S. high schools. 344 Others served in works such as parishes,
universities, and missions outside the United States.
During the next thirty years the situation also changed dramatically,
with the worldwide membership decreasing to 1,680. 345 Of these, 734
are members of the five U.S. provinces (Cincinnati, St. Louis, New
York, Pacific, Meribah). Presently (1996), approximately 81 Marianist
vowed religious are serving in either a fulltime or parttime capacity in ,

343

Lebon, First Century, 227.

344

Societe de Marie, Tableau de Personnel et des Etablissements.
1967-1968 (Rome: Don Guanella, 1967). Because of change of
assignment during the year and because not all persons who were
stationed at a house attached to a high school necessarily served in the
school, only an approximate number is possible for this year.
345

Societe de Marie. Marianistes. Personnel. 1995-1996 (Rome:
Artigiana San Giuseppe Lavoratore, 1995). This document contains the
most recent Marianist statistics worldwide.
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nineteen high schools in the United States. 346
These numbers alone indicate that what was assumed in the past,
for example in 1967, that members of the Society of Mary would be
chiefly responsible for sustaining the network of meanings that constitute
the Marianist educational culture initiated by William Joseph Chaminade
and evolved and communicated over the last one hundred and eighty
years, is generally no longer attainable. 347 If any of the schools formally
sponsored by the Society of Mary in the United States wish to continue in
the Marianist tradition, it is essential that ways be found to enable their
mainly lay personnels to understand and be committed to that culture.
This study will make a contribution ·to that process of understanding and
commitment by presenting an articulation of the components of Marianisi
educational culture.

346

The number represents the sum of figures provided by provincial
personnel in personal communications to the researcher.
347

A possible exception to this statement concerns the Meribah
Province which is composed of forty-two vowed religious. Its two main
ministries are Chaminade High School, Mineola, New York, and
Kellenberg Memorial High School, Uniondale, New York. To the
service of the former school it dedicates more than twenty-five of its
members. Another ten of its members serve in the latter school.
Province of Meribah Personnel. September 1995 (n.d. and n.p.).
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Research Questions
By analyzing the cultural contents of Marianist education, this
study intends to contribute to the process of enculturation of school
communities in the United States founded in the Marianist tradition.
Three research questions were formulated to achieve this purpose:
1. What are the principal elements of Marianist educational culture
expressed in the writings of the founder of the Society of Mary of Paris,
William Joseph Chaminade?
2. What are the elements of Marianist educational culture as
expressed in the lived experience of Marianists today?
3. How are the expressions of Marianist educational culture
manifested in the published writings of Chaminade and in the lived
experience of Marianists today similar and dissimilar?

Delimitations
The generalizability of the results of the first part of this study
were limited to the four published works of William Joseph Chaminade
submitted to content analysis. Factors other than the written and
published statements of a founder impact upon the initiation and
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continuance of an organization's culture, both in its contents and its
expression. However, these were not addressed.
The second part this study was delimited to the experience and
expression of Marianist educational culture by eight persons from the
United States designated as "best experienced" in Marianist education. It
is possible that some differences of experience and expression of
Marianist educational culture might have emerged if participants other
than these were to be chosen from the United States, if they were to
come from a different time period, or if they were from a different
country.

Limitations
Though forms of reliability and validity were addressed, issues of
reliability and validity remain constant concerns in content analysis. Also,
because the researcher performed the content analysis, researcher bias
may have influenced the results. Likewise, researcher bias may have
entered into the interviewing process and the construction of the textural
and structural description of a contemporary perception of Marianist
educational culture.
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Significance
Implications
The first part of this study provides an empirically-based analysis
of the Marianist educational culture initiated by William Joseph
Chaminade and expressed in his writings. This research, therefore,
added an empirical dimension to the many other scholarly works on
Chaminade and education, which have referenced his writings in an
intuitive manner. Because the thought and practice of the founder of any
organizational culture continue to be of singular significance throughout
the organization's existence, this research provides a resource for those,
associated with Marianist educational enterprises worldwide who wish to
understand the foundational norms and beliefs out of which these
ministries have arisen.
The second part of the study presents a reading on Marianist
educational culture in the United States today. By comparing the textural
and structural description drawn from these interviews with results of the
content analysis of Chaminade's published writings, an understanding of
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the similarities and differences between the present practice of Marianist
educational culture in the United States and its original inspiration can be
obtained.
The study as a whole provides an introduction to the concept of
organizational culture and various approaches to analyzing such a culture.
Each part of the study offers a model that others could employ to
discover either the origins or the present practice of the educational
culture of any distinctive religious or secular group involved in schooling.

Applications
For anyone interested in the history of ideas and cultural change,
this study provides a particular example for reflection and analysis. In

a

somewhat similar manner, anyone specifically interested in Marianist
history could use the findings of this research as a source for an heuristic,
creative thought experiment. On the basis of the content analysis, one
may question the present expression of Marianist educational culture
concerning the following: its fidelity to the original vision, its need to
establish new practices, its perduring values and norms, etc. Likewise,
relying upon the description drawn from the interviews, the culture
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initiated by Chaminade may be interrogated from a present day
perspective. Informed by the results of the content analysis, the
questioner may imagine how these contemporary querries could be
answered. In the same way, this study could serve as a catalyst for such
reflection among a "think tank" of Marianist scholars.
The results of this research could also provide a basis for further
empirical research. For example, survey questions based on both or
either parts of this study could be formulated and used to measure the
perception of Marianist educational culture in schools founded in the
Marianist tradition. Various formation programs for religious and laity
involved in Marianist educational works could also profit from the
findings of this study. Likewise, publications about the Society of Mary,
and its educational ministries could draw upon this study. As vowed
Marianist religious increasingly disappear from the educational apostolate,
studies such as this one will increase in importance as resources for the
laity who serve in the schools and who wish to continue to conduct
schooling within the tradition of Marianist educational culture.
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Definition of Terms348
Ancien Regime

Assistant General for
Education

Assistant-Provincial

"Old regime; a term invented by the [French]
Revolutionaries to distinguish the new order
from what had existed before 1789. "349
Elected by the General Chapter for a five year
term, which is renewable for another five years,
he serves as a member of the General Council.
He is concerned with the "intellectual, moral,
and professional formation" of all participants in
any aspect of education within the Society of
Mary.Jso
A religious who shares the responsibility of the
Provincial for "the personal welfare of the
members [of the province] and the strengthening
of communities and apostolic works. "351 He is
" . . . appointed by the Superior General with the
consent of his council. Together, the Provincial
and Assistant-Provincial reflect the mixed
composition of the Society [of Mary]. "352

348

The following terms are defined within the context of their use in
the Society of Mary: Assistant General for Education, AssistantProvincial, General Chapter, Province, Provincial, Province Chapter, and
Superior General.
349

Alan Forrest, The French Revolution (Oxford: Blackwell
Publishers, 1995), 173.
350

Rule of Life of the Society of Mary (Dayton, OH: Marianist Press,
1984), Article 106.
351

Rule, Article 7 .30.

352

1bid., Article 101.
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Best Experienced in
Marianist Education

Cahiers de doleances

A purposely general expression to be defined by
each of those who nominate an individual as
such.
"Lists of grievances which were drawn up at
every level from parish to province in
preparation for the meeting of the EstatesGeneral. "353

Charism of a Religious
Institute
A founder's experience of the Holy Spirit,
transmitted to his or her "followers to be lived
by them, to be preserved, deepened and
constantly developed in harmony with the Body
of Christ, continually in a process of growth. "354
It consists in a distinctive character that
"involves a particular style of sanctification and
apostolate which creates a definite tradition so
that its objective elements can be easily
recognised. "355
Civil Constitution of
the Clergy

Passed by the French government on July 12,
1790, it bascially claimed the right of the state to
enact changes in religion without reference to the
body of the Church or the pope, thereby making
the Church completely dependent upon temporal
authority, severed from any ties with the

353 Forrest, French Revolution, 174.
354Congregation for Religious and for Secular Institutes and
Congregation for Bishops, "Directives for the Mutual Relations Between
Bishops and Religious in the Church," in More Postconciliar Documents,
#11, p. 217.
3551bid.
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sovereign pontiff. 356

Constitutional Church

The Church legally recognized within France
after 1790, served by those clergy who took an
oath to the "Civil Constitution of the Clergy. "357

Departement

"Department, the principal administrative
division of France after 1790 when the old
provinces were abolished; the land area of
France was divided into eighty-three
departments, though the number would increase
with the annexation of the Comtat Venaissan in
1790 and the subdivision of the Rh(me-et-Loire
in 1793. "358

Director

Appointed by the Provincial to lead the local
community of the Marianist religious, he "has
primary responsibility for the religious life and
mission of the community, and has personal
authority over the religious assigned to his
community. . . . [he] works together with a
community council, whose members are
appointed by him and confirmed by the
Provincial. "359 For many years in the Society of
Mary often the director was not only the
superior of the local community but also the one
in charge of the particular apostolic work in
which the community served.

356

Aubert, Between Revolution and Restoration, 23; Furet, "Civil
Constitution," 452.
357

Furet, Revolutionary France, 83-92.

358

Forrest, French Revolution, 176.

359

Rule, Article 105.
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Emigres

"Those who emigrated from France to escape
from the Revolution; many, though not all, were
nobles and clerics .... "360

French School

A term coined by Henri Bremond, an historian
of spiritual movements in the nineteenth century,
to describe a tradition of spirituality initiated by
Pierre de Berulle (1575-1629). Among its
characteristics are an emphasis on the
sovereignty of God, the Christian life as sharing
the life of Jesus, the Church as the Mystical
Body of Christ, the sanctification of the clergy, a
missionary spirit, and the importance of Mary
because of her role in the Incarnation. 361

General Chapter

A legislative body of the entire Society of Mary,
whose members gather at least once every five
years. It is the highest authority of the
Society. 362 It "is composed of the Superior
General, the members of the General Council,
members by right, and elected members from
each province. The number of elected members
must be greater than that of members by
right. n363

Mixed Composition

Marianist religious form but one community and
have one vocation. However, the members are
both lay and clerical and come varied
backgrounds and have different training. 364 The

360Jbid.
361 Deville, French School, 2, 137-152.
362Rule, Article 93.
3631bid., Article 95.
3641bid., Article 12.
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lay religious live out their commitment in a
variety of ways, "especially in the domains of
science and culture, in technical and manual
labor. "365 "The priests express this commitment
in a variety of ways as well, principally by
offering their ministry first of all to their
Brothers, and then by joining their Brothers in
serving God's people. "366

Non-juring Clergy

Those members of the French clergy who
refused to take an oath to the "Civil Constitution
of the Church."

Philosophes

"Writers of the Enlightenment whose humanism
was admired by many of the [French]
Revolutionaries and whose persistent questioning
was deemed to have undermined many of the
institutions of the ancien regime. "367

Normal School

A school for teacher education. It was so-called
because in such an establishment "the standard
or normal curriculum and methods were
observed. "368

Province

". . . a geographic unit to which are permanently
attached a group of religious who live in
communities and work at a common mission
under the leadership of a Provincial." 369

365

Ibid. , Article 13 .

366

lbid.

367

Forrest, French Revolution, 180.

368

John D. Pulliam and James Van Patten, History of Education in
America, 6th ed. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1995), 77.
369

Rule, Article 7 .35.
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Provincial

A Major Superior " . . . [who] has personal
authority over the religious and communities of
his province. . . . he is accountable to the
Superior General and appointed by the latter with
the approval of his council. "370

Provincial Chapter

A legislative body of a province which is
"convoked by the Provincial at least once every
year." 371 "It determines basic policies and
evaluates their implementation. . . . It is
composed of the members of the Provincial
Council and elected delegates [from the
province]. The number of elected delegates
exceeds by at least one the number of members
by right. "372

Society of Mary
of Paris

Structural Description

370

Rule, Article 101.

371

Ibid. , Article 104.

373

Ibid. , Article 1.

374

A religious congregation of pontifical right of the
Roman Catholic Church, founded by William
Joseph Chaminade in 1817 in Bordeaux,
composed of "priests and lay religious [who]
form a single family .... "373 In 1996 the
official statistics of the Society of Mary listed
1677 members serving in twenty-seven
countries. 374
" . . . an account of the regularities of thought,
judgment, imagination, and recollection that
underlie the experience of a phenomenon and

Personnel, passim.
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give meaning to it. 11375

Superior General

A priest of the Society of Mary, elected by
secret ballot for a five year term by the General
Chapter. He may be reelected for a second five
year teriit 376 He 11 governs the Society in accord
with the Rule of Life and the directives of the
General Chapter. He has direct authority over
all the religious and exercises the power of
jurisdiction according to general ecclesiastical
law. He is the visible sign of unity of the entire
Society. 11377

System of Virtues

An ascetical means emphasized in the teaching of
Chaminade. There are three main classifications
to this system: Virtues of Preparation (silence of
words, signs, mind, emotions, and imagination;
recollection, preparatory obedience, support of
mortification), Virtues of Purification
(confidence in God, distrust of self, recourse to
guidance, long-suffering patience, frequent
recourse to prayer, renewal of intention), and
Virtues of Consummation (humility, modesty,
self-denial, renunciation of the world). 378

Textural Description

11

an account of individuals' intuitive,
prereflective perceptions of a phenomenon from

375

•••

Meredith D. Gall, Walter R. Borg, and Joyce P. Gall, Educational
Research. An Introduction, 6th ed. (White Pllains, NY: Longman
Publishers USA, 1996), 602.
376

Rule, Article 98.

377

Ibid., Article 97.

378

Ibid., Article 4.17.
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every angle. "379
Thick Description

". . . originated in anthropology [by Clifford
Geertz] to refer to a complete, literal description
of a cultural phenomenon," it provides
"statements that re-create a situation and as much
of its context as possible, accompanied by the
meanings and intentions inherent in that
situation. "380

Three Offices

"The Society of Mary traditionally distributes the
responsibilities of government and leadership
among the three offices of Religious Life,
Education, and Temporalities. [The terminology
has been changed since Chaminade' s time. He
called them Zeal, Instruction, and Work.] The
Office of Religious Life cares for the spiritual
development of the members and works; the
Office of Education is concerned with
intellectual, moral, and professional formation;
and the Office of Temporalities has for its object
strengthening the spirit of poverty, promoting
social justice, and good stewardship of material'
goods in accord with the gospel. "381

379

Gall, Educational Research, 602.

380

Ibid. ' 549.

381

Rule, Article 106.

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Overview
The purpose of this study was to delineate the components of
Marianist educational culture. In order to provide a context for this
research, literature on organizational and school culture, as well as on
Marianist education, was surveyed. Thus, this review considered the
following areas:
1) the concept of culture in organizational theory and practice;
2) the concept of school culture and its implementation;
3) studies of specific school cultures;
4) official Catholic statements on education and school culture;
5) studies and documents on Marianist education.

The Concept of Culture in Organizational Theory and Practice
Academic Research
"No phenomenon has fascinated researchers of organizations more
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in the last decade [1980-90] than has organizational culture. "1 This claim
was partially substantiated by Barley, Meyer, and Gash's review of
organizational literature on culture. 2 They, like others, 3 recognized that
the application of the concept of culture to organizations is not new
among management scientists, but that in the late seventies "the term was
recast as a novel concept and reintroduced into organizational
. .... 114
behav10r

Among the pioneers to envision organizations from a cultural
perspective were W. Lloyd Warner, who examined workgroup cultures at
Western Electric Company in Chicago (1931-1932) as part of the
Hawthorne studies and also described the influence the community culture
of Newburyport, Massachusetts, had on the employees in the workplace
(1929-1937); Burleigh B. Gardner, a professor of applied industrial
1

Harrison, "Keeping the Faith," 552.

2

Stephen R. Barley, Gordon W. Meyer, and Debra C. Gash,
"Cultures of Culture: Academics, Practitioners and the Pragmatics of
Normative Control," Administrative Science Quarterly 33
(1988): 24-60.
3

Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 23; Aikin, Marvin, eds.
Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 6th ed. (New York:
Macmillan Publishing Company, 1992), s.v. "Organizational Climate
and Culture," by Terrence E. Deal.
4

Barley, "Cultures of Culture," 31.

c
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anthropology at the University of Chicago, who produced the first
textbook (1945) that considered work organizations from a cultural
perspective; and William Whyte, famous for his classic doctoral
dissertation, Street Corner Society (1943), who applied ethnographic
methods to the study of the restaurant industry. 5 But with emphasis upon
quantitative measures and the introduction of the computer, cultural and
ethnographic investigations were generally abandoned after World War II.
A notable exception to this trend was the work of Philip Selznick in the
late 1940s, who studied the newly-created Tennessee Valley Authority,
using methods characteristic of cultural anthropology. 6
However, toward the end of the 1970s cultural analysis began to
"attract [the] explicit and sustained interest" of organizational theorists
and practitioners. 7 A variety of factors motivated this change. First of
all, a number of researchers had become "disillusioned with the
assumptions inherent in largely rational, bureaucratic models of

5

Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 23-27.

6

lbid., 26-27.

7

Barley, "Cultures of Culture," 31.
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organizations. "8 These analysts held that quantitative approaches ignored
the expressive, symbolic dimensions that were crucial to an organization's
genesis and continued existence. 9
Practitioners such as Ouchi, Wilkins, Peters, and Waterman argued
"that rational strategies for designing organizations had begun to yield
marginal returns on performance and productivity. "10 In turn, this deficit
became an occasion for the appropriation of cultural analysis. Soon
many consultants and managers were postulating that the secret to
effectiveness was the development of a strong organizational culture. 11
Van Maanen described the situation as follows:

8

Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 31. In a 1985 review article.
William G. Ouchi and Alan L. Wilkins wrote: "The historical approach
leads us to conclude that the contemporary study of organizational culture
is perhaps best understood as only the latest turn in the struggle between
explicit and rational views of organizations on the one hand and implicit,
nonrational views on the other. This tension has long been a central
feature in the sociology of organizations .... " "Organizational Culture,"
in Annual Review of Sociology 11 (1985), 462.
9

Barley, "Cultures of Culture," 31; Weick, "Significance of
Corporate Culture," 387-388.
10

11

Barley, "Cultures of Culture," 31.

Edgar H. Schein, "How Culture Forms, Develops, and Changes,"
in Gaining Control of the Corporate Culture, ed. Ralph H. Kilmann,
Mary J. Saxton, Roy Serpa, and Associates (San
Francisco: J ossey-Bass Publishers, 1985), 17.
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... as an outgrowth of the expanding tendency to rationalize work,
managers must increasingly rely on "coercive authority" (such as
the power to reward and punish) to control the centripetal
tendencies of the work force rather than on whatever "cultural
authority" (such as the power to define and lead) they might
otherwise claim as fellow members of a common work culture . . .
. Perhaps because managers have slowly begun to realize that they
have let "cultural authority" slip through their fingers, the notion of
"organizational culture" has attained a faddish appeal in the
business literature. 12
Some theorists also championed the concept of culture because they
saw in its use a paradigm shift in organizational study. 13 Accompanying
this shift was a rediscovery of "the benefits of qualitative methods. "14
Andrew M. Pettigrew has been credited with introducing the term
"organizational cultures" into academic literature in the United StatesY
Whatever the truth of the claim, Pettigrew's inquiry, entitled "On

12

Van Maanen, "Fragments of a Theory," 40.

13

Barley, "The Cultures of Culture," 32; Smircich, "Culture a
Paradigm," 57-58.
14

Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 28-29; Smircich, "Culture
A Paradigm," 58.
15

Geert Hofstede, Bram Neuijen, Denise Daval Ohayv, and Geert
Sanders, "Measuring Organizational Cultures: A Qualitative and
Quantitative Study across Twenty Cases," Administrative Science
Quarterly 35 (1990), 286.
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Studying Organizational Cultures," 16 which was written at the beginning
of renewed interest in cultural analysis, proved to be a frequently cited
work in which he summoned researchers to employ sociological and
anthropological concepts to explore organizations. 17 Though his essay is
informed by the empirical investigation of a private British boarding
school, Pettigrew provided a " ... speculative look at some of the concepts
and processes associated with the creation of organizational cultures and,
therefore, with the birth of organizations. "18
Pettigrew argued for a sociological rather than simply a
psychological analysis of the entrepreneur, whom he defined as "any
person who takes primary responsibility for mobilizing people and other
resources to initiate, give purpose to, build, and manage a new
organization. "19 Often, for example in the work of David McClelland, 20
research into leadership consisted in the deliniation of a psychological
16

Andrew M. Pettigrew, "On Studying Organizational Cultures, "
Administrative Science Quarterly 24 (1979): 570-581.
17

1bid.' 572.

18

Ibid., 570.

19

1bid., 573.

20

David C. McClelland, The Achieving Society (London: Collier
Macmillan, 1961).
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profile of the entrepreneur. 21 But Pettigrew held that analysis should be
centered not on the entrepreneur in her or himself but on the "person in
his context." The focus was "not what makes the entrepreneur but rather
what does the entrepreneur make. "22
What entrepreneurs create are not only "the more rational and
tangible aspects of organizations such as structures and technologies. . . "
but cultures, "the expressive social tissue ... that gives ... [everyday]
tasks meaning," a "continuing sense of what ... reality is all about in
order to be acted upon. "23 They are "creators of symbols, ideologies,
languages, beliefs, rituals, and myths .... "24 These cultural components
"direct attention toward the mobilization of consciousness and purpose,
the codification of meaning, the emergence of normative patterns, the rise,
and fall of systems of leadership and strategies of legitimization. "25
In regard to language Pettigrew suggested that the study of
"organizational vocabularies" is essential. He claimed that
21

lbid., 572.

22

lbid., 573.

23

lbid., 574.

24

lbid.

25

Ibid.' 576.
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the analysis of their origins and uses and in particular their role in
expressing communal values, evoking past experiences, providing
seed beds for human action, and legitimating current and evolving
distributions of power represent key areas of inquiry in research on
the creation and evolution of new organizations. 26
After defining ritual and myth, he highlighted their function, not
mainly in terms of what they do (their technical function) but in what
they say (their expressive dimension). 27 Rituals provide a medium for
shared experiences of belonging which express and reinforce what is
valued, while myth "explores in dramatic form issues of origin and
transformation. "28 Myths legitimatize social practices and "contain levels
of meaning that deal simultaneously with the socially and psychologically
significant in any culture. "29
Pettigrew then considered vision and sacrifice as significant factors ·
in the process of engendering commitment of group members to the
organization. After having argued that to study commitment mechanisms
(the rational strategies) alone, without attention to the content of the
commitment, is to ignore the more fundamental issue of "commitment to
26

Ibid., 575.

27

Ibid.' 576.

28Jbid.
29

Ibid.
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what," he claimed that there must be a something, a "vision of the
organization," which has the potency to elicit commitment from the
members. 30 "The vision will state the beliefs, perhaps implying a
sacredness of quality of them, use a distinctive language to define roles,
activities, challenges, and purposes, and in so doing help to create the
patterns of meanings and consciousness defined as organizational
culture. "31
Sacrifice is another way of constituting commitment to an
organization. It involves the cost to members that results from
disengaging themselves partly or fully from one set of beliefs and
relationships in order to attach themselves to another set of beliefs and
relationships. "Social processes are set in motion whereby the individual ,
actively moves toward building an exclusive world of primary contact and
belief and withdraws from the more inclusive patterns that had existed
before he joined the new organization. "32
Pettigrew's article captured the key elements of organizational

30

Ibid., 577-78.

31

Ibid., 577.

32

Ibid.' 578.
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cultures that would occupy the attention of both theorists and practitioners
in the decade of the 1980s. 33 Thus, in a sense, this seminal essay set the
research agenda for the future.
In the early 1980s Joanne Martin and her colleagues34 began to
examine stories as one of the elements by which organizational cultures
claim uniqueness for themselves and at the same time generate, as well as
reflect, changes in organizations. 35 Their analysis revealed various types

33

Almost ten years after its appearance, Linda Smircich and Marta B.
Cahis summarized the importance of Pettigrew's essay as follows: On
one hand, the idea of an internal organizational 'culture' was not that new
. . . . Since the early 1970s scholars had used terms from symbolic
anthropology to explain organizational phenomena. . . . On the other
hand, Pettigrew's (1979) article assembled the pieces in the puzzle.
Written within a European tradition accustomed to acknowledging
philosophical underpinnings, this article combined the social
constructionist perspective and concepts from interpretive, symbolic, and
cognitive anthropology with issues in longitudinal research and qualitative
Organizational Culture: A Critical Assessment, in
methods.
Handbook of Organizational Communication, eds. Fredric M. Jablin,
Linda L. Putnam, Karlene H. Roberts, Lyman W. Porter (Newbury Park,
CA: Sage Publications, 1987), 247.
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of stories (e.g., the rule-breaking story) that are common to diverse
organizational cultures 36 and they hypothesized that one of the roles of
such stories is to enable members to identify with the organization whose
stories are told. 37
Harrison Trice and Janice Beyer also investigated practices
whereby the "network of meanings 11 of a culture are expressed,
II

affirmed, and communicated to members. "38 But unlike Martin and her
colleagues, they centered on rites and ceremonials rather than stories.
According to Trice and Beyer attention to rites and ceremonials offers
investigators a significant advantage. Because they 11 often occur in
public, with an audience present, researchers are likely to be able to gain
repeated access to such events and to observe them with minimal research
effects. 1139
Informed by the insights of anthropologists such as Arnold Van
Gennep, they reviewed organizational literature to uncover what seemed
to qualify as ritual practices. As a result of this survey, they
36
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distinguished and described six types of rites characteristic of
organizational cultures: rites of passage, of degradation, of enhancement,
of renewal, of conflict reduction, and of integration. 40 At the same time
they indicated that the typology they devised was incomplete. Their
review failed to yield types such as "rites of creation -- rites for
establishing new roles and embedding them in ongoing social
arrangements" or rites that had "the manifest intent of dissolving existing
structural arrangements without degrading their occupants. "41
From their study various implications for organizational practice
emerged. Among these, they postulated that "organizations with strong
cultures probably have potent and well-established rites and
ceremonials. "42 They suggested that such a strong culture would
presumably provide members with the sense of security and of purpose
which in turn gave them a feeling of strength and the ability to act
decisively .43 Because of the importance of rites and ceremonies, they
claimed that managers need to "attend to and assess not only the technical
40
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consequences of any activities and programs, but also their possible
ceremonial, expressive consequences .... " and "to learn and practice
effective ceremonial skills. "44
Continued interest of academic researchers in the concept of
organizational culture was evidenced in three reviews of literature that
appeared the following year (1985). In presenting an intellectual history
of this phenomenon, William G. Ouchi, one of the initial popularizers of
corporate culture, and Alan L. Wilkins suggested that most of the
research to that point had been written from a functionalist perspective.
It had been oriented mainly toward understanding how corporate cultures
could successfully negotiate the internal factors impacting upon their
existence and efficiency. 45 Ironically, this contribution to control and
predictability represented a turn toward the technical rationality against
which research on culture had been initiated. 46
Though they noted this orientation, they also detailed a number of
the "hotly contested concerns" reflected in the writing of the time:
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Can culture be intentionally managed? Must culture be studied
using the tools of the phenomenologist or the ethnographer, or does
the use of multivariate statistics also have a place? Which social
science paradigm is most appropriate for understanding
organizational culture: phenomenology, symbolic interaction,
semiotics, structural-functional anthropology, cognitive
psychology? 47
They concluded that the "conflict and confrontation" they found present
among management scholars were a necessary catalyst for good research
and creativity. 48
The other two reviews 49 explored research on organizational culture
from an approach different from any other thus far discussed, a critical
perspective mainly dependent on the thought of Jiirgen Habermas and the
Frankfurt School. According to Habermas, knowledge is always pursued
for a goal, with some interest in mind. All these interests can be reduced
to three categories called "cognitive interests," the technical, the
practical, and the emancipatory. 50
47
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Ralph Stablein and Walter Nord, observed that thus far in
organizational theory "the interests of capital and management have been
the major force in defining problems and . . . other diverse and often
competing interests that exist in organizations have not been taken
seriously enough. "51 These interests were mainly technical and
dominated most organizational research. 52
In pursuit of technical interest, "the focus of study is always the
object to be acted upon. " Its interest is "in manipulation and control of
the environment, both natural and social." For example, in the social
sciences, what is studied is "an objectified construct or process [such as
roles or memory], not humanity in all its fullness. "53 The goal of this
pursuit is the contruction of an empirically tested theory which generates ,
generalizable rules whose legitimacy "depends ultimately on the
demonstrated ability to operate on the environment, producing predicted
effects. "54
As an antidote to this technical research imbalance, Stablein and
51
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Nord cited the potential of symbolic and cultural studies. They contended
that this research was "rooted in assumptions and methods ... conducive
to knowledge in the practical interest. "55 This type of knowledge is
motivated "by the desire to understand meaning in a specific situation so
that a decision can be made and action taken. "56 Its focus is the
interaction of people, usually expressed in language, and the
interpretation of its meaning. Its methods, then, are those of the
historical-hermeneutical sciences. 57

And its "ultimate claim to validity .

. . is consensus of the interested parties on the understanding of meaning
in the situation. "58
Though Stablein and Nord postulated that the symbolic research
they reviewed showed promise, performing an emancipatory role in
freeing organizational theory from an almost exclusive dependence on
technical knowledge, still cultural research's emancipatory potential for
freeing persons within organizations had not been realized. 59 As the word
55
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suggests, emancipatory interest is concerned with "increasing the level of
human autonomy and responsibility in the world. "60 It is gounded in "a
hope for an enlightened sensibility and active social choice. "61
Knowledge as emancipatory is considered valid insofar as it contributes
"to the potential for autonomous, responsible human action." Its focus is
not on what is, either for the sake of manipulative control or richer
understanding, but on what can be, on the potential for increased
freedom. However, according to Stablein and Nord, since most cultural
and symbolic research had been directed by a practical interest, it had
been "primarily a study of what is, not of what could be. "62
To enable readers better to understand how these three different
"cognitive interests" might motivate research on the same artifact or
"common stimulus" and yet produce different results, Stablein and Nord
offered the following illustration regarding an annual report.
A researcher in the technical interest might code the use of
collective pronouns as an indicator of an identification construct.
A scholar in the practical interest would try to grasp fully the
intended meanings in the report. An inquirer in the emancipatory
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interest might examine the reasons for the publication of such a
report in the first place and how such reports could be developed to
help human beings gain larger measures of self-determination. 63
In concluding their survey, the authors issued a summons to
scholars to evaluate their work in terms of its "generative capacities, such
as its ability to challenge guiding cultural assumptions, "64 to attend to
self-reflection on their assumptions and the focus of their commitment, 65
and to envision "ideal" organizational structures as "a useful basis for
analysis of present systems" and as a pointer "to levers for change. "66
Like the survey of Stablein and Nord, Stanley Deetz's review of
literature was also informed by the perspective of Habermas. Though he
singled out a few critical cultural studies that examined how
communication systems were used to "maintain dominant interests," he
found that most were insensitive to "issues of power and control" .67 In
fact, he compared contemporary researchers to nineteenth century
anthropologists, upon whom they have frequently modelled their work.
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These past investigators of exotic lands had naively claimed to draft
"value-free" cultural accounts, while at the same time collaborating,
wittingly or not, with colonists and missionaries in manipulating and
destroying those very cultures. "High-tech organizations may have
replaced the sensual South Sea Islands," Deetz suggested, "and field and
career-minded executives in search of excellence may have become the
modern colonists and missionaries. "68 But the response of cultural
researchers has been the same as their fore bearers. They have continued
to maintain the fiction of value-free science and politically neutral
knowledge and thereby have enabled these modern day colonists to use
the research findings as an instrument of technical control. 69
Though Deetz recognized that "most analyses of organizational
fictions and stories clarify how stories mediate contradictions, legitimize
actions, maintain power relations, and teach social values, . . . " he
faulted cultural researchers for never connecting "these analyses to
domination" and for "failure to adequately represent participant
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interest. "70 He declared that these scholars seemed ignorant of "even the
most basic political understandings made clear in modern narrative
theory. . . . "71 But it was his hope that "greater theoretical power and
sophistication will characterize the studies of the future. "72 The same, he
wrote, could be said of studies of organizational metaphors and
symbols. 73
While recognizing that "critical researchers of organizational
culture are frequently at odds," Deetz specified four convictions, evident
in their research, that they shared. The first of these was that

"organizations are social-historical constructions. "74 As a result,
"organizations are intrinsically interrelated with the larger social,
historical, and economic forces of the society(ies)/culture(s) of which they
are a part .... "75 They are not naturally occurring phenomena. They
are human creations. Therefore, to reify or objectify "their structure,
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culture, [and] processes of organizing" introduces "distortions and
inadequacies in everyday life and in organizational research conceptions
and discussions . . . . "76
Secondly, "organizations embody and represent cenain human

interests." For example, various constituencies such as "stockholders,
managers, workers, consumers, suppliers, and the wider society" have a
stake or interest in organizations. But "not all human interests are
represented equally in organizations. Consequently, different
organizations fulfill different group interests and different kinds of
interests. "77
Thirdly, "interest representation and organizational development

often become distoned. "78 "Particular sectional interests may become
universalized and experienced as everyone's best interest" or "normative
systems of values, beliefs, and practices may preclude understanding and
articulation of self-needs and lead to unwitting support of interests
opposed to one's own and perhaps even to those of everyone. "79 In this
76
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process of distortion a false consciousness is created, whereby counterfeit
needs, wants, or consensus may be internalized by the majority of the
stakeholders to the benefit of the interests of a particular group. 80
Deetz enumerated four common mechanisms for maintaining
distortion: "naturalization, neutralization, legitimation, and
socialization. "81 "Naturalization is the process by which historically

chosen forms and privileges become defined as the way things are. "82
"Neutralization refers to the processes by which value positions
become hidden and value-laden activities are treated as if they were
value-free. "83 For example, in much of social science use of statistical
data and the subject-object dichotomy are simply assumed to constitute
proper research approaches. No discussion of the values that are implied
in those approaches nor the criteria by which they were established takes
place. Awareness that there was a time when such approaches were not
considered established or that people could reasonably advance different
criteria at variance with these has thus been neutralized. "With presumed
80
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universal status, disagreement with such a position would appear
unreasonable and irrational, or at least time-consuming or merely
philosophical. "84
"Legitimation appears in the rationalization of decisions and
practices through the invocation of higher-order explanatory devices. "85
For example, according to Habermas the Protestant work ethic, rather
than an appreciation of some inherent value of the work experience, has
legitmated the "hard work, long hours, and high stress" necessary to
maintain the relatively high productivity of the Western world. 86
The last mechanism, socialization, involves processes whereby new
members internalize the organization's values and practices. This
internalization helps "protect the organization from alternative
perspectives and fundamental critique of its practices. "87 It can be
employed to foster among the organization's members a consent not in
their best interests, one that covertly maintains the control and domination
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of a privileged interest group. 88
According to Deetz, the fourth and final concept shared among
critical researchers of organizational culture concerns the motivating
purpose for engaging in the research enterprise: "research is to be
primarily in the service of redressing distorted interest representation and
enhancing fulfillment of openly selected goals. "89 Critical researchers

deny the modern, enlightenment contention of value-free science and
argue that
wider interest representation is morally right and necessary for
positive human development. . . .At a minimum, a critical
research program should increase the awareness of organizational
members regarding the conditions under which they work and make
decisions, critique instances of distortion and interest domination,
and educate members toward making necessary changes . . . . 90
In this regard, Deetz postulated that most cultural studies had
failed. Though they generally provided excellent descriptions of the
various organizational cultures and the forms by which they were
affirmed and manifested, they usually failed "to consider how these same
cultural elements hide contradictions, distort the experience and
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expression of member interests, and create and sustain false consensus"
as well as "to account for the relations and social functions of
organizational cultures with regard to the larger historical-social
conditions. "91
Another evidence of the ever increasing enthusiasm among
academic researchers for the concept of organizational culture was an
important collection of essays also published in 1985. 92 It was the result
of a conference that had been held on the topic at the University of
British Columbia in 1983. 93 A number of participants pointed to elements
common to culture while at the same time recognizing that no unified
theory of culture existed among sociologists or anthropologists and that
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within any given culture differences and subcultures were also present. 94
Citing Clifford Geertz on the "'rise of the interpretive turn'" in the
social sciences, Linda Smircich suggested that "organizational analysis
inspired by a symbolic conception of culture represents a fundamentally
different mode of understanding organizations in general, as well as
specific organizations and our work in them. "95 The turn she highlighted
was from the focus of technical rationality to that of the expressive, the
interpersonal, and the implicit assumptions that guide the activity of an
organization. 96 In a similar vein, Karl Weick also claimed that working
11

with the concept of culture . . . shows clearly the limitations of a
preoccupation with rationality.

1197

He summarized his position as follows:

Organizations are a form of social life, even though many theories
(e.g., rational choice theory) treat rational individuals as if they
were nonsocial beings. Individualist models of organizational
behavior neglect such variables as social influences on the selection
of facts, the negotiation of categories for judgments and choices,
and social limits to belief and curiosity. . . . If organizational
actions are seen as inherently social, then action is never separate
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from culture. 98
Smircich continued her essay by presenting a typology of six
different ways "for thinking about the various assumptions that different
social scientists make about human beings and their worlds .... "99
Within five years these issues she advanced concerning ontology and
epistemology would be more in the forefront of researchers' minds.
Here, however, Smircich raised them to challenge what she saw as a
trend among organizational scientists: that they sought "to offer ways to
diagnose organizational culture, either to help an individual manager
negotiate his or her way through an organizational maze or to provide
assistance in the accomplishment of organizational change. "100 Their
research agendas, for example, those of Wilkens, Sathe, and Tichy, had
moved in the direction of the practitioner. 101 As a corrective she called
her audience to become "organizational anthropologists": to study
organizations not first and foremost as places where persons gather "to
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get work done" but as ways of expressing, constructing and searching for
meaning. She asked: "Can we learn to ask first, and most importantly,
'What is going on?' rather than jump in and attempt to change it?" 102
In the same year (1985) Edgar Schein, the Sloan Fellows Professor
of Management at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a
frequent contributor to the literature of organizational culture, took a
stance contrary to that of Smircich in Organizational Culture and
Leadership. After a detailed analysis of the concept of culture and the
various ways that culture is manifest, he claimed that a review of his own
database of experience with organizational cultures made it "necessary
[for him] to distinguish the perspective of the ethnographer from that of
the clinician." 103 With an appeal to the work of Kurt Lewin, he
postulated that "only by attempting to change a system (that is, giving
help) does one demonstrate any real level of understanding . . . . "104 He
concluded his argument with the following affirmation:
So this kind of inquiry [that of the clinician] leads, I believe, to a
"deeper" analysis of culture as a phenomenon -- deeper in the sense
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of its impact on individual members of the organization. This
perspective also leads inevitably to a more dynamic view of how
things work, how culture begins, evolves, changes, and sometimes
disintegrates. 105
The catalyst for papers published in another volume in 1985,
Gaining Control of the Corporate Culture, 106 was a 1984 conference,
sponsored by the Program in Corporate Culture of the Graduate School of
Business, University of Pittsburgh. Though mainly directed toward
practitioners, numbered among its contributors were several authors
regularly referenced in bibliographies of academic researchers (e.g.,
Edgar H. Schein, Meryl Reis Louis, and Ian I. Mitroff). As such, it is
perhaps an example of a trend Barley pointed out in which "academics
gradually adopted or accommodated to practioners' concerns. "107 Also
addressed in the conclusion of the book is a question which some
academic researchers had begun to raise: is culture just another fad within
management science? In response the editors claimed:
We believe that the topic of corporate culture is too important to be
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dismissed as just another fad. . .. culture is the social energy that
drives --or fails to drive --the organization. To ignore culture and
move on to something else is to assume, once again, that formal
documents, strategies, structures, and reward systems are enough to
guide human behavior in an organization -- that people believe and
commit to what they read or are told to do. On the contrary, this
book argues that most of what goes on in an organization is guided
by the cultural qualities of shared meaning, hidden assumptions,
unwritten rules. 108
Two years later ( 1987), Linda Smircich and Marta B. Calas also
responded to the question of whether the topic of corporate culture was
simply a fad, but their answer had a very different tone than that of
Kilmann and his associates. According to them the concept of culture,
which had arisen in opposition to the dominant discourse of functionalist,
rationalist, and positivist views in organization and theory, had been coopted by the dominant position for the pragmatic purposes of
predictability and control. 109 In ardent language they described what they
considered the demise of a once fertile concept:
To the extent that "culture" has been appropriated, incorporated,
into the positivist or technical interest -- made part of the
"traditional organizational literature 11 - - the organizational culture
literature may have become dominant but it is dead. Its impetus
was as a fresh perspective with which to counter the dry and overly
rational forms of theorizing about organizations. Now,
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organizational culture is pan of the traditional organizational
literature. Its language (myth, stories, rites) has been turned into a
fad by traditional approaches in organizational theory and research,
which uses its "soft rhetoric to convey an image of cultural
refinement. 110
II

Yet, at the same time, they recognized that this pragmatic approach
to culture was not the only one evident among scholars. Agreeing with a
point made by Ouchi and Wilkins (1985), whose essay provides a partial
background against which to present their own position, they submit that
II

organizational culture literature is full of competing and often

incompatible views. 11111

To organize this array of disparate writing, they

utilized three frames of reference: the anthropological, consisting of five
themes: comparative management, corporate culture, cognition,
symbolism, and unconscious processes; the sociological, manifest in the
functionalist and interpretive paradigms; and the epistemological,
described as the three cognitive interests of Habermas: technical,
practical, and emancipatory. 112
According to them both comparative management and corporate
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culture literature treat culture as a variable that can be manipulated for
the sake of managing organizations. 113 For example, they noted that
much of the literature on corporate culture was concerned with the
cultural attributes that contribute to the organization's "systematic balance
and effectiveness. "114 Some researchers employed the metaphor of
"cultural engineering, "115 and others considered symbolic forms such as
stories, myths, and legends in what Smircich and Calas called an "almost
physical" or "materialistic" manner. In their opinion, this materialist
treatment was pronounced in a 1983 article by Wilkins and Ouchi that
linked organizational culture and economic efficiency. 116 They
summarized it in the following manner:
Using the concept of culture to exemplify well-defined social
communities, they question how and why organizations attain tight
social integration. They focus [Wilkins and Ouchi] on culture as a
form of economic control, one that substitutes for the marketplace
and bureaucratic arrangements. 117
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In all this corporate culture research they found an endorsement of
"functionalist assumptions and the pursuit of technical interests. 11 118 Also,
because of its integrationist perspective, rarely discussed were
11

subcultures of management or workers, shared understandings that unite

people on the basis of power or class." 119 Perhaps somewhat facetiously,
they suggested that for those who espouse this anthropological theme "the
ultimate research design might be one where participants are connected to
galvanic skin meters and alpha wave machines to measure the extent to
which they have been emotionally 'moved. "' 120
Smircich and Calits proposed that those whose work from one of
the other three anthropological themes (cognition, symbolism, or
unconscious processes) conceive of organizations as constituting cultures ,
rather than possessing culture as one of their characteristics. 121 Studies
issuing from these perspectives employ an interpretive paradigm, oriented
to understanding what was taking place within given organizational
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cultures, and are typically motivated by practical interest. 122 But despite
their emphasis on the nonrational dimensions of organizations, they are,
as Ouchi and Wilkins also noted, directed toward the pragmatics of
rational control by management. And like Deetz, Stablein and Nord,
Smircich and Cahis found that studies motivated by emancipatory interest
were exceptions within this interpretivist research. 123
In the second half of their review, Smircich and Calas were
concerned to place the phenomenon of renewed interest in organizational
culture within a "wider cultural context." 124 According to their
perspective, "competing views and unresolved differences" characterized
the present state of human sciences. They were caught in a turmoil
where "'master discourses' are contested by fragmented voices and .
where hegemony is constantly questioned . . . . ", signaling "a different
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historical condition: the movement from the modern to the
postmodern . . . . "125
Modernity was characterized by opposition, "opposition to
dominant versions of what is 'true' or 'good. "' 126 It was in opposition to
the dominant view, that of technical rationality, that renewed interest in
organizational culture arose. But eventually what was once the
opposition becomes incorporated into the dominant 'truth.'" And that
II

process, Smircich and Cahis contended, is occuring presently, especially
in regard to the theme of corporate culture. 127
Therefore, on behalf of the concept of organizational culture
Smircich and Calas proposed a move very different from the
interpretations developed by Ouchi and Wilkins in their 1985 review.
Both sets of reviewers observed the competing and often incompatible
11

views of organizational culture literature but both approached the
11

phenomenon differently. Ouchi and Wilkins' interpretation was framed
in Hegelian language. "The study of organizations," they wrote, "like
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any field of study, grows only through a constant intellectual tension that
yields thesis and antithesis." 128 Implied in their perspective is a process
whereby the interaction of thesis and antithesis generates a synthesis, so
that neither thesis nor antithesis is simply the same as what it was before
the tensive interaction. The synthesis is a new reality which in turn
becomes a thesis that provokes a new antithesis and the spiral process
continues unendingly.
But putting the matter in a light somewhat different from the
thesis/antithesis perspective, Ouchi and Wilkins also interpreted the rise
of interest in organizational culture as part of a reoccuring cycle:
. . .the contemporary study of organizational culture is perhaps best
understood as only the latest turn in the struggle between explicit
and rational views of organization on the one hand and implicit, ·
nonrational views on the other. This tension has long been a
central feature in the sociology of organizations, and we can expect
that the approach of organizational culture will have its day and
then recede in importance to rise yet again in modified form. 129
These analyses are precisely what Smircich and Calas disputed. To
begin with, from their postmodern viewpoint what occurs in the process
is not a new synthesis but the submergence or absorption of the
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opposition into the dominant discourse, by which it maintains its
hegemony. 130 As long as organizational culture is viewed as an
"opposition," it is inevitable that it will be absorbed.
That and the continuance of the naive and non-emancipatory notion
of science as value-free are their specific criticisms of Ouchi and Wilkins'
presentation:
In a sense Ouchi and Wilkins's ( 1985) analysis of the
organizational culture literature as reflecting cycles or swings of a
pendulum in which qualitative and quantitative discourses "take
turns" or become fashionable, is an understanding heralding under
its good will and neutrality the revengeful return of "rigorous
scientific organizational research" and the definitive death of
oppositional organizational culture literature. But the pendulum
will swing to the opposite side only if there is an opposite side. 131
As postmodernists they called for "resistance, not opposition.
Opposition substitutes one notion of 'truth' with another -- for example,
advocating one paradigm over another. The postmodern notion of
resistance, in contrast, suspects and defers acceptance of any notion of
'truth.'" 132
In postmodernity, the aim of the minor voices is not to stay around
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until they become dominant, but to maintain an opening from which
to question the totalitarian attempts (to provide integrative, allencompassing, worldviews that explain, and explain away,
everything) of those who want to become or to stay dominant. 133
For Smircich and Calas "the issue of representation is the site for a
lasting attempt at resistance. " 134 Any theory, any journal article, is a
representation of one notion of reality, of one notion of the "the world
out there." A representation-- a theory, a painting, an essay, a research
project -- is not the reality it is describing, it is not what is "out there,"
but it stands for what is out there. 135
Therefore, whether the report on an organization be written from a
perspective of technical rationality or culture or some other paradigm,
postmodernists hold that the report is not the organization but a
representation. And in the act of representing there occurs a
transformation of one thing (the organization) into another (the report)
through which it can be known. 136 Focusing on the representation, the
postmodernists question what means were used in the text to evoke the
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presence of the organization in its actual absence. Then they ask about
the "tradition" (the ideology; for example, whether it was realist or
impressionistic or functionalist or interpretatist) behind the evocation of
the presence of the organization in the text. And finally they inquire into
what kind of world is being constructed with this text. 137
Thus, the postmodernist enterprise is oriented to exposing and
making explicit "the representational strategems" 138 used in organizational
literature. It clarifies that journal articles are a kind of fiction, an
interpretation, a representation, not the reality itself but a story told about
the reality, and that the various discourses that are employed are simply
various styles of thinking and saying and that none is the only or true
style. 139 Postmodernist readings are "political statements in their critiques
of cultural representation [essays, paintings, theories, articles] and in their
aim to resist the privileging of any representational form as more
'truthful. "' 140 Thus, the notion of calling anything a "tradition" is
questioned. What exists are a multiplicity of discourses, found in texts,
137Ibid.
138 Ibid., 255.
139Ibid.
140Ibid., 256.
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all attempts at representing "what is out there," but in fragmentary,
fictitious ways. 141
In concluding their review, Smircich and Calas suggested that
organizational culture literature as opposition, as a revolutionary
movement, might well be dead. However, they held that the traces it left
point to new directions for organizational theorists: to focusing "on issues
of representation, pursuing the critical readings of these activities and in a
never ending deconstruction of their claims .... 'Culture' researchers
can examine and question their contexts, instead of providing answers. "142
In other words, they postulated that what is left from the recent phase of
organizational culture as opposition is an invitation to resistance.
In the following year (1988), Stephen R. Barley, Gordon W.
Meyer, and Debra C. Gash also inquired about the relationship between
academic research concerning organizational culture and its use or
possibly its co-option by practitioners. To frame their investigation they
employed two competing theories about how the academic community
and the managerial community influence each other. "The dominant
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perspective frames the relation in terms of diffusion and utilization of
knowledge . . . . From this vantage point, academics are seen as
impartial sources of empirical principles that are taught to practitioners
who, in turn, put the knowledge to worldly use . . . . 11143 On the other
hand, "political theorists contend that scholarly endeavors are ultimately
defined by the interests of those who dominate society and by whose
largess academics retain the privilege of pursuing research. . . . 144
II

After an extended search of organizational culture literature
appearing in journals and periodicals, they produced a sample of 192
papers published in 78 different outlets. These were submitted to an
analysis to discover whether they were oriented toward theory, practice,
or simply description. 145 As a result of this analysis they concluded that
II

academics gradually adopted or accomodated to practitioners'

concerns" 146 of the "'economic value of manipulating culture' and
'rational control and differentiation.'" 147 However, these reviewers failed
143 Barley, "Cultures of Culture," 24.
144Ibid.
1451bid., 34.
1461bid.' 52.
1471bid.
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to register the kind of concerns that characterized the interpretation of
Smircich and Calas, and they cautioned against automatically concluding
that their investigation, which simply stood as a single study, need
necessarily be interpreted in a political framework, that of the co-option
of academic research by practitioners.
In concluding, they framed the issue of the relationship between
academic research and practitioner interest in terms of two fundamental,
ultimately philosophical, perspectives:
. . . one cannot decide from the data whether the convergence is to
be welcomed or lamented. Such an evaluation rests ultimately on
one's sense of the rightful relationship between organizational
theory and practice. It may be appropriate for organizational
theory, as an applied discipline, to concern itself with issues that
trouble organizations during specific eras. To the degree that the
data suggest this has occurred, they may indicate the field's
responsiveness rather than the ease by which it is co-opted.
Alternately, if applied social sciences require basic social research
as a fount of knowledge (as is generally assumed to be true of the
hard sciences), then the results should give us pause, for the data
suggest that there may exist a set of social dynamics strong enough
to compromise, in less than a decade, a stream of research that is
apparently without immediate practical relevance. 148
In the following year (1989) Peter Frost and the other editors of the
1985 book, Organizational Culture, then in its sixth edition, discussed the
possibility of revising the work. Instead, they decided to publish a new
148
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volume that would reflect the differences that seemed to characterize
organizational culture literature at the end of the decade. The new work,
Reframing Organizational Culture, appeared in 1991. Though the editors
had begun the project "in the spirit of rekindling the flame of
organizational culture," they "found that the flame is very much alive and
that there is not one flame but many. . . . , a field of vigor and
vitality. "149
They utilized a three-perspective framework of integration,
differentiation, and fragmentation to situate the different ways in which
researchers at the time approached organizational culture.
The integration perspective
... portrays culture predominantly in terms of consistency (across
the various manifestations of a culture), organization-wide
consensus about the appropriate interpretation of those
manifestations, and clarity. . .. cultural members agree about
what they are to do and why it is worthwhile to do it. In this
realm of clarity, there is no room for ambiguity. 150
The differentiation perspective
. . . portrays cultural manifestations as predominantly inconsistent

149Peter J. Frost, Larry F. Moore, Meryl Reis Louis, Craig C.
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with each other . . . . to the extent that consensus emerges, it does
so only within the boundaries of a subculture. At the
organizational level of analysis, differential subcultures may coexist in harmony, conflict, or indifference to each other. From a
differentiation point of view, subcultures are islands of clarity;
ambiguity is channeled outside their boundaries. 151
Finally, the fragmentation perspective
. . . views ambiguity as an inevitable and pervasive aspect of
contemporary life. These studies, therefore, focus predominantly
on the experience and expression of ambiguity within organizational
cultures. Clear consistencies, like clear inconsistencies, are rare.
. . consensus and dissensus co-exist in a constantly fluctuating
pattern influenced by changes, for example, in events, attention,
salience, and cognitive overload. Any cultural manifestation can
be, and is, interpreted in a myriad of ways. No clear organizationwide or subcultural consensus stablizes when a culture is viewed
from a fragmentation point of view. 152
The editors recognized that though researchers generally operate
from one of the perspectives, at the same time many investigators are not
unaware of elements in the organization under study that exhibit a better
fit with one of the other frames of reference. However, these are usually
considered in only a secondary manner. Frost and his colleagues
specifically encouraged this kind of awareness among scholars,
advocating "broad and flexible thinking in order to provide a rich array
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of ideas and information about a phenomenon that . . . can never be
wholly understood by one frame, through a single design, or by using
one research technique." 153 On the other hand, they saw no way at the
moment to create a "meta-theoretical integration of all three
perspectives," since "the beliefs and asssumptions of each perspective"
seemed fundamentally incompatible. 154
The editors also pointed out that the theoretical perspective of a
researcher might change over time because of a change in the scholar's
"own beliefs and understandings about the nature of organizational
culture. "155 Theoretical perspective was also determined by the specific
questions that were addressed. Therefore, a given researcher might use
different theoretical frames in the course of the same project depending
upon which question was being answered at the time. 156 Also, the scholar
might employ different perspectives at different times depending upon the
kind of organization that was under investigation. 157
1531bid.' 339.
1541bid.
1551bid., 338.
1561bid.
1571bid., 338-339.
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In concluding their work, Frost and his associates listed a number
of challenges that they hoped had emerged in the course of the
discussions contained in their volume. Most of these, in one way or
another, relate to awareness, bringing to consciousness the assumptions
and convictions implicit in the researcher's approach:
•The challenge of discovering which perspective your own thinking
about organizational culture most likely resembles.
• The challenge of appreciating perspectives previously unknown or
ignored.
• The challenge of understanding how you might have come to
your current preference for a perspective.
• The challenge of deciphering your beliefs about ontology and
epistomology [sic].
• The challenge of clarifying your research orientations and
methodological preferences.
• The challenge in confronting your ideological allegiance and its
consequences.
• The challenge of initiating and conducting explorations that excite
and interest you.
• The challenge in finding an appropriate voice for sharing your
thoughts and findings about organizational culture. 158
In commenting on the various selections in Reframing
Organizational Culture, Harrison M. Trice, a frequent participant in
organizational culture research, stated the need to complement qualitative
research with quantitative methods. He also claimed that its contributors
had not paid enough attention to "occupational cultures as a prominent
158
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subculture. "159
Perhaps to meet this latter need, he and his colleague, Janice M.
Beyer, devoted a lengthy chapter to "Occupational Subcultures" in their
1993 publication, The Cultures of Work Organizations. This textbook
was the final result of a project begun in 1984. In it the authors intended
to achieve a variety of purposes. First of all, they aimed at integrating
the "small but steady stream of research on organizations" that has been
carried out by sociologists and anthropologists since the 1930s with "the
more recent and larger body of research on organizational cultures." 160
Secondly, they also hoped to "fill in theoretical gaps that became
apparent" as they "struggled to integrate discrete cultural concepts and
findings with each other and with those from other approaches. "161 And
thirdly, they sought to convince their readers that "the study of
organizational cultures is not just a fad." 162 This conviction of Trice and
Beyer seemed clearly substantiated by the continued interest in culture
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evidenced in the both academic and practitioner literature. 163
Summary of Academic Research
Though historical precedent exists for the application of qualitative
research methods and specifically the concept of culture to the_ study of
organizations, renewed interest in both emerged in the early 1970s.
Disenchanted with rational, bureaucratic models and convinced that such
approaches were yielding marginal returns in performance and
productivity, a number of management scientists in academe turned to
cultural analysis. However, it gradually became clear that agreement on
a unified theory of culture did not exist among them.
Three different, broad approaches to culture were perceived among
researchers: integration, differentiation, and fragmentation.
Integrationists emphasize organization-wide consensus, where a
consistency persists throughout all the subsets of a corporation.
Differentiationists claim that only subcultures within an organization
exhibit consistency or clarity. In complex organizations a number of
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subcultures subsist with each other in harmony, conflict, or indifference.
Fragmentationists insist that within the overall organizational culture as
well as the subcultures no constant clarity of purpose or norms exists.
The ambiguity of contemporary life characterizes organizations, wherein
a constantly fluctuating pattern of consensus and descensus marks various
relationships among members.
Though the turn to cultural analysis was in part motivated by a
reaction against a paradigm dominated by technical rationality, some
management scientists have claimed that through the decades cultural
studies have been made to serve the very functionalist concerns for
control against which the research had been initiated. More challenging
are those analysts who rely upon critical theory, such as that of
Habermas. From their point of view most cultural research has served
what Habermas calls technical interests, though an increasing amount has
been devoted to practical concerns, those of understanding the
organization. But next to none has been directed toward the
emancipatory interests of exposing the false consciousness that
organizational cultures create and freeing members of the cultures to act
more autonomously.
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Even more critical are the observations of postmodernists, who
argue that organizational culture research has inevitably been co-opted by
the dominant functionalist discourse because it was framed in terms of
modernity's conception of opposition. They postulate that for cultural
research to contribute to management science it must be seen as
resistance, resisting the notion that any one discourse is the truth or an
accurate description of the organization. What is produced, no matter
what the discourse, is a representation, not the reality. Only by resisting
equating the representation (the essay, the report, the painting, etc.) with
the reality will cultural analysis continue to have a significance for
organizational research.
On the other hand, in face of such criticism many influential
management scientists still proceed to conduct research in keeping with
patterns adopted at the revival of cultural analysis. They continue to
perform cultural audits, seeking to uncover the basic assumptions that
constitute the organizations' core beliefs. Organizational stories, rites,
and ceremonials remain important keys for understanding organization
culture. And some even claim that it is only through clinical action,
through efforts at changing the system for the sake of some functional
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end, that a real understanding of the organization's culture is developed.

Popularizations and Applications By Practitioners
Though this review of literature thus far has demonstrated that the
concept of organizational culture has a history, various commentators 164
agree that the term entered into the general public's vocabulary with the
publication of bestsellers such as Theory Z (1981) by William G.
Ouchi, 165 In Search of Excellence (1982) by Thomas J. Peters and Robert
H. Waterman, Jr., 166 and Corporate Cultures (1982) by Terrence E. Deal
and Allan A. Kennedy. "In fact, since 1982, 'culture' has become such a
staple in the business press's vocabulary that one now has little difficulty
finding the term in titles or first paragraphs of articles that otherwise have
little to do with the topic. "167
One factor that prepared the way for acceptance of the term was
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the increasing internationalization of business. In this setting "U.S. firms
were experiencing [turbulence and difficulties] in competing with
organizations from countries with very different cultures. "168 Growing
awareness of the different cultures in the "'global village'" 169 in which
they competed along with the newly discovered image of corporations as
cultures "sent many managers and management theorists scurrying to find
ways of managing corporate cultures," all the while "persuaded by the
ideas that there are good and bad cultures" and that "a strong
organizational culture is essential for success .... "170
Peters and Waterman are two consultants who were so persuaded.
They maintained that there is an inextricable relationship between the
strength of a company's culture and its success. "Without exception,"
they wrote, "the dominance and coherence of culture proved to be an
essential quality of the excellent companies. "171 At the same time they
recognized that there are poor performing companies characterized by
168
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strong cultures. However, these cultures are dysfunctional, "usually
focused on internal politics rather than on the customer" or "on 'the
numbers' rather than on the product and the people who make and sell
it."172
Citing both Pettigrew and Martin, they contended that the role of
leadership is to shape a corporation's culture and thereby provide
meaning for its members. 173 This meaning, manifest in myths, stories,
and legends, provides workers with a sense of security and identity.
Because of "the dominating need of human beings to find meaning and
transcend mundane things," as attested to by "thinkers from so many
fields," "most people will yield a fair degree of latitude or freedom to
institutions that give it to them. "174 For the sake of meaning people
"seem all too willing to yield to authority" and others in providing
meaning "are all too willing to exert power." Peters and Watterman
found the possibility of abuse in this realm to be the most significant
danger of strong cultures, much moreso than what is also sometimes
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suggested as a problem: that their strength might inhibit their ability to
perceive and respond to changes in the environment. 175 Finally, Peters
and Watterman claimed that excellent companies are characterized by a
paradox involving what they call "loose-tight properties." Co-existing
within these corporations is a firm central direction along with maximum
individual autonomy: "a remarkably tight -- culturally driven/controlled -set of properties . . . . " -- "rigidly shared values" -- coupled with
clubby, campus-like environments, flexible organizational structures
(hiving off new divisions, temporary habit breaking devices,
regular reorganizations), volunteers, zealous champions, regular
and extensive experimentation, feedback emphasizing the positive,
and strong social networks. 176
Like Peters and Watterman, Deal and Kennedy held that
"businesses are human institutions" and that "the company's real
existence lay in the hearts and minds of its employees. "177 For great
corporations, such as National Cash Register, the company is "a
corporate culture, a cohesion of values, myths, heroes, and symbols that
has come to mean a great deal to the people who work there. "178
1751bid., 76-78.
1761bid., 320.
177Deal, Corporate Cultures, 4.
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"Values are the bedrock of any corporate culture," providing "a
sense of common direction for all employees and guidelines for their dayto-day behavior. " 179 These values shared by the corporation's members
"define the fundamental character of their organization, the attitude that
distinguishes it from all others." 180 Located not simply on paper but in
the minds of most of the people throughout the organization, "they create
a sense of identity for those in the organization, making employees feel
special. "181
Heroes are those members of the organization who personify the
corporate culture, creating "role models for employees to follow. "182 But
heroes are not managers. "Managers run institutions; heroes create
them. " 183 The focus of the hero's concern is not on strategies or routines
or decisions, but on vision and on the question of whether or not what is
proposed fits the vision. 184 Heroes motivate employees, show that
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success is attainable, and set the standard of performance. 185
According to Deal and Kennedy, corporations express and
communicate the values of their cultures through rites and rituals. 186
Through them strong cultures teach their members how to behave both
inside and outside the organization. However, though all corporate
cultures have rites and rituals, they are not necessarily transferable from
one company to another. They are specific to the business environments
in which they are found. Therefore, it is crucial that managers be
attentive to the ritualistic elements within their own organizations. 187
Organizations also have cultural networks, which Deal and
Kennedy named the "hidden hierarchy," composed of figures such as
"spies, storytellers, priests, [and] whisperers .... "188 "Storytellers
preserve institutions and their values by imparting legends of the
company to new employees. They carry stories about the visionary
heroes . . . . and reveal much about what it takes to get ahead in the
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organization. "189
The priests of organizations are "guardians of the culture's values,"
concerned with maintaining cohesion among the corporation's employees,
always ready to listen and offer a solution to any problem. 190
Whisperers, on the other hand, derive their power from being able "to
read the boss's mind quickly and accurately, with few clues. "191 They
provide her or him with information and usually develop an intense
loyalty to the individual.

In order to get things done, "they must build a

vast support system of contacts throughout the organization and work
hard at staying current with all that transpires through this network. "192
In Reframing Organizations, Bolman and Deal reiterated ideas
contained in Corporate Cultures and detailed various issues that had
arisen in organizational culture literature. For example, they noted that
"some argue that leaders are shaped by culture, while others believe that,
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at least under some conditions, leaders can shape culture. " 193 Questions
had also emerged about the causal relationship between cultures and
organizational success as well as whether cultural patterns of
organizations had to fit the demands of the marketplace for successful
performance to occur . 194 They postulated that "every organization
develops distinctive beliefs and patterns over time," which are "reflected
in myths, fairy tales, stories, rituals, ceremonies, and other symbolic
forms," and that "managers who understand the power of symbols have a
better chance of influencing their organizations than do those who focus
only on other frames. "195
Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus listed attention to "social
architecture" or culture as "one of the four pivotal responsibilities of the
leader. " In a way similar to both academic researchers and practitioners
they asserted:
. . . we human beings are suspended in webs of significance that
we ourselves have spun. We view social architecture to be those
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webs of meaning. In other words, social architecture is that which
provides context (or meaning) and commitment to its membership
and stakeholders. So, first and foremost, social architecture
presents a shared interpretation of organizational events, so that
members know how they are expected to behave. It also generates
a commitment to the primary organizational values and philosophy
--that is, the vision that employees feel they are working for and
can believe in. Finally, an organization's social architecture serves
as a control mechanism, sanctioning or proscribing particular kinds
of behavior. 196
Only a leader sensitive to this social architecture or "webs of
significance" can effect change within the organization by managing
meaning. 197
James O'Toole also maintained that corporate cultures can only be
changed by leaders sensitive to the existent web of meanings. Quoting
Thorton Bradshaw, the late president of ARCO, he illustrated that the
responsibility of the leader is to make certain that all that a company
accomplishes takes place in "a coherent and mutually consistent" manner:
"The culture must all be of a single fabric. From the company's
social posture, through the way it treats its employees, to the care
it takes in the artistic decor and style of its buildings -- everything
must manifest a commitment to quality, to excellence, to service,
and to meeting the aspirations of our owners, workers, customers,
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and the broader society. "198
For change to take place in such an organization, the process must
be evolutionary. O'Toole maintained that though a company may be
turned around, the way Lee Iaocca led the change to the "'new
Chrysler,'" still the turn is always in continuity with what has been: ". . .
it is just as absurd to talk of changing the culture of a firm into something
radically different as it is to talk about manipulating your personality to
become someone you aren't. "199
Summary of Popularization and Applications by Practitioners
The term "organizational culture" captured the public's imagination
in the early 1980s with bestsellers such as In Search of Excellence.
Practitioner authors of such works claimed that a company's success
depended upon having a strong positive culture. They contended that
great companies were characterized by a cohesion of values, myths,
heroes, and symbols that created a sense of meaning for the
organizations' membership. From such a culture a shared identity among
the employees emerged, begetting a feeling that as members of the
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organization they possessed a uniqueness. Constructing, maintaining, and
attending to such a culture or social architecture was what made an
individual a leader rather than a manager.

The Concept of School Culture and Its Implementation
As with organizations, the characterization of schools as cultures
also has a substantial history. For example, as early as 1932 Willard W.
Waller employed the notion in The Sociology of Teaching. But
beginning in the early 1970s, with Seymour B. Sarason's The Culture of
the School and the Problem of Change (1971), the concept began to gain
popularity among educational theorists and practitioners. Two frequently
cited articles in present discussions of school culture were also published
during this decade.
The first of these was by Burton F. Clark, "The Organizational
Saga in Higher Education. " Clark called attention to the nonrational and
nonstructural dimensions of organizations and claimed, like others
previously referenced, that a need existed to research "the cultural and
expressive aspects of organizations, particularly on the role of belief and
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sentiment at broad levels of organization. "200 In this essay he focused on
one such element of organizations, the "organizational saga," consisting
of "a unified set of publicly expressed beliefs about the formal group that
(a) is rooted in history, (b) claims unique accomplishment, and (c) is held
with sentiment by the group. "201
"The saga is intitially a strong purpose, conceived and enunciated
by a single man or a small cadre . . . whose first task is to find a setting
that is open, or can be opened, to a special effort. "202 To illustrate these
generalizations, Clark examined the evolution of sagas of three colleges
which picture themselves as unique among institutions of higher learning
in the United States, Reed College, Antioch College, and Swarthmore
College. In concluding, he postulated:
An organizational saga is a powerful means of unity in the formal
place. It makes links across internal divisions and organizational
boundaries as internal and external groups share their common
belief. With deep emotional commitment, believers define
themselves by their organizational affiliation, and in their bond to
other believers they share an intense sense of the unique. In an
organization defined by a strong saga, there is a feeling that there
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is the small world of the lucky few and the large routine one of the
rest of the world. Such an emotional bond turns the membership
into a community, even a cult. 203
The second frequently cited essay was Karl E. Weick's
"Educational Organizations as Loosely Coupled Systems." Again, like
other theorists reported in this review, Weick began by pointing out the
limitations of imagining organizations simply in rational terms. In
contrast to such theorists, he proposed the concept of "loose coupling."
By the term he intended "to convey the image that coupled events are
responsive, but that each event also preserves its own identity and some
evidence of its physical or logical separateness. "204 As an example, he
offered the relationship between a principal and a guidance counselor.
They both are a part of a cooperative endeavor, the school, but they may
see each other infrequently during a day or week. Each one's
responsibilities maintain an individual identity and separateness, and the
impact of each's daily performance of activities on the other's may be
relatively slight. 205
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As he continued his discussion, he asked what it is in loosely
coupled systems around which members are enabled to organize meaning.
In response, he suggested:
. . . under conditions of loose coupling one should see considerable
effort devoted to constructing social reality, a great amount of face
work and linguistic work, numerous myths . . . and in general one
should find a considerable amount of effort being devoted to
punctuating this loosely coupled world and connecting it in some
way in which it can be made sensible. 206
In other words, he was indicating elements of organizational
culture.
As researchers in the late 1970s and early 1980s became
increasingly interested in what accounted for differences in the
educational effectiveness of schools populated by children of similar
socio-economic background, they fastened upon the concept of school
climate and the term was sometimes used interchangeably with school
culture. For example, Wilbur B. Brookover and his colleagues identified
climate with the school's "academic norms, expectations and beliefs ..
•, "
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assumptions that constitute the contents of culture. In a frequently cited
review, Carolyn S. Anderson attended to culture as one element that
contributes to school climate, 208 and in another survey of literature of
effective schools Stewart C. Purkey and Marshall S. Smith seemed to
make no distinction between the two concepts of culture and climate. 209
Despite this tendency to identify these two terms, other
commentators have made it a point to distinguish the two. For example,
Trice and Beyer explained that "as originally conceptualized,
organizational climate referred to psychological environment in which the
behaviors of individuals occurred. "210 Climate focuses on the perceptions
of the organization's members, and those who identify the terms assume,
wrongly in the estimation of Trice and Beyer, that these perceptions are
accurate accounts of what is also manifest in "unique indicators like
myths, symbols, rites, and stories. "211
In table 1, James P. Higgins synthesized the results of several
208
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
CLIMATE

CULTURE

WORKING
DEFINITIONS

The shared perceptions
of the behavior norms
and attributes of an
organization

The shared and usually
taken-for-granted
assumptions, values,
ideology and norms
that inform communal
action

CONTENT

Focus on how the
organization functions

Focus on the meaning
of the organizational
functioning

DISCIPLINES

Pyschology I
Social Psychology

Anthropology I
Sociology I Symbolic
Interactionism

RESEARCH
METHODS

Quantitative
Qualitative
Survey Research I
Ethnography I
Multivariate Statistics I Linguistic Analysis I
Primarily Ideographic
Primarily Nomothetic

RESEARCH
FOCUS

Explains phenomena at Explains dynamic
a given time
processes

Concrete I Superficial
Abstract I Deep
LEVEL OF
ABSTRACTION Values I Overt
Tacit Assumptions I
attitudes and behaviors Values I Norms
RELATION TO
CULTURE I
CLIMATE

Part of Culture
Encompasses Climate
Manifests main aspects Explains how climate
develops
of culture
Shaped and sustained
Directs perceptions
by culture
and inferences
Helps define what is
important
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researchers212 on the conceptual differences between culture and
climate. 213 An examination of the table substantiates his claim that
"climate is a measure of whether expectations are met; culture is a
description of the expectations. Climate can be measured; culture must
be described. "214
Attention to culture as a way of promoting the effectiveness of
schools increased throughout the 1980s. For example, writing in
Educational Leadership, Jon Saphier and Matthew King claimed,
"essentially, the culture of the school is the foundation for school
improvement . . . . "215 They then proceeded to list and describe what
they considered the twelve cultural norms that affect school improvement:
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1) collegiality

experimentation
high expectations
trust and confidence
tangible support
reaching out to the knowledge bases
appreciation and recognition
caring, celebration, and humor
involvement in decision making
10) protection of what's important
11) traditions
12) honest, open communication216
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Terrence E. Deal, referenced above as the author of Corporate
Culture, also maintained that "understanding the symbols and culture of a
school is a prerequisite to making the school more effective. "217 He even
suggested that "unless improvement strategies and programs are guided
by a sensitive awareness of the role played by school culture, the
effective schools movement could collapse under its own weight. "218
He continued his essay by defining the elements and characters
involved in organizational cultures, much as he had done in his bestseller.
Then he applied these corporate concepts to the school context. In
concluding he offered six steps a school might follow to vitalize its

216Ibid.
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culture:
A beginning point is to explore and document a school's history.
Each school has its story of origin, the people or circumstances that
launched it, and those who presided over its course thereafter.
Through evolutionary development-- crises and resolutions,
internal innovations and external pressures, plans and chance
occurrences -- the original concept was shaped and reshaped into an
organic collection of traditions and distinctive ways. Throughout a
school's history, a parade of students, teachers, principals, and
parents casts sustaining memories. Great accomplishments meld
with dramatic failures to form a potentially cherisable [sic] lore.
This legacy needs to be codified and passed on. 219
Second, he recommended that a school commemorate and honor its
heroines and heros. Third, an inventory of the rituals and their
significance could be taken. Fourth, various kinds of ceremonies, such
as pep rallies, parents' nights, retirement parties, could serve to manifest
the school's cultural values and deepen the commitment of the school's
various stakeholders. Fifth, a powerful cultural resource available to
administrators and teachers are well told-stories. Finally, Deal suggested
that administrators identify the school's cultural network, such as
secretaries, custodians, and elderly teachers, who serve as storytellers,
gossips, priests or priestesses, and integrate them into the mainstream of
II
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activity and reward them for the important positive contributions they
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make. "220 He warned that "a principal who fights the informal network
usually loses; one who works with the cultural cast of characters can have
a powerful effect on a school. "221
Marsha Levine also emphasized cultural considerations as crucial to
stimulating excellence in education. 222 In the process of reviewing several
studies on exemplary schools, she recorded the fact that "what emerges in
all of the literature is the importance of leaders. "223 These leaders, whom
she called transformational, know how to deal with the political and
cultural systems of their organizations. 224 Like other commentators, 225
she maintained that the administrative practices of effective leaders are
characterized by a simultaneous loose-tight coupling:
The goals of the school, the performance measures, and the
instructional program must be clearly articulated and coupled to the
goals of individuals, but the teachers must be given autonomy to be

220Ibid.' 616-618.
221 lbid., 618.
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involved and to exercise professional judgment in the
implementation, to experiment and develop instructional strategies,
and to develop curriculum. 226
In The Principal's Role In Shaping School Culture Terrence E.
Deal and Kent D. Peterson also considered the centrality of the leader in
shaping a school's culture. After reviewing several competing
approaches to school reform, they noted that just as popular literature on
corporations has linked success with strong organizational culture, so also
has effective school research connected excellence with school culture.
Successful schools share the following characteristics:
Strong values that support a safe and secure environment, one that
is conducive to learning and is free of disciplinary problems or
vandalism;
High expectations of every student and of faculty, too, believing
that everyone can achieve;
Belief in the importance of basic skills instruction as a key and
critical goal for all students;
The belief that there should be clear performance goals and that
everyone should have clear and helpful performance feedback to
help in guiding the learning and improvement process; and
Strong leadership and a belief in its importance. 227
According to Deal and Peterson, a most important feature of strong
leadership "is the creation, encouragement, and refinement of the symbols
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and symbolic activity [culture] that give meaning to the organization. "228
As a way of illustrating how this cultural leadership can be exercised,
they presented five case studies of principals as culture builders. Though
each situation was unique, six common strategies were evident in the
efforts expended by these principals:
Developing a sense -- rooted in history, values, and beliefs -- of
what the school should be;
Selecting staff whose values fit well with their own;
Facing conflict rather than avoiding it and, through conflict,
resolving disputes and building unity;
Using one's own behavior to exemplify core values and beliefs, and
reinforcing those values consistently in daily routines;
Telling stories that illustrate shared values; and
Nurturing the traditions, ceremonies, rituals, and symbols that
express and reinforce the school culture. 229
In a similar manner, Thomas J. Sergiovanni, in his influential
textbook, The Principalship: A Reflective Practice Perspective,
underscored the importance of school culture. He envisioned leadership
as comprising a set of forces: technical, human, educational, symbolic,
and cultural. 230 He indicated that
teachers, parents, and students need answers to questions such as
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these: What is this school about? What is important here? What
do we believe in? Why do we function the way we do? How are
we unique? How do I fit into the scheme of things? 231
It is in the exercise of their symbolic and cultural leadership that
principals respond to the questions and thereby foster purpose and
meamng.
Summary of the Concept of School Culture and Its Implementation
Like organizational culture, the concept of school culture has a
relatively long history within educational literature. But it, too, has
received renewed interest in recent decades. Two pioneer, frequently
cited essays stand at the beginning of this period of current attention.
The first focused on the organizational saga told by schools claiming
unique identities. The second highlighted the "loose-coupling" of
institutions such as schools and made the point that what binds the
membership of these organizations together, giving them purpose and
meaning, are components identified with the concept of culture.
Another strand of research that furthered interest in culture was
that concerning school effectiveness. Recognizing that a school's
effectiveness depended upon concentration on a complex of factors rather
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than on attention to discrete improvements, these investigators fastened on
terms such as ethos, climate, and culture. Gradually, climate and culture
were differentiated. The former, psychological in nature, referred to the
perceptions of faculty, staff, students, parents, and others about the
school at a given point in time. The latter, sociological in nature, pointed
to the norms and beliefs of the school, manifested in such things as rites,
symbols, and stories, that made the school to be the unique institution
that it was.
With ever-increasing conviction, researchers and practitioners
argued that school improvement depends upon creating a strong positive
school culture. Just as the leader's role in the success of a corporation
was emphasized in popular organizational literature, so it was claimed
that to be effective, transformational leaders within the school principals
must make cultural leadership one of their major concerns.

Study of Specific School Cultures
Commencing in the late 1970s, various researchers began to do
intensive on-site investigations of what was called either the climate,
ethos, or culture of schools in order to discover what accounted for
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differences of effectiveness among schools populated by students from
generally the same socio-economic backgrounds. Among these studies,
one frequently referenced is that of Michael Rutter and his associates,
Fifteen Thousand Hours: Secondary Schools and Their Effects on
Children. 232 After preparatory work, Rutter and his colleagues spent over
two school years observing twelve London secondary schools whose
students differed on various measures of academic outcome.
Included in their study were children of different ages and abilities.
To obtain data they carried out staff interviews, administered pupil
questionnaires, and engaged in observation of classrooms and other
school activities. Semi-structured interviews of about forty minutes
duration, mainly focussed on specific occasions or events, were
conducted with 219 members of the twelve schools: 76 teachers, 34
probationers, and 109 more senior members of the staff. A number of
other interviews with different staff were also held throughout the
research. 233
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Pupil questionnaires were given to classes in each of the first,
third, and fifth years. An overall response rate of 92 percent provided
data from 2730 students (948 in the first year, 932 in the third year, and
850 in the fifth year). The topics covered in this survey were intended to
provide information about student behavior and school process factors.
Included in this latter area were the following:
. . . stability and changes in teaching and pastoral groups, and the
teaching staff involved; the pupils' participation in a range of
academic, sporting, social and charitable activities, most of which
would fall outside basic school requirements; their involvement in
positions of responsibility within the school; the numbers and kinds
of rewards and punishments they had received within a specified
period; the amount of homework they did; the extent to which they
would consult staff about problems; and the numbers of outings and
journeys they had been taken on. 234
The main focus of the observation consisted of one week in a third
year classroom of middle ability students in each of the twelve schools.
A total of 402 lessons were observed. The researchers also observed 11 a
small number of lessons with first year children immediately on entry to
secondary school, and then six months later and a number of
II

unstructured occasions such as recess periods. 235
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From their research the investigators drew a number of
conclusions. First of all, "outcomes tended to be better when both the
curriculum and approaches to discipline were agreed and supported by the
staff acting together. "236 This agreement manifested itself in lesson
preparation in advance of class, the use of an ample amount of praise in
the course of teaching and of a few but firm disciplinary actions, the
regular assignment and correction of homework, the expression of high
expectations for good performance on national examinations, and positive
teacher modeling. 237 "In short," Michael Rutter and his colleagues wrote:
it appears helpful for there to be some kind of consensus on how
school life should be organized. For there to be an accepted set of
norms which applies consistently throughout the school, it is
necessary not only to have ways of ensuring that there is joint staff
action but also that the staff feel part of a group whose values they
share. 238
Secondly, the researchers indicated that pupil acceptance of school
norms is important. A number of factors seem to impact upon this
acceptance: pleasant surroundings, teacher accessibility to students,
participation in shared activities between school personnel and pupils, and
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the delegation of some position of responsibility to a high proportion of
the school population. 239
In concluding, the investigators claimed that schools, like all
relatively self-contained organizations, tended to develop their own
culture or pattern. 240 From this perspective, .. individual actions are less
important in their own rights (because of some specific effect), than in
the part they play in contributing to a broader school ethos or climate of
expectation and modes of behaving. "241 Therefore, examination of what
kind of norms schools selected or what kind of ethos or culture they
establish is more important than attention to isolated behaviors of school
personnel. 242 Substantiating these contentions were the study's findings,
which demonstrated .. that school differences were not just a reflection of
intake patterns and that much of the effects of secondary schools were
linked with their features as social organisations. "243
Therefore, contrary to common interpretations of James Coleman's
239
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Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966) and Christopher Jencks'
Inequality: A Reassessment of the Effects of Family and Schooling in
America (1972), Michael Rutter and his colleagues concluded "that the
results [of their investigation] carry the strong implication that schools
can do much to foster good behaviour and attainments, and that even in a
disadvantaged area, schools can be a force for the good. "244
In the same year that Fifteen Thousand Hours: Secondary Schools
and Their Effects on Children (1979) was published, another volume on
how school culture impacts on effectiveness appeared, Eskimo School on
the Andreafsky: A Study of Effective Bicultural Education. 245 The
author, Judith Smilg Kleinfeld, explained that though St. Mary's
Boarding School, the subject of the research, "lacks many characteristics
commonly believed to be essential to effective education and especially
important in effective bicultural education, "246 the success of its graduates
at the University of Alaska caught the attention of the university's
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professors. 247
Her investigation was initiated in 1971 with a comparison of four
different types of boarding schools (three public ones and St. Mary's) and
the effects they had upon Eskimo students. Following the class of 1975
(first year students in 1971), Kleinfeld measured academic achievement
and psychological adjustment through tests, interviews, and observation.
After two years, she ended her study of the three public schools,
concluding that they "were having negative effects on a large proportion
of students, although a minority did well. "248
On the other hand, Kleinfeld recorded that the situation at St.
Mary's was somewhat paradoxical:
Among the 1971 freshmen, the same high rates of dropout and
psychological problems appeared that I had observed in the public
high schools. Adjustment problems, however, were less dramatic,
more likely to take the form of internal psychosomatic problems
than drinking. Yet, many of the older students at the school had
the same remarkable ease and self-possession that seemed to
distinguish the St. Mary's graduates. More over, some of the data
raised the possibility that, unlike the other schools where
adjustment problems continued or worsened over time, the
psychological problems among the St. Mary's freshmen were, in
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the main, initial difficulties that faded over time. 249
So during the 1973-74 school year she studied the culture of St.
Mary's more intensely through observation and a number of structured
methods consisting of the following:
a) interviews of the twenty-nine staff members concerning their
general educational philosophy, their motives for coming to the
school, and the ways they would handle concrete situations that
typically arise in boarding schools;
b) interviews of a sample of forty students, stratified by grade and
sex, that examined "students' character ideals and value structure
on both an abstract and a concrete situational level" ;
c) and an analysis of twenty, half-hour video tapes of school life
filmed during April, 1974. 250
Kleinfeld was also interested in the adaptation of St. Mary's
graduates after high school. A 42 percent return on a survey sent to 203
of the 245 alumni and alumnae who had graduated between 1963 and
1973 provided detailed information on "further education, occupation,
community activities, and views of the school. "251
As a result of her study, Kleinfeld concluded that St. Mary's
offered a model, quite different from that operative in the public schools
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of the time, of how bicultural education may be accomplished
successfully. It consisted of "cultural fusion [of the majority and Eskimo
cultures] across three critical dimensions of schooling: curriculum
content, social relationships, and value structures .... "252
In the area of curriculum, the dominant emphasis was learning
majority culture skills, but elements of the local culture were
woven into course work. In the area of social relationships both
the majority and minority cultural emphases were strong. The
interpersonal style of the village formed a metastructure, which
gave different social meaning to conventional classroom interaction.
In the area of values, the ideals of the minority culture held sway.
New forms of behavior were introduced, but they were introduced
as expressions of established values. 253
Kleinfeld noted that "the harmony between Eskimo and school
values achieved at St. Mary's was, in part, the result of the compatibility
of the school with traditional cultural ideals and in part the result of
compatibility with contemporary religious beliefs. "254 She suggested that
of the three dimensions, values may be the most important. "St. Mary's
viewed the fundamental problem of cross-cultural education not as
teaching technical skills but as helping students who were growing up in
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a period of fragmented, confused life patterns to develop a basic
framework of values that would order experience and direct action. "255
"St. Mary's did not change fundamental identity patterns. Rather, the
school strengthened students' primary identity framework and extended
values learned in a village childhood to the contexts of modern life. "256
At St. Mary's Boarding School village students were placed in a
protected environment, "where little could happen to tear them down. It
was able to develop a special educational purpose and to create a total
society where each aspect of life reinforced this purpose. "257 In other
words, the kind of school culture created, sustained, and communicated
through the curriculum, social relationships, and the value system
promoted the effectiveness of St. Mary's students both in their own
village surroundings as well as in negotiating institutions of the majority
culture such as universities.
Sara Lawrence Lightfoot also chose to examine schools designated
as good, hoping that studying exemplary schools might reveal "something
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about the myriad definitions of educational success and how it is
achieved. "258 In the six portraits that eventually resulted from her work,
she sought "to capture the culture of these schools, their essential
features, their generic character, the values that define their curricular
goals and institutional structures, and their individual styles and
rituals. "259
The catalyst for her research was a seminar of scholars and
practitioners convened by the editor of Daedalus: The Journal of the
Academy of Arts and Sciences to discuss secondary schools. For that
seminar Lightfoot investigated three schools: St. Paul's School, an elite
private school in New Hampshire; George Washington Carver High
School in Atlanta, a public high school with a lower-class black
population; and Highland Park High School in a suburban, upper middleclass neighborhood northwest of Chicago. The essays resulting from
these three studies, she suggested, are like sketches. 260
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Inspired by the method she called "social science portraiture" and
desiring to "learn more about the culture of high schools," she chose to
study another three schools that paralleled "the resources, populations,
and structures of the original three" :261 Milton Academy outside of
Boston, Brookline High School in a Boston suburb, and John F. Kennedy
High School, an inner city school in the Bronx. Because she was able to
spend significantly more time in the field observing these schools, she
believed that the resultant essays were more deliberately fashioned. 262
Whereas "the quick, intuitive, earlier pieces render a more
coherent, distilled portrayal, " the latter three "move closer to the often
fragmented, complex quality of life in these settings, and they inevitably
lose the coherence and certainty of the earlier portraits. "263 Referring to
a paradox highlighted by Geertz in his essay on "Thick Description," she
echoed others who have insisted on the complexity present in every
culture:
As we get closer and closer to understanding the culture of a social
group, the anatomy of an institution, we recognize the inevitable
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inconsistencies and dissonant themes. Smooth coherence fades into
jagged incoherence as we grow less certain of a single story and
discover the myriad of tales to be told. 264
In order to create her portraits Lightfoot engaged in observation,
interviewing, and ethnographic description. She described the mentality
with which she approached her work as follows:
. . . I visited the schools with a commitment to holistic, complex,
contextual descriptions of reality; with a belief that environments
and processes should be examined from the outsider's more distant
perspective and the insider's immediate, subjective view; that the
truth lies in the integration of various perspectives rather than in
the choice of one as dominant and "objective"; that I must always
listen for the deviant voice as an important version of the truth (and
as a useful indicator of what the culture or social group defines as
normal), not disregard it as outside of the central pattern. 265
In addition to interviewing and observation, she analyzed the
school's written documents, both published and unpublished, "in order to
get a sense of how the school wanted to be perceived; how it sought to
characterize activities and events; and who seemed to be the leading
public figures, the most popular symbolic images. "266 In this process she
reviewed school catalogues, newspapers, yearbooks, student literary and
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poetry collections, unpublished reports on racial and ethnic distributions,
attendance, truancy, disciplinary action, college attendance, post-graduate
vocational choices, departmental evaluations, and faculty committee
decisions. 267 Altogether, her research extended over three years, from
the winter of 1979 to the fall of 1982. 268
Though each school culture that she studied was unique,
nonetheless certain commonalities concerning the "goodness of schools"
emerged. To begin with, she held that if by goodness one means
perfection, then one will be disappointed, since all the schools she
investigated exhibited "imperfections, uncertainties, and
vulnerabilities .... "269 "The search should be for 'good enough'
schools -- not meant to imply minimal standards of talent and
competence, but rather to suggest a view that welcomes change and
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anticipates imperfection. "27

Furthermore, her examination revealed

what she called "the staged quality of goodness." The six schools
depicted in her volume were not equally good nor did they hold
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themselves to the same standards of excellence. For example, because of
the abundance of resources, St. Paul's could "concentrate on the finer
points of education: the art of criticism, the skills of analysis, the
aesthetics of writing. "271 On the other hand, George Washington Carver
High School, recovering from a situation of chaos, was intent on
graduating students who "will become industrious, hard-working
citizens. "272 Therefore, its focus was "on the measurable, visible indices
of progress: steady attendance rates, fewer disciplinary problems, a
decline in acts of vandalism to property, and more jobs filled upon
graduation" as well as "the more psychosocial, less measurable qualities
of civility, poise, and ambition. "273 Carver, then, exhibited a goodness
when compared to its past situation, a first stage as it moved on toward
higher goals. What should be noticed, Lightfoot contended, is that
"institutional invigoration and restoration is a slow, cumbersome process;
that present judgments must include a view of historical precedents; and
that there are jagged stages of institutional development. "274
271 1bid., 312.
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Secondly, Lightfoot maintained that "one is struck by how much
more control private schools have over definitions and standards of
goodness than their public school counterparts. 11275 Also, any changes a
school such as St. Paul's initiated were carried out deliberately,
consciously, and "balanced against the enduring habits. "276 Often such
was not the case in the public domain. For example, Lightfoot's research
led her to conclude that Highland Park was mainly "a reactive institution
with standards imposed from the outside. "277
On the other hand, the three other public schools, Brookline,
Kennedy, and Carver, acted somewhat differently than Highland Park.
They, like the private schools, drew boundaries between the school and
community. According to Lightfoot, drawing boundaries, gaining control
and coherence, involved developing "a visible and explicit ideology. 11278
Citing Erving Goffman's research in Asylums, she claimed that all
institutions must have "'encompassing tendencies' that wraps [sic] their
members up in a web of identification and affiliation, that inspire
2751bid.' 316.
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2781bid., 317-320.
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loyalty. "279 "Schools must find way [sic] of inspiring devotion and
loyalty in teachers and students, of marking the boundaries between
inside and outside, of taking a psychological hold on their members. "280
To be good schools, they must "balance the pulls of connection to
community against the contrary forces of separation from it. "281
Thirdly, in conjunction with the literature on effective schools that
claimed that "an essential ingredient of good schools is strong, consistent,
and inspired leadership, "282 Lightfoot's research led her to attest that "the
people most responsible for defining the school's vision and articulating
the ideological stance are the principals and headmasters of these
schools. "283 She found that the leadership styles of each of the principals
or headmasters fit the situations in which they functioned. "There is,"
she wrote, "an uncanny match between personal temperament, leadership
style, and school culture. "284 So much was it the case that she supposed
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that it would be impossible for some of them to exchange positions:
Both [Norris] Hoggans [of Carver] and [William] Oates of [St.
Paul's] are visible leaders who cut clear figures, but part of their
effectiveness lies in the adaptation and matching of leadership style
and institutional life. One cannot imagine their changing places
with one another. Hogans would be too brash and colorful for the
restrained and cultured environment of St. Paul's and Bill Oates
would be overwhelmed by the neediness and vulnerabilities of
Carver. Each would feel uncomfortable and lost in the other's
environment. 285
Though she indicated that each of the schools' leaders in some
ways mirrored stereotypes of male leadership characterized as father,
military leader, and coach, she also recognized that "in all of these
portraits of good schools, leadership is given a non-stereotyped
definition. "286 For example, all of them exhibited a need for intimacy
and partnership to some degree. 287 She claimed that in part the goodness
of the schools she described involved a redefinition of leadership:
The redefinition includes softer images [than stereotypes cited
above] that are based on nurturance given and received by the
leader; based on relationships and affiliations as central dimensions
of the exercise of power; and based on a subtle integration of
personal qualities traditionally attached to male and female
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images. 288
A fourth characteristic of the cultures of the good schools Lightfoot
investigated, one that singled them out from many other schools, was the
centrality accorded the teachers.
To varying degrees, the teachers in these schools are recognized as
the critical educational authorities; the ones who will guide the
learning, growth, and development of students most closely. Their
intimacy with students and the immediacy of their involvement with
the substance of schooling puts them in a privileged and special
position. 289
This regard for teachers was manifested in a variety of ways in the
six different schools. For example, at Highland Park teachers sensed that
they were respected as intellectuals, "given the freedom to express their
own personal style in their work, "290 "reinforced by the generally positive
feedback . . . received from the community, "291 and protected from any
infrequent harsh assaults by parents. 292
On the other hand, Hogans interpreted nurturance of teachers in a
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paternalistic manner. To begin with, he literally fed the faculty breakfast
every morning and relieved them of tasks like hall patrol and frequent
and lengthy faculty meetings. "Rather than increasing teacher
responsibility, he believes that teacher satisfaction will come with
decreased institutional commitments. "293 He treated his faculty "like he
treats his students -- emphasizing rules, directives, and discipline, and not
tolerating deviations from standard procedures. "294
Though Lightfoot recognized the special circumstances from which
Hogans was seeking to rescue Carver, "years of casual, irresponsible
behavior permitted [the faculty] by the former administration, "295 she held
that unless teachers moved toward positions of educational responsibility,
they would not feel appreciated, motivated, or inspired.
The [sic] want to feel part of something larger than themselves or
their classrooms, and the participation must include substantive
matters that make a difference to institutional life. Deprived of this
wide angle on school culture, deprived of colleaguial [sic]
interactions, teachers grow dull. 296
In concluding her comments on this point, she recognized that it
293 Ibid.' 338.
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makes no sense to grant increased autonomy to lazy teachers or
opportunities for real participation to irresponsible faculties. What is
necessary to achieve goodness is collecting "mostly good teachers" and
treating "them like chosen people. "297
Good schools are ultimately dependent on good teachers -- smart
and inspired people, people who have something to teach. . . . .
increasing autonomy, reward, stimulation, and the adult regard of
teachers who are generally competent, or even gifted, will enhance
their effectiveness as pedagogues and critical members of the
school community. 298
A fifth mark of good schools that Lightfoot identified was "their
consistent, unswerving attitude towards students. "299 This positive
characteristic was manifested in their "fearless regard of adolescents. "300
"Good schools are places where students are seen as people worthy of
respect. "301 In large public gatherings of students, an easy rapport among
students and teachers was immediately noticeable. This fearlessness was
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also shown in face-to-face encounters. 302 "Attention to individual
differences gets interpreted through an awareness of the range and
character of adolescence." 303 Crucial to this awareness was empathy,
"the ability to place oneself in another's position and vicariously
experience what he is feeling and thinking. "304 Good school with good
teachers exhibited this capacity of empathy.
Institutional authority in these good schools also supported teacher
interaction with students and thereby engendered this quality of
fearlessness. This authority was manifest in safe environments, clear
codes of behavior, and attention to law and order. Underlying these
more external expressions was a sense of those "relationships and
intercourse required to sustain a coherent institution. "305 Through this
authority a "visible order" was created to help prevent chaos, providing
for both adults and students a sense of belonging to a larger network of
relationships. Thereby, needs for identification and protection were met
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by what was considered a caring institution. 306
A final way a positive attitude was manifested toward students in
good schools was in the care and concern they extended to the weakest
members. "The care may be expressed by feats of mercy and love on the
part of faculty and counselors. It may also be revealed in their
recognition of the limits of their ability to help in defining the tenuous
boundaries between a therapeutic and an educational community. "307
Finally, Lightfoot affirmed that "good high schools provide safe
and regulated environments for building student-teacher relationships. "308
Sometimes the experience of high school can be totally transformed by "a
vital relationship with a special adult. "309 But "beyond these intimate
associations, students thrive in schools where adults behave in mature and
confident ways and do not mimic the behavior of their charges. "310
"Good schools balance the pulls of peer group affiliation with adult
perspectives on the world. Students seem to rely on adult maturity to
3061bid.
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balance adolescent vulnerabilities. "311
Like Rutter, Kleinfeld, and Lightfoot, John I. Goodlad became
convinced that it was important to study schools as a whole, rather than
simply to examine "various pieces" of them. 312 But as he began A Study
of Schooling, the research project that eventually resulted in the 1984
publication of A Place Called School: Prospects for the Future, he found
that many other researchers disputed this conviction. By the time of the
book's appearance, however, he could write, "Support is growing,
apparently, for the proposition guiding A Study of Schooling -- namely,
that understanding schools is prerequisite to improving them. "313
Significantly influenced by the work of Seymour Sarason on school
culture, 314 Goodlad and his associates decided to "compile 'thick'
descriptions "315 of thirteen sets of elementary, middle, and secondary
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schools in thirteen different communities across the United States. 316
From these they intended to suggest "hypotheses about schooling that
emerge from an exploration of comprehensive data about a small but very
representative set of schools. "317
Goodlad described several steps that preceeded the actual collection
of data:
First, we formulated our questions about schools. Second, we
chose from an initial list of thousands (five hundred in curriculum
area alone) a much smaller number of the most important
questions. Third, we transformed these general questions into
more specific ones to be asked of each group on questionnaires and
in interviews. Fourth, we modified existing techniques for
systematically observing classroom practices, adapting them to our
own purposes. We tried out and revised our procedures in nearby
schools and classrooms. As we became more familiar with the
range of responses to be expected, we built these into the
questionnaires and observation forms for easy checking and,
ultimately, scanning and tallying by computer. 318
Then, for more than a month, more than 20 trained data collectors
accumulated a large body of information about each school in each
community. These schools yielded data from 8,624 parents, 1,350
teachers, and 17,163 students, and over 1,000 classrooms were
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observed. 319
From this data Goodlad and his associates concluded that schools
are the same, but different. "Schools differ in the way they conduct their
business and in the way the people in them relate to one another in
conducting that business. But the business of schooling is everywhere
very much the same. "320
The instructional practices in the 1,000 classrooms varied little.
But differences emerged in the school's ambience, constituted by elusive
qualities such as the following:
. . . the ways students and teachers relate to one another, the
school's orientation to academic concerns, the degree to which
students are caught up in peer-group interests other than academic,
the way principals and teachers regard one another, the degree of
autonomy possessed by principals and teachers in conducting their
work, the nature of the relationships between the school and its
parent clientele, and so on. 321
Though teachers seemed to behave very much alike in regard to
instructional practice, "other elements in their behavior, the circumstances
of teaching, and the conduct of the school differentially influenced the
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satisfaction level of those most closely involved with each school. "322
And as Rutter suggested, Goodlad also claimed that "whatever these
elements are, they appear to cluster by schools and not just in a few
extraordinary classrooms. "323
Goodlad also discovered that the degree of general satisfaction
registered by parents, students, and teachers virtually predicted the rank
given schools on other issues (such as curriculum relevance, academic
ambience, and quality of education), especially for the senior high
schools. 324 This level of general satisfaction was measured in the
following ways: "their [parents, teachers, students] grading of it, the
congruence between each individual's perceived and preferred goal
emphasis, their perception of the number and intensity of school
problems, and satisfaction with both the curriculum as a whole and each
of the subject fields comprising it (parents only). "325 As indicated above,
this satisfaction or the lack of it resulted from the perception of combined
efforts in schools, which Goodlad and others variously name climate,
322Ibid., 249.
323Ibid.
324Ibid.' 252.
325 Ibid., 250.
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ethos, and culture.
Unlike Goodlad and others who examined various aspects of a
school's culture, John Philip Pejza focused on the religious dimension of
school cultures in Catholic high schools. Through a reputational analysis
survey of diocesan superintendents of schools, Catholic high school
principals and Catholic elementary principals, he was able to determine a
pool of Catholic secondary schools whose religious cultures were
designated as strong. From these he chose six located on the west coast
of the United States (two in the greater Los Angeles area, two in the
greater San Francisco area, and one each in Portland and in Seattle). 326
To collect data Pejza constructed interview guides for
administrators, teachers, and students that correlated with the following
research questions: a) "what common elements can be identified as
characteristic of those [strong] religious cultures"; 327 b) "in what ways do
these elements differ from those of the cultures of public or other private
schools identified as having strong cultures" ;328 c) "what structures,
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practices, and procedures do administrators use to develop and enhance
such a strong religious culture" ;329 d) "is the nature and effectiveness of
the religious culture of a Catholic high school related to the fact that the
principal and other key personnel are clerics, religious, or laypersons" ;330
e) "is the culture different in schools of various types and sizes. "331
Questionnaires and protocols of other studies also served as models for
the creation of his own interview guides. 332
Between February and May of 1986 he visited five of the schools
and in November of the same year the sixth one. 333 At each site the
principals were interviewed as well as others considered key informants:
campus ministers, religion department chairpersons, and selected
students. 334 Printed materials such as "statements of philosophy, faculty
handbooks, student handbooks, curriculum guides, newspapers,
yearbooks, and recruiting materials" were also examined "for information
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related to the religious culture of each school. "335 Informal observation
and conversation with "students and faculty members helped to provide
additional data about the religious culture of the school. "336
In answer to his research question concerning the common elements
of schools characterized by strong religious cultures, Pejza concluded
from his investigation that "a school can have an exceptionally strong
religious culture only if the religion curriculum and programs are
extremely well developed "337 and if the principal develops and promotes a
religious vision. 338 Secondly, he postulated that though a school may
consider itself a "community" or a "family," that in itself is "not a sign
of a religious culture. This sense ultimately must be based on the
religious faith shared by the administrators, teachers, and students if the
community is to be a faith community. "339 Since students are in the
process of still deciding "in what way they will believe," the creation of a
faith community especially devolves upon the faculty. "The school faith
3351bid.' 97.
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community must essentially exist among faculty members as a model for
students. "340
Thirdly, in each of the schools Pejza witnessed a concern for one
another among the school community and for those outside the school.
However, he submitted that "concern per se is not a distinctively Catholic
or Christian virtue. It becomes Christian when it is associated with
religious values. "341
A fourth characteristic of the religious culture of a school is "a
feeling . . . that the values proposed to students in large part run counter
to the values of contemporary American society. "342 For example,
through Christian service projects efforts are made to awaken in students
a sense of responsibility to serve the needs of others and to counteract
materialism. 343
Pejza also recorded that teacher dedication is characteristic of the
schools that he studied. Many of the faculty share their religious beliefs
with students, participate in retreat programs and the like, and are
340
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committed "to helping students grow spiritually." In the hiring practices
of some of the principals there is a conscious effort to include values and
practices such as these as part of the criteria for employment. 344
A "spirit of hope" is also evident among the teachers and
administrators. Pejza maintained that they understand moral and faith
development as a process, that they are ready to provide the space for
students to grow and to explore these areas, and that they resist giving up
on students who do not presently appropriate the values and faith they
offer. There is a "hope that students will eventually realize the
importance of the religious values and practices which they have been
taught. n345
In response to his second research question, Pejza claimed that the
Catholic schools he studied appeared generally to share the same
characteristics as those non-Catholic schools identified in the literature as
having strong cultures. 346 Among these features are: "strong consensus
on clear goals," "high expectations" for students by teachers, commitment
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of teachers "to working with students," "a strong sense of community,"
collegial responsibility, and the importance of traditions. 347 However, a
difference does exist. These common characteristics of strong school
cultures are interpreted through a religious framework in the Catholic
schools. For example, "the consensus which exists centers on religious
purposes as well as academic goals"; "standards and values are
based ... on the religious intent of the school, not just on academic
purposes"; teacher commitment involves modeling adult Christian
behavior to the students; and many of the traditions are rooted in Catholic
Christian practice. 348
Pejza also reported the various procedures, structures, and practices
that he found administrators use in order to develop and enhance strong
religious cultures. Among these are hiring practices: "administrators in
most of the schools look for teachers who will fit the school setting
because of their religious philosophies. "349 Staff development days,
weekends, and workshops as well as more informal gatherings are
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dedicated to increasing the understanding and appreciation of the schools'
religious culture among the personnel. Administrators also orchestrate
various rituals, ceremonies, and commemorations of heroes to express,
affirm, and communicate the schools' religious culture. 350
Pejza stated that he found no evidence of differences among priests,
religious, or laity in the use of "types of administrative structures,
practices, or procedures ... in developing strong religious culture. "351
However, he did find that differences in the sense of community and in
the distinctiveness of religious culture exist depending upon whether the
schools are single-sex or co-ed and whether they are sponsored by a
diocese or a religious order. 352
Just as Pejza focused his investigation on a particular aspect of
school culture, Gretchen B. Rossmann and her associates centered their
research on a specific dimension: the cultures of Monroe, Westtown, and
Sommerville high schools in relationship to change. 353 They distinguished
350
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three processes by which change is accomplished. In an evolutionary
process the introduction of new "norms, beliefs, and values" complement
the disappearance of older ones. The change is cushioned, not
experienced as a radical shift, because it occurs gradually over time. 354
In an additive process, new norms are affixed to the culture, and
they in turn begin to modify the entire contents. Sometimes the change is
perceived as sudden, and the modification of the existing norms that
ensues often is not intended or foreseen. Finally, the researchers pointed
to a transformational process, which usually occurs when a culture is
"under severe challenge and cultural expectations currently held have
become discordant and dysfunctional .... "355 In such a setting, a new
set of cultural values are articulated by one individual or a group that
"deliberately sets out to change the culture. "356 No matter what process
is used in implementing the change, Rossman and her colleagues
postulated that "both teachers and other members of the school
community are likely to respond to a change in terms of its fit with the
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existing culture. "357
To determine the sites for their investigation, the researchers
sought the nomination of "improving schools," broadly defined, from
various school offices, agencies, and associations. 358 To qualify, these
schools had to give evidence of improvement and special interest "was
placed on finding schools that were in urban settings. "359 Eventually,
fourteen schools were designated and after visitation and negotiation,
Monroe, Westtown, and Sommerville were selected. 360
Guiding their collection of data at these sites was a focus on those
events, settings, actors, and artifacts "that had the greatest potential to
yield good data on cultural beliefs. "361 Among the settings in which they
made their observations were the following:
Public places (main office, hallways, parking lots)
Teachers' lounge or lunchroom
Classrooms
Private offices
Counsellor's
357
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Disciplinarian's
Vice principal's for scheduling
Coaches'
Principal's
Department office or work room
Gymnasium or locker room
Auditorium
Meeting rooms 362
To insure that they "became known to key department heads and to
regular teachers in each department," they created a daily schedule as "an
initial guide" for their field work. 363
The data was then "summarized, categorized, and interpreted" by
the field worker at each site, after which a case study was developed,
"reflecting that school's unique story. "364 From a cross-comparison of
these cases, Rossman and her associates drew the following conclusions
about school cultures and change:
A school's culture, the set of shared expectations about what is and
what ought to be, derives from both the more distant external
environment common to most schools and the local setting.
Schools vary in the uniformity of their culture, that is, the extent to
which norms are widely known and followed.
Norms vary in the extent to which staff members perceive them as
alterable.
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The aversion to change varies with the character of the norms
challenged and the newness of the challenges.
Behavioral change is possible through frequent communication of
new definitions of what is and ought to be and close enforcement of
those expectations.
Behavioral change may be a preliminary to cultural change, but it
does not insure acceptance of desired new norms. 365
Like Rossman and her associates and most of the other authors
referenced in this section, Gerald Grant's research was ethnographic in
nature. It aimed at analyzing, uncovering, and describing what he called
ethos:
... "the organizing power of the social processes . . . It is a
certain spirit . . . almost like what the community is for." Ethos is
the sharing of attitudes, values, and beliefs that bond disparate
individuals into a community. 366
But unlike most of the other studies, this work was also directed toward
initiating a "process of reflection among teachers and staff [of Hamilton
High] about ways to improve their school. "367 Thus, Grant's research
was ultimately oriented toward an immediate application at the site at
which it had mostly taken place. However, this immediate practitioner
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concern only developed over time.
What eventually emerged as The World We Created at Hamilton
High began in the spring of 1979, when Grant and his five research
assistants visited "thirty-three public and private schools in the
northeastern United States, spending a day or two in each of them. "368
This visitation was the beginning of "a study initiated by the National
Institute of Education to answer the question, What makes a good
school?" 369 From these thirty-three schools five were chosen for further
investigation "because they exhibited a markedly different ethos or
because the adult leaders were consciously trying to change the
climate. "370 One of these was Hamilton High. Grant was drawn to it
because it was ". . . the kind of school that social policy in this country
intended to produce: a racially, ethnically, and economically integrated
public school that also serves a sizable number of disabled youngsters in
regular classroom settings -- in current parlance, a mainstreamed school.
It is America in microcosm. "371
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In the academic year following the visitation, the researchers
conducted a considerable program of interviews and observations. On
average, they spent one day a week in each school through the school
year. They attended student social events, parent and faculty meetings,
and requested certain students and teachers to keep journals. From this
research two reports were prepared, several journal articles published,
and a number of presentations made. 372
At a 1982 presentation, a superintendent asked Grant what he
would do were he principal of Hamilton High School. Almost
spontaneously, he answered:
"I would try to hire the best anthropologist I could find who could
pass for a teenager. I would turn him or her loose in the school
for several months with the aim of writing a portrait of the moral
life of the community. Then I would use that report to initiate a
dialogue with all the members of the polity -- students, parents,
teachers, and staff. I would ask them, Is this portrait true? Is this
the best we can do? If we repeated this experiment five or ten
years from now, what kind of school would you hope to see
reflected in it?" 373
This interchange proved heuristic, as it frequently surfaced in his
mind during the ensuing months. Funds were not available to hire an
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anthropologist, but it occurred to him to teach Hamilton's students to be
anthropologists. Therefore, Grant gained permission from the
superintendent and the principal of Hamilton High for himself, a
colleague in sociology, and a social studies teacher to teach an urban
anthropology course at the school. It was taught twice and Grant called
upon the work of the students in writing The World We Created At
Hamilton High. 374
Complementing the student research with interviews of faculty
members who had taught at Hamilton through the school's history, with
material gathered during the 1979-1981 observation, with an examination
of historical documents such as yearbooks, newspapers, pupil records,
and school board minutes, and with information from a doctoral
dissertation on a year long immersion experience in the school in 1971,
Grant wrote a four chapter, sociologically informed history of the school.
He was prompted to take an historical approach because he held that
"discovering what really happened in such a school in the postwar era
was the key to understanding the complex causes of our educational
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dilemmas. "375 He summarized these chapters in the following manner:
They trace events from the opening of the school in the buoyant
and self-confident fifties, through a period of violence and radical
deconstruction in the late sixties. They chart the rise of student
power in the seventies, followed by new transformations of the
school in the last decade occasioned in part by the arrival of
disabled students and Asian immigrants. These chapters attempt to
tell the story from the inside out, to convey how students and
teachers felt as these social revolutions swept through the school. 376
In the following chapters he presented the conceptual framework of
his work, contrasted the ethos of three other schools to that of Hamilton
High, argued that there was a way "to reconstruct the foundations of the
world within public schools without falling into indoctrination,"
recommended two essential reforms necessary to reshape the world of a
school, and described how faculty and administrators at Hamilton High
used the research to examine the ethos of their school and engage in a
process of reshaping it. 377
In an explanatory chapter on "Why Schools Differ," Grant centered
on the concept of authority claiming, "it is the way that teachers and staff
exercise their intellectual and moral authority that critically shapes the
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ethos of the school. "378 In characterizing the "schema of authority
relations in a school," he distinguished four concentric circles or
components. The innermost element consists of "the teachers and staff
who are responsible for the school's daily functioning, whose commands
and personalities shape the school for good or ill. "379
Surrounding this core is "the family mix . . . . The understandings
and dispositions children bring from the home, and the attitudes and
behaviors of families toward the school .... "380 To a large extent, this
circle of authority influences what responsible adults in the school are
able to do. The third circle "comprises the policy matrix -- all those
policies made by agencies [e.g., local, state, and federal government;
teacher unions] or persons [e.g., superintendent] external to the staff
which affect the interactions of the adults and children in a given
school. "381 And finally, the most encompassing circle consists of the
cultural ground, the mores, behaviors, traditions, etc. of the society at
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large in which the school exists. 382
To picture the configuration of these authority relations at different
periods of American history, Grant enlisted images of the avocado,
cantaloupe, and watermelon:
. . . the American high school of 1900 was like an avocado. Its
center of adult power and initiative was unified and virtually
impregnable, its middle layer of students fairly homogeneous, and
its skin of external policy thin and clearly defined. The high
school of 1950 was like a cantaloupe, a middle-class fruit with a
considerably larger student body. External policies such as
regents' examinations and curriculum guides in the more
progressive states had enlarged somewhat, but at the center adults
still held considerable autonomy for action and initiative. Even
though specialized, the staff hung together in a net of connective
tissue. Like a watermelon, the high school of the 1980s has a thick
rind of federal and state policy, a greatly expanded and diverse
student body, and often no well-defined center. The teachers and
specialists, like watermelon seeds, are dispersed throughout, and
commands -- often in conflict -- issue from a variety of locations.
Of course all such depictions are exaggerations, and
historical transitions cannot be demarcated so distinctly. In fact,
each type of high school exists today. If we think of watermelon
rind as an accretion of bureaucracy, court orders, union contracts,
and new measures of accountability -- nearly all of which were byproducts of efforts to correct injustices -- the metaphor is most apt
for urban schools. The cantaloupe can still be found in many rural
and suburban areas, where the student composition remains fairly
homogeneous and community consensus acts as a buffer to
litigation-prone interest groups. In search of the avocado, we must
leave public education and enter the world of private schools. 383
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In his attention to the "policy matrix" and the "cultural ground,"
Grant is different from most of the researchers thus far referenced in this
section. His discussion of the impact of these components upon the
creation of the ethos or culture of schools specifically addressed what
anthropologists specify as a culture's ecological context, 384 the "unique set
of physical, social, political, [religious/philosophical] and economic
circumstances "385 which a tribal group or a contemporary organization
faces in evolving its particular culture. The two reforms that he claimed
were essential "in order to create the conditions under which teachers and
principals can do the real work of improving schools" targeted this
external environment. First, individual schools had to be given the
power to make their own world. Authentic local control --rather than
control by district or city -- needed to be accorded the schools themselves
and their personnel. 386 Second, a similar kind of autonomy was required
for teachers within a school, so that they might "assume genuine
responsibility for their practice. "387
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Some measure of local control and teacher autonomy were
extended to Hamilton High at the conclusion of the research. In that
context a faculty committee, the principal, and Grant discussed the social
history of the school that had been written, not simply as an exercise of
critical analysis but as a context and catalyst for initiating a process to
create a positive ethos within the school. Grant concluded his work by
describing this beginning in an epilogue.
Like Grant, Nancy Lesko situated the subject of her research, St.
Anne's High School, against the context of societal norms and
understandings because "'the patterns of school conduct are always rooted
in assumptions about the nature of society, of individuality and of the
relation of the individual to that society.' "388 Operating from a post
critical philosophical standpoint, she claimed:
Conceptions of society become the boundaries for imagining what
schools should be. When society can only be conceived as an
aggregate of decontextualized, fragmented, autonomous individuals,
then schools likewise partake of that impoverished, abstracted
social vision. New conceptions of society and of individuals must
accompany and contextualize new images of schooling. Reform
efforts that fail to consider the social context of schools, the
underlying social images and symbols, fall prey to the same
fragmented, decontextualized assumptions that characterize and
388
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limit radical individualist discourse. 389
According to Lesko, public schooling mainly mirrored the image of
society as "an aggregate of decontextualized, fragmented, autonomous
individuals," while Catholic schools generally espoused a different view
of the relationship between the individual and the social group, between
the private and the public arenas of life. By conducting a case study of
St. Anne's High School, Lesko maintained that she would be able to gain
"a better understanding of the underlying logic" of the organization of
schools with an explicit social orientation. She also hypothesized that
research of a religiously based school might "illuminate how
individualism can be tempered and collective orientations
fostered . . . . "390
Through her research, which consisted of daily participant
observation in 1981 from mid-January to June and September to
November, 391 she sought to uncover the "cultural logic" of St. Anne's.
In order to achieve that purpose, she reported that during the first two
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months of observation she engaged in the following activities:
(i)

I examined the content and pedagogy of classes,
concentrating initially on religion, social studies, and English
classes. Eventually I attended classes in all departments. I
was looking for communications regarding relations in the
form and content of classroom experiences: e.g., student-toteacher, student-to-student, school-to-city, and international
relations.
(ii)
I observed extracurricular activities. I noted which activities
were most popular among students, who belonged, and what
relationships with other groups were fostered.
(iii) I examined official school statements, for example, letters to
parents, the student and faculty handbooks, faculty bulletins,
and the daily announcements. These documents afforded
insight into how the school saw itself and the language it
used to describe itself.
(iv) I scrutinized the reasons students and teachers were given for
school policies. Rationales are grounded in assumptions about
the nature of human beings and what is effective motivation.
(v) I examined rewards and punishments, i.e., the school
activities that were most highly rewarded and the behaviors
that received punishment. To explore wrong-doing I
shadowed the Dean of Students for one week, sitting in on
disciplinary sessions in his office and observing his handling
of problems in the cafeteria.
.
(vi) I observed school rituals for the messages they contained
about the definition of St. Anne's and 'good' members.
Rituals included freshman orientation, freshman and
sophomore retreat days, pep assemblies, masses, facultystudent athletic competitions, senior dinner, and music
concerts.
(vii) I engaged in informal conversations with teachers,
secretaries, and administrators across the seven months of the
investigation. I formally interviewed teachers (thirteen males
and nine females) representing varying degrees of
involvement in the school -- from very committed in time
and attitude to minimally involved. This categorization of
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teachers was based upon accumulated information: my own
observations of their work, their comments, and reports of
other faculty members or students. I formally interviewed
the two Principals (one in the spring term and another in the
fall term), and the two Assistant Principals. I interviewed
four secretaries. 392
During the third month she added the investigation of peer relations
to the above activities. Her focus became juniors because "that group of
students was likely to be thoroughly familiar with the school but not yet
living in their post-high school futures. "393 In order to examine these
relationships she did the following:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

I observed students in classrooms, corridors, and cafeteria to
identify friendship groups. Attendance at extracurricular
events provided additional information on groupings and
what students participated in which school-related activities.
I shadowed three junior girls and their friendship groups,
each for one to three-weeks. The girls whom I shadowed
had become known to me through informal classroom or
corridor conversations. As a 'shadow,' I attended all classes
with these girls, ate lunch with their group of friends,
discussed report cards in homeroom, and witnessed
interpersonal fights.
Subsequent to my becoming a temporary member of the
group, I interviewed the group as a whole. In addition, I
interviewed each girl separately (or occasionally in pairs). In
conducting group and individual interviews I sought to distill
some effects of group membership on individual girls, some
outline of group processes, and status of girls within the
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(iv)

group.
I also interviewed male and female students across the
spectrum of school attitudes, from committed to disaffected.
From informal conversations, observations of students over
time, and comments of staff, I could identify students with
varying involvements in the school. This sampling procedure
was more appropriate to my research topic than selection of
students by random sampling, for I usually had previous
acquaintance with students, which fostered some more ease
and openness in the actual interview. 394

Guiding all these observations was Lesko's conviction that "human
ideas about social integration and social identity are encoded in 'poetic'
communication. "395 Often the communication takes the form of stories
through which people order their world but the styles of these stories
vary according to whether they are told in "'societies of intimates'" or
" 'societies of strangers. ' "
In a society of strangers the language is characteristically literate,
explicit, and oriented toward conveying information. 396 It "is associated
with an emphasis on logical, decontextualized, rationalized (or meansover-ends) thinking. "397 Lesko postulated that such language leads to
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"learning alienation."
On the other hand, analogical thinking characterizes the style of
speech among intimates. "Those groups with a relatively cohesive,
collective social orientation tell stories that are relatively contextualized
and personalized, that use analogical thought, and that seem like a series
of associated segments implicitly, rather than explicitly, linked. "398
Unlike speech among strangers, which downplays the "aspect of language
as personal social interaction" and casts the hearer into the role of the
audience rather than the partner, speech among intimates involves the
listener, who must often infer the relationships among the parts of the
narrative, thereby personally interacting as a partner with the speaker in
the construction of the meaning. 399
Informed by these linguistic positions, Lesko analyzed the styles of
speech that characterized the presentations at the orientation program for
first year students. In this ritual event, in a sense the students' first
formal introduction to the school, she discerned two contrasting attitudes
or themes that permeated the school culture. One was that of school
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warmth, that "everybody cares about you at St. Anne's," while the other
was that of favoritism and competition, that school involves a contest. 400
The first theme was evident in the presentations of Mr. Duzak, the dean
of students, and Mr. Presny, the principal:
... Mr. Duzak's and Mr. Presny's introduction clearly impressed,
in content and form, the caring theme of the school. The oral style
of narrative assumed and fostered a society of intimates. Reference
to the history and tradition of the school placed current students in
a relation with former ones. Humor, talk of love, and an opendoor policy established that Mr. 'D' was accessible and friendly,
and treated students as equals. Repeated statements that 'school is
more than just books' emphasized that relations with people are a
'serious' focus at St. Anne's. Being involved and enjoying school
and one's peers are important accomplishments, too. 401
On the other hand, the speeches of the athletic director, counselor,
and assistant principal revealed attitudes of competition and favoritism:
In the remarks by Mr. McCutchen, Mrs. Lowe, and Mrs. Paulson,
the contest theme was established. Mr. McCutchen raised the issue
of limits of fairness, while Mrs. Paulson made a strong statement
about separation between adults and students, with adults higher
and students lower. She opposed students' being coddled or helped
too much, and viewed failure as teaching self-reliance. Mrs. Lowe
talked of the school as made of individuals. Taken together, the
speakers portrayed St. Anne's from a competitive, individualistic,
and hierarchical perspective. 402
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Lesko claimed that these contrasting themes reflected both opposing
social images as well as conflicting structures of thought, those which are
"contextual and interpretive" (caring) over against those which are
"abstract, fragmented, and rational" (contest). 403 However, at St. Anne's
various efforts were made to shift the balance toward the theme of caring.
For example, one principle that "suffused the daily life at St. Anne's"
and was clearly articulated in the school's philosophy was the concept of
'"persons-in-community."' This phrase, expressed in a document issued
by the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, 404 "asserts that
individuals' progress is integrally related with others. Consequently, both
individual good and community good must be fostered. "405 Lesko found
that this "principle of the fundamental interrelation of individuals in a
social context underlay not only the content of school messages . . . . but
also the form of school events. "406
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Another concept that permeated many of the school practices at St.
Anne's was "the general notion that 'there is something higher."'
'Something higher' was invoked each time students were asked to
live up to a gospel principle of loving God and neighbor;
'something higher' was affirmed each time the students were asked
to judge actions as right or wrong; 'something beyond surface
appearances' was noted whenever literary or psychological
symbolism was discussed in class. 407
Lesko maintained that these two concepts, a "contextual principle"
and a "symbolic or interpretative principle," represented the foundational
principles of the theme of caring:
The foundational principles of the caring side of the school ask
participants to see events and persons in contexts and to interpret
actions in light of concepts or principles beyond a personal
orientation. The logic of the organization that represented itself as
warm and caring was thus contextual and interpretive. The
structure of experience after experience asked students to relate
individual actions to others (e.g., their behavior to others' learning)
and to interpret actions and ideas (i.e., to get involved, to create
their own meaning). This logic was present in the initial speeches
during freshman orientation and continued throughout the school
year. 408
Lesko also suggested that various school rituals temporarily
managed the conflict between the themes of caring and contest. The two
rituals that she examined were all-school assemblies. The first was a
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spirit assembly in the midst of homecoming week. According to her
analysis, the school community's experience of fun together, which
involved an 11 'intense personal involvement,' 11 is a typical way that
"Americans mediate the gulf between self-interested individualism and
voluntary caring for others. 11409
Having fun together involved shared teacher legends, and folk tales
about freshmen and seniors as heroes or villains respectively.
During the Spirit Assembly, many students who were not usually
seen in the athletic or cheerleading spotlight represented their
classmates on the gym floor. Everyone participated in the 'fun';
the usual prerequisites for inclusion in school events, e.g., status
and ability, were eliminated. All students contributed and were
personally involved. 410
The second ritual was an all-school Mass. "The content of the
readings portrayed the ideal Christian response to the conflict [between
individualistic, competitive striving and caring]: love of God and love of
others; just treatment of all. "411 But the form of the Mass, at least as
experienced by some of the students, also resolved the tension through
involvement with others, particularly with students who carried out
specific roles in its celebration, for example, those who participated in a
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pantomime during the reading of the gospel. Thus, the Mass not only
spoke about love explicitly through its contents but also "through the
participants' experience of personal involvement in the action, in the
meaning-making. "412
Despite opposing positions among three groups of female students
("rich and populars," "burn-outs," and "mellows") that Lesko shadowed,
there was similarity across the groups in "the enjoyment of all-school
events, especially those involving 'fun.' "413 All groups alike "responded
favorably to all-school assemblies and even to those masses that held their
attention. "414
Lesko postulated that the "relational patterns of thought and action"
involved in these events mediated the conflicting experiences of the
groups and of the themes of contest and caring. Even more, what these
events evoked was a temporary willingness to reach beyond the private
sphere into the public arena:
Students' complaints about favoritism and spoon-feeding can be
seen as expressions of the difficulties of group or 'public' life. In
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a group, no individual's interest and development can be
paramount. People who are used to working alone and proceeding
rationally toward pre-conceived ends can be baffled and frustrated
by the multitudinous and conflicting issues and demands of
grouplife. It is in light of precisely these difficulties of public life
that the school rituals at St. Anne's were so valuable. The
experiences of fun and love, the exhilaration of yelling together and
the stimulation of singing and thinking together, infused positive
emotions into the 'public' principles of thinking relationally and
keeping some higher principle in mind. The irksomeness of group
life was thereby transformed into 'school spirit' and 'giving good
gifts' [an annual school theme leading to the Thanksgiving Day
holiday] . . . . Relational norms were temporarily interwoven with
connectedness to others. In this way, the school assemblies
promoted 'public' sensibilities by providing positive ideational and
emotional experiences of and through 'public' life. 415
Lesko also found that students responded to the tension between
contest and caring by creating from it a range of identities. For example,
two students, one elected the Homecoming Queen and the other the Prom
Queen, were able to mediate or transform characteristics that usually
seemed to be opposites, including concern for self and concern for others
or "the public good and personal development." Equally important was
their ability to communicate. Through talking they were able to bridge
differences that generally separated various groups of students from one
another. 416
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The structure of the queens' resolutions was clearly relational and
interpretive. On numerous levels, they brought ideas and people
into relation to one another and with the school. Their resolutions
were also interpretive in that their stories were built upon
something larger than an individual group. Their interpretation
was a lived interpretation, combining in distinctive ways caring and
contest, sexual maturity and innocence, individual and group.
Thus, they established common ground where none existed before.
In establishing common ground, they created 'public' domain. 417
On the other hand, according to Lesko's analysis students
considered social outcasts were so categorized partly because of "their
explicit and articulate rebellion against the relational and interpretative
principles of the school . . . . "418 The fact that their fellow peers avoided
them suggested that St. Anne's student body generally believed "in the
relational view of society, and in the principle that there is something
higher than individual self-interest. "419
But despite the disparate views of the various groups that Lesko
studied, "a solid measure of agreement on the definition of a good
teacher, a definition that stressed the idea of the teacher as a mediator
between students and subject matter" 420 existed among them.
417
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Each group described good teachers with such terms as
'humorous', 'coming down to students' level', 'patient',
'approachable', and 'getting students interested'. The burn-outs
included the additional criterion of not making fun of students or
putting them down. This common perspective across groups differs
dramatically from other studies of students' criteria of good
teachers; in general, researchers have found that different criteria
are associated with different groups (typically, different tracks) of
students and that these differences increase with years in
school. . . . The shared criteria for good teachers across the
different groups at St. Anne's could likely be a school effect, and
idea that supports Coleman, Hoffer, and Kilgore's (1982) assertion
that Catholic schools provide more of a 'common school'
experience than do public schools. 421
Along with positive student reaction to all-school assemblies, Lesko
considered this agreement an anomaly422 and interpreted it as another
indication of the impact of the contextual principle at St. Anne's.
In concluding, Lesko asserted that in the midst of a general
disappearance of a sense of collectivity, as depicted by Robert Bellah and
his associates in Habits of the Heart, 423 her study demonstrated that "the
conscious collective rituals and ideology of a Catholic school maintained
the structural conflict and provided students with opportunities to explore
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the productive dialogue between the 'public' good and individual
development. "424 Further, she proposed that her investigation had
implications beyond the one case of St. Anne's High School. "Both the
contest and caring views of schools need to be preserved," she affirmed;
"the tension between them is productive, just as is the tension between
public and private welfare. Those are the lessons of St. Anne's private
school for public education and scholarship on schooling. "425
In the year Lesko's study was published (1988), Patrick A. Glashan
began research at an urban Catholic high school located in western
Canada. However, his focus was narrower than that of Lesko: his
purpose was to describe the role of the principal in shaping and
maintaining the school's culture. 426 In order to achieve this goal, he
spent twenty months gathering data through ethnographic techniques of
interviews, participant-observations, and the examination of cultural
artifacts. 427
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Three questions guided Glashan's research:
1. In what ways does the principal influence and promote the
school's culture and values? ....
2. How is the school's culture communicated?
3. How does the principal spend his time? 428
Then, on the basis of these, he conducted twenty in-depth interviews with
school staff members. The interviews were generally tape-recorded and
transcribed. The questions also oriented his role as a participantobserver. Gradually, he grouped the material gained from the interviews
and observations into various categories and then reported his findings
through a lengthy descriptive narrative of the various ways that the
principal promoted the school's culture. 429
Glashan found that within a tenure of three years a new principal
had revitalized the school by communicating his vision to its faculty and
to the wider civic community in which the school was located. 430 An
example of this revitalization was the growth of enrollment from
approximately 550 students to 880 within a two year period. 431 In the
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process the principal purposefully emphasized certain traditions within the
school's history and at the same time positioned the school in new ways,
for example by promoting it as in the vanguard of computerized
instruction. 432 Key to his efforts at culture was the selection of faculty
whom he judged shared the vision that he projected for the school. In his
brief tenure he had personally hired two-thirds of the high school's
faculty. 433 He clearly indicated to all school personnel that basic
disagreements with the mission would not be tolerated. 434 Contrary to the
general approach to student recruitment among schools in the area, the
principal held that for survival the school needed to be market-sensitive.
A market-strategy that required the involvement of faculty members
became an integral element of the new culture he created for the
school. 435 In view of these findings, Glashan concluded that his research
was consonant with the general claims within educational literature about
the impact of the principal on school culture.
Two years after Glashan completed his ethnographic study (1993),
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Catholic Schools and the Common Good, a major study of Catholic
schools, appeared. Begun in 1981, the final revision of its chapters was
only completed ten years later (1991). 436 After reviewing the literature on
Catholic schools and their effectiveness, its authors, Anthony S. Bryk,
Valerie E. Lee, and Peter B. Holland, judged the findings interesting.
However, they claimed that these studies revealed little about the internal
organization of the Catholic secondary school and how that organization
either attenuated or exacerbated the relationship between the backgrounds
that students brought to high schools and their subsequent development. 437
It was to address this issue as well as to provide "a portrait of Catholic
high schools, a book of record at this point in their history, "438 that led to
their collaboration and the eventual publication of this work.
Their research was carried out in two ways. First, Bryk and his
associates conducted original field research in seven Catholic high schools
spread across the United States (one each in Boston, Baltimore,
Cleveland, Los Angeles, Louisville, San Antonio, and rural Maryland).
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They chose these from lists of schools designated as "good" (not
necessarily excellent) by the superintendents of the various dioceses in
which the schools were located. The sample was not only geographically
diverse but also represented a range of governance structures (private,
diocesan, parish), gender groupings (coeducational and single-sex), and
differences in enrollments (from close to 100 to 1,500), historical
traditions (from 1829 to 1969), racial composition (from almost allminority to all-white, with several integrated institutions), academic and
social selectivity, religious presence (from almost entirely lay to close to
half religious faculty and administration), and financial stability (from
precarious to very solid). 439
The fieldwork was conducted in two waves (fall of 1982 and spring
of 1983). A two-person team visited each school for approximately ten
to twelve person days. Interviews of staff, students, and parents,
observations of classrooms and general school life, and collection of
extensive documentation on each school were conducted during this first
visit. Six broad areas were addressed in this first wave: "the school's
philosophy and mission, the curriculum and academic structure of the
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institution, the school organization and staffing, the character of student
life within the school, finance and governance, and the Catholic character
of the school. "440
The researchers' purpose in this first phase was to generate
hypotheses about the essential features of Catholic secondary school
organization. From their findings they formed eighteen specific
propositions embedded within six general themes. During the second
wave of data collection they concentrated on how they could know
whether their understanding was correct and what else might explain the
evidence they had assembled thus far. In this second period they used
thematic open-ended and structured interviews, questionnaires, classroom
observation using a protocol they had developed, and procedures for
document review. During this second wave "they interviewed
approximately 280 participants, observed over 160 classes, and collected
almost 2,000 questionnaires from students, teachers, and parents. "441
The second way that Bryk and his colleagues conducted their
research was through statistical analyses of a large and representative
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sample of data on Catholic high schools included in the High School and
Beyond [HS&B] survey, as well as by an analysis of the Administrator
and Teacher Survey [ATS]. Their analyses included all Catholic school
students in HS&B who were enrolled in the same school for both their
sophomore and their senior years. To compare results with the public
sector, they drew an 11 percent random subsample of public schools from
HS&B and the data on all sampled students of these schools. The latter
technique produced a public school and student sample of approximately
the same size as that for Catholic schools. 442
From their field studies, they concluded that the Catholic high
schools that they studied were characterized by what they called a
communal organization, which contrasted significantly with the
bureaucratic routines that marked the public secondary schools with
which they were familiar. Four features were central to this communal
organization: "definition of boundaries that constituted the community; a
system of organizational beliefs that structured a shared purpose; social
activities that gave life to the shared beliefs; and formal organizational
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roles that facilitated the social dynamic. "443

In order to define the boundaries, Catholic schools presented
prospective students and their parents with a clear articulation of the
expectations, requirements, code of behavior, and mission. Principals in
the field sites emphasized how important it was that prospective parents
and students realize what kind of an institution they were joining when
the child was enrolled and accepted in the school.
The typical Catholic high school accepted 88 percent of those who
apply and contrary to general impressions expelled very few for academic
or disciplinary reasons. 444 Thus, in most cases the selection of the school
was a factor of the parents' and child's choice.

According to Bryk and

his associates, this choice was significant since it is the first step in
building a relationship of trust between the school and the student and
family. This voluntary choice on the part of students and parents to join
the community forged a base of commitment between the student and
family and the school. 445
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Another element within the general category of definition of
boundaries was the choice of faculty. Principals said that they looked for
individuals who had a strong academic background, enjoyed working with
teenagers, and were supportive of the school's philosophy. Hiring was
related to the school's culture; they hired people to the mission, to
building a community within the school. Unlike their public school
counterparts, 95 percent of Catholic school principals (including those in
the field sites) said they themselves, not a superintendent or some other
official in a central office, made the decisions regarding hiring and firing
personnel. 446
Among the shared organizational beliefs, strong support was
apparent among the faculties in the field sites for an academic core
curriculum for all students. 447 Ultimately, this position was based on a
conception of the person that maintains that developing the ability to
reason is the common inheritance of all people. Stated in religious terms,
each person is made in the image and likeness of God. Therefore, more
important than individual aptitude or background was the willingness to
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commit one's best effort. 448
In field site schools teachers assigned regular homework, corrected
it, and tested regularly. This pattern was consonant with a national
survey of Catholic principals, teachers, and students who agreed that "'all
students are expected to do homework,'" that "'all teachers press students
to do their best, ' " and that " 'all students place a high priority on
learning.' "449 These high levels of academic expectation and
environmental press were present in inner-city settings as well as
suburbs. 450
Another shared belief that distinguished Catholic high schools from
public ones with which the researchers were familiar was the conviction
that education is a moral enterprise. In the field sites, Bryk and his
colleagues observed that in the schools' formal philosophy and in the dayto-day encounters adults consciously engaged in character building. They
"regularly and comfortably discussed the basic principles for which the
school stood" and "in confronting misconduct placed the incidents in the
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context of the meaning of membership in the school community and how
the student's personal behavior had violated the norm. "451 The faculty
saw character building "as much a part of their job as the courses they
taught or the extracurriculars they supervised. "452
In the field sites these shared beliefs were enacted in a set of
shared activities. The organization of academic life in Catholic high
schools around a core academic curriculum provided a common ground
of shared experiences for students and faculty alike. Broad participation
by faculty and students in extracurriculars afforded extensive studentfaculty interaction. Teachers saw these extracurriculars as occasions for
moral teaching and for building personal relationships that enhanced
classroom work. Religious activities consisting of liturgies, retreats, and
community service programs consciously aimed at uniting adults and
students around the school and at conveying the school's organizational
values. 453
Finally, the formal structure of adult roles and responsibilities
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contributed to the communal organization of Catholic high schools. To
begin with, the principal saw her or his role as a communal leader. In
the field sites and in a national survey, Catholic school principals
designated 'building community among faculty, students, and parents'
II

II

as their top goal. 454 A contrast in perspective between public high school
principals and those in Catholic schools can be seen in the HS&B data.
There, the former were much more likely to speak of their role as a
II

'career opportunity' and preference for administration as a way to
II

move up than were the latter. The latter saw their role as a way of being
able to influence school policy. This difference of perspective impacts on
teacher perceptions of their principals. Catholic school teachers 11 much
more frequently than their public school counterparts describe their
principals as encouraging, supportive, and reinforcing. 11455
Another adult role present in Catholic schools that contributed to
the communal organization was that of pastoral minister. She or he has
the primary responsibility of tending to the personal needs of school
members -- both adults and students -- as well as overall character of the
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school community. 456
Finally, there is the extended teacher role. It is expected that
Catholic school teachers take on multiple responsibilities. Many speak of
their role as a '"ministry,"' 'vocation,"' or '"calling."' Through this
II

extension teachers convey an '"intrusive interest' in students' personal
II

lives that extends beyond the classroom door into virtually every facet of
school life, a role that is approved by parents. Almost 90 percent of the
parents interviewed in the field sites characterized teachers' interest in
students as either 'good' or 'excellent. "' 457 Interestingly, Bryk and his
11

II

II

associates found few formal processes to develop such a faculty. They
held that the composition of these faculties reflects self-selection on the
part of the teachers and hiring on the part of principals, who exhibited an
explicit intention to build a staff consistent with the school's culture. 458
The second part of the research aimed at developing a quantitative
indicator of communal organization that captured the basic features of the
schools described above. The investigators determined that three critical
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components needed to be considered if they were to obtain not simply a
measure of school climate in terms of teacher, student, and administrator
perception but "an organizational measure that tapped specific social
behaviors and key structural features. "459 These components were:
(1) a set of shared values among members of the school community
(administrators, teachers, students, and parents); (2) a set of shared
activities, both academic and nonacademic in nature; and (3) a
distinctive set of social relations among school members fostered by
two key organizational features: diffuse teacher role and faculty
collegiality. 460
With this conception in mind, they formed a measure of communal
school organization [COMINDEX] from twenty-three individual
components:
... six indicators of shared values about school purpose, adult
beliefs and student capabilities, and beliefs about appropriate
teacher and student behavior; six indicators of shared activities in
both the academic and the extracurricular realms; six indicators of
faculty collegiality; and five indicators of diffuse teacher roles . . .
461

These indicators relied heavily upon data collected in HS&B, ATS, and
Teacher Comment File (collected with HS&B in 1980). From their data-
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bases they extracted a sample that consisted of 340 high schools (303
public and 37 Catholic), 8,650 teachers and 9,633 students. 462
In answer to their question about the Catholic/public differences in
teacher and student outcomes they found that "all effects favored Catholic
schools and that most effects were very large (1 s.d. or more). "463
Among these outcomes they found the following:
Catholic school teachers consider themselves more efficacious and
are seen by their students as enjoying their work more. These
teachers have higher morale and are less likely to be absent from
their jobs. Catholic school students cut class much less often, and
their teachers report fewer incidents of classroom disorder.
Students in Catholic high schools also are somewhat more
interested in academics, absent less often, and less likely to drop
out. 464
In response to their question about Catholic/public differences in
communal organization, they found that "the data provided strong
empirical evidence that, compared with public schools, Catholic schools
are more appropriately characterized by shared beliefs about school
purpose, student capabilities, and norms of behavior. "465 More common
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student activities are offered by Catholic schools; also, collegial
relationships and extended teacher roles are more likely to characterize
Catholic school teachers. 466
In regard to the relationship of teacher and student outcomes, Bryk
and his colleagues found that "both student engagement and teacher
commitment are considerably more prevalent in communally organized
schools. "467 Even after taking into account characteristics that might
account for observed differences in student engagement and teacher
commitment, such as "small size, a racially, ethnically, and/or socially
homogeneous student population, a higher average social class, and a
higher average academic background, "468 the researchers still contended
that "communal school organization accounts for at least one-third of the
Catholic school effect on teacher efficacy, students' class cutting, and
dropping out. "469
In concluding their work, Bryk and his colleagues discussed various
implications of their research for both public schools and the future of
466Ibid.
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Catholic schools. One of the contrasts between the systems that they
described in this section is particularly germane to this review. As an
introduction to the contrast, they reported that various studies "highlight
education as a cultural enterprise and remind us that at the center of any
culture are understandings about human nature and human relations. "470
Again depending upon these studies and their own observations, they
submitted that the following cultural outlook characterized public schools:
Public education is not value-neutral; its values mirror our larger
society. The vision conveyed in the public school is one of homo
economicus: rational men and women pursuing their self-interest,
seeking material pleasures, guided toward individual success.
Without deliberate thought or serious debate, this vision of the
individual and of the good life has been gradually adopted as the
enculturation aim of public schools over the last century. 471
On the other hand, they contended that the communal organization
of Catholic schools that they investigated and described in their study
depended upon a very different cultural understanding:
The Catholic school offers an alternative vision in its efforts to
shape persons-in-community. This vision is predicated on a twofold belief in the dignity of each human being and in the
responsibility of each to advance peace, justice, and human
welfare. The Catholic school contends that education means
forming the conscience of all students toward an awareness of the
4701bid.' 319.
47llbid.
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stake they share in common. From this perspective, a proper
education cannot be affectively neutral. The Catholic school argues
that school demands an impassioned rationality shaped by a vision
of the common good, a vision that itself is always open to
challenge and clarification. Such an education is accomplished
through inspiration, not coercion; through dialogue, not dogma. It
involves not only classroom teaching but also participation in a
communal life that exemplifies its values. 472
In the same year that Catholic Schools and the Common Good was
published (1993), an Australian study of the culture of Catholic schools
was issued. Its author, Marcellin Flynn, FMS, intended his work as "a
follow-up study and major development of research conducted in 1972
and 1982. "473 From a review of the literature and from his own
investigation, he had become convinced that culture represented a more
precise and adequate framework through which to investigate schools than
"concepts such as school climate, spirit or ethos. "474 Therefore, using
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this paradigm, he explored "a small number of the components of their
[Catholic schools'] culture which are related to their mission . . . . , the
integration of faith within the culture and life of the schools. "475 The
components of a Catholic school's culture which he identified were: the
core beliefs and values of the school; the expressive symbols of the
school; the traditions of the school; and the patterns of behavior in the
school. 476
To determine the impact of these cultural elements upon student
attitudes and religious and academic performance, Flynn devised a set of
questionnaires for students, parents, and teachers. Twelfth grade students
from fifty schools were surveyed, a total of 5,932 pupils, about equally
divided between males and females, of whom more than 90 percent were
day students. 477 The response rate to the parent questionnaire was 30.2
percent, representing 2,230 returns. However, the teacher
questionnaires, which were distributed by the fifty principals to each of
the secondary staffs, only yielded a response rate of 28.4 percent or 728
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returns. 478
In interpreting the data, Flynn used both multilevel analysis and
hierarchical linear modeling. 479 Like others referenced in this review of
literature, he concluded that the culture of Catholic schools has an impact
upon the religious and academic dimensions of students' lives independent
of other factors such as home, parish, or peer group. 480
Unlike Flynn and Bryk and his associates, who studied Catholic
schools of various kinds (those sponsored by dioceses and religious
orders, single gender and coed, ethincally similar and diverse) dispersed
throughout their respective nations, Gregory A. Brandao limited his
research to Catholic schools owned by the Brothers of the Sacred Heart
New Orleans Province (BOSHNOP): Brother Martin High School in New
Orleans, Catholic High School in Baton Rouge, and St. Stanislaus
College in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi. 481 Through survey research and
selected interviews Brandao investigated faculty perceptions of "the
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practice of the distinctive elements of BOSHNOP charism in those
schools. "482 In order to conceptualize the theological term "charism" for
purposes of his study, he suggested that it was analogous to
organizational culture as described in current management literature. 483
The number of Sacred Heart Brothers employed in these schools
had steadily declined since 1960. As of 1990 they comprised only 15.4
percent of the schools' personnel. Therefore, Brandao postulated that it
could no longer be assumed that the charism or religious culture specific
to the Brothers of the Sacred Heart would be preserved in these schools
simply through their presence on the staffs. 484 It was Brandao's intention
that the findings of his study would serve as a basis for devising methods
"of effectively transmitting BOSHNOP charism to the faculty members in
BOSHNOP-owned schools. "485
Brandao constructed a 90-item questionnaire on the basis of
citations abstracted from Educational Mission and Ministry, a 1990
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document articulating the BOSHNOP educational charism. 486 Seven
subscales collected data on the educational charism. These consisted of
the follow categories: Religious Values, Holistic Education, Friendly
Discipline, Personal Attention, Academic Excellence, Collegial
Administration, and Continuous Formation. An eighth subscale gathered
demographic information. Using a Likert-like scale, the questionnaire
elicited each respondent's perception of the frequency with which the
indicated behavior occurred in the school. In order to determine the
questionnaire's face validity, a panel, experienced with BOSHNOP
schools, reviewed it. After having revised it on the basis of the panel's
criticism, Brandao field tested it in a school not owned by Brothers of the
Sacred Heart, but in which they had served since 1912 and in which
some members were still present. 487
The questionnaire was then sent to all the personnel in each
BOSHNOP owned school listed in the 1992-93 annual reports required by
the State Departments of Louisiana and Mississippi. This yielded a
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population of 191 persons, who returned 178 usable questionnaires. 488 In
general, Brandao found that the BOSHNOP educational charism was still
perceived as a strong influence on the life of the schools, though the
strength of perceptions differed according to the subscales. For example,
"the subscales Friendly Discipline and Academic Excellence received the
highest ratings, and the subscale for Holistic Education received the
lowest ratings. "489 Brandao also found that "there was no significant
difference among total questionnaire means [in regard to personnel
perceptions] within the categories of Vocation, Professional Role, Years
of Experience Working in BOSHNOP Schools, or Years of Experience
Working in other Catholic Schools. "490 Only the category, Years As a
Student in Catholic Schools, indicated a significant means difference in
response. "This difference occurred between the levels '15-19 years' and
'20 or more years.' "491
Brandao also conducted interviews with seven faculty members
from each school. These persons, who represented a cross-section of
488 Ibid.' 62-63.
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4901bid.
491 1bid., 104.
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personnel according to "age, experience, gender, academic discipline, and
vocation," were chosen in consultation with the principals. 492 The
interview protocol consisted "of seven open-ended questions, with one
question taken from within each subscale referring to Educational Mission
and Ministry . . . . "493 Information from these interviews provided
Brandao with additional data on the perceptions of the presence of the
BOSHNOP educational charism in the schools and on whether there was
a significant divergence in perception according to demographic
difference. Also, "the information obtained from the interviews served to
assist the researcher in developing appropriate recommendations for
future work of the Provincial Council [chief officers of BOSHNOP] and
school leadership teams to transmit the BOSHNOP charism. "494
Steven Shafran, SDB, also focused his attention on a set of specific
schools. These were sponsored and/or staffed by the Society of St.
Francis de Sales or Salesians, a religious order with male and female
branches, founded by St. John Bosco. His study had two purposes: "(a)
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to determine the extent of the practice of the educational method of Saint
John Bosco in the 12 Salesian high schools in the United States and, (b)
to examine the characteristics of Salesian school culture. 11495
In order to achieve the latter purpose, he reviewed writings of St.
John Bosco and selected Salesian experts and through a method of content
analysis constructed a comparative matrix of the components of Salesian
school culture. 496 Through this analysis he specified eight attitudes that
characterized the educational methodology of St. John Bosco: "(1) lovingkindness; (2) reasonable approach; (3) religious spirit; (4) joy; (5)
hospitality; (6) presence/assistance; (7) family spirit; and, (8)
rapport/dialog .... 11497

According to Salesian experts, for this

methodology to be effective every aspect of the educational environment
must be permeated by these attitudes. Shafran highlighted five areas of
this environment in his study: "(1) the environment itself; (2) the rapport
between the educator and the young; (3) the activities; (4) the religious
dimension; and, (5) the approach to discipline .... "498
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To achieve the first purpose of his study, Shafran addressed several
issues. He sought to determine to what degree the school community
(students, teachers, and administrators) perceived the presence of the
educational method of Saint John Bosco in the twelve, U.S. Salesian
schools, to what degree these populations agreed and differed in their
perceptions, and to what degree single-gender and co-education, as well
as differences in ethnicity, impacted upon these perceptions. Finally,
based on his findings, he attempted to create a statistical map, a
landscape, a composite picture of each population's impression of the
manifestation of Salesian culture in the schools. 499 The instrument
constructed to measure these perceptions consisted of eighty-eight items
based upon the eight attitudes that Shafran had singled out, divided
according to the five areas of concern found in Salesian methodology. It
provided five Likert-like response categories for each item as well as
"five open-ended questions to enrich and augment the qualitative analysis
of the responses. "500 Preceding these items was a section devoted to
demographic information.
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After validity and reliability were determined through a fifteen
member panel of experts and a pilot test, the questionnaires were
administered to students and educators of the twelve Salesian high schools
in the United States. Of the 481 questionnaires sent to educators, 425
usable ones were completed and returned. Of those sent to a
representative student sample of 960, 946 of the 948 returned and
completed questionnaires were usable. 501
Among various findings, Shafran reported that the majority of the
entire population of students and educators agreed that the Salesian
methodology was evident in the twelve high schools. 502 However, the
area and the attitude subscales tended to be rated higher by educators than
students. 503 Secondly, "students and educators (teachers and
administrators) in single-gender female Salesian high schools [two out of
twelve schools] reported higher mean scores in all areas and attitudes,
than did students and educators in single-gender male [eight out of twelve
schools] and coeducational [two out of twelve schools] Salesian high
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schools. "504 Overall, the entire population of students and educators,
when separated by racial/ethnic backgrounds, continued to report a strong
application of Salesian methods in the schools. 505 Thirdly, "the
characteristic landscape of school culture as measured by the Salesian
High School Survey for both students and educators (teachers and
administrators) portrayed a relatively level terrain for the entire
population . . . . The landscape peaks in the areas of Environment and
Rapport with special emphasis in the attitudes of Community and
Presence. 11506 A marked depression occurred "in the attitude subscale of
Joy with special emphasis as it pertains to the areas of Activities,
Discipline, and Religion. 11507
In concluding his study, Shafran offered several recommendations.
For example, though he found that the Salesian school culture was clearly
evident in the twelve high schools he researched, he postulated that this
present state was no guarantee that it would continue to be so in the
future. Therefore, he suggested that a need existed for "more training
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and follow-up in the methodology for lay colleagues throughout the year
and the adoption of Salesian spirituality for the lay educator. "508 Among
other suggestions were the publication of more handbooks, training
manuals and the like in the English language on Salesian educational
culture and the establishment of a mentorship on that culture for teachers
new to Salesian high schools. 509
In the same year that Shafran's study appeared, James P. Higgins
completed research comparing two Jesuit high schools in northeastern
United States. 510 The period he investigated, from 1954 to 1991, allowed
for "a study of school change through times of domestic peace and war;
ecclesial change and reconfiguration; and educational stability,
innovation, and reform. "511 His research was informed by various
theoretical concepts concerning organizational culture and identity,
leadership, metaphor analysis, and the function of ideology. He began by
examining various official documents. These consisted of the following:
annual reports of Jesuit visitation teams; evaluations conducted by the
508
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U.S. Department of Education in view of designating the two schools as
exemplary; "mission statements, job descriptions, yearbooks, school
newspapers, internal evaluations, reports for external readers, contracts,
alumni newsletters . . . . "; financial records, "student health records,
order forms, and absenteeism records .... "512 In addition to
examination of these records, Higgins engaged in participant observation
and open-ended intensive interviews. 513 Among those whom he
interviewed were "the rector-presidents, rectors, and presidents from
1954-1991, teachers who taught during those years, students from those
years, and some Jesuits who have been at both Mally and Ryan [the two
schools]. "514
Higgins' activities were typical of ethnographic research, and
originally he intended to write a rich, descriptive narrative of the two
schools. But gradually his purpose evolved. He decided not to produce
a work similar to those of researchers such as Lightfoot. 515 As he
explained, "in the course of my write-up ideology emerged as an
512
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important category leading me to purpose and then to leadership. I found
that ideology linked attitude and action, individuals and groups, and
purposes. "516 What he sought to understand was the relationship between
culture and organization:
... a general guiding question was: how do the schools'
organizations contribute to, evolve from, and/or interact with the
school cultures? I was trying to get at the interaction between the
organization and the culture addressed by the question, "Do
organizations have cultures or are organizations cultures?"
Consequently, as I looked at the changes in the structures, human
resources, politics, and symbols of these two Jesuit high schools, I
wanted to see what, if any, change there was in the culture of the
schools. I wanted to see what impact the changes that took place
in the general society had on the schools. If the culture of the
schools changed I wanted to see how the structures, human
resources, politics and symbols changed. How are the structure of
the school, the human resources of the school, the political entities
in the school, the symbolic dimensions of the school and the culture
of the school related? How do the culture and the organization
interact and effect each other? 517
Relying on an analytic category proposed by the organizational
theorist Henry Mintzberg, Higgins claimed that during the whole period
under investigation the two schools were characterized by "missionary
identities. "518 However, under the pressure of internal and external
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threats to these identities, new organizational configurations emerged.
The first of these took place in 1968 and the second in 1987. Therefore,
the entire period under review was divided into the three sections: 1957
to 1967, 1968 to 1986, 1987 to 1991. 519 During the first time frame, the
organizational structure was constituted by the direct governance of the
schools by the Jesuit province that had founded them. Through
accountability to a provincial officer, by his appointment of the personnel
to the schools, and by an arrangement whereby the major officer of the
school was also the superior of the Jesuit community stationed at the
school, the province was able to exert immediate, decisive influence on
all facets of the schools' operations.
Under financial threat in one school and challenge to the military
dimension of the other [Ryan was a military academy; all students were
required to participate in some military education], the two schools
entered into new organizational configurations. New rectors [chief
officers] were appointed to both schools.

At their request, this role was

separated from that of superior of the Jesuit community housed at each
school. Thus, a certain measure of autonomy was accorded to the school
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organization itself: identification of school and Jesuit community through
the same chief officer no longer existed. Autonomy and separation from
direct Jesuit province control was also increased through the appointment
of lay advisory boards.
The response to threats to the schools' existence, which led to
organizational changes, was carried out through a charismatic style of
leadership on the part of both rectors. Though the organizational
configuration had changed, the missionary identity persisted since these
officers led through belief in the Jesuit mission of the schools, though
expressed differently than in the past because of changes in both the
internal and external environments of the schools. In the aftermath of
their administrations
... more collegiality followed with president-rectors who
continued their basic practices of working closely with lay trustees
and advisors, exerting tight control over the budget, and
maintaining high visibility in the school. This move toward
collegiality embraced stakeholders whose roles previously had been
as members of subcultures as lay teachers, unofficial trustees,
parents, financial supporters and alumni. 520
In the late 1980s new groups of professionals and clients" entered
II
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the school and with them new identities began to emerge with the earlier
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identities. "521 The significant increase of lay personnel in both schools
motivated change in the organizational structure. All teachers, whether
religious or lay, were officially recognized as composing one faculty
through the incorporation of both religious and lay into one organization,
the Associates Society, which had previously included only lay teachers.
The leadership of the school was also broadened from two positions
to a team of four: president, rector, board chair, and principal I
headmaster. In separating the office of president and rector, it was
recognized that each had a specialized role to play. At this stage, the
missionary dimension of the schools, which was inextricably associated
with Jesuit identity, especially devolved upon the leadership of the rector.
In order to clarify the organizational meaning of the evolution of
this specialization, Higgins distinguished between two kinds of identity
that characterize organizations: holographic and ideographic or
specialized. The holographic form is present in organizations wherein
each internal unit of the system "'exhibits the properties of the
organization as a whole. '" 522 The ideographic form is characteristic of
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organizations "'in which each internal unit exhibits only one identity,' "523
that of the unit itself. Because of the various threats and opportunities
that Ryan and Mally faced through the years, the missionary identity of
the schools evolved from being holographic to ideographic. Because of
the "new groups of professionals and clients" that had entered the school
organizations and because of other various constituencies or stakeholders,
it had become apparent by 1987 that the unit within the schools specially
charged with perpetuating the missionary identity was the Jesuit
personnel, led by the rector. That the office of president-rector had been
separated into two roles was one indication of the shift from the
holographic to ideographic nature of the schools. 524
Concluding his study, Higgins portrayed the culture of the two
schools through the term "company." He remarked that the official title
of the Society of Jesus in Spanish is translated as Company of Jesus.

In

that sense, Ryan and Mally "are company schools-they are schools
founded by and maintained with Jesuit administrators. . . . In the 1990s
the 'partners not specifically mentioned in the firm's title' namely, lay
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colleagues on the boards and faculties, became increasingly important and
visible. "525
Just as companies change in order to survive, so also did Ryan and
Mally. "Company men beginning with Ignatius Loyola [founder of the
Society of Jesus] make companies work. "526 In that tradition the two
charismatic Jesuit rectors at the end of the 1960s did the same, enabling
both schools to meet threats to their existence. 527 In 1954 Mally and
Ryan were like a "company town," depending upon a single firm, the
Jesuits, to provide all their resources. But as the company town
gradually disappeared from the map of the United States, so also the
Jesuits eventually were no longer able to provide all the needs of the two
high schools. 528 In obvious contrast to the 1954 situation, Ryan and
Mally in the late 1980s experienced an influx of new stakeholders and
various kinds of mergers, similar to consolidations characteristic of
contemporary corporations. 529 Finally, Higgins suggested that the futures
525 Ibid. ' 346.
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of Ryan and Mally offered researchers opportunities to chart further
developments in the configuration of "organizations with multiple and
hybrid purpose," one of which is the perpetuation of a missionary
identity. 530
Edward R. Englund, OSB, the author of the last work to be
considered in this section, produced a study similar in purpose to those of
Brandao and Shafran. Through a process of content analysis he "sought
to describe both from the Rule of Benedict and selected works from the
body of Benedictine literature those characteristics which provided the
foundation for the charism of Benedictine education. "531 Then, a partial
"Ideal-Type analysis provided the foundation from which the portrait was
constructed of those elements which, when taken in combination with
each other, inspired the educational endeavors of Benedictines for over
1500 years. "532
Following the completion of this intial phase of his research,
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Englund surveyed the ten Benedictine abbots of the monasteries of the
American Cassinese Congregation that sponsor secondary schools in
continental United States along with the headmasters and five faculty
members of each of the schools to determine their "perceptions of and
witness to these characteristics [uncovered in the content and ideal-type
analysis] by current Benedictine educators [in those schools]. "533 For his
research instrument, he modified a survey that had been "constructed in
1979 by an international panel of Benedictine and Cistercian educators to
address the question of Benedictine identity of both Benedictine and
Cistercian schools. "534 A panel of those familiar with Benedictine
education reviewed this modified instrument, entitled Charism of
Benedictine Education, and its recommendations were incorporated in
it.535
The ten abbots, nine headmasters, and forty-two faculty members
completed and returned the survey, resulting in a response rate of 87.14
percent. 536 Additional face to face interviews were conducted with four
533 Ibid. , 16; see also, 91.
534Ibid.' 92-93.
535 Ibid., 93.
536Ibid.' 91.
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of the headmasters. For these interviews Englund used a protocol
comprised of fifteen "open ended questions with at least one question
directly related to each of the following areas: mission, goals,
curriculum, environment, and monastic presence. "537 He designed these
questions to afford the headmasters the opportunity "to reflectively
elaborate upon the issues raised in the Charism of Benedictine
Education. "538
Among the results of the research was the discovery that "an
institutional 'confusion of identity'" characterized the schools that were
studied. Englund attributed this situation to the "declining monastic
presence in the schools. "539 And he concluded that "the findings of this
study sound a clarion call to respond with a clearly articulated vision of
and a firm commitment to that vision of life contained within the Rule of
Benedict and presented in its educational philosophy. "540
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Summary of Studies of Specific School Cultures
Beginning in the late 1970s, an increasing number of researchers
used school culture as a fundamental concept to account for school
effectiveness or goodness in a variety of public and private institutions.
These studies revealed that those schools that were effective generally
shared a number of similar cultural characteristics. They had clear
boundaries, "encompassing tendencies" that defined a "web of
identification and affiliation, " which marked them off from others in the
general civil community in which they were located. In private schools
the voluntary choice of parents, students, and teachers to be associated
with the school significantly contributed to these boundaries. A clear
vision, expressed in documents such as mission statements, codes of
behavior, and stories and affirmed in various practices such as rituals,
symbols, and school assemblies, distinguished such schools. The
centrality of teachers was recognized and their responsibility for
communicating and furthering the unique identity of the school was
highlighted. Constant effort was made to hire teachers who would
support the mission of the school. Students were accorded respect,
teacher-student interaction was on-going, and a sense of belonging to a
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larger network of relationships was evident. Finally, principals were
recognized as those chiefly entrusted with articulating and ensuring the
implementation of the school's culture.
Commenting on these characteristics of good school cultures, one
researcher contended that effective Catholic schools shared all of these.
But what distinguished the schools as Catholic was that these features
were interpreted through a religious framework. Particularly highlighted
was the role of the faculty, not only as persons respecting and interacting
with students, but as a faith community, sharing their beliefs with them.
Another extensive study focused on the organizational structure of
Catholic school cultures. In contrast to the bureaucratic arrangements
that generally characterize public education, the researchers claimed that
a communal structure typified Catholic schools. They found that Catholic
school principals commonly consider themselves communal leaders. And
teachers and administrators regard education as a moral enterprise, where
knowledge is communicated in the context of an explicit set of shared
beliefs and values and character building is considered as much a part of
the teacher's role as the teaching of specific subject matter. Emerging
from this culture is a vision different from that usually communicated in
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public institutions. The researchers characterized it as "persons-incommunity," borrowing a phrase used by the Bishops of the United States
in their pastoral letter, "To Teach as Jesus Did." The expression implies
that the Catholic school culture seeks to engender in a community of
learners a sense of the dignity of every human being and the impossibility
of their own advancement without attention to the development of all
peoples. This dedication to the public or common good has also been
highlighted by others who have studied Catholic schools. Concomitant
with this conviction was the effort to alert students to their responsibility
to a reality higher or beyond themselves, ultimately to God.
In the last decade a number of researchers have also examined
characteristics of Catholic school cultures that are derived from the
religious orders that founded and/or sponsored the schools. These studies
have been generally motivated by a dramatic decrease in religious
personnel to staff these schools and a desire to discover ways to
perpetuate the specific cultural traits as all-lay staffs increasingly become
the norm within the schools.
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Official Catholic Statements on Education and School Culture
In 1993 Virginia Hodel Shimabukuro completed a content analysis
of eight documents on Catholic education issued by Roman and American
ecclesiastical officials. These documents, published from the time of the
Second Vatican Council (1962-1965) until 1990, represent authoritative,
contemporary, ecclesial teaching on Catholic education. Table 2 indicates
Shimabukuro's division of this time frame into three periods in which a
Roman document was followed by at least one American document. 541
Through her analysis she delineated the distinguishing
characteristics of the Catholic teacher embedded in those documents.
Then on the basis of this analysis she created an ideal typology of the
contemporary Catholic school teacher. She contended that such an image
would "provide clarity to role expectations" for the teacher in the
Catholic school as well as offer "comforting guidance to the teacher. "542
In order to validate her codification procedure, Shimabukuro asked
a panel of eleven judges to review samples of documents that had
undergone content analysis and to confirm her "extractions and
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TABLE 2
TIME FRAME OF CONTEMPORARY CONCILIAR AND POSTCONCILIAR DOCUMENTATION ON CATHOLIC EDUCATION
Period One
1965
1972
1976

Roman
American
American

Declaration on Christian Education
To Teach as Jesus Did
Teach Them

Roman
American

The Catholic School
Sharing the Light of Faith

Period Two
1977
1979

Period Three
1982

Roman

1988

Roman

1990

American

Lay Catholics in Schools: Witnesses to
Faith
The Religious Dimension of Education in a
Catholic School
In Support of Catholic Elementary and
Secondary Schools

classification of text which identified teacher behaviors and expectations
of the teacher. "543 The panel members, who were chosen because of
their knowledge of Church documents and Catholic education, registered
a 99 percent agreement with her codification of these samples. 544
During the course of Shimabukuro's analysis, five major themes
emerged in each of the eight documents: "the teacher forming the
543
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humanity of students, the teacher forming the Christian spirituality of
students, the teacher as professionally prepared, the teacher as
vocationally prepared, and the teacher as a builder of community. "545
For each document she presented a graph which indicated the percent of
units of text and number of words dedicated to each of the themes in each
document.
In a document by document analysis she recorded thirty-one
subthemes that emerged in the course of her investigation. In the
appendices she provided a content analysis summary as well as a
presentation of all the units of text arranged according to theme for each
of the documents. Finally, she summarized her findings by listing the
characteristic behaviors of an ideal teacher, ranking the thirty-one
subthemes hierarchically according to frequencies of units and number of
words. Table 3 is an adaptation of the table she used to depict this
portrait of an ideal Catholic school teacher. 546
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TABLE 3
COMPOSITE PORTRAIT OF THE IDEAL CATHOLIC SCHOOL
TEACHER DRAWN FROM ROMAN AND AMERICAN
DOCUMENTS ON EDUCATION, 1965-1990
The teacher:
Promotes the spiritual/religious formation and transformation of
students
Integrates religious truth and values with life (culture) throughout
the curriculum
Realizes the importance of Catholic education to the Church and
greater society
Builds Christian community in the school
Regards the teaching profession as a vocation
Collaborates with the human community outside the school
Models Christian values
Undergoes spiritual/religious formation
Remains updated in psychology, pedagogy, and the contemporary
world
Educates the whole child
Builds relationships with students
Collaborates with parents
Instills a sense of Christian service in students
Educates to peace and justice
Integrates the Christian message, community and service into
his/her teaching
Participates in the shared Christian vision of the school community
Appreciates student diversity (talents, culture, religion) and instills
this appreciation in students
Collaborates with colleagues
Is carefully prepared in secular pedagogy
Instructs students in human sexuality
Routinely engages in self-evaluation on the authenticity of his/her
vocation to Catholic education
Integrates the Christian message, community, worship and service
into his/her teaching
Develops intellectual faculties of students
Forms "persons-in-community"
Equips students with high academic standards
Instructs students in social skills
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Table 3 --continued.
Prepares students in the ethical use of technology
Personalizes the learning experiences of students
Prepares students for professional life
In the same year that Shimabukuro's work appeared, Joseph D.
Massucci reported research that shared some similarities with hers. He
sought to "identify characteristics of the Catholic secondary school
culture which make it uniquely 'Catholic'. "547 To this end, he reviewed
five of the eight documents that formed the basis of Shimabukuro's study:
Declaration on Christian Education, To Teach as Jesus Did, The Catholic
School, Lay Catholics in Schools: Witnesses to Faith, and The Religious
Dimension of Education in a Catholic School. These were chosen
because he determined that "they embodied national and universal
expectations of the Church for its schools. "548
From these documents he extracted directional statements which he

547

Joseph D. Massucci, "The Unique Identity of Catholic High
Schools: A Comparison of the Church's Expectations and a School
Community's Experiences and Beliefs" (Ph.D. diss., University of
Dayton, Ohio, 1985), 3.
548

1bid.' 58.
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"judged would be present in an effective Catholic high school, "549
clustered them according to similarity, and categorized them into "four
basic areas: (1) The School and Mission; (2) The School Community;
(3) The School's Formal and Informal Curricula; (4) The School
Climate. "550 Then survey statements for each of these areas were
developed and submitted to a panel of "recognized experts in Catholic
Education" to establish the instrument's validity. 551 Table 4, found in the
appendices, lists the survey statements included under each of the four
basic areas.
Massucci's study of official documents and the subsequent
development of the survey instrument were directed toward answering
four research questions:
Is there a difference among the expectations for Catholic secondary
schools as identified in the primary documents of the Church, the
significant behaviors actually observed in the schools, and the
participants' description of their experience of what makes the
school uniquely Catholic?552
Is there a significant difference among what school administrators,
549lbid.
550lbid.
551 lbid.' 58-59.
552Massucci, "Unique Identity," 72.
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faculty, staff, parents, students and volunteers have experienced of
the Church's expectations in the schools? 553
Is there a difference among what school administrators, faculty,
staff, parents, and volunteers believe are important characteristics
of Catholic secondary schools? 554 Is there a difference between what school administrators, faculty,
staff, parents, students and volunteers believe are characteristic of
the Catholic secondary school and what is actually observed in the
schools?555
In order to pursue these questions, he selected eight Catholic
secondary schools in a midwestern diocese considered "representative of
groups with similar characteristics. "556 From these schools
"administrators, faculty, staff, volunteers, eleventh and twelfth grade
students and their parents" 557 were selected for study. Massucci
conducted informant interviews with a purposive sample of this group
totaling 335 interviewees: "approximately 10% of the eleventh and
twelfth grade students, a parent group representing 10% of the families of
the eleventh and twelfth grade students, one-third of the faculty, one-third
553

Ibid.' 85.
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Ibid.' 103.
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Ibid.' 112.
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Ibid.' 52-53.

557

Ibid.' 53.
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of the volunteers and staff (secretarial, custodial, food-service,
transportation), and the administrators .... "558 Then the written survey
was distributed to the entire group, consisting of 2,454 individuals.
Returns of the survey numbered 1,922 or 78.3 percent. 559
From an analysis of the surveys, coupled with data gathered from
non-participatory observations and informant interviews, Massucci
concluded that "the Church's expectations for Catholic secondary schools
were observed and experienced within the schools. "560 However, the
various subgroups of the participants perceived their presence at different
levels. The only characteristic that all four subgroups listed as most
important was academic excellence. Those who participated in the
interview process also highlighted "a sense of family and the quality of
the Senior Retreat Program. "561
Only on one occasion did the documents examined by Shimabukuro
and Massucci apply the word "culture" to the institution of the school
itself. That use occurred in a heading in The Religious Dimension of
5581bid.' 63.
5591bid. ' 64.
5601bid.' 122.
561 1bid., 123.
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Education in a Catholic School; it read, "2. The religious dimension of
the school culture. "562 However, despite the section's title, in the text

that followed the Congregation for Catholic Education did not employ the
word to describe specific schools but the local, regional, national, or
worldwide settings in which schools were located.
Two other terms that share some similarity with culture were also
employed in the documents to characterize schools. The first of these,
appearing only once and then parenthetically, was "weltanschauung,"
connoting the complex of value-laden perceptions that constitute a world
view held by individuals and/or societies. Commenting on this
expression, the Congregation for Catholic Education claimed that a basic
unity of outlook among personnel was essential for an exercise of
authority that leads to genuine education:
Either implicit or explicit reference to a determined attitude to life
(Weltanschauung) is unavoidable in education because it comes into
every decision that is made. It is, therefore, essential, if for no
other reason than for a unity in teaching, that each member of the
school community, albeit with differing degrees of awareness
adopts a common vision, a common outlook on life, based on
adherence to a scale of values in which he believes. This is what

562

Religious Dimension, 24.
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gives teachers and adults authority to educate. 563
"Climate" was another expression similar to culture selected by the
Congregation for Catholic Education to describe a school's constitution.
As discussed earlier in this review of literature, for a time researchers on
organization and school effectiveness applied the terms climate and
culture almost synonymously. But then, after a period of clarification,
they began to reserve the former term for the perceptions of an
organization or school reported by members and others (the psychological
dimension) and the latter for the very contents of the organization or
school expressed in norms, symbols, etc. (the anthropological or
sociological dimension). 564
As employed by the Congregation for Catholic Education, climate
specified the anthropological or sociological elements that constitute a
school, rather than the perception of their presence in the institution by

563

Congregation for Catholic Education, "Catholic Schools," in
Vatican Council II. More Postconciliar Documents, ed. Austin Flannery
(Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1982), #29, p.
612.
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Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 19-20; Higgins,
"Organizational Identity," 31; also see: Benjamin Schneider, Sarah K.
Gunnarson, and Kathryn Niles-Jolly, "Creating the Climate and Culture
of Success," Organizational Dynamics 23 (Summer 1994): 18-20.
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the school community.

For example, having noted the importance

accorded school climate by present and past pedagogues, the
Congregation defined the concept as 11 the sum total of different
components at work in the school which interact with one another in such
a way as to create favourable conditions for a formation process. 11565
According to the Congregation, for a school to be Catholic, the Gospel
must permeate every facet of the educational climate, creating an
environment palpably different in spirit from many milieux outside it, one
immediately evident to the students who enter it. 566 And just as any
culture expresses and maintains itself through rituals and other
characteristic behaviors, so the Congregation asserted that the unique
Christian school climate 11 is expressed through the celebration of
Christian values in Word and Sacrament, in individual behaviour, in
friendly and harmonious interpersonal relationships, and in a ready
availability. 11567
Without specifically designating them as concerns of school culture,
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Religious Dimension, #24, p. 12.
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1bid., #25, p. 12.
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1bid., #26, p. 13.
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these official documents did examine several issues frequently addressed
by students of organizational culture. The first of these centered on
philosophical and religious convictions. As indicated in this review,
researchers such as Schein, 568 Pettigrew, 569 and Berger and Ludemann, 570
have pointed out that cultures embody and communicate conceptions of
the nature of reality, human beings, relationships, time, truth and the
possibility of knowing it. In other words, one fundamental root of
cultural difference is a difference of cosmology, anthropology, and
epistemology.
The Congregation for Catholic Education recognized this fact,
highlighting the pluralistic nature of the contemporary world, and asserted
that "all education is influenced by a particular concept of what it means
to be a human person. "571 The kind of school a group or society creates
depends upon its understanding of human nature and personhood.
Therefore, basic to the distinctiveness of the Catholic school is its
conception of the human person, which the Congregation portrayed in the
568

Schein, "The Role of the Founder," 15.

569

Pettigrew, "On Studying Organizational Cultures," 574, 577-78.
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Berger, Social Construction of Reality, 48-52.
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"Lay Catholics," #18, p. 635.
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following manner:
It is a concept which includes a defence of human rights, but as
something befitting the dignity of a child of God; it attributes the
fullest liberty, freed from sin itself by Christ, the most exalted
destiny, which is the definitive and total possession of God Himself
through love. It establishes the strictest possible relationship of
solidarity among all persons, through mutual love and in an
ecclesial community. It calls for the fullest development of all that
is human, because we have been made masters of the world by the
Creator. Finally, it proposes Christ, Incarnate Son of God and
perfect Man, as both model and means; to imitate Him is, for all
men and women, the inexhaustible source of personal and
communal perfection. 572
Since the Catholic school is grounded in religious/philosophical
convictions about Christ, that he is the perfect actualization of what it
means to be human, the whole educative/formative process of the
Catholic school originates in and is oriented by Christ. 573 The
Congregation claimed that among the educator's various responsibilities
in this process the most profound is the communication of truth. 574
Contrary to a relativism575 that dismisses absolute values 576 and regards
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truth simply as the time-bound consensus of a particular group, the
Congregation asserted that Catholic educators must understand that the
fullness of Truth is Christ, who is the Absolute, since his humanity is
intrinsically united with God. Therefore, every appropriation of what is
genuinely true is an appropriation of or participation in Christ, no matter
what the truth concerns. The teaching of this truth is "fundamentally
transformed into a particular participation in the prophetic mission of
Christ, carried on through teaching. "577 These "basic assumptions" 578
about Christ, the human person, truth, and the exercise of teaching form
important constituents of the culture or "Christian vision of reality, "579
which "makes the school 'Catholic.' "580
Just as those most responsible for the maintenance of a culture seek
to communicate the culture's web of meanings to new members, so the
Congregation for Catholic Education claimed that the Church "establishes
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her own schools because she considers them as a privileged means of
promoting the formation of the whole man, since the school is a centre in
which a specific concept of the world, of man~ and of history is
developed and conveyed. "581 Central to the inculcation of these concepts
and this formation is a repeated emphasis in these documents on the
school as community. 582
The Bishops of the United States particularly stressed that to create
a Catholic school is to create not an institution but a community.
"Building and living community," they wrote, "must be prime, explicit
goals of the contemporary Catholic school. "583 Drawing on the common
Catholic philosophical understanding of the relationship between the
individual and the social body, one so often reiterated in modern Catholic
social teaching, the bishops asserted:

581

1bid., #8, p. 608.
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See, for example, "Christian Education," #7, p. 732; "Catholic
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Education is one of the most important ways by which the Church
fulfills its commitment to the dignity of the person and the building
of community. Community is central to educational ministry both
as a necessary condition and an ardently desired goal. The
educational efforts of the Church must therefore be directed to
forming persons-in-community; for the education of the individual
Christian is important not only to his solitary destiny but also to the
destinies of the many communities in which he lives. 584
This focus on the school as community rather than as an aggregate of
individuals suggests an implicit understanding of the school as a culture,
since constitutive of a culture is a collective, characterized by an
interdependence of sentiment, perspective, and action. 585
From this sense of community another cultural indicator· emerges, a
conviction among the members of the group's distinctiveness. 586
Frequently, the documents insisted on this cultural characteristic,
declaring that to be Catholic a school must be distinctive and that "a clear
realization of the identity of a Catholic school [by its personnel] and the
courage to follow all the consequences of its uniqueness" 587 is essential to
584

Ibid., #13, p. 308.
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its integrity.
The authors of these documents located an important locus of this
distinctiveness in the integration of learning and values with religious
truth or the Christian vision of reality. For example, the Catholic
Bishops of the United States wrote, "The integration of religious truth
and values with the rest of life, which is possible in these [Catholic]
schools, distinguishes them from others. "588 They maintained that all
facets of a Catholic school must be permeated by this perspective and be
communicated to students especially through the modeling of teachers
who had themselves integrated learning with the Christian vision, faith
and culture. 589 In this regard, the Congregation for Catholic Education
contended:
The extent to which the Christian message is transmitted through
education depends to a very great extent on the teachers. The
integration of culture and faith is mediated by the other integration

52; "To Teach as Jesus Did," #104, #106, p. 328.
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National Conference of Catholic Bishops, "Teach Them," in
Pastoral Letters of the United States Catholic Bishops, vol. 4, ed. Hugh
J. Nolan (Washington, DC: Office of Publishing Services, United States
Catholic Conference, 1984), #9.
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of faith and life in the person of the teacher. The nobility of the
task to which teachers are called demands that, in imitation of
Christ, the only teacher, they reveal the Christian message not only
by word but also by every facet of their behaviour. This is what
makes the difference between a school whose education is
permeated by the Christian spirit and one in which religion is only
regarded as an academic subject like any other. 590
The authors of these documents also examined the relationship of
culture and faith from a somewhat different perspective than that of
integration. They held that both Catholic secondary schools 591 and
institutions of higher learning592 were called to engage their students in a
dialogue between faith and culture. 593 Their use of the term "culture" in
this context was extensive in scope, designating the accumulated wisdom,
knowledge, skills, technologies, and values of various societies and of
humanity in general.
The word "dialogue" implies difference, an interchange between
two identities. Therefore, in these authors' discussion of dialogue was
590
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the conviction that some boundary existed that created a difference of
identity between this cultural heritage and the Catholic school constituted
by the Christian vision. Recognition of a boundary is another indication
that they implicitly considered the Catholic school as a kind of cultural
organization since, as indicated in this review, characteristic of an
organizational culture or a subculture is the creation of boundaries. 594
The boundary that exists between the Catholic school and the
culture of the society in which the school is located is ultimately derived
from the difference between Christian faith, that is a gift given by God,
and human culture, insofar as it has been created solely through the
exercise of the natural capacities of human beings. 595 At the same time
this boundary between the school and human culture is permeable for at
least two reasons. First of all, "the world of human culture and the
world of religion are not like two parallel lines that never meet; points of
contact are established within the human person. . .. [who as a] believer
is both human and a person of faith, the protagonist of culture and the
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subject of religion. "596 Secondly, whether discovered by faith or human
endeavors, there can be no final conflict in regard to what is genuinely
true, good, and beautiful, since God is the author of both Catholic faith
and the human capacities that recognize the true, the good, and the
beautiful. 597
This permeability makes it possible for a real dialogue to occur
between the Catholic school as the agent of the Church and secular
culture. Both the bishops present at the Second Vatican Council and the
Congregation for Catholic Education registered appreciation for the
contribution that the cultural heritage of humanity had made to the
mission of the Church. 598 At the same time, they also recognized what
has been called a 'split between the Gospel and culture'. 11599 Therefore,
II

they asserted that the role of the Catholic school was not simply to
transmit the cultural heritage of its region or of humanity in general.
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Rather, the Catholic school had a critical mission, to judge the culture in
light of the Gospel, which provides the norm for distinguishing what in
secular culture ennobles and what degrades human beings and society as a
whole. 600
In the document The Religious Dimension of Education in a
Catholic School, the Congregation for Catholic Education particularly
detailed characteristics of secular culture that threatened the genuine
development of youth. Among these the Congregation listed the
following: a vague sense of what is true, good, and beautiful; a radical
sense of instability; a utilitarian approach to value that reduced progress
to advances in economics and technology; a poverty of human
relationships; an uncertainty about the future, complicated by the
presence of violence; a loss of meaning and religious indifference. 601 In
face of these the Congregation held that the Catholic school was to be a
community or culture of opposition, engendering in students a "mature
faith ... able to recognize and reject cultural counter-values which
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threaten human dignity and are therefore contrary to the Gospel. "602
In a manner somewhat similar to the Congregation, the bishops of
the United States affirmed that the Catholic school had the opportunity
and obligation to be contemporary by enabling "students to address with
Christian insight the multiple problems which face individuals and society
today . . . . "603 In their discussion they specifically stressed the
fragmentation of community as a negative aspect of contemporary secular
culture:
Racial and ethnic tensions and other conflicts reflect the absence of
local and national community. War and the exploitation of the
poor nations by the rich dramatize the same tragic lack of
community on the international level. 604
In response to this situation they asserted that the Catholic school had the
obligation to create an environment, a counter-culture, which exemplified
and inculcated a sense of genuine community:
Today's Catholic school must respond to these challenges by
developing in its students a commitment to community and to the
social skills and virtues needed to achieve it. Participation together
in the liturgy and in paraliturgical activities and spiritual exercises
can effectively foster community among students and faculty.
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Since the Gospel spirit is one of peace, brotherhood, love,
patience, and respect for others, a school rooted in these principles
ought to explore ways to deepen its students' concern for and skill
in peacemaking and the achievement of justice. Here young people
can learn together of human needs, whether in the parish, the
neighborhood, the local civic community, or the world, and begin
to respond to the obligation of Christian service through joint
action. 605
Summary of Official Catholic Statements
on Education and SchoolCulture
One study sought to construct an ideal portrait of the Catholic
school teacher, as envisioned by the magisterium of the Church, by
performing a content analysis of eight official documents, which represent
authoritative, ecclesial teaching on Catholic education. Another analyzed
five of these same documents in order to identify what characteristics of
secondary school culture were determined by the magisterium of the
Church to constitute its uniquely Catholic identity. Then a survey of
school communities of eight high schools within a midwestern diocese
was conducted to discover whether these characteristics were perceived as
present in the schools by the students, faculty, administrators, staff, and
parents. All those surveyed recognized the presence of these
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lbid.
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characteristics but to different degrees.
Although the official documents rarely applied the term "culture"
or one of its synonyms to the school itself, they did address dimensions
of the school specified as cultural concerns by organizational theorists.
Among these were descriptions of basic assumptions about the nature of
the human person and the person's relationship to the social body; Jesus
Christ as the norm of what is perfectly human; truth, its origin and its
appropriation; and the meaning of the vocation of teaching. The authors
of these documents claimed that their descriptions of these beliefs are
normative for the constitution of the Catholic school. In claiming a
distinctiveness for the Catholic school, founded in the integration of
learning and values with the Christian vision of reality, they implied that
a boundary, albeit permeable, existed between the Catholic school and
secular culture and they called for a critical dialogue to take place
between the two.
Studies and Documents on Marianist Education
From the commencement of the Society of Mary's ministry in
schools, William Joseph Chaminade and his first disciples drafted
documents on pedagogy for internal use among the members and created
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textbooks for the classroom. These activities continued into the twentieth
century. 606 But the one among them to gain most public notice was John
Baptiste Lalanne, "the first Marianist in time and the first to catch the
innovative spirit of Father Chaminade. "607
Writings of John Baptiste Lalanne
As a teacher and an administrator, John Baptiste Lalanne exhibited
creativity in the various programs he instituted in the secondary schools608
with which he was associated during a long educational career that
climaxed in the directorship of the prestigious College Stanislas in Paris.
Attuned to the realities of the time, early on he recognized that the rising
middle class in France sought a schooling more practical than that found
in the classical secondary curriculum. Therefore, at the very first school
staffed by Marianists, he initiated a program of studies to enable students
to enter the business world. This course consisted not only of classroom
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activities but on-site visits to factories and workshops to provide students
with an opportunity to see the practical application of the theory they had
been taught. 609
Another example of his penchant for a schooling that included more
than classroom learning was a relief map of France that he planned and
executed at the establishment of St. Remy. Constructed to promote
student interest in the study of geography, it covered an "area that was
nearly four and one-half acres (deux hectares) . . . . "610
On it he represented the meandering courses of rivers and streams
by sanded tracks, while the mountains and hills rose in terraces
above the plains. Cities and villages were marked by blocks of cut
stone, and the boundaries of the Departments by plants indigenous
to them. 611
Partly because he chaffed under the restrictive regime of University
regulations612 but even more because of religious convictions, he joined
efforts with the layman, Count Charles Rene Forbes Montalembert, and
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others in the fight for freedom of education in France, 613 publishing De Ia
liberte d'eseignement defondu contre Ia raison d'Etat to further the
cause. 614 This pamphlet was but one of many that gained him public
recognition. Another work, originally his dissertation topic on the
influence of the Church Fathers on public education, won him a favorable
comment by John Henry Newman. 615
Throughout his life Lalanne "was a prolific writer on a variety of
subjects, producing much more than was ever published. These writings
include literature, dramas, poetry, science, politics, religion.... yet,
everything in his writings centers about education . . . . "616 However,
little of this material is accessible today. As a consequence, the synthetic
review that follows is based on what has been collected in the Spirit of
Our Foundation.
Early in his career, and against many in France who feared the
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education of the masses, 617 he claimed:
In the Society of Mary, no one imagines that a benefit will accrue
religion and morals, or to the arts and industries, by compressing
the knowledge of the people within certain restricted limits. On the
contrary, we believe that people nowadays cannot be brought back
to faith and virtue embodied in such a principle, except by a
superior development of their intellectual faculties and a substantial
increase of their education. 618
Twenty years later in a public address to those associated with the
Institute Sainte-Marie in Paris, he assured the audience that "to teach
children, and the youngest by way of preference, to know and love God,
is the humble profession of the Brothers of Mary . . . . "619 These men,
he claimed, had come to teaching not late in life, as an after thought or
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by default, but from earliest manhood, for they knew that they served
God "by instructing children to know and love Him, who alone is able to
render them happy if they remain faithful. "620
Though they had embraced teaching out of a religious conviction
and in order to teach children to know and love God, one should not
thereby surmise that they focused simply on the teaching of religion.
"We have not discriminated against any kind of knowledge," he told his
listeners.
. . . every communication emanating from the oracle of science has
been heard, attentively considered and appropriated. Beginning
with the elementary classes, we strove constantly to lay broad and
deep foundations on which not only a literary, but also a scientific
structure could be raised . . . .621
To counter the surprise of some that religious, dedicated to things
of eternity, were not disinterested in simple human knowledge, 622 he
echoed Chaminade 's conviction that the Church must be attentive and
responsive to the signs of the time. He contended:
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Though we are not of the world, we are not for all that, men of
another age or of another country; our lives are not hidden, they
are not relegated to the deserts, nor passed within the narrow limits
of a cell. To act on the world we are persuaded that we must
know it, and hence our life is mingled with all the movements that
influence the trend of the epoch, and call for a new order of
requirements. 623
Finally, in describing the spirit that reigned among the members of
the Society of Mary, who were assuming leadership at the Institute
Sainte-Marie, Lalanne explained:
And since they hold everything in common under that blessed name
[Mary], and since it is the same spirit which directs them towards
the same end; since, among them, the success of one is the renown
of all, and that this renown is not envied by anyone; since they are
equally as willing to direct as to be directed, to obey as to
command, they acknowledge in the diversity of their employments
a difference of function only, and not a difference of rank; since,
passing their whole life in community, they behold the transient
spectacle of the world from under the same roof, eat the same
bread, pray at the same altar, -- it is their pleasure above all, to
take in full justice the name of Brothers under the maternal tutelage
of Mary. 624
Like Chaminade, Lalanne recognized both the connection and the
difference between instruction and education. 625 Ultimately, he claimed
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that it was for the sake of education that instruction should be given.
One way that he framed the matter was by addressing the thesis that

II.

it was more beneficial to think of turning out men, than bachelors, of
science or art. "626 For him a man was constituted by three capacities that

are alone found in human beings: reason, liberty, and love. Therefore,
as a final goal, schools existed to develop these powers within their
students. But of the three, love focused on God was the most essential,
11

for without the idea of God in the mind and heart, no one can be
considered a complete man . . . a real man in the full meaning of the
word. "627 He argued this point by claiming that only love of God could
provide a sure guide to the perfection of both reason and liberty:
... if this [love of God] be lacking, the others [reason and liberty]
may be contested; for, in the first place, without the Divine
enlightenment the reason of man is too much subject to error
whenever it soars above material objects. Liberty without faith in
good, exposes him to many evils unknown to beings deprived of
liberty. In consequence, from the heights to which he could aspire
man falls to the lowest depths; his nature, so excellent in itself,
suffers such a complete degradation that even if he possesses
certain attributes as reason and liberty, by which we recognize him

3:546.
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as belonging to the human species, we are led to ask whether this
being called man, so helpless and obtrusive to himself, so hostile to
his own kind, eking out his miserable existence in pursuit of a
happiness which he can never attain, instead of being the
masterpiece of creation, is not rather, according to the saying of a
free-thinker a mean joke of the Creator. 628

Unfortunately, he thought, what happened in much current
educational practice was that "man has been substituted for God; the
worship of self has taken the place of the worship of God. "629 So in
contrast to such education, he counseled the students in his audience:

My young people, if you wish to be men, be Christians first of all;
for, if you are Christians, sons of God, the Spirit of your Father
will dwell in you and follow you everywhere. Whether at the head
of a civil administration, whether in the humblest employment, you
will always be great, always free, always good, because present
with you, and radiating from you, will be the source of goodness
and dignity. 630
In these contentions he followed Chaminade who held that the great
heresy of the day was religious indifference631 and that the kind of

6281bid.
629John Baptist Lalanne, "Address Delivered at the Solemn
Distribution of Premiums, Aug. 14, 1855, Stanislas College, The Old and
New Stanislas College." in Spirit, 3:584.
630Lalanne, "Distribution of Premiums ... [1864]," Spirit, 3:516.
631 See, for example: Chaminade to Preachers of Retreats, 24 Aug
1839 [#1163], Letters of Father Chaminade, 5:55.
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education schools ought to impart was that of making students
C:ltristians. 632
Lalanne commented on his conception of education in another
address by contrasting the specialist with the fully educated person.
According to him, "the studies of pupils are imposed less for the purpose
of acquiring positive knowledge, than for attaining a development of their
faculties; or, as one of our able teachers said, 'education proposes
essentially to form man. '" 633 He had made a similar point at the very
beginning of his teaching career in 1820, claiming " ... there is less in
what we teach, than there is in rendering the pupils capable to teach
themselves. "634
Rather than being a fully educated person, the specialist was
someone who, though superior to others in a restricted field, is "in all
other cases . . . either very mediocre, approaching sterility, or downright
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incapable. "635 On the other hand, the individual who has profited from
"common, extended and varied instruction"
will be capable of filling any position that a man of his condition is
called upon to take; he will show his aptitude in almost every one
of the good offices exacted by the ties of friendship, family, or
country, by his energy and ability; in all the phases of life, yes,
almost at every instant, he will put the knowledge gained by his
varied education to good use; he will be the Wise Man of
Scripture, who draws new and old things from his treasure . . . .636
In order to develop this fully educated individual, in order to
provide a truly liberal education, he argued637 that the secondary
curriculum must not simply consist of the traditional classic course but
incorporate science and modern languages. 638 It should be characterized
by what is beautiful or sublime along with what is useful and possible. 639
In regard to this latter characteristic, he contended that schooling
must face the facts, the needs and situations of the time, 640 maintaining

635 Lalanne, "Common and Unified Plan," 561.
636Ibid.
637 In this matter Lalanne differed from the University and the
government which promoted a strictly classical education. Moody,
French Education, 33.
638 Lalanne, "Common and Unified Plan," 550.
639Ibid.' 547-550.
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that even though
. . . the coupling of sciences with the liberal arts should weaken
the latter, yet . . . the need of instruction in the former is so real,
so absolute, and the advantages accruing therefrom so numerous
and assured, that a person could not, if he willed, be stopped by
this apprehension, no matter how grave. 641
On another occasion he argued in a similar vein:
Science now divides the honors with the classics, which alone were
considered worthy of honor by our fathers. -- Whether this
arrangement is regarded as progress or a retrogression, is another
question; yet it is an accomplished fact; there is no longer a
possibility to disregard it or not to conform to it . . . .642
And perhaps in anticipation of an objection grounded in the conviction
that faith and science were incompatible, he asserted: "Thanks be to God,
the time is past when every ruffle between science and faith gave rise to
contending parties. We do not fear science nor the men that cultivate
it . .

11643

From the beginning of his teaching career, Lalanne had
championed the inclusion of the natural sciences within the curriculum,
for he believed that their study was better able than other courses to
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develop certain important habits of mind. He made this point in an
address at the opening of an entomological museum at the boarding
school of the Rue des Menuts in Bordeaux:
. . . I do say, -- .not as a visionary, but with great moderation -that no other study is more apt to develop close observation and
methodical habits by the particular manner of application it
requires, than those branches that relate to the study of the natural
•
sciences
.... 644

Further, he argued that the study of the natural sciences had a
positive role in shaping a student's judgment, tempering an impulse to
accept as true only that which, as Descartes had claimed, had a clarity
and precision like that of mathematical proofs:
Whatever admiration I bear for the wonderful science of
mathematics, nevertheless ... I admit I would not like to see the
judgment of a young man entirely devoted to it, lest the pupil
would rely exclusively on mathematical evidence, and end by
rejecting other truths unless established by the same criterion.
How many might he not refuse to consider that are necessary to the
happiness and social relations of families! Never will any one
demonstrate mathematically the duty of being honest, temperate and
faithful. ... When a young man examines things in nature, he is
sometimes obliged to admit the evidence of effects that come under
his observation and whose governing principle he is still ignorant
of; he finds that certain things exist which he might, or ought to
have deemed impossible. He dares not decide the question as
boldly and as rashly as some do with truths of religion and
morality, which after all, reason cannot clearly connect with the
644
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principles of direct evidence. In short, he will understand that
independently of our weak conceptions, truth does not always lie in
that which we grasp well with the mind, but only in that which
really exists. 645
At the same time, however, he valued the traditional curriculum and
believed that the sciences could be introduced without prejudice to the
classics. 646 In effect, he was convinced that he had successfully combined
the traditional and modern in a plan of study that he had implemented
since his tenure at the boarding school of the Rue des Menuts in 1820.
Lalanne also evidenced great concern over the affective dimension
of schooling. To begin with, in company with Jean-Jacques Rousseau
and other French educators, he focused on the importance of the physical
environment to children's schooling, maintaining that it affected their
psychological well-being as well as their aptitude for learning. According
to him, the best location for a school was the country:
Between an abode where a child's view is sadden in every
direction, -- where the walls that enclose him suggest his captivity
too realistically, -- where his view through the openings that pierce
the old building rests on cavernous deeps, in which silence and
study, the two most detested things in the world await him;
between this prison aspect which unhappily most of our colleges
present, and the smiling and enticing picture of nature, --through
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vast expanses over which the eye may freely roam and find an
agreeable and inexhaustible supply of food for a youthful and
animated being . . . you may rest assured that between an abode in
the country and one in the city, for a child at college there is all
the difference between an agreeable and pleasant existence, and a
sad and languishing life . . . .647
And in response to the possible retort that such a setting was too
indulgent or permissive for real education to take place, he answered:
... let us not be under the illusion that well-being is incompatible
with education. I challenge any one to inspire the children with the
love of doing good when they are unhappy on account of
surroundings which you have specially created for the development
of their virtue. 648
In fact, he held that a general mistake most educators had made through
the centuries to the present day was to assume that education necessarily
entailed pain and what was antithetical to what a child considered
happiness.
Instead of fostering the desire for happiness in children, the
dominant idea of those who educate them consists . . . either in
gloom or moodiness, caused by a strained position when confronted
with foolish pranks or light-hearted merriment, and which generate
in them a species of envy at the children's happiness. 649
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Part of the concern educators should exhibit, he maintained, was a
sensitivity to the differences in intellect among children, just as
physicians were attentive to the differences of the physical constitutions
of their patients. 65° Consideration of the child's age was also a .factor in
the kind of methods the teachers were to employ. They should learn
from the way nature educates, building on the inherent inquisitivity and
curiosity of the child, adjusting themselves to the developmental nature of
the intellect. 651
More important than the physical environment to the education of
children was the psychological climate in which children were schooled.
Lalanne, having boarding schools especially in mind, claimed that
teachers must live the life of a family 652 with their students. He argued
this point by declaring that there were three ways to educate: by teaching,
example, and living in community. "Among the number you teach," he
wrote,
there are but a few that listen; among those that listen, few
understand; among those that understand, few have faith enough to
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believe you, and among those that believe you, not all have
courage enough to reduce your teaching to practice, while the big
majority take no account of it. 653
Example moved closer to the goal of education schools intended,
but it needed continuously to be present to students, and this could only
be achieved if students and teachers formed a community of life
together. 654 What convinced Lalanne of this need was the observation
that "children will receive either a good or a bad education according to
the degree of intelligence [and virtue] of those with whom they live" 655
and that left to themselves the ones whose example is followed are often
" ... the dissolute, the refractory, the most progressive in the art of
wrong-doing . . . . "656
In making these observations, Lalanne was reflecting the insight
that had led Chaminade to structure the sodality on the basis of
community and the "contagion ... of example. "657 In such a setting as
653 Unpublished manuscript on Institute Sainte-Marie of Layrac,
cited in Spirit, 3:491.
654 Ibid., 491.
655Ibid.
656Ibid.' 492.
657Chaminade to Adele de Batz de Trenquelleon, 19 March 1817 [#
89], in Letters of Father Chaminade, 1.1:208.
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he envisioned, Lalanne believed that students would appropriate ideas,
language, and opinions not only from their peers, but from their
teachers, 658 who represented an adult perspective and presence in their
lives. 659
But in order to create such an environment, a distinctive orientation
had to characterize the teachers. According to Lalanne, this special
mind-set was generally lacking in those who served in government
schools. 660 Such teachers considered their position as an appointment, as
a contractual arrangement, rather than a trust given them by parents to be
a friend and a parent to their children. 661 And because they operated with
such a vision, a negative climate prevailed in the school:
Discipline dominates everything, and the more exacting it is, the
better and the more orderly is the establishment considered by the
general public. Right here let me say, that this sort of discipline
spells fear of the master, and fear spells hate. Two distinct parties
are found there or two opposing camps: in one are the pupils who
mistrust the teacher; in the other, are the teachers who suspect the
pupils; in one there is the spirit of insubordination, in the other the
spirit of domination, and between the two there is mutual aversion
which is always a constant quantity. The inevitable consequence is
658
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that the pupils leave the teachers severely alone, and vice versa. 662
The teachers in the school that Lalanne imagined were to visualize
their vocation in an entirely different way than that of their colleagues in
the public school. In accepting each child into the establishment, the
teachers were to realize that the fathers who brought their sons were
handing over to them their "most precious treasure" and that they were
now called to become a real father to the children. 663 They were to
understand that if the fathers could, they would hand over their fathers'
hearts to the teachers, so that they might treasure the children as a most
precious treasure as they did. 664
Despite the natural tendency to think of all the children simply as a
class and despite the ease of losing track of individuals, like the mother
and father, the teachers would be attentive to each one. 665 Such teachers
would ask themselves: "What would I do for such a one, if he were my
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own! "666 And because fatherly emotion reigned in their hearts, they
would know how best to educate each child:
All the pent-up feeling of paternal love, compassion, zeal,
indulgence, arise in turn in his [teacher's] bosom. By these sweet
sentiments he tempers the severity inherent in most teachers,
sentiments, which are entirely natural in one that loves order, duty,
the good and true, that is pained at the commission of a fault or at
the discovery of a defect. Between the two extremes of weakness
and rigor, he will choose the wiser means with unerring sagacity
which happily leads to a blending of love with fear. And it is as
true as it is admirable that the infallible means of directing the
human heart, the law that embodies all others, is to love much! 667
Because they conceived of their roles differently than their public
school colleagues, a sense of family rather than the pall of a prison would
envelope Lalanne's school. Teachers would recognize the importance of
encouraging their children. 668 For the sake of learning and the Gospel,
these teachers would strive to gain their students' confidence by an
affectionate voice and an appeal to the heart. 669 With the psychological
insight that comes from experience, Lalanne summarized the matter as
follows:
666 Ibid.
667Ibid.
668John Baptiste Lalanne, "Distribution of Premiums at the Institute
Sainte-Marie in Paris [1854]," in Spirit, 3:488.
669Lalanne, "Old and New," 586.
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Let us not be astonished at the fact that nothing penetrates the heart
when it is closed by suspicion and human fear. You waste your
breath in exhorting, instructing, reasoning: the child remains
enclosed in his spitefulness and grins outwardly, like the man who,
sheltered in a cozy room, mocks the storm without. But from the
moment that Confidence, with a mother's hand, knocks at the door
of his heart, everything else enters with it; and not only is the door
ajar, but all the avenues leading to it are open and free: your words
are listened to, treasured and cherished, and all his faculties are
quick to submit to your influence. It is the good soil so vaunted in
the Gospel in which every grain germinates and produces a
hundred fold. 670
And in this climate an internal discipline would be fostered in students,
whereby they would gradually come to do their duty out of love for it
rather than because of surveillance or fear of punishment. 671

Summary of the Writings of John Baptiste Lalanne
Innovative and attuned to the times, Lalanne met his century's need
for a practical education and his age's new preoccupation with the natural
sciences while at the same time incorporating the classics within the
secondary curriculum. In these activities he was manifesting his belief
that the Society of Mary, of which he was the first member, was
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particularly attuned to the signs of the times and open to all forms of
knowledge. He also held that its members brought to education a special
spirit, that of family, and embraced the vocation of teaching as a way of
leading students to know and love God. One way that he stated this
conviction was by claiming that education was not concerned with
developing specialists or even bachelors of science or arts but men. To
be a fully developed man, he maintained that one must attend to reason,
liberty, and love, the three characteristics that set human beings off from
other creatures. But the most important of these human capacities was
love of God, which oriented and brought to perfection reason and liberty.
Thus, the education that Lalanne proposed was not simply of the intellect
but also of the heart, and it was only fully realized when the heart of the
teacher spoke to the heart of the student.

Scholarly Research Related to Marianist Education
More than fifty years after Lalanne's death (1879), Pierre
Humbertclaude, SM, published an intellectual biography of the priest
entitled Un Educateur Chretien de Ia Jeunesse au XIXe Siecle. L 'Abbe J.P.-A. Lalanne (1795-1879). This work traced Lalanne's life from
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beginning to end, chronicling the variety of activities in which he
engaged, and delineating his vision of education. Among other
influences, Humbertclaude noted the impact Claude-Marie-Rosalie
Liautard (1774-1842), the founder 672 of what would become College
Stanislas, had upon Lalanne's thought. This priest had composed a
detailed commentary on Jean-Jacques Rousseau's work. Though he
rejected what he considered the Romantic's utopian excesses and
exaggerations, nonetheless he became convinced of the importance of
respecting a child's liberty as far as possible. This same conviction
permeated Lalanne 's writings as well as an emphasis upon the importance
of the heart in the educational process and the conception of the school as
a family. Humbertclaude suggested that Lalanne derived these notions
from his student days at Notre Dame des Champs and from the
significant personal impression that Liautard had made upon him. 673
At the beginning of the next decade (1940), Edmund J. Baumeister,
SM, produced a study on Secondary Education of the Society of Mary in
America. It was originally a doctoral dissertation presented to the faculty
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of the School of Education at Ohio State University. In it he recounted
the origins of the Society of Mary in Bordeaux and its works in the
United States. He pointed out that from the arrival of its members in
America in 1849 through the nineteenth century its principal activity was
that of primary education. But he reported that with the turn of the
century a gradual change took place so that by the time of his research
secondary education had become its major focus. Among other things,
Baumeister chronicled this change, compared the curricula of several of
the Marianist high schools through the nation, detailed the pedagogical
preparation given to those U. S. members of Society of Mary destined for
teaching, and explained the interrelation of the governmental structures of
the high schools with those of the Society of Mary, the dioceses in which
the schools existed, and the state departments of education.
Six years later, the Catholic University of America Studies in
Sociology issued Social-Moral Reconstruction According to the Writings
and Works of William Joseph Chaminade (1761-1850) by Andrew L.
Seebold, SM. Like Baumeister's work, this study had originally been
written as a doctoral dissertation, which was presented to the faculty of
the School of Social Sciences at the Catholic University of America.
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Seebold argued that what Chaminade sought to do was to work at
reconstructing nineteenth century French society, which had been
dechristianized as a result of Enlightenment thought and the upheaval of
the French Revolution of 1789. In keeping with modern Catholic social
teaching as expressed by Leo XIII, Pius XI, and Pius XII, Seebold
maintained that the work of reconstruction must first be based in a socialmoral philosophy of life. 674 He found such a basis in the writings and
works of Chaminade, which basis he termed filial piety. This devotion
called each person to "'the most faithful imitation of Jesus Christ, Son of
Mary, for the salvation of mankind.' "675 Seebold argued that it was this
Christo-centric philosophy that Chaminade had chosen "to counteract the
evils of the materialistic and even atheistic teachings of the philosophes. 676
Becoming Mary's son and being devoted to her issued forth in the
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"apostolate, that is, service in the cause of our fellow-men. "677
In the design of Father Chaminade, devotion to Mary was not
merely a matter of the heart, or a refuge, shelter or resource in
time of need; it was to be the offensive and defensive weapon of
his disciples in their combat with the world. 678
According to Seebold, the apostolate, which was the fruit of filial piety,
was universal in scope, required an intense spiritual life, aimed at the
multiplication of Christians who in turn would be apostles, and exacted
self-effacement and a spirit of faith. 679 The instrument of the apostolate
was the sodality Chaminade founded in Bordeaux and the means was
education, understood as encompassing all the methods that could be used
to multiply Christians. Finally, in concluding his study Seebold
attempted to show the modernity of Chaminade' s thought by
demonstrating its correspondence to concepts characteristic of Catholic
social teaching.
Three years later (1949) John F. Emling completed a doctoral
dissertation at Western Reserve University entitled "The Educational
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Development of Marianist Schools. "680 Mainly historical in nature, he
recorded the origins of the Society of Mary and its early developments in
secondary, primary, and normal school teaching. He then presented the
organizational structures of the Society of Mary and their relationship to
those of the individual school, state, and diocese. After reporting the
growth of Marianist schools in Europe and Asia, he detailed the careers
of the three supervisors of instruction in the St. Louis Province, with
special attention devoted to John A. Waldron (1908-1924) and Eugene A.
Paulin (1929-1948), and three in the Cincinnati Province. Finally, he
presented a detailed analysis of the beginnings and the present status of
five high schools in the Cincinnati Province: Hamilton Catholic High
School (Hamilton, Ohio), Cathedral Latin School (Cleveland, Ohio),
Chaminade High School (Dayton, Ohio), Purcell High School
(Cincinnati, Ohio), and Mount Saint John High School (Dayton, Ohio).
Almost twenty years (1964) after Seebold's work another Marianist
researcher, Adolf M. Windisch, SM, published a study on Chaminade' s
approach to the social order. It was entitled The Marianist Social System
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According to the Writings of William Joseph Chaminade. 1761-1850.
Originally a doctoral dissertation presented to the faculty of the
University of Fribourg for a degree in social philosophy, it endeavored to
show "that the Marianist System as expounded by William Joseph
Chaminade in his writings contains a complete social ethic designed to
perfect its members corporately and to effect the moral and social
reconstruction of a Christian social order. "681 Windisch argued that the
Family of Mary as envisioned by Chaminade, which included lay,
religious, and clerical members of both sexes and various ages and
stations in life, brought together to collaborate on "the common objective
of reconstruction," constituted a complete and "organic Christian social
order in miniature. "682 To defend his contention, he then described the
structure, purpose, and activity of each of the groups that formed the
Family of Mary.
Each of these subsystems was meant to embody the social ideal
proposed by Chaminade in an institutional and personal manner, 683
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creating organized milieux through which individuals were corporately
educated, that is, formed "to the integral and apostolic Christian life. "684
As Windisch described it,
... the Marianist method [of education] is more of a working and
living with others rather than on them; a "tactic of movement" that
offers a participation in a communal virtuous life rather than a "do
this" attitude. Men are to be educated to Christian living by
contracting the "virtuous contagion" and by sharing "reciprocal
good influence." They are to learn to help form themselves. 685
As an example of this method in action, he pointed to the Bordeaux
sodality, where activities such as mutual instruction and sharing of
personal experiences with one another for the sake of edification and
common growth was called "'our reciprocal instruction' to remind the
members of their interdependence. "686
In the following year (1965) The Educational Traditions of the
Society of Mary by Joseph J. Panzer, SM, appeared. It had originally
been prepared as a doctoral dissertation, which was presented to the
faculty of the School of Education at Fordham University in 1954. In the
course of his work he indicated that for Chaminade the term education
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included all the means available to develop a Christian spirit within
persons. 687 What Marianist teachers endeavored to do, Panzer asserted,
was "to multiply Christians not only among their pupils but also through
them. In other words, their own apostolate was to be augmented by that
of their pupils. "688
One of the methods employed to impart this education was what
Panzer called "assimilation," which "involved a certain intangible
influence on the child, emanating from his surroundings, especially from
the personal example and the direction of the teacher. "689 As an example
of how this ambiance was to be created, he 690 cited the following passage
from a method of teaching composed by Marianists in 1831 :
The teacher is the soul of his class. Besides the never-failing
vigilance which he exerts during penmanship, reading or
arithmetic, either over the monitors or the pupils, he goes
frequently from one of his aids to another, to direct, review,
correct, or to take up the thread of explanation in his own hands,
so that the lesson may not languish and the method be strictly
followed. He must be present to all. Each pupil must feel the
presence of the teacher as if he were near him always, and to attain
this, he must be, so to say, everywhere, by the force of his activity
687
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and zeal. 691
Another means to create the environment appropriate to the
education Marianists envisioned was family spirit. Panzer contended that
the ideas of family found in Lalanne 's writings were
both an expression and a further development of one of the most
prominent characteristics of the Society. Since filial piety to Mary,
the distinctive trait of the Marianists, emphasized the relationship
of mother and son, Father Chaminade liked to refer to the Society
as the "Family of Mary." This conception colored all the intimate
relationships within the Society. . . . The sentiments involved in
all these relationships came to be expressed in a single phrase -"family spirit."
Because this spirit was so real and so intense in the Society,
it inevitably became a part of the environment or the atmosphere of
its schools. . . . Unconsciously, the pupils absorbed the same
attitude and shared the same loyalties. In these circumstances, the
family concept was logically expanded to include all those who
came within the sphere of Marianist influence. 692
As an example of what he693 considered an excellent description of family
spirit applied to schools, Panzer cited the following passage from Joseph
Simler, the fourth Superior General of the Society of Mary, a person
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often referred to as the "second founder" of the Marianists:
The Society of Mary loves to repeat over and over that every
school, every college, deserving of the name of an educational
house, is a family, not a fictitious family, a collection of children
of whom the parents rid themselves by necessity or choice, but a
true family, like the domestic circle whose extension it is, and, in
very many cases, the necessary complement. Whenever the school,
the college, is a true family, the family spirit reigns there; on the
one hand, there is paternal authority, affection, and devotedness;
on the other, filial respect, submission, and love. Whenever the
family spirit is wanting, schools and colleges resemble very much
some sort of barracks or prison, as, unhappily, they are sometimes
designated; the pupils, instead of being treated like children of a
family, are simply formed into regiments, numbered, divided off
into sections, and taught by instructors. 694
Panzer also described the organization of primary schools
conducted by Marianists during the first half of the nineteenth century.
Usually, there were three classes, Beginner, Intermediary, and Advanced,
complemented by a section termed Unclassified. This latter division was
initiated by Marianists for pupils, "who, for one cause or another, were
not able to pursue the regular courses. "695 As a fuller description of this
class, he
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The Society believes that it would fail in its duty if it closed
its doors to children from the rural districts, whose homes are so
distant that they could not attend regularly every morning and
afternoon, and still less to those who could not attend every day. It
does not refuse admission to the children of working men living in
the city, if family needs oblige them sometimes to remain at home.
It does not wish to forsake such as have been. endowed with less
intelligence, or have not been able to keep pace with their more
fortunate companions, and whose advancement might be arrested or
at least retarded, by their presence in the same class with others
more talented. It does not even abandon intractable characters
before it has exhausted all means of reformation. It also reserves
to itself the right of cooperating with parents who are satisfied with
a very limited education for their children. Finally, it wishes to
provide for excluded pupils, unless the dismissal was deemed
absolutely necessary, without, however, obliging itself to leave
unruly pupils remain in class from which they should be
temporarily suspended, and whose retention would encourage
constant misbehavior. 697
Panzer then indicated that in more populous areas or because of
other special circumstances, the number of classes was increased. For
example, in Alsace, where instruction was bilingual, six classes were
taught, three emphasizing French and three focusing on German. 698
Table 5699 provides a general description of the curriculum of these
classes. This experiment in bilingual education was so successful that
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TABLES
COURSE DMSION AND CURRICULUM IN THE
MARIANIST SCHOOL AT COLMAR

Grade

French Course

First Class (Beginners)
1st Section

2nd Section

Second Class
(Intermediate)

Third Class
(Special)

(Ages: 5-7)
French reading from
wall charts
French penmanship
notation
memory lessons: catechism
reading from the
Gospels
penmanship: large
and small round hand
arithmetic: addition
and subtraction
grammar: study of
verbs
prescribed prayers
(Ages: 8-14)
memory lessons
reading
arithmetic
French and German
penmanship
spelling and dictation
grammatical analysis
linear drawing
(Ages: 8-14)
(Better Students only)
memory lessons
French and Latin
reading
different styles of
penmanship
dictation
logical and grammatical analysis
geography and history
letter writing
linear drawing

German Course
(Ages: 5-8)
German reading from
wall charts
German penmanship
prescribed prayers
memory lessons: catechism
French and German
penmanship
French and German
reading
arithmetic: addition
and subtraction

(Ages: 6-11)
catechism
reading
arithmetic
penmanship
dictation
German grammatical
analysis
conjugation of verbs
(First Communion
Class)
memory lessons
French, German, and
Latin reading
different styles of
penmanship
dictation
verbs, composition,
grammatical analysis
geography
intensive study of
catechism
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even after the Franco-Prussian War an inspector from the normal school
in Coblentz commended the students' facility in both languages. 700
According to Panzer, as part of the instructional process early
Marianist teachers encouraged learning through practical projects, field
trips, academic societies, literary entertainments, and emulation. 701
Among some Enlightenment thinkers, emulation was in disrepute, though
other educational reformers considered it an apt way to promote
schooling. In order to guard against some of its more negative aspects,
Marianists awarded honors for application as well as achievement and for
good conduct. They tried to arrange academic competition between
pupils of like ability and they were generous in the distribution of prizes,
especially to the younger children. 702
Finally, Panzer offered a general overview of teacher preparation
for the first Marianist teachers. The two-year novitiate served as an
internal normal school as well as a house for spiritual formation. On-site
teachers in the novitiate schooled these young novices in pedagogy.
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Those among them who did not complete the program in two years
remained in studies in the novitiate until they were deemed ready for
service. 703 Also "a comprehensive program of in-service training was
carried on in the communities. This program included pedagogical
conferences, supervision of teaching, and organized private study. "704 As
a typical example of this program, Panzer1°5 cited the following
description of a community in Colmar:
Every Saturday the Director [principal, superior of the
community] examined the Teachers' Lesson Books containing the
outline of their weekly teaching plan. These were regularly placed
on his desk, and as regularly returned, each containing a slip of
paper bearing the Director's comment and signature. And here let
it be noted that this procedure was not Brother Klein's [director's]
original idea, but was merely a custom of long standing which he
faithfully adhered to. It was also due to his encouraging influence
that person studies were strenuously pursued. The Brothers
worked at these in groups to add the incentive of team-work in
preparation for the examinations, and even utilized their
recreational walks for rehearsing their studies. 706
Among the examinations for which Marianist teachers prepared
were the Certificate of the Highest Degree, for which the candidate had
703
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to exhibit competencies in grammar and arithmetic and be able to teach
elementary geography and land measurement, and the Certificate of the
Second Degree, which depended upon proficiency in spelling,
penmanship, arithmetic, and the ability to practice the simultaneous
method in teaching. 707 For authorized religious congregations, the lowest
certificate was automatically conferred (until the Guizot law of 1833)
upon any teaching Brother who received a letter of obedience (letter of
assignment) from the Superior General. This certificate indicated that the
individual could read fluently and write and cipher well enough to teach
these branches in school. 708
Fifteen years after Panzer's work, William J. Campbell, SM,
conducted an empirical study on the perception of the presence of four
cultural aspects of Marianist education in the schools then served by the
Society of Mary in the Province of the Pacific. 709 First, he selected and
described what he considered four cultural aspects of Marianist education:

707 Panzer, Educational Traditions, 151; see also: Spirit, 3:331.
7081bid.
709William J. Campbell, SM, "Perceptions of Four Cultural Aspects
of Marianist Education in Marianist High Schools of the Province of the
Pacific" (Ed.D. diss., University of La Verne, CA, 1990).
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a) education of the whole person, b) family spirit/community,
c) formation in faith/religious education, and d) justice and peace. 710
Secondly, Campbell constructed a Likert-like questionnaire based
on these characteristics. It consisted of fifty items. Thirdly, he surveyed
the professional personnel of the five schools sponsored by the Pacific
Province to determine to what degree they perceived the presence of
these characteristics in the schools in which they were employed. Their
responses were separated according to school and according to the
categories: Marianist Religious, NonMarianist Administrators,
NonMarianist Faculty Members.
Through this survey Campbell sought to answer three questions:
1) to what degree did the three groups of persons in each school perceive
the presence of the cultural characteristics in the school; 2) to what
degree were the perceptions of these three groups of persons in each
school congruent with one another; 3) to what degree were there
differences of perception of the characteristics among the five schools? 711
As a result of his research, Campbell found the following answers
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to his questions: that there were no statistically significant differences in
perceptions among the personnel in any of the schools, that the
perceptions among the groups of personnel in the schools were
congruent, and that there were no statistically significant differences in
degree of perception among the schools. 712
Campbell's research represented the first time an endeavor was
made within the context of an English language doctoral dissertation to
specify cultural aspects of Marianist education and to situate them within
the broader theoretical model of school culture. It also represented the
first systematic effort to translate these characteristics into behavioral
items and then to measure the perception of their presence in Marianist
high schools among the various members of the professional personnel.

Summary of Scholarly Research Related to Marianist Education
Research on Chaminade' s efforts with the sodality of Bordeaux and
then with the Society of Mary revealed that his intent was to achieve a
social and moral reconstruction of French society. To achieve this end
he created various corporate groups into which people were socialized.
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This socialization was meant to form the members into fervent Christians
and, in turn, apostles. What was involved was a social education in
which the members engaged in a reciprocal influence upon one another.
This means of education, sometimes named assimilation, was carried out
in classrooms as well as in the various lay Christian societies that
Chaminade and his followers founded.
Though these classrooms were at first mainly devoted to primary
schooling, members of the Society of Mary in the United States in the
twentieth century directed their efforts to high school. Education there as
well as in elementary schools continued to be viewed as an all embracing
enterprise of forming students in an apostolic faith. One articulation of
the spirituality of this apostolic faith was designated "filial piety,"
understood as the most faithful imitation of Jesus Christ, Son of God,
become Son of Mary, for the salvation of humankind. Because this faith
was not simply intellectual but also affective, Marianist education
continued its tradition of attending to the heart as well as the mind,
emphasing a sense of family and an internal discipline. In the last decade
of the twentieth century an endeavor to measure the perception of the
presence of some of these characteristics of Marianist education in
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selected secondary schools conducted in the Marianist tradition was
undertaken.

Constitutions
With the letter of commendation of the Society of Mary from
Gregory XVI in 1839, Chaminade and other religious believed that the
Constitutions of the Society of Mary, completed in 1839 and submitted to
the pope, had also received official, papal approbation. 713 However, such
was not the case. After a rather lengthy, contentious, and painful process
of debate and revision over a period of almost fifty years, the
Constitutions of the Society of Mary, substantially the work of Joseph
Simler, SM, the fourth Superior General, was approved by Leo XIII in
1891. 714 This document served as the official rule of the Society of Mary
until 1967. 715
In that year the General Chapter of the Society of Mary approved a
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new edition "ad experimentum" (for experiment). Mandated by the
General Chapter of 1961, it was drafted in the context of the renewal
initiated in the Catholic Church by the Second Vatican Council. 716 After
ten years of experience with this edition, the General Chapter of 1976
initiated a process to produce a text that would be voted on at the General
Chapter of 1981 and then submitted to the Holy See for approbation. 717
As a result of this process a document was presented to the General
Chapter of 1981, which was then debated, revised, and approved by vote.
This text entitled Rule of Life of the Society of Mary was then submitted
for papal approbation, which was granted in 1983. 718 These three
editions of the constitutions will be considered in this section of the
survey of Marianist literature. 719
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Constitutions of the Society of Mary, 1891
The Constitutions of 1891 will be reviewed by comparing it to that
of 1839. In this regard the first observation to be made concerns the
organization of material in the two documents. The 1839 Constitutions
consisted of three major parts: "Preliminary Articles," which presented
the "Object of the Society, its spirit, and division of its Constitution";
"Book One, On Means"; and "Book Two, On Organization." The first
or preliminary article (8) of Book One noted that two means enabled the
Society to attain its two ends. The goal of religious perfection was
attained through religious profession and the salvation of souls
accomplished through Christian education. Accordingly, following the
declaration of Article 8, Book One was then divided into two major
sections called "Titles": non the Religious Profession" and "On Christian
Education." The latter title was divided into two parts: "Preliminary
Articles," consisting of five articles, and "Chapter I, On Teaching in
General," to which thirteen articles were dedicated.
The 1891 Constitutions altered this arrangement. The document
was divided into two parts: "Book One, The Society of Mary, its Object,
its Works, General Duties of Its Members," and "Book Two,
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Organization and Government, Particular Duties of Each Class of
Persons. " The preliminary articles of the 1839 text were incorporated as
chapters in the first book. Though the text clearly indicated that religious
profession was "the first means and the essential condition of attaining
perfection, "720 nonetheless, the fact that this statement no longer stood
out as a heading preliminary to all the articles that pertained to it
somewhat lessened its force.
The situation in regard to Christian education as the means to
achieve the second object of the Society was more ambiguous. Like
religious profession, it was no longer singled out in a statement
preliminary to the development of the material contained in the first
book. Also, since the 1891 Constitutions did not divide the first book
into two principal sections, as had the 1839 document, but simply listed
"Education" as one chapter among others, structurally its importance was
lessened.
Further, like the Constitutions of 1839, it recognized "education"
as encompassing all the means by which "religion" (1839) or the "the
Christian spirit" (1891) could be imparted. But the 1891 article (261)
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omitted the 1839 phrase, which envisioned this activity of education
extending from "... tender infancy to the most advanced age .... "721
However, this phrase was included in the Constitutions of 1891 in
the chapter on "Other Works of Zeal" as a way of characterizing the
extent of the sodalities' influence:
These little societies [sodalities] are placed under the name and
protection of Mary, the Immaculate Virgin, in order to inspire in
the members a truly filial piety to her who is their Mother on earth
and in heaven. They enable the Society to extend its influence over
man during his whole life, taking charge of him from his most
tender age and leaving him only to deliver him into the hands of
God. 722
But in this chapter sodalities as well as missions and the different
functions of the sacred ministry were to "be considered as the
complement [not as a manifestation] of Christian education. "723
The point of the above comparison is that the Constitutions of 1891
created the impression that education was to be identified with the
schooling of youth rather than understanding such schooling as one work
of a more encompassing effort called education. On the other hand, the
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intent of the Constitutions of 1839 was that any work that inculcated a
Christian spirit in persons from "cradle to grave" was to be seen as a part
of the overall means that the Society employed to work at the salvation of
souls, namely, education.
As noted above, whereas the Constitutions of 1839 had divided
"Title Two On Christian Education" into "Preliminary Articles" and
"Chapter I On Teaching in General," the 1891 Constitutions devoted two
chapters among the many others in Book One to the matter. The one
entitled "Education" consisted of eleven articles; the other, "Instruction,"
was comprised of seven articles. The material in these chapters depended
upon the treatment in the 1839 document. However, some of the
placement and the wording of the 1839 articles was changed, some
articles were omitted, and other articles were incorporated that had no
parallel in the 1839 text.
Like the Constitutions of 1839, the one of 1891 recognized "two
ways of working at the salvation of souls: to preserve them from the
contagion of evil or to cure them of it, "724 and it indicated that the
Society of Mary preferred the former means. Therefore, as a result of
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this preference, it devoted itself "to the education of the youngest
children, with a special love for the poor .... "725 At the same time, it
acknowledged that the Society of Mary did not "exclude children who are
older or of a higher class in society. "726
This phrase partially paralleled the 1839 text. However, again that
of 1891 is narrower in scope. First of all, that of 1839 specifically stated
that, as far as it was able, working at the reformation of persons was
within the purview of the ministry of the Society of Mary. Secondly, the
1839 article did not specify children alone as the persons toward whom
the work of healing would be carried out. The article read:
It [Society] wishes then to preserve, and it does this by the
education of the poorest and youngest children, without, however,
depriving itself of working also with the solicitude and kindness of
Jesus and Mary, as far as it is able, at healing those whom error
and vice have corrupted in a more advanced age or in a higher
station in life. 727
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In both constitutions the article728 following upon the one
commenting about the two ways of working at the salvation of souls
stated that the principal works of the Society of Mary related to
"teaching" (1839) or "instruction" (1891). The 1891 text qualified
instruction by remarking that it included every kind and every grade, but
especially primary. The 1839 article noted that the civil Constitutions of
the Society of Mary had declared that it devoted itself solely to primary
education. 729 However, in the ecclesiastical constitution it was affirmed
that the actual extent of its involvement in teaching was broader: "It
takes charge of Free Primary Schools, Preparatory Primary Schools,
Special Schools, Normal Schools and Arts and Crafts Schools. "730
Up to and including Article 263, the Constitutions of 1891 had
basically followed the order of articles on Christian education found in
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the 1839 document. 731 However, hereafter the 1891 text departed from
the 1839 arrangement. To begin with, the 1891 Constitutions introduced
Article 264 into its treatment of education. It had no parallel in the 1839
document, though it was consonant with the thought of Chaminade and
reflected his more encompassing conception of the term, education:
In the exercise of their duties the Brothers consider themselves as
ministers and cooperators of Jesus Christ, as servants and
auxiliaries of Mary; for them education consists in forming Jesus
Christ in souls, in making Him known, loved, and served. 732
The next article recorded in the 1891 Constitution (265)
substantially reproduced Article 259 of the 1839 document. However,
certain phrases were omitted. No longer was Jesus and Mary to be
pictured as "confiding their children" to the religious, though he was still
to imagine them telling him that it was not the will of God that any of the
children in his charge be lost. Whereas the 1839 article spoke of the
"sentiments of the Savior," that of 1891 referred to the "love of the
Savior. " Also absent from the 1891 edition was the description of the
Brother, who, "regardless of their [children's] number," was to expand
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"his heart in order to have them enter and to carry them there
unceasingly. "733 Deleted, too, was the counsel that the religious was to
consider himself "... as a good shepherd in their regard. "734
The two following articles (267, 268) of the 1891 Constitutions
basically reproduced the text of Articles 261 and 262 of 1839 but with a
rearrangement of their sentences. The following original, introductory
sentence was prefixed to Article 261 of 1839: "What God requires above
all of the apostolic heart is the devotedness of charity, of which the first
characteristic is patience." Then, after substantially citing the first
sentence and a half of Article 261 of 1839, Article 262 of 1839 was
appended to the text, with the order of its sentences rearranged, followed
by a phrase about sowing and reaping, taken from Article 261.
In the 1891 Constitutions the last sentence of Article 261 of 1839
was reworked and constituted as a separate article (268). Added to this
text was the description of the Brother maintaining himself as a good
shepherd even in the process of correcting students: " . . . he sacrifices
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Ibid. An article cited later in the Constitutions of 1891, Article
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himself, takes the lost sheep on his shoulders .... "735
The following article (269) of the 1891 Constitutions substantially
repeated the first half of Article 263 of 1839 about the Brother's response
to children who seemed to have been especially favored by grace. In
addition to the religious practices mentioned in the 1839 text, the 1891
Constitutions noted that these children were to be "gradually formed to
the practice of solid virtue. "736 The recommendation in Article 263 that
these children be organized into Marian societies was deleted. However,
in the 1891 chapter on "Other Works of Zeal" these societies, which the
text named sodalities, 737 were recommended in language similar to that
found in Article 263 of the 1839 document. But some differences
between the wording of the 1839 and 1891 texts did exist. For example,
the 1891 article promoted "filial piety" toward Mary in place of the "filial
confidence" found in that of 1839. Also, absent in the 1891 version were
the reasons given in the 1839 text for gathering children into these
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groups: ". . . to maintain them in the practices of mental prayer and
frequent Communion, to turn them away from dangerous amusements and
to strengthen them against human respect. "738
Following the text about "privileged souls" in both constitutions739
was an article on those who manifested signs of a religious vocation.
The 1891 document basically reiterated what was stated in that of 1839.
It then concluded its chapter on education by counseling the Brother to
seek the advice of his Director before engaging in any novel practice.
This article mainly repeated one found in the 1839 document. But it was
broadened to include activity directed not only toward students but any
person:
However good the intention of a Brother may be, he always
consults his Director and follows ·the latter's advice in anything
exceptional that zeal may prompt him to do for the welfare of the
children intrusted to him or in the interest of other persons, of
whatever condition they may be. 740
As just noted, all the articles of the Constitutions of 1891 examined
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thus far were included in the chapter entitled "Education." Therefore,
what follows in this review was presented in the chapter on "Instruction."
The first article (272) in this section, which affirmed that teaching was
for the sake of education and that children were instructed in order to
make them good and fervent Christians, had a similar intent as that of
Article 256 of 1839. However, there was a significant difference
between the two. Omitted in the 1891 text was the 1839 statement that
all works of teaching had been placed under the title of Christian
education because the ultimate purpose of all teaching was to raise "souls
in a Christian manner." Absent also was the 1839 injunction: ". . . care
should be taken never to change this. "741
Following this injunction was Article 257, which was totally
suppressed in the 1891 document:
The religious will, therefore, habitually have this thought, even
when teaching altogether different subjects, that they have children
to instruct in order to inspire in them the fear and love of God, to
preserve them and turn them away from vice, to draw them toward
virtue and to make of them good and faithful Christians. 742
The next article (273) in the chapter on instruction in the 1891
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Constitutions basically repeated Article 258 of the 1839 text, though the
phrase, "with an indefatigable zeal and a tender charity, the religious, if
he is [acting I living] according to his state ... , " found in the earlier
document was omitted in the 1891 text. This article maintained that most
of the class time need not be devoted to religious matters for the goal of
Christian education to be achieved. Rather, it was through every word,
gesture, and look that the teacher continually taught a Christian lesson. 743
The next article in the 1891 Constitutions dealt with the importance
of religious instruction and its teaching:
Religious instruction is the first, the most necessary, the most
practical, and, from every point of view, the most useful of all the
branches of teaching. It may be asserted that both the temporal and
the eternal welfare of the child depend in great measure on the
dispositions of mind and heart which he has imbibed from his first
religious instruction. This consideration suffices for inducing the
teacher to apply himself to create love for this study, to render it
interesting, and to give an elevated, that is, a correct idea of it.
No other branch merits and requires on the part of the teacher a
more constant study and a more careful preparation. 744
Though the 1839 Constitutions also addressed the teaching of religion, its
treatment of the subject was quite different, emphasizing much more that
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it was the affectivity of the teacher that was most critical in inspiring
appropriation of religion by students:
The manner of teaching religion is one of the objects of the
Method; the practices of piety are determined by the particular
regulations of the schools. But the religious who follows exactly
what has been established in this regard is well convinced that it is
neither a more or less ingenious method nor any exercises of piety
that inspires religion in children[;] that it is above all the teacher's
heart when it is full of God and when it is in sympathy through
charity with the heart of his pupils. 745
Despite the emphasis placed on the teaching of religion, the
Constitutions of 1891 asserted that such a concern did not have a negative
impact on other instruction:
The importance attached to religious instruction is far from being
detrimental to secular instruction. The Society gives all possible
care to the good management of its schools and to the perfection of
its methods; it knows that this is the true means of extending the
blessings of Christian education to a greater number of children. 746
Here, again, a comparison of this article with the one on which it
depended in the Constitutions of 1839 manifests a difference in focus
between the two documents. The 1839 article read:
The importance that the Society place upon Christian education
does not make it neglect instruction; on the contrary, since
education can be given only at the time of instruction, the Society
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takes all the more interest in the good running of its schools and in
the perfection of its methods as it is the more desirous [of]
extending the benefits of Christian education to a very great
number of subjects. 747
First of all, the subject of the 1839 article is "Christian education,"
not religious instruction. The fact that, unlike the 1891 article, that of
1831 did not immediately follow upon the article concerning the teaching
of religion is another indication that it had more in mind than religious
instruction. Secondly, according to the Constitutions of 1839 Christian
education was an activity that occurred throughout the course of the class,
no matter what instruction was being given. For that reason, it claimed
that education could only be given at the time of instruction, a statement
omitted in the 1891 article. At the same time, both documents
recognized that only schools distinguished in their management and
pedagogy would attract students. Therefore, since it was the Society's
intent to extend Christian education to as many as possible, quality
instruction as a means of attraction was essential to its mission.
In consequence of this observation, the Constitutions of 1891
included an article on academic preparation not found in the 1839
document:
747
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It is, therefore, the duty of every member of the Society to attain
the highest possible skill in the branches he has to teach and to turn
his modest talent to the best advantage; by so doing he does not act
contrary to humility, for he does not aim at brilliancy but applies
himself to what obedience requires of him, trusting in God for
success. 748
Finally, the Constitutions of 1891, like that of 1839/49 concluded
the chapter on instruction with two articles about the importance of both
adaptability and stability, claiming that "the great principles of education
and teaching do not vary; but the application of these principles and the
methods must necessarily be adapted to the needs and requirements of
human society. "750 Both documents also recognized that subscribing to
invariability doomed an institution to a short existence. The 1839 text
read: "To adopt invariability of forms and of modes as a principle would
be to limit to a very short time the services and the existence [of the
Society] .... "751 In the 1891 article the matter was phrased somewhat
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differently: "To admit absolute invariability in the form and matter of
instruction would be to limit to a very short time the services and even
the existence of an Institute which devotes itself to education. "752 Again,
it appears that the focus in the 1891 text was narrower than that in 1839
document.
Summary of the Constitutions of the Society of Mary. 1891
The Constitutions of 1891 continued Chaminade' s tradition of
envisioning Christian education as an encompassing category, comprising
all the means that could be employed to promote within persons a faithful
and fervent profession of Christianity. Yet, at the same time, a certain
ambiguity existed surrounding the term's use in the document,
particularly as a result of a tendency to narrow its application to the
schooling of youth. The Constitutions of 1891 also stressed that the
teacher must value and look upon the child as God does. In order to act
in such ways, the Brother had to consider himself as a minister of Jesus,
an auxiliary of Mary, and cultivate behaviors such as patience.
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Constitutions of the Society of Mary (Marianists), 1967
The Constitutions of the Society of Mary (Marianists), approved by
the General Chapter of 1967 for experimentation, was divided into three
parts: a preliminary chapter and two books. The various chapters in the
first book were arranged under five sections. One of these was entitled
"Community of Apostolic Action. " It was comprised of four chapters:
"The Marianist Apostolate," "The Marianist Apostle," "Apostolic
Works," and "The Christian School." Thus, at least in terms of the titles
employed, it departed from the usage found in the constitutions of both
1839 and 1891. On the other hand, these chapters reiterated much of the
language and intent found in those previous documents.
The first article of the chapter entitled "The Marianist Apostolate"
reflected the thought of Chaminade: "The Society of Mary, as well as
each community, considers itself a permanent mission for the purpose of
multiplying Christians. "753 Like the Constitutions of 1839, it claimed that
no matter what the apostolic endeavor, it was to be seen as an act of
education: "In all their apostolic enterprises its members consider
themselves as educators and they share the solicitude of their Mother
753
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[Mary] for forming other Christs. "754 On the other hand, the terms
"education" and "educative" were sometimes used in a more narrow
sense. 755
Many of the attitudes and behaviors recommended in the former
constitutions were applied to the Brother's relationship not only with
students but with all persons. Also apparent in the 1976 edition were
indications of a social justice sensitivity, manifested, for example, in the
direction to respect and venerate the person of Christ "especially in the
most disadvantaged .... "756
Though the chapter entitled "The Christian School" contained
elements drawn from the previous constitutions, the fact that it described
the school, not only teacher attitudes and behaviors, represented a
departure from them. The first article (124) of this chapter maintained
that the Society of Mary endeavored to ". . . make the school an allpurpose apostolic tool . . . . "757 In their teaching the religious were
directed to illuminate "created things with the spirit of the Gospel" and
754
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direct "human culture toward God. "758 They were to endeavor "to show
by word and example that the noblest aspirations of humanity and the
newest discoveries can be harmonized with the Christian morals and
doctrine and find in them their crowning achievement. "759
The document also emphasized that in all facets of the school a
constant orientation toward Christian formation760 should be maintained
and an "atmosphere of faith" created. 761 Contributing to this orientation
of the school, the Constitutions asserted, was the family spirit
characteristic of Marianist educators. The unity it created in their
educative and apostolic activity within the school would in turn penetrate
the students:
Because their teachers show confidence in them and respect their
personalities, they make this [family] spirit their own. United by
communitarian bonds, the students exert a reciprocal influence on
one another which develops the formative influence of the
school. 762
For the first time in the context of a constitution, the 1976
758
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document commented on relationships of the school and the Marianist
religious with persons other than students. It envisioned the school as a
"center of cultural and spiritual radiation" in the larger community in
which it was located. 763 It directed the Marianist religious community to
extend "its family spirit to its lay collaborators" and to associate "them
fully in its professional, educative and apostolic work. "764 It also
recognized that "by their experience and their example of a Christian life
lived in the world and of an apostolic activity in the secular city, the lay
teachers complement[ed] the witness which the religious give by their
consecrated lives. "765 It acknowledged that "the mission of a teacher is
an extension of that of the parents, "766 encouraged mutual cooperation
between them, and pointed out that interviews and meetings with parents
were opportunities for sharing the "Marianist ideal of education. "767
Finally, this chapter indicated that the formation of alumni and alumnae
groups provided a means "to strengthen religious conviction in their
763 Ibid., Article 130.
764Ibid. , Article 131.
765Ibid., Article 131.
766 Ibid., Article 132.
767Ibid.
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members, to continue their apostolic formation, and to stimulate them to
be apostles in their milieu. "768

Summary of the Constitutions of the Society of Mary. 1967
In the tradition of Chaminade the Constitutions of 1976 asserted
that each Marianist community was to consider itself in a permanent state
of mission, whose objective was to multiply Christians. Like the
Constitutions of 1839, it defined education in a broad sense,
encompassing all the means by which Christian formation could be
accomplished. At the same time, like the Constitutions of 1891, it also
used the term in a narrower sense.
Reflecting Church concerns at the time of its composition, the
Constitutions of 1976 evidenced a greater sensitivity to issues of social
justice. Unlike the previous constitutions, it devoted attention to the
formation of the Christian school not only to the development of the
religious teacher, and it emphasized the need to share the Marianist spirit
with lay collaborators in the school as well as with parents and other
segments of the larger community.
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Rule of Life of the Society of Mary
The Rule of Life of the Society of Mary, 769 is comprised of 291
articles distributed in two books, each of which includes seven chapters.
The first book was submitted to Rome for approval, while the second
remained "under the jurisdiction of the General Chapter. "770 Each
chapter in the second book developed with more specificity the material
presented in its corresponding chapter in the first book. The chapters
that discussed the apostolic mission of the Society of Mary in both books
were entitled "A Community in Mission." Very little of the language or
the sentiments found in the constitutions of 1839 or 1891 was expressed
in these two chapters, though their contents did represent the thought of
Chaminade. No longer was education or Christian education employed as
an all encompassing term meant to include "all the means by which
religion can be inculcated into the mind and into the heart of men and by
which they can thus be trained from tender infancy to the most advanced

769

The change in terminology from constitution to rule has been
explained as follows: "Constitutions refers to that part of a Rule approved
by Rome. The term Rule encompasses the whole life of the religious-spirit and practice." The Rule was unanimously accepted by the General
Chapter held at Linz, Austria, in 1981, and the first book was approved
by Rome in 1983. Delas, "Rule," 1067-1068.
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age in the fervent and faithful profession of a true Christian life .

n77I

In contrast to this 1839 text, education was specified as one of many
means, albeit a "privileged" one, "of formation in faith." In language
reminiscent of the Constitutions of 1839, 772 the Rule declared that
"through this means we [Marianist vowed religious] aim to sow,
cultivate, and strengthen the Christian spirit and help it flourish in the
human race. "773
Marianist religious were to consider themselves as individuals and
as a community in a permanent state of mission, dedicated "to the
multiplication of Christians, forming persons and communities in a lived
faith expressed in service responsive to the needs of the times. "774
Chapter seven of the first book recognized that the Marianist community
fulfilled "its mission in a diversity of ministries. "775 Only twice in this
chapter did it refer to education. It noted that some of the members
worked "in the fields of education and culture, aiming to show that the
771
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human person can be fulfilled only in response to God's plan. "776 And it
recalled, as indicated above, that for Marianists education was "a
privileged means of formation in faith. "777
Chapter seven of the second book reflected some of the
developments and tensions that had characterized discussion about
mission and apostolate for at least the previous fifty years among
Marianist religious. Claiming the original apostolic activity of
Chaminade in Bordeaux as their guiding principle, some members of the
Society of Mary asserted that the focus of the Society's mission should be
the fostering of adult lay communities formed in the Marianist spirit.
This emphasis is manifested in the section of chapter seven entitled
"Sharing Our Charism" and especially in the following article:
Our preferred means of sharing our charism is the establishment
and development of lay communities of the Family of Mary. We
help form these groups in our spirituality and apostolic method, and
work with them to create a network of communities of faith. They,
in turn, call us to fidelity to our vocation and enrich us with the
witness of their faith. 778
Other Marianist religious held that almost as soon as Chaminade
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had founded the Society of Mary, he mainly directed his efforts to the
establishment of schools as a way of implementing what he called
Christian education. This tradition which reached back to Chaminade
was, they maintained, what ought to center the way the Marianist mission
was carried out. This emphasis was seen in another division of chapter
seven of the second book, "Apostolate of the Schools. " The first article
of this section maintained: "The apostolate of education is a privileged
means of the Society to carry out its mission. "779
In the tradition of the Constitutions of 1839, the Rule contended
that "Marianists working in schools fulfill their mission not only by
religious instruction and formation in the Christian life, but also by the
professional quality and Christian character of all their teaching. "780 Each
school was to become "an authentic community," wherein all its various
constituencies worked together, enriched each other, and aided one
another "to grow as Christian persons. "781 "Forming lay collaborators in
the Marianist spirit" was seen as "central to the development of our
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[Marianist] educational communities. "782 What Marianist education aimed
at was the development of the whole person. 783 The Rule offered the
following reason for proposing this goal: "By helping students understand
the branches of human knowledge, by educating them to critical thinking,
and by stimulating desire for truth in theory and action, teachers prepare
good ground for implanting the seed of the gospel. "784 Finally, conscious
of the contemporary Church's heightened social awareness, it was
claimed:
Schools offer us an excellent opportunity and responsibility to work
for justice and peace. Our programs should develop a critical
sense which prepares students to build a just society and to promote
unity and respect among all peoples. 785

Summary of the Rule of Life of the Society of Mary
The Rule of Life of the Society of Mary maintained that the basic
mission of its members and communities was the formation of persons
and communities in faith. No longer was the term education defined in
an all encompassing manner as in the Constitutions of 1839, although it
782Ibid.
783 Ibid., Article 5 .14.
7841bid.
7851bid., Article, 5.15.
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was called a privileged means for carrying out the mission of the Society
of Mary.
In the chapter on the apostolate of the schools, it was declared that
each school should form a genuine community in which the various
members were to enrich one another. Essential to the formation of this
community was the spiritual and apostolic development of lay
collaborators in the Marianist charism. The effort of this community was
to be directed toward the education of the whole person, who was to be
engaged in a dialogue between faith and culture and sensitized to issues
of peace and justice.

Documents of General Chapters

Response
The General Chapter of the Society of Mary, which met in 1971 in
San Antonio, Texas, published a report entitled Response, which was
comprised of eleven documents. In the document on the Marianist
Apostolate the Chapter affirmed that the goal of Marianist apostolates was
"to multiply Christians, i.e., to form persons and communities in
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apostolic faith, according to the needs and spirit of the times, "786 and
proposed the following six principles of apostolic action: 1) the mission
of the Society of Mary is that of the church; 2) the mission of the Society
of Mary is Marian in character since Mary is the type of the Church; 3)
the Marianist apostolate is directed toward the formation of Christian
communities; 4) the apostolate of the Society of Mary is essentially
communitarian; 5) in principle, the Society of Mary is open to any
apostolate since Chaminade was open to all forms of education in faith;
6) in principle, the Society of Mary prefers apostolic activities that

provide hope of continuity. 787
In continuing its discussion of the apostolate, the Chapter affirmed
that "education in schools at every level is the principal apostolic work of
the Society of Mary. "788 At the same time, it recognized that maintaining
commitment to schools involved facing many problems such as the
declining number of religious and the rising costs of education. 789 It also
786Response. Documents of the 1971 General Chapter of the Society
of Mary (Dayton, OH: Society of Mary, 1971), 76.
7871bid., 76-80.
7881bid.' 81.
789Jbid.
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acknowledged that several factors were leading some religious to question
whether "activity in the school is an adequate response to their vocation
as religious-apostles. "790
Despite these problems and questions, the Chapter asserted that
"the Christian school still has great apostolic value and can have even
more if Marianists respond creatively to the challenge of the times. "791
Then it offered three suggestions for meeting the challenge of the times.
First of all, it maintained that all the constituencies of the school should
form a community. 792 Secondly, it contended that school work and the
community life of Marianists should mutually benefit each other. 793 In
this regard it proposed the following:
The best contribution which a Marianist community can make to a
school is the witness of a religious and human life fully lived. The
example of a competent and conscientious professionalism, a selfabnegation and a self-giving in the performance of educational
tasks, alertness and openness to the secular and spiritual problems
of the students, their parents, the alumni and lay teachers -- these
qualities reveal the Marianist to be an authentic person as well as a

7901bid. ' 82.
791 1bid., 82.
792Jbid.
793Jbid.
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religious. 794
Finally, it insisted that "the school must relate to the Church's
mission. "795

New Call
In 1976 the General Chapter met at Pallanza, Italy, and issued a
report entitled New Call, which was comprised of three major
documents. Influenced by the convocation of the synod of bishops in
1974 and Paul VI's 1975 statement on evangelization, "Evangelization in
the Modern World [Evangelii nuntiandi], it focused on "the call to a new
period of evangelization. "796 In that context the Chapter pointed out that
schools offered "an excellent opportunity and responsibility for working
at the promotion of justice and peace, "797 and then recommended the
following:
Formation programs should be developed that prepare educators
and leaders committed to building a more just society, people who
will have a critical sense in the face of the pseudo-values of a
794Ibid., 83.
795Ibid.
796 New Call, 21.
797 Ibid. , 30.
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milieu that is often materialistic and consumer-oriented. Such
change-agents would promote the kind of solidarity and respect that
would oppose motivation based on selfish competition. Our
educational institutions must avoid forming persons who for lack of
critical spirit assure the permanence of an unjust order or who form
an elite using positions of prestige for personal advantage rather
than providing needed services for the development of society. 798
Vision and Journey
In 1986 the twenty-ninth General Chapter of the Society of Mary
was convened at Ariccia, Italy. It published a report entitled Mission and
Journey, which consisted of six major documents. A subsection of the
first document, "Our Mission Today," dealt with "The Apostolate of the
School." It recalled that "Fr. Chaminade chose schools as a prime means
of formation in faith, "799 and affirmed that "schools at all levels -elementary, secondary, and university -- provide Marianists with many
opportunities to form apostles in response to contemporary needs. "800
However, it also recognized that "the diminished number of Marianists
has made it more and more difficult to conduct our schools in a manner
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similar to that of the past. "801 Thus, it counseled, "the Society of Mary
must rethink its role in education, set its priorities, and make concrete
decisions; otherwise, our privileged means of carrying out our mission
(5.10) may disappear in some provinces without our willing it. "802
As a contribution to this rethinking, the chapter proposed several
principles and affirmations among which were the following:
1. "The school is the meeting place of culture and faith par
excellence. It allows faith to become incarnate in a culture, and it
enables the culture to give a language to faith. "803
2. "The school is easily adapted to the work of building a society
marked by justice and charity. By educating both the mind and
heart, the school can form people who in turn can work at
changing the very structures of their society to ensure a community
of justice and reconciliation. "804

3. "Essential to any Marianist school has been one of its

801 1bid.
802Ibid.
803 lbid., 31.
804Ibid.
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characteristic virtues: Family Spirit. 11805
In concluding this section on schools, the Chapter made a number
of recommendations, which it saw as "an adaptation of Father
Chaminade's Normal School approach. 11806 Among these were the
following:
Each Marianist school should make every effort:
• to maintain the Catholic and Marianist identity of the school;
• to encourage commitment among all faculty members to personal
spiritual growth and the formation of faith of the entire school
community: students, service workers, alumni, and parent groups;
• to provide for the involvement of lay teachers in the Marianist
spirituality and approach to the apostolate;
• to witness the fullness of Marianist community life, including
mixed composition;
• to develop a school which truly educates, i.e., one in which
students and faculty develop a love for learning and a thirst to
know truth for its own sake, thus entering the dialogue of faith and
culture;
• to encourage all faculty members to continue professional
renewal both in secular and catechetical training;
• to be open to students from all socio-economic conditions;
• to give special care to students with family difficulties and to
their families as well; and
• to collaborate with ecclesial, governmental and private
educational organizations as well as parent and alumni groups to
animate them to Christian values and to learn from them. 807

8051bid.' 17-18.
8061bid.' 21.
8071bid., 19-20.
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General, interprovincial, and provincial leadership should establish
methods of formation of lay collaborators such as:
• establishing regional/interprovincial commissions for sharing our
educational perspective and Marianist spirituality with lay
collaborators;
• giving priority to the development of programs for the ministerial
leadership formation of our lay collaborators, supporting such
efforts financially and, if possible, freeing interested and competent
Marianist personnel from other assignments to do such work; and
• establishing educational commissions at the provincial level of
both lay and religious to direct that province's efforts in formation
and empowerment of the laity for leadership roles in each of our
educational institutions. 808

Mission and Culture
In 1991 the General Chapter of the Society of Mary met at Dayton,
Ohio. As a report of its deliberations it published Mission and Culture,
comprised of five major documents. A subsection of the document on
mission was entitled "Schools as a Means of Formation in Faith." While
recognizing that Marianists throughout the world served in a variety of
educational enterprises, the Chapter focused on schools809 and explained
the nature of a Marianist school in the following manner:
Any school is first of all a place where the key elements of a
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culture are transmitted by means of academic disciplines. For us,
the school should also be [a] community of faith that promotes
evangelical virtues through an explicit proclamation of Jesus Christ
as the Savior of all peoples of the world. Through the school we
aim to form the whole person, increasing as much as possible the
number of those committed to spreading the Gospel. . . . Through
the schools, therefore, we are able to achieve the highest purpose
of any culture, the development of the uniqueness of each person in
a community of faith, learning, and service. 810
After reaffirming the "recommendations on the ministry of schools
made by the 1986 General Chapter, "811 it directed that the General
Assistant for Education conduct a study "to determine the meaning of
education as a 'privileged means' of apostolic ministry for the Society of
Mary. "812 Recognizing that many administrators in Marianist schools
were lay, the Chapter recommended that the apostolic effectiveness of
these schools be increased by:
a. establishing, in those schools where it is possible for us to
appoint administrators, clear criteria in such areas as professional
capacity and qualifications, religious formation, witness of personal
life and identification with the Marianist spirit;
b. establishing and implementing in each Province, where this is
possible, a plan of professional and pastoral formation for our
religious and lay principals;
c. encouraging Marianists in schools under lay leadership to

8101bid., 9.
811Jbid.
812Jbid.' 11.
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strengthen the Marianist identity of the school, and to support and
collaborate with the lay administrator. 813
Finally, in response to "the stronger call in recent years for direct
ministry to those who are poor, "814 the Chapter proposed the following:
a. that our schools develop programs to make our teachers and
students more aware of all forms of poverty, that of others as well
as of their own, through direct contact with the materially
deprived;
b. that all of our schools include in their curricula, in an
appropriate way, the social teachings of the Church;
c. that to the extent possible, the human and material resources of
the schools be made available to other people, especially those who
are materially poor. 815

Characteristics of Marianist Education
At the General Chapter of the Society of Mary that met in Rome,
Italy, in 1996, Thomas F. Giardino, SM, presented a document entitled
Characteristics of Marianist Education. Composed by an international
team of Marianists, 816 it was a response to the call of the 1991 General
813
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Chapter "for a contemporary articulation of the common elements of the
Marianist educational tradition. "817 Out of the "lived reality of Marianist
spirituality" and "springing from the foundational charism of William
Joseph Chaminade," the document proposed that according to their
philosophy and pedagogy Marianists aim to:
• educate for formation in faith
• provide an integral, quality education
• educate in family spirit
• educate for service, justice, and peace
• educate for adaptation and change818
The document maintained that all Marianist educational work had
been inspired by a spirituality characterized by "a spirit of Marian faith;
the building of communities of faith; and a deep sense of mission. "819
From this perspective it was contended that Marianist educators defined
success distinctively -- rejoicing when their students are faithful to
the spirit of the gospel of Jesus Christ, exemplify joy and courage
in witnessing to that gospel, form communities of faith resonant
with the vibrancy of early Christianity, and use their knowledge
and competence to serve and transform society. 820

817 Characteristics, 8.
8181bid., 8.
8191bid.' 11.
8201bid., 13.
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The document then delineated behaviors that would characterize
those who would act in accord with the five characteristics of Marianist
education. Those who would educate for formation in faith, would:
A. Bear witness with a personal and committed faith that touches
the heart. 821
B. Promote a faith-and-culture dialogue which illuminates reality
from the perspective of the gospel. 822
C. Form students in the gospel's values and Christian attitudes. 823
D. Educate in a free and responsible style which elicits a personal
response of faith. 824
E. Bear witness with a faithful commitment to the Church that
makes the gospel credible today and tomorrow. 825
F. Make present the example and influence of Mary as the first
disciple and as an educator in faith. 826
Those who would provide an integral quality education would:
A. Promote quality education of the whole person. 827
B. Provide coherent curricula; a well-formed, professional
administration, faculty, and staff; and adequate facilities and
finances. 828
821 Ibid., 14.
822Ibid., 15.
823Ibid.
824Ibid.' 16.
825Ibid.
826Ibid.' 17.
827 Ibid. ' 18.
8281bid.' 19.
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C. Develop respect for the dignity of the person as daughter or son
of God, unique and individual. 829
D. Develop an interior spirit and self-knowledge. 830
E. Develop a concern for global and local issues of culture,
ecology, and the use of technology. 831
F. Foster a diverse faculty and staff as well as a diverse student
body.832
G. Offer Mary as a model of integrity in relation to the realities of
the world. 833
Those who would educate in family spirit would:

A. Create a favorable environment for education. 834
B. Cultivate interpersonal relationships characterized by openness,
respect, integrity, and dialogue. 835
C. Form an educational community with collaborative structures
and processes. 836
D. Express our authority as a loving and dedicated service. 837
E. Influence others by exhibiting the Marian traits of openness,
hospitality, graciousness, and faith. 838

8291bid.
8301bid.
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And finally, those who would educate for service, justice, and
peace would:
A. Promote a missionary spirit for the reign of God. 839
B. Educate for solidarity as well as justice and peace. 840
C. Attend to the poor and marginalized. 841
D. Promote the dignity and rights of women. 842
E. Promote programs of service, encouraging the formation of
Christian service groups. 843
F. Under the prophetic influence of Mary, announce the goodness
and justice of God and denounce oppression. 844
Those who would educate for adaptation and change would:
A. Educate to shape the future. 845
B. Educate to accept and respect differences in a pluralistic
society. 846
C. Develop critical thinking skills in the search for truth. 847
D. Be open and adapt to local and global contexts through

839Ibid. ' 25.
840Jbid.
841 1bid., 26.
842Jbid.
8431bid.' 27.
844

1bid.

8451bid.' 29.
846

1bid.' 30.

8471bid.
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inculturation and interdisciplinary education. 848
E. "Do whatever he tells you." Be available and respond to the
signs of the times in faith. 849
Summary of the Documents of General Chapters
The ultimate purpose that Marianists engage in the ministry of
schools is to multiply Christians. Originally, this end was designated by
the words education or Christian education. This term was seen as
encompassing all the means by which the Christian spirit can be
inculcated in persons. Thus, it was common for Marianists to claim that
they engaged in instruction only for the sake of education. More recently
the term has been used in the a narrower sense, not embracing every
means that can be used to develop Christians.
Integral to the educative process and the development of the
Christian spirit for Marianists is communitiy. What they envision can
only take place within a social context, where reciprocal interaction
among the various constituencies of the school contributes to the
formation of fully educated persons. This strategy implies that through
incorporation in the educational community the members assimilate the

848

Ibid.' 31.

849

Ibid.
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spirit that pervades the institution. A critical mark of this spirit is a sense
of family and faith. This strategy also presupposes collaboration among
religious and lay teachers, administrators, staff, parents, alumni and
alumnae, students, and other members of the community. In the last
thirty years emphasis upon collaboration and devising ways to implement
it has been more intentional among Marianists. Also assumed in this
social approach to education is a profound respect for the dignity of each
member of the community and an appreciation of the gifts of each.
For this community to achieve its purposes, professional personnel,
especially, must be characterized by certain attitudes and behaviors.
Among these are a sense of mission, a conscious intention of manifesting
a Christian character in all that they do, patience, hope, and a responsive,
empathetic heart. Though the final purpose that Marianists engage in
schooling is the formation of apostolic persons and communities, they are
still dedicated to a full academic and pedagogical preparation for
themselves and a quality education for their students. According to them
such an education consists in the development or education of the whole
person.
Such an ideal has been variously stated throughout Marianist
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history. It entails the education of both mind and heart. It involves the
students in an appreciation of the various disciplines and the acquisition
of skills. It provides them with an integrated curriculum. It calls them
to enter into a dialogue -between faith and culture. It attunes them to
issues of justice and peace and motivates them to work in service of
genuine solidarity in the world. It leads them in the pursuit of truth,
enabling them to learn for themselves, and helps them discover that
human achievement in all areas of life reaches its perfection in union with
God. As such, Jesus becomes their model, the one in whose image they
are fashioned, and whose gospel they are called to proclaim in word and
deed.
Finally, this whole educative process is seen in the context of Mary
and the role entrusted to her in salvation history, that of shaping of the
humanity of him who could be human as only God could do. Thus,
members of the community seek to emulate the virtues that she exhibits in
the gospel, realize that they are simply carrying on her role in history,
and attempt to respond to her command, "Do whatever he tells you."
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Conclusion
This review of literature has made apparent how critical the
consideration of culture is to the well-being of any organization, including
a school. Therefore, crucial to the continuance of Marianist education
today is an understanding of the components that constitute its culture.
Though a number of studies surveyed in this review have been dedicated
to aspects of this issue, all have used the writings of Chaminade in an
intuitive manner, selecting those texts which seemed most appropriate to
the researcher. What the present study added to these works is a more
empirical appropriation of Chaminade' s writings through content analysis.
Preserved on computer disks as well as in printed form in the archives of
both the Province of Cincinnati (Dayton, Ohio) and the General
Administration (Rome), this study serves as a resource to other Marianist
scholars, providing a database of easily retrievable texts on various
aspects of Marianist educational culture articulated by Chaminade.
Further, from this analysis a depiction of Marianist educational culture,
as revealed in Chaminade's writings, was elaborated. This construction
stands as a point of departure for future explications of Chaminade' s
educational culture.
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This review of literature has also indicated how individuals held in
esteem within an organization act to maintain, transmit, change, and
create the culture through the various accounts of it that they
communicate to others. No dissertation on Marianist education thus far
has attempted to identify such individuals or to record their perceptions of
the culture. Therefore, the second half of this study, which offers a
textural and structural description of Marianist educational culture, drawn
from interviews of eight persons designated as "best experienced" in
Marianist education, has made a unique contribution to Marianist
literature.

CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

Restatement of the Purpose
The purpose of this study was to elaborate the contents of Marianist
educational culture. This end was achieved in two ways. Because the
founder of any organization is crucial to its culture, a content analysis of
the following published writings of William Joseph Chaminade, founder
of the Society of Mary of Paris, was performed: The Institute of Mary
(1818), The Statutes of the Society of Mary (1825), The Constitutions of
the Society of Mary (1839), and the letters of Chaminade. Secondly,
since others considered important within the culture are instrumental to
the transmission of an organization's culture over time, a textural and
structural description of a contemporary perception of Marianist
educational culture in the United States was constructed from in-depth
interviews of eight persons holding U.S. citizenship and designated as
best experienced in Marianist education. Finally, a comparison of the
content analysis and the interviews was carried out to determine the
similarities and differences between the two.
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Research Methodology and Design
This study employed two methodologies in addressing the research
questions: content analysis and in-depth, phenomenological interviews.

Content Analysis
Description and Process of Content Analysis
"Content analysis is a research method that uses a set of procedures
to make valid inferences from the text. "1 This method was appropriate to
the purpose of this study since one of the uses of content analysis is to
"reflect cultural patterns of groups, institutions, or societies .... "2

As

the first step in this process, each word, phrase, or sentence (units of
text) that pertained to education, teaching, instruction, schools and their
types, teachers and their preparation, attitudes and behaviors, pedagogy,
and the like was extracted verbatim from the published works of William
Joseph Chaminade and recorded by the researcher. Official English
translations of his writings were used for the content analysis when these
were available. When the researcher adapted any of these translations,

1

Robert Philip Weber, Basic Content Analysis, 2d ed. (Newbury
Park, CA: Sage Publications, 1990), 9.
2

1bid.
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this fact was noted and the original French text was cited with the
adaptation.
Secondly, as a set of categories emerged in the process of the
research, units of text were classified accordingly. . From the results of
the content analysis a narrative description of Marianist educational
culture, as evidenced in the published writings of William Joseph
Chaminade, was constructed.

Pilot Study of Content Analysis
The researcher performed a content analysis on a classical text in
the works of William Joseph Chaminade, the Constitutions of the Society
of Mary (1839). By means of this pilot study the researcher sought to
acquaint himself with the process of content analysis. Through this
activity various categories of classification emerged and he devised a
method to code the text. The need and difficulty of dividing passages of
many words (for example, twenty or more) into smaller units became
apparent as well as the ambiguities in categorization that sometimes
existed. As the researcher continued the process of content analysis,
additional categories emerged and a new organization of the material,
taking into consideration the theoretical framework of the study, was
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devised. Table 6, found in Appendix B, presents a schema of
categorization that emerged out of a revision of the pilot content analysis.
Table 7, found in Appendix J, records the actual units of text according
to categories that emerged in the process of the content analysis of the
Constitutions of the Society of Mary (1839).

Reliability and Validity in Content Analysis
Reliability and validity are two issues that need to be considered in
regard to content analysis. Krippendorff distinguished three types of
reliability: stability, reproducibility, and accuracy. 3 Reproducibility,
which is the type of reliability most appropriate to this study, is "the
degree to which a process can be recreated under varying circumstances,
at different locations, using different coders. "4 Among various kinds of
validity, Weber lists semantic validity, which "exists when persons
familiar with the language and texts examine lists of words (or other
units) placed in the same category and agree that these words have

3

Klaus Krippendorff, Content Analysis: An Introduction to Its
Methodology (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage Publications, 1980), 130-31.
4

Ibid.' 131.
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similar meanings or connotations. "5
In order to meet the issues of reproducibility and semantic validity,
a panel of seven judges, experienced in Marianist education and studies,
was presented with three units of text that had undergone content
analysis. (Appendix C lists the judges who participated in the panel and
their qualifications.) These texts were passages of Chaminade' s letters
from three different time periods. Independently, the members of this
panel were asked to indicate agreement or disagreement with the
categorization of these texts. This process was undertaken to provide
verification of the researcher's codification procedure, and a ninety-seven
percent of agreement was reached between the researcher's codification
of the text and that of the panel. (Appendix D reports the percentage of
agreement between the researcher's codification of the text and that of
each judge.)

Data Analysis
After extracting and categorizing all texts related to Marianist
education from the designated writings of Chaminade, the following data

5

Weber, Basic Content Analysis, 21.
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analysis was performed. The number of units of texts pertaining to each
category and subcategory was determined. Also, the percentage of units
of text devoted to each category and subcategory for each document was
calculated. Then a tabular comparison was made among the documents
on the basis of the number of units of text dedicated to each of the
general categories and subcategories. Finally, from the content analysis a
narrative description of Marianist educational culture was constructed.

In-Depth, Phenomenological Interviews
Description of the Selection and Interview Processes
The process for interviewing was adapted from methods described
by Seidman, 6 Bessette/ Woody ,8 and Gall. 9 That process and the method
of designating the individuals to be interviewed entailed the following
procedures. All those who were serving or had served as provincials and
6

1. E. Seidman, Interviewing as Qualitative Research (New York:
Teachers College Press, 1991).
7

Jeanne M. Bessette, "Women Catholic Secondary Principals as
Secondary Leaders of School Communities: A Participatory Study,"
(Ed.D. diss., University of San Francisco, 1992).
8

Robabeh B. Woody, "Emigrant Professional Women: Voices of
Transformation" (Ed.D. diss., University of San Francisco, 1993).
9

Gall, Educational Research, 600-603.
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assistant provincials of the five Marianist provinces of the United States,
all who were presently serving, elected members of the provincial
chapters of the five Marianist provinces of the United States, 10 and those
U.S. citizens who had served as Superior General or Assistant General
for Education for the Society of Mary were asked to submit a list of eight
living U.S. individuals whom they considered "best experienced" in
Marianist education. 11 The eight persons who were named most often by

10

ln all but the Province of Meribah, elected provincial chapter
delegates constitute a number representative of the entire province
membership. For example, presently (1996) twelve elected delegates in
the Province of Cincinnati represent a total membership of 233 and
twelve in the Province of St. Louis represent a total membership of 256.
Because of its small size (in 1995, 43 members), all the perpetually
professed members of the Province of Meribah constituted the provincial
chapter. To adjust for a representative number of delegates from the
Province of Meribah, every twentieth member was chosen randomly from
the province's membership.
,
11

This nominating body consists of Marianists who are or have been
appointed (with consultation of the membership but not directly elected)
major officers of regions in the United States where Marianists serve,
Marianists who have been directly elected by the membership of the
various regions to represent them, and Marianists who have been elected
by representatives of the worldwide membership to serve as major
officers over all the regions of the Society of Mary. As such they form a
knowledgeable and representative body to nominate those "best
experienced" in Marianist education. For a list of those to be consulted,
see Appendix E. For the letter requesting the nominations see Appendix
F.
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the nominating body were invited to participate in the study. 12 In the
context of the invitation they were informed about the purpose of the
study and about what was required of them if they chose to participate. 13
The eight participants who were designated were requested to
complete both a permission form (Appendix H) and a biographical
information sheet (Appendix I). Among the information requested was
their educational qualifications and experience. The participants were
also asked to write on their experience of Marianist education for about
forty-five minutes. These essays were submitted to the researcher.
After several close readings of the essays, the researcher extracted
common themes and from them formulated open-ended questions to guide
the interviews. The interview protocol was reviewed by four persons
experienced in Marianist education. 14 They were asked whether or not

12

Two persons tied for eighth place. However, one of the those
persons did not respond to the invitation to be a part of the study. Not
all the participants agreed to have themselves identified by name with the
interviews they gave. Therefore, the interviews are simply designated as
Interview One, Interview Two, etc. An alphabetical list of those
interviewed is found in Appendix K.
13

For the letter requesting the nominee's participation see Appendix
G. For the release form see Appendix H.
14

The names of those who reviewed the interview protocol are listed
in Appendix L.
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the questions were appropriate to the topic of Marianist educational
culture. One interview, lasting between approximately sixty to ninety
minutes, was then conducted with each participant. This interview was
mechanically recorded and transcribed. It was structured around three
major foci: the participants' past experience of Marianist education, their
present experience of it, and what of Marianist educational culture or of
the Marianist charism they wished to transmit to the future.
From the essays and interviews, the researcher constructed a
description of a perception of Marianist educational culture. The
description was textural, synthesizing the participants' intuitive
perceptions of Marianist educational culture from a variety of
perspectives, and structural, indicating the individuals' "regularities
[patterns] of thought, judgment, imagination, and recollection that
underlie[d]" their experience of Marianist educational culture and gave
meaning to it. 15

The researcher then invited each of the participants to

read his edited transcription of the interview and to make whatever
modification of it that was appropriate. 16

15
16

Gall, 602.

The edited transcriptions and essays are available on request from
the researcher.
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Validity or Trustworthiness in the Interview Process
Validity, or "trustworthiness," 17 is a question that concerns
qualitative as well as quantitative research. The following efforts were
made to establish trustworthiness:
1. Choice of the participants by persons other than the researcher.
2. Consultation with experts on the appropriateness of the questions
used in the interview.
3. Opportunity for each participant to review his interview and
submit modifications of it.
4. The availability of the essays and edited transcriptions of the
interviews on request from the researcher, which enables the reader
to compare the researcher's composite descriptions with the
materials from which they were drawn.
Even though these efforts were made, it must Still be remembered
that in all interviewing processes the interviewer is part of the
interviewing process. In one sense, the presence of the interviewer as an
instrument in the process affords adaptability, insight, and modification

17

Seidman, Interviewing, 17.
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not possible in non-human instruments. 18 On the other hand, the meaning
that takes place in the interview is to some extent "a function of the
participant's interaction with the interviewer. "19 Therefore, the impact of
researcher bias was always a concern.

Qualifications of the Researcher
The researcher has been a vowed Marianist religious since 1960
and as such he is thoroughly conversant with Marianist history and
education. He has served as an adjunct staff member at the North
American Center for Marianist Studies, an elected member of the
Provincial Chapter of the Province of Cincinnati since 1976, and an
elected member of the General Chapter of the Society of Mary in 1986.
He holds a Master's Degree in Biblical Languages and Literature, a
Master's Degree in Counselor Education, and a Ph.D. in Historical
Theology. In the course of his career he has taught high school, directed
campus ministry at the University of Dayton, and been a professor in the
Religious Studies Department of the College of Arts and Sciences and in

18

lbid., 16.

19

lbid.
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the Department of Teacher Education in the School of Education of the
same university.

CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS

Introduction
Research Question One
The purpose of this study was to describe the components of
Marianist educational culture, which has been transmitted throughout the
world by the Society of Mary during its one hundred and eighty years of
existence. Since an organization's culture is greatly impacted by its
founder's thought and behavior, 1 the first research question sought to
determine what components of Marianist educational culture were
expressed in the works of William Joseph Chaminade, the founder of the
Society of Mary. It achieved this goal through a content analysis of a
selection of his writings, chosen on the basis of the frequency of
reference to education and schooling. Three of these were official
statements concerning the nature of the Society of Mary: The Institute of
Mary ( 1818)2 , which Chaminade presented to the Archbishop of

1

Clark, "The Organizational Saga"; Schein, "The Role of the
Founder," 14-25.
2

This document can be found in De las, History of the
Constitutions, 59-69.
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Bordeaux and called "a little outline of the prospective Constitutions" ;3
the Statutes of the Society of Mary ( 1825), 4 submitted to the government
in order to obtain civil recognition of the Society of Mary; and the
Constitutions of the Society of Mary (1839), which reflected the mature
thought of Chaminade, who was seventy-eight years of age at the time of
its composition, and for which he sought and received papal
commendation. The fourth set of materials was a collection of
Chaminade's letters, 5 which frequently addressed the daily details of
schooling as well as the principles of education.
Guiding the research were certain generally agreed upon

3

Chaminade to Clouzet, 9 Feb 1833, Letters of Father Chaminade,
3.1:145.
4

This document can be found in Delas, History of the
Constitutions, 70-72.
5

From 1845 until his death on January 22, 1850, Chaminade was
the victim of a bitter attempt by several members of the Society of Mary
to depose him as Superior General and minimize his claim as Founder.
This attack is evidenced in Chaminade' s letters, beginning in volume six
and carried through volume seven. In several of these, he appeals to
ecclesiastical and governmental officials, such as the Minister of Public
Instruction. However, this correspondence does not center on issues of
the schools or education but on the civil or ecclesial recognition of his
position as Superior General or Founder. Therefore, this correspondence
has not been included in the content analysis. For this period, see:
Vincent R. Vasey, SM, Last Years of Father Chaminade. 1841-1850 (St.
Louis, MO: Maryhurst Press, n.d.).
..
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characteristics of culture: 6 a) the importance of the ecological context in
which the culture arises and its response to the challenges posed to it by
that context; b) its basic norms and assumptions or webs of meaning and
the manner by which they are expressed, communicated, and affirmed; c)
its constitution through a collective of persons rather than an aggregate of
individuals; d) and the culture's socialization process, including its
response to internal challenges. From the first two characteristics three
over-arching categories were constructed to organize the units of texts
extracted from Chaminade's writings. The first of these categories, the
ecological context of nineteenth century France according to Chaminade,
corresponds to characteristic a. The second, a significant constituent of
Chaminade's response to the ecological context: the Society of Mary,
embodies both characteristics a and b. Reported under this category are
units of texts that express some of the assumptions arid norms of the
Society of Mary. The third category, characteristics and practices of
schooling in the Society of Mary, accords with characteristic b,
specifically as it relates to expressing and affirming its world of

6

Van Maanen, "Fragments of a Theory," 33-34; Trice, Cultures of
Work Organizations, 5-6; Schein, Organizational Culture, 9; Trice,
"Rites and Ceremonials, " 654.
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significance in schools. In the process of the content analysis
subcategories emerged and these were organized under each of the three
major categories. The other two characteristics of culture were accounted
for through some of the subcategories. For example, one way
characteristic c was addressed was through the subcategory, "Unity of the
Members," and characteristic d through the subcategory, "Preparation of
Members of the Society of Mary for Teaching." Out of these theoretical
concerns and the methodology of content analysis the schema of
categorization found in Table 6, Appendix B, emerged.
After the content analysis of the above mentioned works was
completed, 7 an examination of the data was conducted. The number of
units of text for each subcategory and for each document was counted and
the percentage of the total number of units dedicated to each subcategory
in each document was calculated. Table 8 records the results of this
analysis. It reveals that most of the subcategories emerged in the process
of the analysis of the letters. Also, as remarked above, it indicates that
the letters, unlike the documents prepared for some official purpose, were

7

The actual content analysis can be found in the following
document: Joseph H. Lackner, SM, "Content Analysis of Published
Writings of William Joseph Chaminade. 1996" TMs (580 pages).
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more concerned with the daily operation of the schools, negotiations for
their establishment, finances and facilities, relations with civil and
ecclesiastical authorities, and the like. The documents varied greatly
among themselves in length; 8 from The Institute of Mary seventeen units
of text were extracted, from the Statutes of the Society of Mary ten units,
from the Constitutions of the Society of Mary (1839) 119 units, and from
the letters 2,642. Because of this variance, a comparison of the number
of units and percentages accorded to each subcategory among the
documents is not appropriate. What the data does provide is evidence
that from 1818 Chaminade devoted significant attention to education and
schooling in both his formal and informal writing. Further, the letters, at
least until 1845, demonstrated his constant preoccupation with the details
of schooling as well as his persistence in maintaining his vision of
education as a way of reforming society, so much so, that if they were
the only witness of his work, it could be concluded that education
through schooling was his major focus during this period of his life.
8

In the English translations the lengths of the documents that were
analyzed are as follows: The Institute of Mary. twelve pages; Statutes of
the Society of Mary, three pages; Constitutions of the Society of Mary
(1839), seventy three pages; Letters of Father Chaminade: volume 1, 631
pages; volume 2, 463 pages; volume 3, 373 pages; volume 5, 313 pages;
volume 6, 327 pages; volume 8, 578 pages.

TABLE 8
RESULTS OF CONTENT ANALYSIS IN TERMS OF
UNITS OF TEXT AND PERCENTAGES FOR EACH DOCUMENT
ECOLOGICAL CONTEXT OF NINETEENm CENTURY FRANCE ACCORDING
TO CHAMINADE
Documents
Statutes

Institutes
ITEM

Unit

%

Unit

%

Situation of the Catholic
Faith and Church

Constitution
Unit
3

~

Unit

%

2.52

23

.87

11

.42

7

.26

Protestantism
Situation of Teachers and
Education

3

Letters

2.52

A SIGNIFICANT CONSTITUENT OF CHAMINADE'S RESPONSE TO THE
ECOLOGICAL CONTEXT: THE SOCIETY OF MARY
Documents
Statutes

Institutes
ITEM
Its Apostolic Motive and
Mission

Unit
1

Letters

Constitution

%

Unit

%

Unit

%

Unit

%

5.88

1

10.00

4

3.36

23

.87

4

.15

Geographic Scope of Its
Apostolate
Process of Its Apostolic
Mission: Christian
Education

3

2.52

2

.07

Scope of Its Apostolic
Mission of Christian
Education

3

2.52

9

.34

Principal Worlcs in Its
Apostolic Mission of
Christian Education:
Schooling

1

.84

7

.26
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Documents
Institutes

ITEM

%

Statutes

Letters

Unit

%

Unit

%

Schooling I
Instruction
Undertaken in
Relation to
Christian
Education

4

3.36

15

.57

Convictions
Concerning the
Nature of the
Student I the
Human Being

6

5.05

2

.08

3

2.52

4

.15

7

.26

Unit

Instruction I
Teaching

2

Unit

%

Constitution

11.77

Desired
Outcome
of
Schooling
I Instruction:
Multiplic
a-tion of
Christians
I
Formation
of
Apostles
Adaptability

3

2.52

6

.23

Conservation I
Stability

3

2.52

3

.11

4

.15

57

2.16

Importance of
Attraction
Types of Schooling
Primary
Schooling

3

30.00

2

1.68
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Documents
Institutes

ITEM

Unit

%

Statutes
Unit

%

Constitution
Unit

%

Admission
to School
Schooling
of the
Poor

2

1.68

Schooling
of the
Upper
Classes

Letters
Unit

%

1

.04

29

1.10

5

.19

3

2.52

10

.38

Schools of Arts
and Crafts

2

1.68

20

.76

Special Schools

1

.84

13

.49

Secondary
Schools

1

.84

78

2.95

1

.84

104

3.94

8

.30

Retreats for
Teachers

70

2.64

Motive for
Retreats for
Teachers and
Normal Schools

31

1.17

Motives
for
Engaging
in Primary
Schooling

Normal Schools
Professional
Preparation of
Normal
School
Students

1

10.00
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CHARACTERISTICS AND PRACTICES OF SCHOOLING
IN THE SOCIETY OF MARY
Documents
Institutes

Statutes

Constitution

Letters

Unit

%

Unit

%

Unit

%

2

20.00

1

.84

23

.87

1

.84

34

1.30

Arts and Crafts
Schooling

4

.15

Secondary Schools

7

.26

Normal Schools

16

.61

12

.45

12

.45

40

1.51

302

11.43

105

3.97

94

3.56

29

1.10

6

.23

342

12.94

ITEM

Unit

%

Pedagogical Method
General Comments
Primary Schooling

1

Excellence and Good
Management

.84

Models

Organization
Unity Among Members
Supervision and
Administration
Appraisal of
Schools
Requests for and
Establishment and
Closing of
Schools
Council System

8

6.73

Head of Work

2

1.68

Personnel
Considerations

1

.84

Head of Instruction

7

41.18
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Documents
Institutes

Statutes
~

Letters

Constitution

Unit

%

33

1.25

267

10.10

71

2.69

144

5.45

293

11.09

Tuition

25

.95

Board

6

.23

ITEM

~

Unit

Unit

Unit

%

Collaboration with
Those Other than
Members of the Society
of Mary

Response to Civil and Ecclesiastical Jurisdictions
Transactions with Civil
and Ecclesiastical
Officials

1

5.88

Civil Authorization of
the Society of Mary and
Its Works

2

20.00

1

Physical Facilities and
Furnishings for Schools
and Faculty Residences

.84

Finances

Teacher within the Society of Mary
Importance of the
Teacher
Preparation of Members
of the Society of Mary
for Teaching

1

10.00

1

.84

2

.08

6

5.05

58

2.20

93

3.52

Teaching Certificates,
Degrees, and Civil
Authorization of
Members of the Society
of Mary for Teaching
Dispositions I Attitudes
of the Teacher

10

8.40

7

.26

Behaviors of the
Teacher

21

17.65

16

.61
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Documents
Institutes
Unit

%

Teaching Brother I
Lettered Layman

1

Priest as Teacher

1

ITEM

Statutes
~

Letters

Constitution
Unit

%

Unit

%

5.88

5

4.20

4

.15

5.88

4

3.36

1

.04

1

.84

4

.15

10

.38

2

.08

1

.04

Unit

Working Brother as
Teacher
General Observations
about Curriculum
Teaching Religion

Vow of Teaching
Christian Morals

2

1.68

Responsibilities of the
Head of Zeal for the
Teaching of Religion

2

1.68

Preparation for the
Teaching of Religion

3

17.65

Method of Teaching
Religion

1

5.88

2

1.68

14

.53

Affective Dimension in
Teaching Religion

1

.84

2

.08

Practices of Religion

1

.84

10

.38

TOTALS

17

100

10

100

119

100

2642

100
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A Construction of Marianist Educational Culture
From the Content Analysis of Writings of
William Joseph Chaminade9
The Society of Mary, the principal bearer of Marianist educational
culture from its inception to the present, emerged out of William Joseph
Chaminade's response, begun in December, 1800, with the creation of
the Bordeaux Sodality, 10 to the ecological context in which he was
situated. He held that the intellectual and social milieu of his day,
resulting from the French enlightenment, 11 was one of libertinism, 12
egotism, 13 and religious indifference, 14 infecting not only the intelligentsia

9

To demonstrate the relationship between this construction and the
content analysis, the subcategories that apply to the particular matter
under discussion are indicated in parentheses after the statement.
10

Verrier, Sodality, 1: 159.

11

Chaminade to Breuillot, 11 June 1824 [#296], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 1.2:581-82; Chaminade to Frayssinous, 7 April 1825 [#325],
Letters of Father Chaminade, 2.1 :5; Chaminade to Lalanne, 15 Jan 1830
[#497], 2.2:314; Chaminade to Gregory XVI, 16 Sept 1838 [#1076],
Letters of Father Chaminade, 4:293.
12

Chaminade to Gregory XVI, 16 Sept 1838 [#1076], Letters of
Father Chaminade, 4:293.
13

Chaminade to the Entire Society, 4 Jan 1834 [#720], Letters of
Father Chaminade, 3.2:232.
14

Chaminade to Preachers of Retreats, 24 Aug 1839 [#1163],
Letters of Father Chaminade, 5:54; Chaminade to Valentini, 31 Oct 1839
[#1182], Letters of Father Chaminade, 5:97.
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of his society 15 and its civil officials 16 but also the common people 17
(Situation of the Catholic Faith and Church). Also challenging the
Catholic faith in France, according to Chaminade, was Protestantism 18
(Protestantism). He attributed some of the civil opposition he

15

To one of his disciples he wrote: "The scientific spirit is more
hostile to faith than one is likely to believe. Whilst affecting a boundless
respect for religious beliefs, to which no reference or inclusion is
pretended, it is very easy to surrender oneself to philosophical opinions
and to systems which modern rationalism, in its hypocritical reserve,
sanctions as laws of order and divine economy. Today, God is no longer
spoken of in science to deny or condemn Him, but homage is rendered to
Him whilst calling into question the secret of His divine operations in
nature." Chaminade to Chevaux, 13 Nov 1839 [#1184], Letters of
Father Chaminade, 5:100.
16

As a caution to his representative in Paris seeking civil
.
authorization of the Society of Mary, he advised: "For still a long time,
there will be found in France, Rectors of Academies, Prefects of
Departments, and Mayors of cities, who have but little love for religion
and who will be very glad to find in the text of the statutes, ways of
causing trouble." Chaminade to Caillet, 21 July 1825 [#360], Letters of
Father Chaminade, 2.1:69.
17

Chaminade to Breuillot, 11 June 1824 [#296], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 1.2:581-82; Chaminade to Lalanne, 22 Feb 1830 [#503],
Letters of Father Chaminade, 2.2:323-24; Chaminade to Gregory XVI,
16 Sept 1838 [#1076], Letters of Father Chaminade, 4:293.
18

Chaminade to Lacaussade, 13 Dec 1819 [#129b], Letters of
Father Chaminade, 8.1 :26; Chaminade to Gregory XVI, 16 Sept 1838
[#1076], Letters of Father Chaminade, 4:293.
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experienced to the fact that the officials in question were Protestant. 19
Yet, he was eager for Protestant children to attend Marianist schools, 20
and he instructed that they be treated in a receptive manner:
Should it be asked whether the children of Protestants may
be admitted to this school, we answer: Yes. The teachers do for
them what they do for the Catholic children, for there is no
distinction. Nevertheless, according to their prudence, they may
set aside momentarily such and such an exercise for such and such
an individual. If cases should arise which the Head of the
establishment is unable to solve and in which he does not deem it
advisable to use his discretionary power, then he states that he is
going to write about them to his Superiors.
In all the classes, the teachers are never to make any
distinction between the Catholics and the Protestants, since, by the
very fact that they come to class, they are thought to desire to be
Catholics or are such in effect. Never, outside of classes, are the
Catholic children to say anything against the Protestant children and
vice versa. They are not even to notice or understand that there is
such a distinction.
If the School is conducted in this way, there will most
certainly be no inconveniences, but there will be many advantages.
Avoiding all that would indicate only what is called partisan: spirit,
let us be Catholic with firmness, but let us always be modest and

19

Chaminade to Caillet, 28 July 1825 [#365], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.1:77. To Clouzet, he reported: "I am not yet altogether
sure about the establishment of Ste. Marie-aux-Mines, although I have
reasons to hope that it will hold out in spite of the persecution of the
Mayor, who is a Protestant." Chaminade to Clouzet, 19 July 1831
[#597], Letters of Father Chaminade, 3.1 :27.
2

°Chaminade to Moneroc, 29 Nov 1837 [#1014], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 4: 199; Chaminade to Wernert, Letters of Father Chaminade,
1 Dec 1837 [#s.1014-2], 8.2:87; Chaminade to Laurent, 6 April 1839
[#1130], Letters of Father Chaminade, 4:371.
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moderate, that is to say, truly charitable towards all and with a
mildness without any trace of bitterness, according to the
expression of St. Paul. 21
Chaminade' s appraisal of the state of education and schooling in
France was another factor that impacted upon the emergence and initial
development of the Society of Mary (Situation of Teachers and
Education). Though he recognized the widespread inadequacy of primary
level teachers 22 and scored schools as "educational factories of our
century, "23 his main criticism was directed against what he considered the
rationalism that had infiltrated the schools. 24 For him they had become
"the battleground" upon which the war for the minds and hearts of
successive generations was to be fought. 25
He became convinced that sodalities, no matter how excellent they

21

Chaminade to Moneroc, 29 Nov 1837 [#1014], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 4:199.
22

Chaminade to Lalanne, 22 Feb 1830 [#503], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.2:323; 4 March 1830 [#506], 2.2:336; Chaminade to
Montgaillard, 31 Jan 1837 [#933], Letters of Father Chaminade, 4:80.
23

Chaminade to Preachers of Retreats, 24 Aug 1839 [#1163],
Letters of Father Chaminade, 5:60.
24

Chaminade to Gregory XVI, 16 Sept 1838 [#933], Letters of
Father Chaminade, 4:293.
25

Ibid.
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may be, were not sufficient to meet the challenge posed by the world in
which he lived. 26 For that reason he founded two religious orders, the
Daughters of Mary and the Society of Mary, the members of which
"would take over the battleground of the schools by opening classes of all
levels and subjects, especially for those classes of people most numerous
and most abandoned "27 (Its Apostolic Motive and Mission). The
fundamental purpose of these two organizations, the second object, as he
put it, of the Society of Mary, was " . . . to labor in the world at the
salvation of souls by sustaining and propagating the teachings of the
Gospel, the virtues of Christianity and the practices of the Catholic
Church. "28 It was the regeneration of the Catholic faith, first in France
and then wherever God's will would take these religious orders
(Geographic Scope of Its Apostolate), that Chaminade proposed as a'
fundamental purpose, the mission, of the Society of Mary.
In terms of cultural analysis the Society of Mary could be
characterized as a "missionary organization. "29 In fact, Chaminade never
261bid.
271bid.
28 Constitutions, Article 1.
29Mintzberg, Mintzberg, 227-31.
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tired of reminding its members that they were missionaries and he warned
them never to abandon their vocation to that of being simply an
instructor:
. . . what a great mistake they would make if they were to limit
their endeavors to instruction in human learning, if they were to
put all their care and glory into making of scholars and not of
Christians, or into the gaining of a worldly reputation. Then they
would be forgetting that they are missionaries of Mary and would
descend from the high estate of apostles, in order to degrade
themselves to the base level of those who work in the educational
factories of our century. 30
Though obvious, it is important to observe that for its members this
missionary organization derived its legitimation, not from some secular
source nor from some earthbound individual, no matter how charismatic,
but from the realm of the sacred. Such legitimization accorded the
Society of Mary with "a semblance of inevitability, firmness and
durability" 31 and its members with the subjective sense of carrying out a
sacred mission. 32 From the members' perspective, their identification
with the Society of Mary invested them with more than human power in

3

°Chaminade to Preachers of Retreats, 24 Aug 1839 [#1163],
Letters of Father Chaminade, 5:60.
31

Berger, Sacred Canopy, 36.

32

Ibid., 37.
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their enterprise in society, providing them with sacral images -missionaries, auxiliaries of Mary, apostles -- with which to identify and
"to conceptualize their situation and to manipulate change-promoting
elements in their social world. "33 The organization and· therefore its
norms and values, its webs of meaning, were based not simply upon
human logic but guaranteed by divine authority.
The Society of Mary was to carry out its missionary activity in
three different ways. Following the model of conversion, like the
sodality, it would seek "to change the world indirectly, by attracting
members and changing them. "34 Secondly, it would act directly upon the
world, reforming it. 35 In principle, it was open to any means that would
effectively achieve the reformation of society, the regeneration of the
Catholic faith (Scope of Its Apostolic Mission of Christian Education).
However, for reasons that will be considered below, it chose schooling as
its principal works in its apostolic mission. Thirdly, like exemplary
prophets, who challenge their milieu by living lives that exemplify "a

33

McGuire, Religion, 201.

34

Mintzberg, Mintzberg, 231.

351bid.
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dramatically different set of meanings and values, "36 the Society of
Mary37 and its works would serve as models for the kind and manner of
reformation that Chaminade intended for society (Models). Thus, he was
not satisfied with simply founding and maintaining good schools but he
intended their creation as a way of providing parishes and departments
with a paradigm for their own effort at the regeneration of the Catholic
faith.
Various types of schooling were works undertaken to achieve
Christian education which was the means Chaminade had considered
essential to achieve the goal of the Society of Mary, the regeneration of
the Catholic faith (The Process of Its Apostolic Mission: Christian
Education; Principal Works in Its Apostolic Mission of Christian
Education: Schooling). For him Christian education was not synonymous
with instruction. Rather, it "included all the means by which religion can

36
37

McGuire, Religion, 201.

Chaminade explained this purpose in the following manner: "I
have believed before God, Most Holy Father, that it was necessary to
found two new orders, the one of virgins and the other of young men,
who would provide to the world by the fact of their good example that
Christianity is not an out-moded institution. They would show that the
Gospel is as practicable today as it was 1800 years ago .... "
Chaminade to Gregory XVI, 16 Sept 1838 [#1076], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 4:293.
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be insinuated into the minds and heart of men and thus raise them . . . in
the fervent and faithful profession of a true Christianity . . . . "38 He
insisted that this intention be kept constantly in mind no matter what
work the members _carried out. For example, he reminded the director of
one of the major establishments, St. Remy, that "teaching is but a means
we make use of to fulfill our mission, to introduce everywhere, so to say,
the spirit of faith and of religion, and to multiply Christians. . . . If we
teach the sciences and arts, it is only to teach at the same time the science
of salvation. "39 He insisted that this relationship between teaching and
Christian education never be changed. 40
Though Christian education, the means by which society was to be
regenerated, must never be altered, in principle the works by which it
was being achieved at a given time, for example, schools, could be.

38

Constitutions, Article 251.

39

Chaminade to Chevaux, 7 Feb 1834 [#725], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 3.2:240-42.
4

°Constitutions, Article 256. On the maintenance of the mission in
a missionary organization Mintzberg offered the following observation:
"Leadership then becomes not the imposition of direction so much as the
protection and enhancement of the common ideology; the leader is
expected to inspire others to pursue the mission, perhaps also to interpret
the mission, but never to change the mission." Mintzberg, 229.
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Such was the case since the objective of the Society was not the works it
performed but doing whatever Christ seemed to indicate must be done in
order that the reformation of the world be achieved (Scope of Its
Apostolic Mission of Christian Education). As he wrote to the retreat
masters of 183941 and enshrined in the Constitutions (1839), in terms of
works, the scope of the Society of Mary was universal:
The Society of Mary does not exclude any kind of work; it adopts
all the means that Divine Providence ordained for it in order to
attain the ends that it proposes, QuodcumQue dixerit. facite. Such
is its motto; the Society follows it as if the order that Mary gave to
the servants at Cana were addressed by the august Virgin to each of
its members: "Do all that He will tell you. 42
Because the pernicious philosophic spirit had permeated every
sector of society, the mission of the Society of Mary was directed to all
classes and all ages (Scope of Its Apostolic Mission of Christian
Education). However, schools were chosen as the principal works to
achieve the mission because Chaminade believed that that was mainly
where the battle was being fought for the future of Catholicism in

41

Chaminade to Preachers of Retreats, 24 Aug 1839 [#1163],
Letters of Father Chaminade, 5:59.
42

Constitutions, Article 6.
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France. 43 Because of his determination to reach all segments of society,
unlike the Christian Brothers and the Jesuits, he was open to all types of
schooling (Scope of Its Apostolic Mission of Christian Education;
Schooling of the Upper Classes). But he centered his attention on
preparing teachers for primary schools through retreats (Retreats for
Teachers) and normal schools (Normal Schools) and on staffing primary
schools with members of the Society of Mary (Primary Schooling).
Chaminade concentrated his energy on primary schooling because
he maintained that through it the Society of Mary would touch the
common people, whose numbers were the greatest (Motives for Engaging
in Primary Schooling). For that reason and because of the example of
Jesus, though he was willing, unlike the Christian Brothers, to staff
elementary schools where some students paid tuition (Tuition), he,
constantly insisted that these schools also be open to those who could not
pay (Schooling of the Poor). 44

43

Chaminade to Gregory XVI, 16 Sept 1838 [#1076], Letters of
Father Chaminade, 4:293.
44

For example, he insisted on this point with the Vicar General of
the diocese of St. Claude: "Are we not to have the class of indigent
pupils at heart? Is it not the more numerous? And what means can we
have for renovating the city, if we neglect the education of the greatest
number of individuals in the city? I spoke of it to his Excellency at the
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Even more apostolicly effective than staffing primary schools,
according to Chaminade, was effort devoted to preparing lay teachers,
formed in the principles, behaviors, and dispositions of Christian
education, for the various departments of France (Motive for Engaging in
Retreats for Teachers and Normal Schools). He saw such an enterprise
as a direct offensive against the attempt of the philosophes to spread their
own doctrine among the common people. In this vein he wrote to his
representative in Paris,

II • • •

this work of the normal schools is directly

in opposition to the road traced out by d' Alembert, to introduce by means
of school teachers, philosophism into places even the farthest away from
the cities. 1145 Because of the far-reaching consequences of these retreats
and normal schools, he considered his dedication to the preparation of
teachers as inspired by God. Writing to the Count Noailles, he claimed:
One of the second means with which God deigned to inspire me [to
accomplish my mission], is the establishment of normal schools. If
there were one in each Department or one in each province of the
Academies of the University, maintained according to the plan I
have drawn up, we could renovate the whole rising generation

time of his stop in Dole, and he promised me that the free schools would
not be neglected. 11 Chaminade to Montgaillard, 12 Dec 1836 [#914],
Letters of Father Chaminade, 4:56.
45

Chaminade to Caillet, 28 June 1825 [#353], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.1:48.
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which will soon replace the present one. 46
And to one of the founding members of the Society of Mary, he
declared, "Although, as I believe, our other Institutions are in the order
of Providence, I regard these [retreats and normal schools] as inspired
directly by the Spirit of God as being destined to carry out the essential
works of the Society of Mary. "47 So convinced was he of the importance
of teacher preparation as a way of achieving the restoration of the
Catholic faith in France, he continued to maintain that normal schools
were a principal work of the apostolic mission of the Society of Mary
even after the Revolution of 1830 had ended any immediate hope of
establishing a system of normal schools staffed by Marianists throughout
the country. 48
What is clear in his decision to focus on primary schooling and
teacher preparation was his desire to have his organization carry out its

46

Chaminade to Count Noailles, 14 May 1830 [#523], Letters of
Father Chaminade, 2.2:364-65.
47

Chaminade to Clouzet, 15 May 1827 [#434], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.1:211.
48

Constitutions, Article 254. As late as 1843 he wrote to the
Archbishop of Bordeaux, "The normal schools were and still are our
most cherished work." Chaminade to Donnet, 4 Sept 1843 [#1274],
Letters of Father Chaminade, 5:281.
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mission in the way that seemed most effective, that would impact the
largest number of people. At the same time, though convinced of the
immutability of truth and leery of hasty innovations (Conservation I
Stability), he realized ·that for the Society of Mary to persist over time it
had to incorporate into its norms and values a readiness to adapt to new
challenges (Adaptability). In fact, it was in response to the new world
ushered in by the Revolution of 1789 that he had founded the Society of
Mary, a religious congregation significantly adapted to the times. 49 Its
laymen's dress differed little from that of ordinary men of the day and its
composition of lay and clerical members of all social classes and
occupations sharing a relatively equal status with one another and equally
members of the same society was congruent with the spirit of the age
(Unity Among Members).
Writing about his decision to resist attempts to have the Brothers
dress in a clearly religious habit, he submitted to George Caillet, his
representative in Paris:
I am becoming more and more convinced that we have taken
the right road of wisdom, in the modest costume adopted for the
49

See Chaminade' s comments on why new institutes need to be
founded in Chaminade to Jacoupy, 20 Jan 1817 [#85], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 1.1 :201.
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lay members, and the gold ring for the professed members. This
great simplicity coincides perfectly with our way of presenting
ourselves, be it to the Government or to the University. We have
been able to notice that our Brothers of the schools edified much
more, in general, by their manner of dressing and their modesty,
than if they had a costume altogether religious, as it was
understood before the Revolution. The old costume appears to me
very little suitable to such as are like ourselves, destined only to
multiply Christians. 50
Evident in these words is his intention not to allow nonessentials be a
pretext in his anticlerical era for preventing members of his organization
from carrying out their mission in the secularly controlled educational
system. Even more, he suspected that traditional religious garb would
create a distance between his religious and the common people, whose
sensibilities had been conditioned by the recent revolution. Particularly
would that be true of youth, whom he especially wanted to influence and
who had only known revolutionary times. This concern about the habit
was but one instance of his desire that his organization respond to the
signs of the times in its ecological context and his conviction that in
carrying out the mission the members must be attentive to the
sensibilities, the non-rational, the affective, the psychological dimension
of those to whom they ministered. He developed this point several weeks
5

°Chaminade to Caillet, 3 May 1825 [#338], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.1:27.
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later in another letter to Caillet, emphasizing that attraction was central to
the mission in which they were engaged: "We are to attract people and
especially youth. We are to attract them in every way: by our mild, and
able, patient manners, by our costume ... etc. "51
As discussed above, in order that a culture maintain itself, it must
affirm, communicate, and express its norms, values, and assumptions in
word and action52 and negotiate the external and internal challenges that
confront it. 53 In this regard, the concern of this study centered on what
ways the content analysis indicated that the webs of meaning of Marianist
educational culture, partially described above, were expressed in the
characteristics and practices of the schools Chaminade established and the
challenges he faced.
One way in which the culture of a school or any corporation is
manifested is in its structural organization. 54 The content analysis
revealed that the organization of the whole Marianist school system

51

Chaminade to Caillet, 16 June 1825 [#350], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.1:42.
52

Trice, "Rites and Ceremonials," 654/

53

Van Maanen, "Fragments of a Theory," 33-34.

54

See, for example, Bryk, Common Good, 318-323.
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throughout France during Chaminade' s life shared some characteristics of
what contemporary management consultants have termed "loose-tight
properties. "55 One indication of a tight property was the preparation of
those employed in the system. Most were vowed religious who had
undergone an intense and on-going socialization process intended to
guarantee that wherever they found themselves they would "be able to do
their work in accordance with the standards of the society. "56 Inherent in
this process and supporting it was Chaminade' s emphasis upon and
efforts in behalf of unity among the members themselves, whether lay or
clerical, whatever their occupation or social class, and in the operation of
the schools (Unity Among Members). Though Chaminade exhibited
some hesitation about employing individuals who were not members of
the Society of Mary in the actual operation of schools, 57 those who did

55

Peters, In Search, 320; Levine, "Excellence," 175-76.

56

These words were applied by Anthony Jay to the process of
socialization undergone by Jesuits, but they apply in a similar manner to
members of the Society of Mary. Management and Machiavelli (London:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1967), 69.
57

0n the other hand, he designated M. Xavier Rothea, the lay
brother of the Rotheas who were religious of the Society of Mary, to be a
member of the community council of St. Hippolyte. More than likely,
this appointment was in recognition of the money that the Rothea family
had donated to Marianist works in Alsace. Chaminade to the Community
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collaborate were expected to subscribe to the mission of the
establishments and follow their practices (Collaboration with Those Other
than Members of the Society of Mary).
One organizational structure promoting unity and at the same time
according autonomy (a loose property) was the council system (Council
System). The Society of Mary as a whole, each religious community,
and each institutional work was required to have a council composed of
the director (the one ultimately responsible) and three other persons
specifically charged with a concern, the Head of Zeal, the Head of
Instruction, and the Head of Work or Temporalities. In large
communities and institutions other persons, representing specific
concerns, such as the one in charge of the boarding school, also were
members of the council and Chaminade on occasion urged that a council
of teachers, in addition to the general council of the establishment, be
called to discuss some important matter of school affairs. 58 It was the

of St. Hippolyte, 24 June 1835 [#781], Letters of Father Chaminade,
3.2:318
58

For example, Chaminade instructed the director of St. Remy:
"Independently of the Council of the Community, there ought to be one
of the teachers, which could treat all the affairs of the boarding school. "
Chaminade to Chevaux, 15 Jan 1834 [#722], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 3.2:236.
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obligation of each of the heads to address concerns raised in council from
his particular expertise and responsibility, while at the same time keeping
in mind that unified action and the common good were ultimately to
guide decisions. Chaminade recognized that on occasion a given head
(especially one in charge of temporalities) might be required to argue for
a position clearly opposed to that of the director (loose property), though
all the while showing him deference. 59
Intent upon maintaining the original purposes (tight property) that
gave rise to the Society of Mary and its work of schools, Chaminade
carried on an extensive correspondence, conducted visitation tours, and
required that he be regularly informed about the establishments
(Supervision and Administration; Appraisal of Schools). At the same
time, he delegated authority, authorizing others to act in his name and to
conduct supervision of schools in their locales. Also, a degree of
autonomy was accorded each community and school in conducting their
daily affairs (Supervision and Administration).
A constant internal challenge to the apostolic mission of the Society
of Mary was adequate personnel, indicated by the fact that a sizable
59

The letters indicated that actually putting this specific practice in
place was the source of contention.
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number of units of text from the letters (342; 12.94%) were devoted to
personnel issues (Personnel Considerations). Chaminade received far
more requests for the establishment of schools (Requests for and
Establishment and Closing of Schools) than he had teaching Brothers
available. As a result, he found himself caught between the desire to
extend the outreach of the Society of Mary and his conviction that
schools should only be staffed by those suitably prepared to teach
(Preparation of Members of the Society of Mary for Teaching). Unlike
what he considered to be the practice of some other religious
congregations of Brothers, he insisted that ultimately it was better to staff
fewer schools in order to assure their excellence than employ poorly
trained personnel (Excellence and Good Management). It was his
conviction that only through excellence would the schools attract students
and serve as models for others involved in schooling (Excellence and
Good Management; Models).
At the same time, personnel concerns were sometimes exacerbated
by members of the Society of Mary themselves, through such actions as
scandalous behavior in their places of employment or financial
irresponsibility (Finances). Also, insofar as he was able, he sought to
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match the personality, development, and dispositions of his personnel
with the assignments he made. This effort grew out of a respect for
differences among human beings, a value about which he instructed his
teachers in regard to children in the Constitutions (Convictions
Concerning the Nature of the Student I the Human Being).
Chaminade also experienced external pressures in regard to
personnel. Only through compliance with the requirements of the
University could the schools maintain a good reputation (Appraisal of
Schools) and receive the support of the communes and sometimes the
Church. Especially, did he confront this challenge after the Revolution
of 1830 when regulations no longer permitted the superior general of a
teaching order to provide his members with a brevet for teaching in
primary schools. Yet, before and after 1830 he strove conscientiously to
have his personnel obtain appropriate certificates, degrees, and civil
authorization for teaching and school administration (Teaching
Certificates, Degrees, and Civil Authorization of Members of the Society
of Mary for Teaching and School Administration). On several occasions
he encouraged individuals to continue their studies and pursue higher
certificates and degrees.
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How much daily energy Chaminade expended to maintain good
relations with both civil and ecclesiastical officials is evidenced by the
significant number of units of text (338; 12.79%) devoted to these
categories (Transactions with Civil and Ecclesiastical Officials; Civil
Authorization of the Society of Mary and Its Works) in the content
analysis. Characteristic of his approach was a directive he gave to his
representative in Paris, "Remain in complete agreement with the
University. "60 Good relationships with these authorities were essential to
him, since he considered it crucial to obtain both ecclesial and
governmental authorization of the Society of Mary and its works (Civil
Authorization of the Society of Mary and Its Works). At the same time,
while always remaining deferential, he was tenacious in pursuing civil
and ecclesiastical officials for what he considered the rights of the Society
of Mary. Particularly was that the case in regard to the physical facilities
of the schools and faculty residences (Physical Facilities and Furnishing
for Schools and Faculty Residences), salaries, and other agreed upon
financial remunerations (Finances).

6

°Chaminade to Monier, 9 Jan 1824 [#267], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 1.2:516; see also: Chaminade to Moneroc, 29 Nov 1837
[#1014], Letters of Father Chaminade, 4:198.
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Finances were a continual challenge to Chaminade' s work of
schools. In addition to occasional struggles to ensure that civil and
ecclesiastical representatives fulfilled contract agreements, he constantly
faced the often irresponsible drive of some members of the Society of
Mary to purchase property, make unnecessary repairs, authorize new
construction, while they resisted contributing to the congregation's
general support. These expenditures then resulted in threats to the
Society of Mary and to Chaminade, as the one ultimately responsible,
from outside creditors.
Another way that Chaminade sought to maintain the original
purposes of the Society of Mary in the work of schooling was through the
development of a common pedagogy or methodology (Pedagogical
Method). The total number of units of texts (84) devoted to method is
some indication of how important he considered this element as a way of
affirming Marianist educational culture. It represented the combined
effort of Chaminade and those considered most experienced in schooling,
and because of the Society of Mary's ultimate goal, it sought not only to
enable students to master skills and acquire knowledge but to nurture
their religious and moral character. Chaminade emphasized this point on
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two different occasions with Lalanne, whom he considered one of the
most talented if erratic teachers in the Society of Mary. In July of 1831
he wrote: "Our teachers are sent to a rising generation as missionaries,
and so they must enlighten and develop these weak intelligences and form
these young hearts to virtue. This method must necessarily bring this
about and, so to speak, not say anything about it. "61 And a month later
he told him: "What pleases me most about it [method] is the means the
teachers have for forming the minds and hearts of pupils while teaching
them to read. "62
Chaminade believed that though the method of the Society of Mary
shared certain things in common with that of the Christian Brothers, it
did differ in some ways from their approach to schooling. 63 Through its
application he held that a unique stamp was placed on the first primary
schools that he had founded in Agen and that these schools were but the
beginnings of a grand experiment that he intended to carry on throughout
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Chaminade to Lalanne, 5, 7 July 1831 [#594], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 3.1:22.
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Chaminade to Lalanne, 7-9 Aug 1831 [#599], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 3 .1 :34.
63

See, for example, Chaminade to Caillet, 2 May 1825 [#337],
Letters of Father Chaminade, 2.1:26.
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the whole of France to turn out "graduates into society only after giving
them the instruction of which they are capable, and apprenticing them to
some trade which will make them useful to society and worthy of its
confidence, and where, finally, they will have been encouraged and
strengthened in the calling which Divine Providence reserves for them. "64
Even more, he hoped that through this methodology children would not
only become genuine Christians but "apostles to their parents "65 and
"young missionaries "66 among their comrades (Desired Outcome of
Schooling I Instruction: Multiplication of Christians I Formation of
Apostles).
The general curriculum of the Marianist schools had to conform to
the requirements of the University in order to be acceptable to the
communes, though Lalanne, without real success, challenged these
restrictions (Curriculum: General Observations I Civil Authorization of
the Society of Mary and Its Works). At the same time some innovation
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Chaminade to Prefect of the Department of Lot-et-Garonne, 22
July 1824 [#218.2.22], Letters of Father Chaminade, 8.2:231.
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Chaminade to Frechard, 18 June 1822 [#203], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 1.2:397.
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Chaminade to Chevaux, 7 Feb 1834 [#725], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 3.2:241.
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was evident in teaching techniques, bilingual education in Alsace, the
introduction of history as a subject area and linear drawing.
But the essential element in the curriculum was the teaching of
religion (Teaching Religion). 67 Chaminade wanted teachers not only to
know what the Church taught but, in consideration of what he called "this
century of pretended enlightenment," to appreciate reasoned arguments
for the doctrine. 68 As he wrote to Lalanne, "Especially must instruction
in religion be weighed and estimated. It must be adapted to the spirit of
the century and to the position of the school teachers. "69
But intellectual preparation was only the first step in their
preparation. What they had become convinced of intellectually had also
to be manifested in the volitional I affective dimension of their lives. To
be effective, teachers had to "practice it [religion] from their hearts 1' 70 in
such a way that their students could see that their hearts were filled with
67

Chaminade to Lalanne, 22 Feb 1830 [#503], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.2:323.
68

Chaminade to Lalanne, 15 Jan 1830 [#497], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.2:314.
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Chaminade to Lalanne, 15 Feb 1830 [#502], Letters of Father
Chaminade, 2.2:321.
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God and in sympathy with their own. 71
Not only in teaching religion but in every aspect of schooling the
character and action of the teacher was central. According to Chaminade
the teacher was, as the New Method (1831) phrased it, the "'the soul of
his class.' "72 The various editions of the methods were replete with
descriptions of what constituted the dispositions and behaviors of the
teacher of the Society of Mary, and of the 119 units of text extracted
from the Constitutions of the Society of Mary (1839), 31 units (26.05%)
pertained to these (Dispositions I Attitudes of the Teacher; Behaviors of
the Teacher). Core, then, to the cultural assumptions of Marianist
educational culture and imparting to schools a distinctive mark was a
conception of the teacher and how he envisioned his pupils and related to
them (Teacher within the Society of Mary; Convictions Concerning the
Nature of the Student I the Human Being).
Summary
A content analysis of selected, published works of William Joseph
Chaminade related to Marianist education and schooling was performed in
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Constitutions, Article 260.
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Cited in Spirit, 3:321.
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order to reveal the components of Marianist educational culture. This
analysis was focused by four generally agreed upon constituents of
culture and from the analysis a narrative description of Marianist
educational culture was constructed.
Chaminade' s efforts from 1800 on were in direct response to the
political, social, intellectual, and religious situation in which he was
located. He sought to restore to France (and then the world) a vibrant
Catholic faith, which he believed had been severely attacked in all sectors
of society by the rationalism of the enlightenment and Protestantism. In
response, he neither sought to create a religious organization totally apart
from the rest of society (like a sect) nor simply to reaffirm in a
reactionary manner the Catholicism of the ancien regime. Rather, he
intended to engage the contemporary milieu of faith in a manner adapted
to the times, staunchly upholding what he considered the eternal realities
of Catholicism, while respectful of those with whom he found himself in
opposition.
Gradually he became convinced that his response to his situation
had to be solidified in the foundation of two new religious orders (female
and male) adapted to meet the spirit of the age. He believed that this
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endeavor, as well as the works undertaken after their foundation, were
inspired by God and were therefore legitimated in a sacral authority and
power. Members of these organizations were to imagine themselves as
auxiliaries, missionaries of Mary, participating in her eternal mission and
thereby ultimately assured of victory with her.
As voluntary organizations, the members of these religious
associations formed a collective of persons rather than simply an
aggregate of individuals. Members of the Society of Mary were joined
together by a commitment to the organization's mission and socialized
into it through an intense preparation. Chaminade continually
emphasized that unity must characterize their relationships and their
efforts in their works, that the contribution of each person, though
different, was crucial to the success of the mission.
The apostolic mission of the Society of Mary was the regeneration
of the Catholic faith by means of education. According to Chaminade's
definition, education was conceived broadly for it consisted of all the
means of fostering true Christian faith in people. As a result, a basic
assumption of the organization was that teaching I instruction was not
synonymous with education. Teaching or instruction was simply a means
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through which the mission of education could be achieved.
The Society of Mary was to carry out the mission by incorporating
individuals into itself and other branches of the Marianist Family, by
directly working at the reformation of society, and by serving as an
example in itself and in its works of an active Catholic faith. In
principle, it was open to whatever works God seemed to indicate for the
sake of the mission, ever ready to adapt to the needs of the age and intent
upon influencing others through attraction.
However, in the first half of the nineteenth century it was
Chaminade' s conviction that the principal way that the mission of the
Society of Mary could be best achieved was through schooling. Though
open to all types of schooling because all classes of persons needed the
regeneration of faith, he focused on primary schooling because through it
the majority of the population could be reached. He approached the task
of primary schooling directly through staffing elementary schools and
indirectly, but more effectively he thought, through teacher preparation in
retreats and normal schools. In these and all his other endeavors
Chaminade had to meet challenges from civil and ecclesiastical officials,
the pressures of finances, and the lack of adequate personnel as well as
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disreputable and incompetent behavior on the part of some members.
Because of limited personnel Chaminade was continually forced to refuse
requests to staff schools and thereby extend the outreach of the Society of
Mary._ .But in principle he held that ultimately the mission was better
served by creating excellent, well managed and staffed schools that could
serve as models for imitation than in multiplying mediocre ones.
Chaminade was intent on maintaining the basic assumptions and
mission of education in the schools sponsored by the Society of Mary and
he sought to achieve this end through a number of practices. First of all,
the initial and on-going socialization process of the members was directed
toward internalizing within their minds and hearts the norms and values
of the Society of Mary. Secondly, correspondence and visitation tours
were means of reaffirming and expressing these. Thirdly, while the use
of the council system communicated a measure of autonomy to the
members, it also stressed their co-responsibility for maintaining the
mission and the importance of nurturing unity among themselves.
A fourth important means for sustaining the mission was the
development of a common method or pedagogy to be implemented in all
the schools conducted by the Society of Mary. Though intent on
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promoting the best of teaching techniques, its main purpose was to
develop a methodology by which the minds and hearts of the students
could be formed in Christianity in the midst of their instruction. Ideally,
these schools would graduate those who were like the members of the
Society of Mary, apostles and missionaries to the world they inhabited.
Crucial to this end was the teaching of religion in an affectively
convincing manner. That and the whole schooling process required
teachers who were intellectually competent, skilled in pedagogy, funded
with proper convictions about and dispositions toward the children
entrusted to them and able to relate to them in such a way that all their
behaviors conveyed a formative Christian lesson.

CHAPTER FIVE

FINDINGS
Introduction
Research Question Two
The second question addressed by this study was: What are the
elements of Marianist educational culture as expressed in the lived
experience of Marianists today? To the answer that question, in-depth
interviews were conducted with eight persons considered best experienced
in Marianist education. After the mechanical recordings of these
interviews were transcribed, copies were submitted to the interviewees
for any revisions that they found necessary. From these interviews 1 the
researcher then constructed the following narrative of Marianist
educational culture and schools. Its composition was also guided by
consideration of the consituent characteristics of organizational culture.

1

Transcriptions of these interviews can be found in the following
document: Joseph H. Lackner, SM, ed, "Interviews of Eight Persons
Designated as Best Experienced in Marianist Education," 1996 TMs (165
pages). Not all the participants agreed to have themselves identified by
name with the interview they gave. Therefore, the interviews are simply
designated as Interview One, Interview Two, etc. In the text the number
in parentheses after various statements indicates the interview in which
the comment was made.
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A Narrative of Marianist Educational Culture and Schools
Based on Eight In-Depth Interviews of Persons
Designated as Best Experienced
in Marianist Education
General Assumptions and Beliefs
All those interviewed saw their endeavors situated within a larger
perspective than that of providing society with functionally literate
citizens. Ultimately, their reasons for interest in schools derived from
their membership in the Society of Mary and its reason for existence, not
primarily from reflection upon the vocation of teaching in itself. For
example, in response to a question about the purposes of Marianist
education, one interviewee situated a very developed understanding of the
goal of the educational process in schools in an even more fundamental
purpose:
I think of it along the lines that I think of the traditional way we set
what were the goals of the Society of Mary: personal holiness and
the apostolate. So, I would say that there is a kind of internal,
intrinsic formation of the person, the whole person that includes the
acquisitional skills, the understanding of the disciplines to some
extent, the subject areas, that that be done as well as possible, but
always with a larger sense of the purpose for all of this. It is in
fact somehow to be Christ-like. If our educational institutions back
off of that and we simply become ladders to step up to a higher
rung in the social order and more success monetarily, none of
which is bad as long as you don't lose your soul in the process, if
that's all we do, then I think we failed. Somehow, some way, we
need really to communicate an attractive vision of holiness, that is
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not afraid of a contemplative silence, that is not afraid of a public
witness. (#3)
Recalling a comment from Chaminade, 2 another interviewee held
that through association with the Society of Mary "under grace, I have
become the kind of person who has some interest in moving the modern
world and apparently has made some contribution to doing that." (#4)
Marianist education has as its purpose social transformation, social moral
reconstruction; " . . . that is what I think Marianist education is all about,
is forming persons or groups who can make a difference, who can move
the modern world." (#4)
A third respondent maintained:
I have been struck over and over again as I read his [Chaminade' s]
life and in thinking about it, that he is really grasped with an
incarnational spirituality. So first of all, this notion of the
incarnation. I think somehow that he grasped that for faith to be
alive it had to be somehow incarnated in culture and in society. So
that to me is one thing that I have appreciated. So I've often
thought one thing that I've been called to and that our community
is called to is to inculturate faith into this world. And it's through
Mary. Just as she played the role of bringing Christ into the
world, we work with her to bring faith into this time, this age,
which is historically different, just as the French Revolution was
historically different. (#5)

2

Chaminade said, "Who does not see that since the Revolution [of
1789], a new fulcrum must be found for the lever that moves the modern
world?" "Answers to Objections," in Spirit, 3:235.
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Convictions such as these, traced back to Chaminade, constitute the
deep purpose which shapes all the interviewees' reflection about schools.
They believe that it was motives such as these that prompted Chaminade
..

:

l

'

to choose schools as a primary means- to achieve the apostolic objective
of the Society of Mary. One participant claimed that Chaminade sensed
that since the culture of a society or a nation is in large part the result of
11

what happens in schools, if you want to accomplish something in this
world, schools are the place where it's going to happen. (#6)
II

Another saw schools today as a way of sustaining what Chaminade
sought for his own times:

11
•

•

•

his emphasis was to revitalize the faith

in France and throughout the world. That's something that we carry on
in the sense of building faith communities, within our school, working
with the various constituencies, parents, alumni, faculty, students, and
11

Brothers. (#2)
A similar explanation for Chaminade' s focus on schools was
advanced by another participant:
I believe the purposes [of Marianist education], at least originally,
if you take what I was taught and from my own investigation, was
to evangelize, not on an individual basis, but to evangelize culture.
We call it today inculturization. There's some misunderstanding in
thinking the Church becomes inculturated. It really isn't. The
society has the Church permeate it. I think Fr. Chaminade really
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wanted that. How does the Church, the Christian community, reestablish itself as a viable entity in France after all of the structures
were destroyed or were too politically orientated? What does he
do? He spent several years before he actually founded schools.
What was the purpose? Do you evangelize France through a new
methodology, or the methodology of the Jesuits, or the
methodology of state control?
. . . as he tried to organize and to infiltrate through the sodality
groups, he found that the most effective way to infiltrate that
culture was through the educational process. His grand design was
to have a normal school in every departement. Why? . . . to
teach the teachers to change the institution. . . . . he wanted the
Society of Mary, like the Jesuits, to be a source of real conversion;
real power in that sense. And he found out that the most efficient
way of having that small community is through the establishment of
a school. Now, unfortunately, the Revolution of 1830 dashed his
plans for the normal school, because basically the sector of his
government realized, as he did, that the best way to control a
country is through your educational system. (#8)
According to almost all the respondents, schools provide a place
for interaction between faith and culture. However, the spirit that
characterizes this interaction differed in the minds of the interviewees.
Two spoke of a dialogue between faith and culture (#2, 5). One of these
individuals also explained that fundamental to Marianist education was the
conviction that faith can be enriched by know ledge, that growth in faith
needs to be linked "to knowledge, to learning, to culture .... " (#5)
While recognizing the transformative dynamic within Marianist education
and in the method of Chaminade, unlike the other respondents, he also
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singled out the importance of searching a specific culture for those
components that facilitate the incarnation of faith in that particular
society:
Another thing I got from Chaminade in my own appreciation is that
when he challenged sodalists, and then carried a lot of what he did
with sodalists into his philosophy of education, he challenged them
to look at the good things of the culture, that is to look at, maybe
call them the enabling assumptions about a culture, what really
helps us bring the message of faith into this culture. So, the notion
of fraternity and equality and freedom, liberty kind of notion out of
the French Revolution . . . these were important kinds of things for
him. He saw the goodness of those. On the other hand, he may
not have used these words, but the tearing apart of faith and
reason; separating those things . . . he saw that as a negative kind
of assumption that was in the culture. So I think his ability to
critique culture and to see the positives and be aware of the
negatives and how they undermine faith. (#5)
The others focused on how the present culture was a threat to
values of Marianist education (#6) or how the school needed to act in a
counter-cultural manner (#1, 2, 8). One interviewee claimed:
The media creates an atmosphere. Those kids live in that soup .
. There's this world, this value, this Madonna, and our society is in
bad shape on this. All I hear is the negative heros. Why? Do you
want your mother to be a Madonna? The energy is about a
negative, selfish, hedonistic, self-centered geist. What about
nobility? I'm trying to counteract that self-serving, half adult
energy. So I'm trying to create an atmosphere. (#8)
He continued by explaining that the way he sought to criticize the culture
was not by the "logic of reason" but "by giving them [students] another
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culture [in the school], which is radically different but which is appealing
• • • • II

(#8) Part of this effort involved the visual look of the place, the

pictures, the decoration. (#8) He also contended that contributing to the
negativity of the culture of the United States was the immaturity of
parents, that they had failed to assume adult responsibility and acted in
self-indulgent ways, reinforcing those negative dimensions in their
children's behavior. (#8)
Another participant suggested that schools needed to foster a
contemplative mode in order to nurture reflective people, who were
sorely needed in the culture of the United States. (#1) Two others
pointed to individualism in contemporary society as an issue that
confronted the efforts of the Society of Mary. For them it posed a
critical challenge to what they wanted to hand on to the future. One
described the individualism as spiraling both in society at large and in
II

II

the Society of Mary. (#2) The other situated it within an historical
perspective:
Could we actually have high community, high individual? You
know I think in the premodern period we had this high community,
low individual . . . again, a generalization. In the modern period
we had . . . we learned about the individual and we ended up with
high individual, low community and could it be that we actually in
this postmodern period, actually come towards something like,
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obviously I could use other terms, high community, high
individual. To me that's worth going through all the difficulties
that you have to go through. It would be worth it. I get
motivated. I know a lot of people don't get motivated by that, but
I get motivated by that. But not just as an ideal but because I have
actually touched that, periodically. (#4)
Despite the fact that one participant cautioned that not all
Marianists "believe that he [Chaminade] chose schools" (#2) to carry out
Marianist education, all those interviewed did agree that schools became
a primary means of Chaminade's apostolate. However, responses about
how Chaminade eventually made this choice and what its ramifications
are reveal somewhat conflictive perspectives within the general culture of
the Society of Mary and of the whole Marianist Family. One interviewee
specifically referred to debates over "schools or sodalities" during his
college years in the Society of Mary (#5) and then indicated how he bad
resolved the matter for himself:
I don't know whether I have come to this conclusion because it's
grounded in the history read or because I read it into it because of
my commitment to schools. I think that when you look at schools,
and I think I get this from Chaminade, my sense is that, after a lot
of deliberations -- he hesitated a long time before he got involved
with schools -- that this seemed like a good way to be able to
incorporate faith and it seemed a good way to form people in this
role of leadership and service in society. That's my sense of why
he chose schools. Of all the means he had available, this seemed
like a good way; he used phrases like replicating the family and
trying to deal with how faith is nurtured and how it became
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apostolicly effective. And again, those were not words he used,
but the notion of how to become apostolicly fruitful, multiply
Christians, that notion. (#8)
Another participant also acknowledged that Chaminade had not
begun with schools but soon turned to them "as an excellent institutional
framework or setting to work at the transformation of society." (#3)
Other interviewees also agreed that a reason Chaminade focused on
schools was that they provided an institutional base for what he was
trying to do. (#1, 2, 6, 8) Some of these respondents expanded this
notion by remarking that with the school came a "captive audience," (#2)
not only of students, but of family, teachers, alumni, etc. (#1, 2, 6),
making it literally possible to carry out the mission from "cradle to
grave," as Chaminade had intended.
Two of the interviewees made further comments about the nature of
institutions. According to one of these participants, it was essential that
they be responsive to the needs of people, nurturing, dedicated to
developing people, helping them to identify in a larger mass, and
enabling them to be committed to things greater than themselves. (#1)
The other respondent reflected on a difficult challenge that institutions
have posed in the last several decades as well as the potential that they
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afford:
I think we often underestimate the impact we can have, the quality
of it, how it can be enhanced, when we take seriously the shaping
of an institution. I think one of the major problems we had in a
period of high cultural change in the United States in the last thirty
years is that institutions have been on top of us, we haven't been
on top of institutions. So that just running the thing, keeping it
going has just been exhausting and draining, without actually being
on top of it enough to shape it and to really impart a special spirit
to all involved in it; that's the constant challenge. And that's what
I think we need to do more. (#3)
Several other participants voiced a similar concern about imprinting
a Marianist character on the schools and other institutions sponsored by
the Society of Mary as well as educating lay collaborators in the
Marianist spirit. These individuals realized that this process could not be
simply osmotic, (#6) that it did not happen accidentally, but required
intentionality. (#4, 6) Particular emphasis was placed on a present ,
inability among members of the Society of Mary "to form lay people to
our educational charism." (#5; #1, 3, 7) One interviewee designated that
incapacity as a critical challenge to what he wanted for the future:
I feel hopeful that we can, that we will learn how to do that but we
don't know it now. I think to be able to do that, to get a group of
lay people to say, we have this, we own it, and we want you to be
with us in this journey but we think we can carry it on, we can be
responsible for it, this is something that we cherish. I see that as
very critical. (#5)
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In a similar vein, another participant asserted:
. . . what is characteristic about our schools is we are not real good
at introducing people and knowing how to introduce people into
this Marianist culture, this Marianist thing. We are very friendly,
we are nice people, we engage in what I would call the "barbecue
syndrome" we invite people over to the Brothers House for drinks
and for a barbecue and unfortunately sometimes we call that family
spirit and I think that is quite a veneer level . . . it's an important
thing but there's not a lot of what I would call apostolic energy.
Still another respondent maintained that while efforts were made to
provide initial formation for collaborators in schools and in other
apostolic endeavors, little was done to structure an on-going program of
education and to assure continuity of effort, so that, for example, what
was initiated by one administration in a school or province or some other
entity was developed and enriched in succeeding ones. (#1, 3) For him
that was a critical issue that challenged what he wanted for the future.
On the topic of Chaminade's choice of schools, one participant
offered a response significantly more nuanced than those of other
interviewees:
Well, I think that is a real complex question, of course. I think in
many ways that it is circumstantial, in my reading of the history.
In the beginnings they had to earn some money; some of the early
Brothers were educators before they were Marianists, while they
were in the Bordeaux Sodality, the Madeleine Sodality . . . that's
simply what they were about. Chaminade recognized, at least by
1825, that they needed legal recognition and he wanted to keep the
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Brothers out of military service and he could get some money for
that. I think those were some of the sociological factors that were
part of it. There was surely a need and I think that with the
French Revolution, this new idea, that actually everyone should be
educated, was a part of the air at that time. But I think, I think
woven into that . . . Chaminade' s own experience, his experience
at Mussidan I think was very significant . . . he had a good
experience at Mussidan, as an educator and he recognized there, I
think, that you could create this atmosphere that would make a
difference in people's lives who could move the modern world, and
of course at that point it was much clearer to him what had to be
done than it was back at Mussidan. So I think that these
circumstances had a lot to do with it, but then because he wanted to
move the modern world, he recognized that he could do it in a way
that would be more of a multiplying effect. He could really touch
even more people than he was previously or ways to continue the
good work that he saw in these schools. He saw this tandem thing
of Marianist lay communities, sodalities, and schools together and I
think he was an organizational genius, I really do. And so he
thought in organizational terms. And so he understood what you
could do in a school to form people and how these could really
help to lead towards adult commitments and he had a way of
sustaining adult commitments. So I don't think he really started
out with the thought, "I have to think up some primary way." I
don't believe that, but I think it is clear that he was committed to
that afterwards. (#4)
That perspective also informed his reflection on the future of the
Marianist school as a means of carrying out Marianist education:
I think it [the Marianist school] is an important arrow in our
apostolic quiver. But I don't think it is the only arrow that should
be in there. But I think it is an important one. . . . I wouldn't say
that everybody ought to be doing it [schools], by any means ... I
don't think that would be a good idea. I don't ever think that that
is what Chaminade meant, that everybody should be doing one kind
of thing, even schools. I don't think he meant that ever, because
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diversity was too important for him. All kinds of diversity.
Because he actually wanted to move the world, he recognized that
you had to have a variety of levers to move the world. You had to
place the fulcrum, the other part of that, in various places and not
just in the educational world. But I think he recognized, and it is a
continuing thing, that it's really important. So I think it is critical.
(#4)

Another participant, however, interpreted the historical question of
Chaminade' s choice of schools as well as the future of the Marianist
school from an almost totally different perspective:
Critically speaking, it's amazing to me to see some false
historicism that would take Fr. Chaminade at one particular part of
his life and say this is what he wanted to do. As Father
Chaminade got older he became more and more involved in the
schools, to his dying day. I saw a brochure last summer written by
a European Marianist and it was a strange brochure. It said that
when you think of Marianist you think of schools, but you're
wrong. That really wasn't our original work ... as if we've been
wrong for one hundred and fifty years . . . in going back to 1819
and that's really what the Society was. I believe it was evolutional;
and the evolution went up into the 1830s and Father Chaminade
kept taking on more educational establishments and wherever he
did in areas, he had a great effect. A very great effect. The little
book, Father Chaminade, Founder of Schools ... I believe this
represents his insight. (#8)
For him "the Marianist school is a very viable institution. In a
certain sense, more so now since society is more confused, like it was in
Father Chaminade's time." (#8) But he did not sense that "there really is
commitment on the part of Marianists to it, as an instrumentum, as an
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instrument of our apostolate." (#8) According to his reading of the
present situation, there are some Marianists who continue to function as
caretakers in the schools but not as creators who "put energy" into them
and band together to make a concerted effort to instill a Marianist spirit
in the institution. (#8)
Associated with the interviewees' opinions on why Chaminade
chose schools is their understanding of the relationship of the Society of
Mary to the rest of the Marianist Family and its relationship with the
Marianist school. No one disputed the fact that Chaminade's religious
orders emerged out of fundamentally lay movements. However, what the
role of the Society of Mary was to be once it was established was a
matter of difference among some of the participants. For example, one
participant claimed that the materialization of the Society of Mary was a
result of a long evolutionary process in Chaminade's thought: "Father
Chaminade started out with spiritual direction, private vows, grouped
together in sodalities, as the state; each time his thought matured and he
went full tilt to religious life. " (#8) The Society of Mary stood in the
center of all his other efforts. It was to be something that would endure,
have an existence of its own, never die. (#8) All the other groups that
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formed the Marianist Family depended upon it for their existence. Were
the Society of Mary to disappear, all the various Marianist lay groups
would shortly dissolve. 3 (#8) The image he proposed to describe the
relationship among the Society of Mary and the various lay groups was
that of concentric circles, a model that he claimed was once popular but
now "politically incorrect."
In a similar manner, another interviewee claimed that the Society
of Mary was central to the continuation of any lay groups within the
Marianist Family.
. . . lay people have told me over and over again when the topic
came up that there have got to be some people who have the time
and inclination to really work at the Marianist charism. They just
do not because of the demands of family life and the like.
Although they spend a lot of time, they just don't have enough of it
to maintain ... they'll maintain it for awhile but I think that it is
very difficult to do without some kind of frequent input. . . . If
you don't have that [infusion of spiritual enrichment by members of
the Society of Mary], I think eventually there's a kind of entropy
that results. (#6)
3

As corroboration for his opinion, he cited a guest speaker who had
once addressed a conference of Marianist superiors in the United States.
She said, "'. . . don't think that your whole society will be taken over
by these lay people. Once you die, there will be no lay people. Your
energy is translated into them. For them to survive, they're dependent on
you. And that's the way it should be. That's the way Father Chaminade
meant it to be. You can devote your full time to maintaining that
relationship; they don't.'" (#8)
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For both these participants it seems that other branches of the
Marianist Family are auxiliary to the Society of Mary: they are aposotlic
endeavors of the Society of Mary, which have roots in Chaminade' s
original initiative, but not so essential as to contribute to the very nature
of the religious order.
On the other hand, two participants held that the Society of Mary
had "a particular role in the Marianist of Family" (#7) but did not have a
monopoly upon the Marianist charism, (#7) because ". . . the
Chaminadian charism is much larger than the Society of Mary." (#4) At
the same time they held that the Society of Mary provided something
essential to the well-being of the Marianist Family and both located the
contribution in a kind of wisdom that it brought to the larger entity, while
at the same time recognizing what the other branches of the Marianist
Family contributed to the Society of Mary.
For example, one respondent submitted:
As I get older, I think we are the "person who never dies," not
because the Society of Mary has a special hold on the charism, but
because I feel that it has the leisure for contemplation. One of the
gifts of the Society of Mary is the leisure to plumb some of these
questions that you've been asking me for the sake of the larger
family. It is like the monastic keepers of the culture, which is very
necessary today. That's part of what contemplation means, quiet to
reflect on some of the forgotten aspects of our life. (#7)
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And though he did not believe that "the qualities of being Marianist are
exclusive to religious," still he maintained, like other respondents, that it
was incumbent upon Marianist religious for a time yet to teach others
associated with the Society of Mary what it means to be Marianist if the
charism is to survive. (#7)
The other interviewee considered the Marianist Family as an interdependent system in which the Society of Mary was an integral energy or
structure. Because of the system's interconnectedness, removal of the
Society of Mary from it would change the system, even if the rest of the
system continued to exist. As such, it would no longer incarnate the
Chaminadean or Marianist charism. What the Society of Mary offered to
the system, he avered, was the wisdom drawn from the charism of
religious life as filtered through a Marianist optic:
. . . there is in the history of the Church this particular charism
called religious life, life in a religious institute, which is a carrier
of a certain kind of wisdom about life. . . . So that if we are not
bringing some of those values around the primacy of God, a certain
intimacy of God, if you will, a certain perspective on things that
the vows talk about, a certain perspective on relationships, a certain
perspective on the economic world, a certain relationship on the
political world, the world of people and your own world ... if we
don't bring that, then that particular gift isn't brought to the
Marianist world, the Marianist thing then limps. (#4)
Concommitantly, according to him, the Chaminadean charism is not fully
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incarnated without the contribution of the other branches of the Marianist
Family:
I think that the other thing is equally true, meaning, I think there
are gifts that the lay Marianists will bring to this, so if you took
out that piece, it wouldn't be the Marianist thing either, so I think
in fact we limped in those days, and even though, interestingly
enough, those might have been the hay days of the Marianist
schools. I think it wasn't the fullness, fullness would be the way I
would talk about it. It was good, people were educated, they were
moved by grace, I'm sure of that. But it wasn't as full as it could
be. (#4)
Considerations such as these also colored how interviewees saw the
role of the Marianist Family in relation to the school. At one end of the
spectrum stood an ideal model in which members of all the branches of
the Marianist Family (members of various Marianist lay communities, of
the Society of Mary, and of the Daughters of Mary Immaculate) were
numbered among the faculty, staff, and administration. (#4) The
respondent who proposed this ideal maintained that in such a setting lay
members would provide students with a public witness of commitment to
Christianity in a particularly Marianist manner. (#4)

According to him,

though he occasionally observed some elements of the ideal in schools in
the United States, he found more developed examples of it outside North
America.
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Two other participants mentioned instances of a strong link
between the Marianist Family and the school in Latin America, even
citing a Marianist school completely sponsored by lay members of the
Family of Mary. (#1, 7) At the same time, one of these individuals
cautioned that the degree of commitment that he had seen in Latin
America might not necessarily transfer to the culture of the United States.
(#1)
Another interviewee described as exemplary a school in which faith
sharing groups existed among faculty, staff, and administrators; students
and alumni; and parents. These were to be integrated so that the various
groups might mutually encourage each's journey in faith as well as the
work of the school. Other communities of the Marianist Family external
to the school would also support it in some way. (#2)
Two participants maintained that the recruitment of lay members
for various groups of the Marianist Family was best achieved through
some institutional base. (# 1, 6) In fact, one of these individuals thought
that what he perceived as the present effort to attract members apart from
such a base was wrong -directed since the strongest Marianist lay groups
had roots in institutions such as schools. (#6)
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Most interviewees agreed that the more the lay faculty, staff, and
administration of a school was nourished in the Marianist spirit (#3),
shared meaning (#7), the better. In this regard, at least two of the
participants asserted that the concept of the Marianist Family needed to
be broadened, made less elite. (#1, 3) For example, one of these
individuals maintained, ". . . when I think of the Family of Mary, I think
of people with whom I work and with whom I've been able to share
something of the religious and spiritual vision of the enterprise and find it
affirmed." (#3) He contended that individuals did not necessarily need to
be associated with a lay commmunity to be counted as members of the
Marianist Family but that the "net" should be thrown "broadly, widely."
(#3)
Another respondent indicated that how collaboration between
Marianist lay communities and the Society of Mary on a given endeavor
was to be effected was presently ambiguous. He postulated that if lay
Marianists and vowed religious would jointly found a work, what
partnership meant for them might become clearer. He also claimed that
in the past the vowed religious were those who built and carried
institutions. Though it was not yet possible, perhaps in the future it
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would be the Marianist Family that would shoulder that role. Then, the
Society of Mary would serve a different function within the Marianist
Family, though what that would be was not evident to him at this point.
(#5)

Finally, one participant envisioned the relationship between the
Marianist Family and school in a way almost totally opposite the ideal
scenario proposed above. For him, the Marianist Family resulted from
an intense communication of the Marianist spirit emanating from the
vowed community in the school. From his perspective it was the vowed
Marianist community that made it possible for any manifestation of the
Marianist Family to exist in relation to the school. Among the
organizations constituting this Marianist Family were entities such as
school sodalities, spiritual life committees of students, parent associations
dedicated to Marianist education, and alumni parent groups formed to
perpetuate the Marianist spirit that had been experienced during their
children's education at school. In regard to the lay faculty, the
respondent made it clear that the school was principally the work of the
vowed Marianist community in which the laity cooperated: "We, as the
Marianist community that owns and operates this school, are inviting
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them [lay faculty] into a privileged circle. We tell them, you are invited
in, your input here is very, very valued, and you are an agent of our
basic philosophy. " (#8)
In order for the school to be a means of evangelization, all the
participants agreed that an environment or atmosphere had to be created
that would enable members of the school to grow in faith. (#3, 5, 8) The
school, then, had to be characterized by an "overall religious vision."
(#3) In this atmosphere "faith could be practiced and virtue concentrated
upon." (#8) In the process an "attractive vision of holiness" would be
commmunicated, that was "not afraid of contemplative silence or public
witness." (#3) Therefore, a conscious effort must be made to create a
community of faith, where all the members shared and deepened their
faith. Part of the formation in faith (#2) involved the participation of
some of the school community in formal, on-going faith sharing groups.
(#2) Incorporation into this environment of faith was particularly crucial
for the formation of faith in students and other members of the school
community. It was through incorporation into the community that
individuals caught the faith. As one participant explained: "Atmosphere
counts; atmosphere educates. And I think that's what Fr. Chaminade
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held. Atmosphere is overwhelming; caught and then taught." (#8) And
in part that atmosphere was created not only by school personnel
speaking the gospel to students but by watching those who proclaimed it
actually acting out the gospel. (#7)
One interviewee particularly focused on the System of Virtues as a
means of shaping persons (students, faculty, staff, and administrators) to
live the gospel in a particularly Marianist way. (#6) In his tenure as an
administrator, he sought personnel for the school who would use this
method as a basis for procedures, such as discipline, and programs, such
as retreats. Another participant indicated how the system had been
significant in his own life and in that of a community of vowed
Marianists. He saw the virtues as diagnostic tools, guides, that pointed
him in the direction of being the person he would like to be, someone
able to keep his eyes open, be quiet, reflective, act with apostolic
modesty. (#4)
One respondent maintained that the system's underlying dynamic of
putting off the old and putting on the new person as well as the specific
virtues were very meaningful. Each virtue was an invitation to view the
conversion process from a different perspective. Citing Bernard
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Lonergan, he stated that the system was linked to education since
-education was very much a conversion process. (#5)
Other participants were less convinced that the system actually
impacted the lives of Marianists or schools, though some held that there
was great untapped potential in it. (#1, 2, 3, 7, 8) A number of these
interviewees thought that the system was too complex (#1), required
modernization (#6), needed to be adapted to the life-situation of faculty
and students (#2), rendered more practical through a delineation of
behaviors that correlated with the virtues (# 1) and more realistically
related to a one's personal, spiritual, and social life. (#3) In regard to
this last point, one individual claimed that the system would be of interest
to him "to the extent that it would provide what I would call exercises or
programs that would develop skills for relating to the community and
growing in holiness. (#3)
II

At the very core of the various convictions expressed by the
interviewees above was their vision of Mary and their relationship to her,
often designated by an expression drawn from Chaminade, that of
"alliance.

11

11

One participant called it the "mythological basis of all his

activity and that of the Marianist Family. (#7) The interviewees believed
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that through their response to the action of God in their lives (#4), they
had been "connected," (#3) joined, associated with the mission to which
God had destined Mary. It was participation in this mission that gave an
intentionality to their existence. (#4) The deepest or fundamental
orientation of their lives was that of being alive with the movement of
Mary's role in history. (#4) It made sense out of, gave coherence to, all
their disperate activities. It was the answer to the question "'What am I
doing when I do the things that I do?"' (#4)
Mary's role was to be the mother of Jesus. (#1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8) As such, by God's design her vocation was central to the incarnation.
And because God had chosen her for this particular mission, he endowed
her with a singular grace (Immaculate Conception), (#5) that enabled her
to cooperate with God's designs through a "yes" freely given, "from the
heart of her being without wavering, but nonetheless with some question .
. . . " (#3) The incarnation, God becoming flesh, was an on-going
process. Every era called for new incarnations. (#5) The incarnate God,
Christ, must be born anew into each successive period of history. (#5)
Therefore, alliance with Mary involved members of the Marianist Family
in a perpetual mission. As communities and as individuals, in every
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apostolic activity their deepest purpose was to cooperate in the present
age in the mission given Mary from eternity, being the one through
whom God becomes incarnate. (#6)
As mother, Mary, more than any other human being, nurtured,
shaped, the humanity of Jesus, (#3, 4, 5) the one who moved the world.
(#4) Thus, having once given birth to Christ, her mission was basically
educative, which accounted for the fact that the mission of the Marianist
Family is fundamentally educative. (#4) For Marianists to participate
faithfully in Mary's educative activity, their feelings, attitudes,
dispositions, perceptions, and actions must be those of Mary. (#1, 2, 5,
6, 7)

According to one interviewee, an appreciation of these Marian
characteristics can be grasped through attention to the mysteries of
Mary's life. (#2) A total disponability to God's will and belief that
God's spirit is guiding the course of historic events as well as one's own
life are manifested at the Annunciation. (#2) As other participants
observed, this Marian faith was not only intellectual but also of the heart,
a total act, an act of the whole person. (#3, 5) Reflecting on this kind of
faith and assimilating it in themselves encouraged Marianist educators to
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nurture both an affective and intellectual faith in the school community.
It also enabled them to understand that challenges and doubts can arise
from both dimensions of faith. (#3) Also, in this integration of head and
heart in Mary's act of faith as well as in her whole person as a woman, 4
these interviewees found a spiritual symbol of or motive for an education
that is integrative, concerned with the whole person. (#3, 5)
Mary's immediate response to Elizabeth's need, her greeting, and
the interaction with her cousin in the Visitation scene revealed a woman
who is ready to extend herself beyond her own concerns and be of
service to others (#2), someone hospitable and attentive to relationships.
(#5) Rooted in these Marian attributes and behaviors is the conviction
that the school and any Marianist organization should be like a family, a
community, eager to welcome others as its members. (#5) And one of
the many religious motives for linking education with service and
connecting students with the world beyond the school (#2, 3, 5) is Mary's
own example in this gospel pericope.
Throughout the scriptures Mary is also pictured as the woman who

4

These interviewees either rightly or wrongly point to the
integrative quality of Mary's faith and life as manifesting a feminine
dimension.
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pondered things in the silence of her heart. (#2) Through appropriation
of this disposition Marianist educators matured as reflective persons (#2)
and were motivated to nurture that same quality, so needed in
contemporary culture, (# 1, 2, 3) among the members of Marianist
schools and other institutions.
At the foot of the cross Mary was entrusted with the community of
disciples who come after Christ. (#6, 7) There she manifested a
presence beyond words (#2), as she suffered through the deepest sorrows.
Contemplating this mystery, Marianist educators were to realize that in
alliance with Mary they shared in the formation of disciples of Christ,
that they were to strive to learn how to communicate a deep presence to
others without speaking a word and how to weather difficulties within the
school. (#2)
Pondering Mary gathered in prayer with the disciples in the upper
room, Marianist educators were to recognize "in that stillness and silence
and longing" the "tremendous transformation" that occurs (#3) and be
thereby drawn to "the contemplative, transformative power that is
communally contextualized." (#3) They would realize that "by sitting
still in a community, not sitting still by themselves but sitting in a
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community, and only speaking when something out of that silent
synergism raises up a spirit-moved utterance," (#3) they acted as Mary
and opened themselves, as she did, to the action of the divine Spirit.
Identifying the core of their mission specifically with the
motherhood of Mary led the interviewees to maintain that education in a
Marianist school was to be carried out in a maternal way. (#5, 6, 7, 8)
One participant avered:
I think it [the climate or atmosphere of the Marianist school] is one
of maternal concern as a result of our consecration to Mary. I
think people often tell us that despite the fact that the school may
be taught by all men and all the students are boys, still that the
characteristic is that there is a maternal care that's always there,
it's not just a rough, manly, virile ... it's not feminine ... I
guess caring. I think the atmosphere is that of caring. (#6)
Another respondent associated Mary's maternal impact upon the humanity
of Jesus, that he became the person that he was through his relationship
with this specific woman, with understanding encounter as fundamental to
education in Marianist schools:
I would say that the relationship would be then a deep appreciation
for the significance of genuine human interaction; not just the
impersonal conveying of ideas but the encountering of people and
realizing that that kind of encounter is formative. That people take
very seriously not just what they teach, but how they teach and
how it relates. (#3)
A final aspect of this maternal approach cited by another participant
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was patience, something characteristic of Chaminade's behavior and a
disposition he included in the description of a Marianist educator in the
Constitutions of the Society of Mary of 1839. The interviewee explained:
In our early constitution is this kind of nurturing notion about
education that I think is important: that it's ours to plant and
perhaps somebody else's to reap the fruits. To understand that this
person in front of you, you're not trying to make them into a wellformed image but you're trying to nurture what's there in that
person and bring out the gifts. (#5)
The convictions examined thus far concerning the Society of Mary
and the Marianist Family, Chaminade's intention in choosing schools as a
primary means of apostolate, the final purpose of Marianist education as
a way of tranforming society for the sake of the gospel, all ultimately
rooted in the central role of Mary in the incarnation, inform, at least
ideally, the Marianist school. They represent significant assumptions of
Marianist educational culture that are then expressed in the structures,
behaviors, practices, rituals, etc. of the Marianist school. What follows
is the interviewees' perception of these elements in a Marianist school.

Climate I Atmosphere
Atmosphere or climate, shaped and sustained by culture, 5 refers to
5

Higgins, "Two Jesuit High Schools," 31.
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the "psychological environment in which the behaviors of individuals"
occurs. 6 It can be measured by attention to the perceptions of the
members of the school community as well as others in some way related
to the school. As indicated above, a number of interviewees held that the
climate of a Marianist school was something very distinct, (#8) something
that one would catch walking on to the campus, (# 1) something that
enveloped the members and in an osmotic manner permeated their
experience of reality. (#8) Essential to the climate, as noted above, was
a sense of faith. Contributing to that sense were curricular offerings,
interaction among members of the school community, and various cocurricular and ritual experiences. 7
The interviewees agreed that those associated with Marianist
schools consistently commented on a sense of family or community as
characteristic of their atmosphere. This sense was fostered by the feeling
of mutual respect among students, faculty, staff, and administrators,
where a healthy interaction between students and adults took place. (#1,
2, 3, 4) It was noted that even students who had been excluded from

6

Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 19.

7

These factors will be discussed below.
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Marianist schools would later comment that they had been treated fairly.
(#7) One participant held that this respect stemmed from an awareness of
human dignity, an appreciation of self and the self in relationship to
others. (# 1) Other interviewees spoke of perceptions of friendliness,
warmth, hospitality, and belonging. (#1, 2, 8) Another respondent
maintained that this impression of community was conveyed when
individuals claimed, "I'm not just a student or a teacher around here but
part of something bigger than just myself. " (#7)
All the interviewees affirmed that this spirit of family or
community was manifested in attention to the affective, emotional
dimension of life, which was expressed in terms such as "nurturing,"
"compassion," "caring," and "concern." One participant explained that
in the schools with which he was associated a hierarchy of charity
reigned where older students felt responsible for younger students. (#8)
Two respondents, however, declared that the climate of the community
that they wished to foster was not only supportive but also challenging.
They hoped that through such elements as demanding standards, critical
questions, and a summons to service and leadership, students felt
stretched, urged to change and grow in ways appropriate to their age.
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(#3, 5)
Contributing to the feeling of family or community was the attempt
upon the part of one participant to make the school feel like a home,
especially through art work, decoration, and attention to the physical
surroundings. (#8) From a broader perspective, another interviewee
associated attention to the arts with the climate of the school:
. . . in terms of the Marianist dimension of education, because I
believe that the Marianist thing, the Marianist charism, lends itself
much more to symbol than real rational discursive reality,
discursive processes, then things like the arts would be very
important because there would be ways of touching students and
ways of creating a climate in the school that I think would be very
formative and educative. So that by honoring the arts, for
example, young people would come to understand some things
about the world that they might not in another school. (#4)
Several participants claimed that since the community is a school,
its members should feel that learning is held in high regard, (#1) sense
that there is a concern that all students learn, (#8) and perceive that in
this "yearning" for knowledge an openness for dialogue exists among the
members. (#2) One respondent added that the climate should encourage
an active imagination so that the community's members might be
convinced that they had the capacity to develop alternative futures about
their lives and the larger world, make things different. (#4) Several other
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interviewees held that the climate should foster the belief that learning
was to be linked to service and leadership, that becoming educated was
not simply for the sake of oneself but also to enable one to contribute to
the good of others, and that leading and serving were ways of learning.
(#1, 2, 3, 5)

Student Population
According to all the interviewees the student population of
Marianist schools should be characterized by a range of ethnic, social,
and intellectual backgrounds, rather than representing an elite. These
students should recognize that no matter what their circumstances, they
were all valued. (#3) What the Marianist school intended in their regard
was to take them from where they were to where they could be. (#1) ·
The aim was to enable them to respond to the highest and best in their
personalities, (#8) "to nurture what's there in that person and bring out
the gifts. " (#5)

Curriculum
The curriculum is central to achieving the end of any school and of
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Marianist education. In its regard the interviewees proposed guiding
principles and general observations rather than particular
recommendations. Two participants specifically mentioned that the
curriculum was to be "God-directed," (#1) imbued with the gospel and
Marianist pedagogy. (#2) In surveying course offerings and syllabi, it
should be obvious to parents and students that the curriculum was
permeated with the "teachings of the Church, especially areas dealing
with peace and justice, the social issues that the Church teaches." (#2)
As such, it would provide opportunities for students and teachers to
engage in a dialogue between faith and culture. (#2)
In this curriculum religion would not only be well taught (#5) and
be seen as a priority (#6) but integrated into the various disciplines. (#5)
Teachers would have the ability to examine religious questions that
naturally arose in their subject areas. (#5) A strong campus ministry
program,(#!) sponsoring retreat, spiritual services and events, faith
sharing groups, service projects, which would help students understand
that religious commitment needed to be translated into action outside
school, (#1, 3, 6, 7, 8) would complement the school's formal courses in
religion. The whole school community would understand how these
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activities were integral to Marianist education and would support them.
(#3, 6, 8) As a result of these efforts, students would have had an
experience of faith both intellectually and affectively. (#8) Thus,
prepared both in knowledge and practice, they would know what
Christianity is about and be able to act as apostles. (#8)
Several interviewees maintained that overall the curriculum should
be academically sound (#3, 6, 5), demanding, (#3) exhibiting "some
rigor. " (#4) One respondent maintained that all students in a school
should take the same basic set of courses (e.g., four years of English,
mathematics, natural science, etc.), though these should be taught in
different ways to meet differences in students. He claimed that it was a
lack of pedagogy on the part of the teacher and undemocratic when he or
she claimed that certain students did not have the ability to pursue certain
branches of knowledge. He was convinced that "people can learn more
than people think they can." (#8) On the other hand, some interviewees
contended that the curriculum should be comprehensive in order to meet
the range of students in Marianist schools, (#2) adapted to abilities and
needs. 8 (#1)
8

A definition of the terms used by the participants would determine
whether a real difference on this issue existed among them.
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All the interviewees asserted that Marianist education aims at
developing the whole person (spiritually, intellectually, socially, morally,
psychologically, physically, etc.). To this end, then, the curriculum
needed to be integrated, so that connections were made by teachers and
students among the disciplines. One respondent stated that an integrated
curriculum is grounded in the Catholic conviction that truth is ultimately
one, deriving its unity from God who is its author. (#3) This integration
required a faculty who appreciated the connectedness of knowledge,
realized that understanding is enriched by grasping relationships, and was
aware of what one another were doing in the classroom. (#3, 4)
As part of the effort at developing the whole person, one
participant indicated that there were core disciplines that traditional
wisdom marked as essential to an educated individual as well as "knowhow kinds of things that . . . Americans are very good at and need to be
good at if you are going to in some sense survive as well as be a mover
and shaker. " (#4) Another respondent situated this development of the
whole person in the context of preparing students "for a life-long process
of learning," where "building the basics of a broad liberal education is
more important than taking and trying to get a person to the edge of a
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specialization." (#5) According to him, this basic liberal education is
directed toward fostering
. . . habits of mind and heart that can pull together ideas and not
only integrate ideas but integrate emotions, the head and the heart;
I think that's an important piece of this education of the whole
person. How we feel and how we experience things and the
visions that we have and the compassion that we feel, those notions
are important for us. (#5)
The result of this educative process is persons who are not only good
intellectuals but also good persons, who have the skills to form
community, in whom competence is merged with character. (#5)
Several interviewees maintained that the curriculum should put
students in contact with the world (#2, 4, 7), enable them to think
globally, (#2) and through travel foster in them a cosmopolitan
perspective. (#5) The curriculum, one respondent claimed, should ,
actually prepare students to be people who can move the modern world.
(#4) In this regard he contended that it should provide students with
many avenues to come to understand their inner and outer worlds, so that
they are "constantly having their eyes opened about themselves in the
larger world." (#4) At the same time it should also afford them
"opportunities, processes, structures to actually ponder all this
information" to which they have been exposed and to deal with the
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confusion that often accompanies it. (#4) In other words, the curriculum
should help them develop habits of reflection, which can be exercised
both individually and communally. He expanded this notion as follows:
... I think this is particularly true with Marianist education as it's
found in schools, that they [students] learn that they can make some
sense out of their worlds, not simply by turning inward and
pondering but also by being in dialogue with other people, their
peers, some reverent outsiders, elders, who have been along the
path, etc., ritual elders. (#4)
An active imagination was also another habit which he cited as
crucial to a curriculum that prepared people to move the modern world.
(#4) What convinced him that schools needed to help students develop
such an ability was his experience of so many people who felt trapped by
their situations:
. . . what I see in many young people today . . . is low self ,
esteem. From everybody I keep hearing low self esteem. Well, is
that it for my life or is there an alternative? Or people take a look
at the world and say, "ah, it's going to hell in a hand basket." Is
there some alternative? Can I imagine ... what if? To kind of
help people to ask that question and believe in the question that the
world could be different. That we can actually move the modern
world ... that it could be moved, that it's not stuck. (#4)
Another dimension of being in contact with the world that
interviewees mentioned involved connecting learning with service. (#3)
At a minimum it entailed incorporating a service component into school
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expectations. (#1) However, most participants urged that Marianist
schools strive to incorporate that service within the curriculum itself, so
that a connection would be made between the activity and study, (#3)
between theory and practice, (#2) not seen as something parallel or
extrinsic to the acquisition of knowledge. (#3)
The participants proposed two general models of the learning
process involved in service beyond the school. (#2, 3, 5, 7) In the first,
students would learn about a problem and the various ways it had been
approached, work with people who were actually trying to solve the
problem in a real life setting, and then reflect with them and at school
about what the "doing" had taught them. The second model was similar
to the first except that students would be placed with an agency working
at a problem even before examining it at school. There they would
engage for the first time in the problem solving efforts of members of the
agency, work with those individuals in applying the solution, and then
reflect upon what their experience taught them about the solutions that
had been initially proposed and then tested. In addition to learning about
specific problems in real life settings, students would realize that it was
possible to make a difference; they would learn a methodology through
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practice; and they would recognize that genuine learning can arise out of
doing. (#5)
For such learning to take place respondents stated that the walls
between the school and the community had to become more permeable
and persons actually involved in what was being studied in the curriculum
invited into the school. (#3, 7) The community beyond the school and its
various segments (e.g., religious organizations, social agencies, political
parties, school systems, etc.) had to be seen as potential educational
settings. (#2, 4) Ways of engaging people and agencies outside the
school had to be devised so that they might be enlisted in cooperating as
partners in this kind of education. (#5)

Extracurriculars
All the participants recognized that extracurriculars supplemented
the curriculum. However, one respondent maintained that it would be
better to designate these activities co-curriculars. (#8) "Not only are they
not optional," he contended, "they are the focus area, the arena, where
persons act together emotionally. " (#8) Somewhat similarly, another
interviewee asserted that extracurriculars should not be considered apart
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from the curriculum, (#5) but as a complement to it. Both the
extracurriculars and the formal curriculum should be designed to mesh
with one another to create a total curriculum. (#5) Part of the
educational enterprise should engage students in reflection upon their
experience in extracurriculars, so that they might consciously learn from
it. (#5) For him the principles that informed his deliberation about
extracurriculars were the same as those governing consideration of the
curriculum: integration and education of the whole person. (#5) Thus,
the Marianist school should provide a wide range of these activities in
order to implement these principles. (#5)
Other respondents also held that Marianist schools should offer a
wide range of extracurriculars, (# 3, 4, 7) based on the needs of students,
not on the personal needs of the adult members of the school community.
(#6) They were to be moderated in a way consonant with the school's
philosophy, preventing any extracurricular from sabotaging the school's
mission. 9 (#6) One participant suggested that in addition to the traditional
activities found in a school, extracurriculars ought to connect students "to
what would be the possibilities in the world, the kinds of things that you
9

This respondent had experienced some situations where a sports'
program seemed to dictate the whole direction of the schools.
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might not be able to be doing in the formal curriculum. (#4;7)
Similarly, another participant suggested that a variety of service oriented
extracurriculars should exist to enable students to put into practice what
II

they have learned. (#7) Two interviewees also stressed the importance
II

of the availability of a wide range of artistic activities. (#3, 4)
These extracurriculars were considered opportunities to build
friendships, learn how to collaborate, to work together, to socialize. (#2,
7) Open to everyone, not elitist, (#1) they offered students the
opportunity to develop their skills and abilities and share them with
others. (#2) One interviewee specifically claimed that competition as a
motivation should be minimal and that moderators should be concerned
with the individual students, that they were learning through the
activities, not with being the best or winning. (#2)

Rituals and Practices of Marianist Education
In order for a culture to maintain itself, it must express, manifest,
affirm, and communicate its meaning to its members. 10 The structure and
content of a curriculum and the organization and implementation of

10

Trice and Janice M. Beyer, "Rites and Ceremonies," 654.
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extracurriculars as well as the behaviors of school personnel, the way
decisions are made and policies enacted, the relationships among staff,
students, administrators, and students, the organizational structure, all of
which will be discussed below, express the assumptions of a school.
Certain rituals and practices in a school also manifest a school's values
and norms. What follows in this section is the interviewees'
identification of rituals and practices that characterize Marianist schools.
Interviewees recognized the following rituals and practices as
expressing the explicitly Marianist character of the school's culture: the
annual commemoration of the death of the founder of the Society of
Mary, (#1, 2) the annual celebration of Marianist Heritage week or
month (several events that focus on the history and meaning of the
Marianist Family), (#3) and the celebration of feasts of Mary throughout
the year (#2, 7). Those associated by the participants with the more
general religious culture of the school were: the establishment of full time
campus ministry positions, (#6) the presence of prayer rituals that are
adult in nature and build up the adult community, (#7) and the celebration
of the Eucharist. (#3, 4, 6) One respondent commented that the
celebration of the Eucharist in school was a way showing the importance
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of faith. (#6) Others singled out the importance of drama, art, and music
to the celebration, (#3, 4) claiming that the Marianist charism was better
expressed in the symbolic than through logical discourse. (#4) The fact
that students regularly contributed their skills to these celebrations was
also considered a characteristic practice reflective of the Marianist school
culture. (#3)
Regularly bringing people together for liturgies, socializing, award
presentations, and athletic and academic events, not to watch but to
interact, was thought by one interviewee to be a characteristic practice of
the Marianist schools, an expression of its value of being a family or a
community. (#2) Similarly, another participant maintained that Marianist
schools do celebrations well, particularly those that have to do with table
fellowship, as a way of building community. (#5) The fact that the
vowed religious addressed one another as Brother and did so with dignity
was considered by one respondent another manifestation of the family
dimension. (#8) That Marianist schools welcomed new students in a
special way, with care and concern, was also regarded as a practice
grounded in their conviction that they were communities. (#7)
One participant suggested that the use of the Three Offices, found
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in the tradition of the Society of Mary, is a characteristic practice in
Marianist school. (#5) He saw it as an attempt to recognize the particular
expertise or talent of individuals, to explore matters from different
perspectives and to acknowledge the worth of each way of framing the
question, and to create unity in the midst of this diversity through the
individuals' commitment to the common mission of which they are a part.
As such it is a structural manifestation of the value of community in
which difference or individuality is appreciated not simply in itself but as
a way of enriching the whole. Similarly, another interviewee proposed
that as a regular practice students would be grouped in teams for various
activities both inside and outside of the classroom. (#4) Through this
regular practice they would learn the importance of collaboration, which
is essential to community.
Recognition of persons who had exemplified the beliefs and spirit
of the Marianist school was another practice or ritual that was singled out
by respondents. Affirmation of individuals at graduation, awards
banquets, and academic nights expressed the concern that the school
community had for persons and for excellence. (#1, 2) One interviewee
commented on an annual sports banquet that lasted five to six hours
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because of the recognition of and comment upon every player on the
team. All present were willing to spend the time because it was a means
of indicating that the school appreciated the worth of each student player
no matter what his record on the field may have been. (#2)
Another interviewee suggested that a Marianist school expressed
the importance of an active of imagination by recognizing persons who
had made a difference in the community through creatively picturing
some problem or need in a manner that brought about positive results.
(#4) Similarly, he suggested that persons engaging in service be
acknowledged; those occasions would also be opportunities to articulate
service's importance as a value of the Marianist school. (#4) Others
mentioned instituting rituals of attention to the faculty (#7) and rituals of
accountability that confirmed that keeping one's word was important. (#4)
Naming these various awards after members of the school community
who had been outstanding examples of what was being recognized was
also seen as a method of communicating the school's convictions and
values. (# 1)
One respondent proposed that rituals of reflection and pondering be
employed by teachers in the classroom to demonstrate the practice and its
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importance. (#4) As examples of various modes of reflection, he
suggested the following:
The mathematics teacher . . . would stop and ritually ask a
question about how are numbers used, or this might happen in an
English class when you have read several stories and noticed some
patterns of human relationships that were in these novels, and a
ritual would be that you would stop and maybe you would have
things like learning journals, ... or there would be this time that
people would be quiet or there would be this time when people
would talk one on one, that that would come to be a common
ritual. (#4)
Since reflection requires silence, as example of a ritual of silence
he reported what he had chanced to observe in a first grade class in a
Marianist school:
. . . at the time for taking a snack, the kids would be around tables
of four, they lit a candle and they took their snack in silence, in
quiet. It was a little ritual that helped students to, I think, learn the
skill that you could be quiet, to honor the eating, so that maybe at
some point, they would learn how to dine and not just eat. It was
a very precious moment . . . it really had the aspect of a ritual and
I think the young people came to understand it, and I think it had
all kinds of things to do later on about sacrament in terms of
learning and understanding a much deeper sense of sacrament as
well as just learning habits. (#4)
Similarly, he recommended that teachers engage in rituals of active
imagination:
. . . a history teacher, for example, along with giving or talking
about patterns or dates and all those kinds of things about the past
and the present can actively imagine in front of the students where
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some tendencies might go and how the world might be different . .
.. (#4)

Another participant stated that an important objective of the schools
with which he was associated was preparing students to fulfill their
vocation as spouses and parents. As a result, a variety of symbolic
activities had evolved to express this concern, one of which was the
presentation of a "spiritual survival kit" to each student at graduation to
assure them that "we are concerned about what will happen to you." (#8)
Several interviewees highlighted practices pertaining to the physical
environment of the Marianist school. One mentioned the value of naming
buildings and the like for persons important to the tradition of the school
and the Marianist Family as well as the use of displays to affirm and
communicate assumptions and beliefs. Others held that the holistic

<

dimension (#5) of Marianist education was "manifested in attention to
how things looked, " (#5) "the artistry and environment of the learning
place." (#7;8)
As a general, summary observation on practices and rituals in
Marianist schools, one interviewee contended that they should be
deliberate. (#6) It was important that the school community, especially
administrators, act with intentionality in order to assure that whatever
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were the practices and rituals in the school they actually confirmed and
expressed Marianist educational beliefs rather than contradicted them.

Marianist Educator
According to one interviewee Marianist educators are preoccupied
with the question: how am I going to make this school more Marianist?
This concern stands in the forefront of their minds, but not in a way that
detracts from their day to day duties. They assess plans, solve problems,
meet people, choose programs, select personnel, develop relationships so
that the Marianist character of the institution might be enhanced.
Therefore, they act in a deliberate manner, with intentionality. (#6;2)
At the center of this intentionality is the conviction that teaching is
a means to share the gospel, that Marianists teach in order to educate.
(#2) They realize that a primary way that their students learn faith is
from how they experience it in their teachers. (#7) Therefore, they
themselves must be persons of deep faith (# 1), characterized by a Marian
spirit, (#3) unafraid to share their faith both in and outside the classroom.
(#2) At least one interviewee also desired that Marianist educators know
the System of Virtues and be able to use it as a formation process. (#6)
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Skillful pedagogy, (#2) knowledge of the subject, (#2) and an
ability to challenge students "to think and read and integrate and work
with ideas" (#5) are all necessary but not sufficient requisites for
Marianist educators. Even more, they must be characterized by certain
beliefs, behaviors, and dispositions that fundamentally orient their
relationship with students. One respondent contended that these were
well-described in the Constitutions of the Society of Mary of 1839. (#7)
Marianist educators must envision themselves as "charged by God"
with the education of their students and believe that it is not God's will
that one of them be lost. (#7) As such, their vocation has a sacral
quality; they are accountable to an authority beyond this world. Informed
by the image of the Good Shepherd, they exhibit individual care for each
student, (#2) manifested in both nurture and challenge. (#5; #2)
Marianist educators respond to the students in front of them, as they are
(for example, as the sophomores that they are, not as students in graduate
school), (#8) and they do not give up on them. (#8) They ask
themselves, "What are the gifts of this person, how do I help the person
realize them, appreciate them, and build on them," rather than say, "Here
is the ideal graduate and I am going to move you into it." (#5; #3) Since
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they are focused on persons, not just aspects of them, they aim at their
whole development, spiritual, intellectual, social, moral, psychological,
and physical. (#5; # 1, #8) And all their efforts are marked by "a prudent
inclination toward leniency." (#2, 7)
Because the goal of Marianist education is the development of the
whole person, which expresses itself in leadership and service, Marianist
educators are concerned to make the link between what they are teaching
and how this knowledge will make a difference in society. (#5) In the
process of teaching they lead students to make these connections between
what they are studying and the critical issues of society. (#5) As such,
they bring the school into contact with the world around it, (#7) while at
the same time fostering within themselves and their students a critical
sense. (#5) Essential to this sense is a commitment to peace and ju'stice.
(#4, 7) And since technology is of paramount importance in society,
both teachers and students not only seek competence in this area but
reflect upon it in terms of faith values. (#7)
In order that the education be integrative, Marianist educators must
model the integration of knowledge in what they teach and how they
teach, so that students realize that "to see those [relationships among
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subject areas], to understand those, is to understand better than if we just
understand separated monads or atoms of some sort. (#3) In a similar
II

way, Marianist educators are those who are able to demonstrate what
reflection and an active imagination are by engaging in reflection about
themselves and their world and by actively imagining different possiblities
in class in front of their students. (#4) Marianist educators carry out all
these various activities in the light of the presence of God or in the
II

witness of Jesus, the example of Jesus, the experience of Jesus in the
sacramental life .... , " otherwise "the ethos of the school, the climate of
the school is determined by secular concerns . . . . (#3)
II

Since the context of Marianist education is community, individuals
are employed as Marianist educators with an explict understanding that
they will participate in building community. (#7) As such, they may
exhibit a greater "up front kind of awareness of the importance of
community" (#3) than teachers in other schools. Essential is their ability
to work collaboratively, (#1) whether they be lay or religious, and to
appreciate that they constitute a community of equals. (#2, 3) They
manifest this sense of community in a variety of ways. For example,
they endeavor to encourage students to help one another in the learning
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process. (#8) They foster relationships with the total school community:
administrators, other faculty members, parents, and students. (#2)
Marianist educators especially "connect" with students both inside and
outside the classroom. (#3) Perceived as accessible, they enjoy being
with students both inside and outside the classroom. (#3, 8) They are
more than teachers in a classroom. Concerned with the education of the
whole person, they are involved with all aspects of students' lives. (#8)
Thus, when individuals make the choice to become Marianist educators,
they accept the school community's expectation that they will fulfill an
"extended" or "diffuse" teacher role. 11 (#8)
Finally, Marianist educators are always willing to evaluate, to
attempt to develop and improve what they are doing, to re-create. (#6)
Convinced that inherent in the Marianist charism is a spirit of
adaptability, (#5, 6) Marianist educators, attentive to the times and
situations in which they live, are ready to adopt whatever methods or
approaches can best realize the purposes of Marianist education. (#4, 5,
6)

11

The terms are found in Bryk, Common Good, 141-143.
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Relationship Among School Personnel
According to one interviewee, fundamental to the relationship
among the school personnel is a basic respect for each person which
arises from a Christian anthropology or philosophy. (#4) Members of a
Marianist educational community would be expected to have reflected
upon various stories of the Christian tradition, such as Creation and the
Fall, from which convictions about the ulitmate goodness of persons,
freedom, limitation, and sin emerge. Ideally, this reflection would then
inform the practices that characterize the relationships among the
personnel. (#4) Even in the most contentious of encounters respect
would be accorded the individual(s) with whom one was at odds because
of the fundamental belief in the value and worth of persons. (#4)
One reason that respect for persons even in the midst of
disagreement was emphasized by various participants was the assumption
that essential to the Marianist school community was diversity. They
realized that the more that diversity existed, the more there was the
possibility of a conflict of differences. One interviewee claimed that we
"need various kinds of people; they have to work together, not condemn
one another. " (#8) What was true of persons was also true of the various
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organizational segments of the school. For him the three basic divisions
of a school were the affective (activities/guidance), the administrative,
and the academic. It was essential that these branches work in an
integrative fashion, not independently of one another. One means he
suggested for achieving this integration was the distribution of
responsibilities in such a way that those with major duties in one area
would also have some obligations in the other areas. (#8) Unlike all the
other interviewees, he situated the focus of collaboration within the
community of vowed Marianists who sponsored the school. He spoke of
an "effective chemistry" that they must create, which in turn was
revelatory to others in the school community. As elements of this
chemistry he listed: "mutual deference, respect for office, understanding
of limitation, trying to integrate, to cooperate, not dominate, not to put
my identity as my major focus, service. It means a great deal of selfknowledge, transparency." (#8)
One respondent contended that members of the Marianist school
community should understand that "we are all in this together and that no
one has all the answers but that we all have something to give to the
institution and mission . . . and to proclaiming the gospel. " (#2) Another
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participant asserted:
I think that a key insight of Chaminade is one of honoring and
trying to encourage diversity for the sake of the mission. One of
the things that bothers me is that we are probably not diverse
enough but it's very hard for us to learn how to deal with that. (#4)
In a similar manner, still another interviewee reported that he had
changed his perspective about collaboration. At one point, he had
thought that for collaboration and community to exist the diversity of
members had to be bracketed within rather narrow boundaries. (#5)
Gradually, however, he had come to believe that community in the phrase
"community of learners" did not "mean a certain kind of homogeneity
and a kind of uniformity so people think the same. " (#5) What he now
desired was that the Marianist school community be composed of many
people who think differently and bring to the educational mission a
diversity of experience.
Using a more secular language than that of the respondent who
spoke of a Christian anthropology, he asserted that what was necessary
for collaboration to occur in such a situation was agreement to a set of
civil norms that fostered respect as well as what he called "constructive
conversations":
I try to think about what are the virtues of constructive
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conversations. So some of the virtues have to do with my ability to
say with some clarity what my position is and how I got to that
position; not only can I tell you what my position is, but I can go
down a chain of inferences and say I've had these experiences and
from that I've inferred this and I can share a richer kind of root
thought with another person of how I got to where I am so that
they can understand why I made the inferences. So that ability to
advocate a position with clarity and with being able to make
explicit the underlying kind of inferences and logic when you're in
that position. Then obviously the reverse side of that, of being
able to listen to another person, to help by questions to see what
experiences and what ideas led them to their sets of beliefs and
ideas. An ability to perhaps hold two different ideas for a while
without having to find one is better than the other and hold them in
suspension for a little bit. An ability to suspend my own
assumptions for a moment so like if you and I disagree I can say,
okay, just let me put my assumptions over here for awhile. I'll go
over to see . . . let me rattle around in your world for a little bit
and see why all of this makes so much sense to him. And actually
try to get into that and understand that. Just giving people the
skills to talk well and work through those conversations I think are
important. (#5)
Successful constructive conversations were the high point of collaboration
for him:
So my peak experience is when I'm able to get people to assert
what they really believed and felt when they walked out of that
conversation, well, I was able to say what I believed, I didn't hold
back, my contributions were used and they were respected and did
I learn a lot from working with these other people and I walked out
saying, Hey, we are getting something really good going here and
we're going to get something done that's good. I've had some of
those experiences and I think that's what collaboration is about.
(#5)
Other interviewees approached collaboration and diversity from the
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vantage of the Three Offices. One participant claimed:
I think the offices really help you to deal with this diversity
question. I mean they honor diversity by expecting people to come
at the mission from differing perspectives and to be competent in
those perspectives and have a sense for the questions, the cultures
that are embedded in those ways of coming at life. (#4)
Another individual understood the offices in relation to authority and
delegation. (#8) Speaking from his tenure as an administrator, he
emphasized the importance of forming councils in which individuals and
groups were accorded responsibility and held accountable for
temporalities, education, and religious life. He contended that such
councils should be formed throughout the school and function at every
level. He even cited an instance in which every division of the school
formed a council composed of students and school personnel:
The councils were made up not only of kids but they were made up
of four or five teachers and four or five people from administration
and then we had a coordinator who coordinated the activities so
they were like mini-principals within the school. And they were
responsible for as much as they were able or willing to take on. I
usually said that I would delegate almost anything up to and
including suspension to the council. I would reserve expulsions for
the school-wide administrative team itself. The consequence was
that different councils (from the freshmen to the senior level) as
they developed had different things that they actually took on. The
freshmen took on less obviously than the senior councils. What
impressed me was that they became owners of the operation if you
want. . . . I felt that was the collaborative process, which to me
was the Marianist thing. . . . It wasn't the same as a student
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council. I insisted that they take as much part in the relationships
of their daily lives as they did in activities and I wasn't really
content if they just ran activities, though running activities had
some good. They had discipline cases ... if someone was out of
order or had broken rules it came before that council and they
made decisions as to what the person or persons should do. They
even recommended in some cases expulsion. (#6)
For him the council system was a means of working at
collaboration and even more importantly an educational process by which
members of the school community learned the value of delegation.
Consistently, he used his office as chief administrator to reinforce this
value among those to whom he had directly delegated authority. As an
example, he cited the following general practice:
. . . if the deans come to me with a recommendation for the
administrative group, I will always ask them what they have done.
I want them to come with a proposal and also want the proposal to
have been reached in a collaborative way with their particula,r
council. And if they don't, and if it's a serious matter, then I ask
them to go back and revisit it. If they have, then usually it is well
formed; then it's very easy decision for the administrative group;
it's almost only a question of informing us of what is going to take
place and being supportive to them. My hope is that they can
understand that to empower people is not only a good thing from
any point of view, but it makes their jobs easier in many ways. I
want people to come to a meeting and represent the groups from
which they come. (#6)
Because he saw collaboration as central to the Marianist method of
education, he held that means must be found to institutionalize it within
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the school. That was also another reason that he emphasized the council
system: it was a strategy for implementing collaboration. As a result of
this institutionalization those persons socialized into the school
appropriated the value and practice of collaboration. It was his
contention that the school at which he had established councils continued
to exist as a Marianist school even after vowed Marianists were no longer
associated with it, because through this system of organization the
Marianist spirit had been institutionalized in it. (#6)
Another respondent also reflected on authority and collaboration,
and like others, (# 1, 4, 5) emphasized the concept of subsidiarity. (#8)
He explained that genuine authority was distributed among a variety of
persons in the school community and that the authority of one person or
group did not cancel out the authority of others. He asserted that
differences among school personnel needed to be solved at the lowest
level of authority as possible. In that regard, he maintained that it was
the responsibility of a higher level of authority to assure that the lower
levels of authority be respected and regularly consulted. He also pointed
out that the exercise of authority involved not only power but insight and
that it was incumbent on authority at all levels to discern matters through
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recourse to the insight of others. (#8)
Finally, one interviewee's focus on the question of relationship
among school personnel was significantly different from those thus far
considered. It was his belief that "they would constitute the adult faith
community, who are involved together in transmitting the heritage." (#7)
They would participate and contribute to that community according to the
roles entrusted to them and it would be the responsibility of
administrators to facilitate that participation. (#8)

Decisions and Policies
All interviewees agreed that decisions were to be made in a
collaborative style, in a way that communicated that persons' opinions
were valued. One participant stressed that students should be included in
the decision-making process, and he observed that such was often not the
case. (#3) Another respondent urged that Marianist schools "take a risk
of team building and . . . a risk of collaborative styles as much as we can
without deteriorating the performance of keeping the school running."
(#5) At the same time, two participants asserted that hard decisions had
to be made and that the shadow side of the Marianist emphasis on
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collaboration was delaying decisions through interminable processes of
consultation. (#2, 7)
Within this general spirit of collaboration some interviewees
maintained that it was important to distinguish when decisions ought to
involve a consultation of "the entire educative community" (#4) and when
it was appropriate that they be made by a smaller segment of the
community. Participants held that all those persons affected by the
decision should be consulted in the process of making it. (#2, 4) One
individual also observed that when a decision is not supported by all
those whom it touches, "great pains" should be taken to explain it and a
readiness maintained to modify it if further observation warranted such
action. (#2) Another interviewee proposed that more collaboration is
appropriate when the decision is direction setting than when it is a matter
of implementation. (#5) He also remarked that poor participation or
participation done in inappropriate contexts can undermine good
collaboration. (#5)
Several respondents also stated that another critical context for
decision-making was the mission of the Marianist school. (#3, 4, 8) In
this regard, one individual highlighted the value of the school handbook,
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which was re-issued each year. All those charged with some
responsibility in the school were required to submit a yearly revision of
the philosophy of their area in light of the school's over-all mission. (#8)
In regard to school policies, which are similar to direction setting
decisions, the interviewees stressed the importance of consultation. They
observed that the more persons had a voice in setting the policies, the
better framed they would be. Those governed by the policies would
sense ownership through the process of consultation and thereby consider
them more binding. (#1, 2, 3, 4) At the same time, periodic review of
policies was necessary so that they might be modified in light of the
community's experience of their implementation. (#2, 5)
In regard to the implementation of policies the interviewees
recognized a tension. Focusing the matter were the importance of the
common good (#1) and respect for the dignity of the person. (#1, 4) It
was also recognized that a policy, which represented a rational set of
principles, had to be applied to the unique circumstances of individuals
and situations. (#2, 5) In other words, policies did not always fit the
complex reality. On the one hand there was a need to be sensitive,
exhibit a prudent inclination toward leniency, and yet be fair. One
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respondent presented this challenge as follows:
The policy as stated in the policy manual may not exactly fit the
situation and you need to accommodate that and at the same not to
disregard the policy. So I think it's principled flexibility; I don't
know if that makes any sense; but the idea is, yes, the principles
are important, but principles could never accommodate every
situation so that you have to be pretty flexible. You can't just say,
"Well, I'm going to be infinitely flexible," and be pragmatic on
every one of these things, because there's a notion of consistency
and justice that's important. (#5)
He claimed that the virtue required in this matter was prudence, bringing
practical wisdom to bear on the application of theory to individual
situations. He suggested that in the process one ask why he or she was
making an accomodation in this situation and not in another. (#5)

Relationship with Parents
Marianist educators realize that parents are the primary educators
of their children and that their role is to collaborate with them in the
education of their daughters and sons. 12 (#2, 3, 5, 7, 8) One interviewee
contended that whereas the Marianist school acts in loco parentis, the
public school relates to the child in terms of her or his civil rights. As

12

0ne interviewee reported that though what is described in this
section concerning the relationship between the school and parents ought
to be the norm, it was rarely his experience as a teacher. (#7)
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such, the public school acts as an agent of the state and as an arbiter
between the child and her or his parents. (#8) Because of this special
relationship of in loco parentis, Marianist educators ask parents to entrust
them with their authority and to respect the school's competence. (#8) At
the same time, parents are recognized as integral members of the school
community, (#2) valued, (#3) and attended to. (#4) Their wisdom is
sought and they are informed about how their children are educated at
school. (#2, 4) In a case where this mutual trust does not exist, then the
Marianist school is not the appropriate place for the education of those
parents' child. (#2, 8)
As members of the learning community, parents, faculty, staff, and
administrators mutually educate one another. (#4) The school personnel
devises ways of involving parents in the continual formation of their
children, (#3) and they in turn are enriched by the knowledge parents
offer them, not only about their children but also about their worlds. (#4)
Because the Marianist school is not only intent upon the development of
the child but also of the parents, a variety of endeavors are undertaken to
share the Marianist spirit with them so that they in turn might have an
impact upon their spheres of influence. (#4, 8) Part of these efforts
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consists in fostering multi-dimensional relationships with the school,
especially by connecting parents with one another. (#4, 8)

Partnerships with the Wider Community
As indicated above, several interviewees thought it was essential
for the Marianist school to connect students with the wider community,
especially through soliciting the collaboration of individuals and agencies
beyond the school in the educational process. In addition, one participant
stressed that the Marianist school must always maintain a strong
relationship with the diocese in which it is located, for it exists "to
advance knowledge and commitment and service within this particular
people of God." (#1) In this regard, another respondent indicated that the
school with which he was associated related to the local church by
providing a cadre of trained, student CCD teachers for six parishes. (#8)
He remarked that the program not only benefited the parishes but also the
students, since it enabled them to articulate their faith more clearly. (#8)
Out-reach to the wider community was also carried on through student
service projects in hospitals and nursing homes. (#8) At the same time,
he cautioned against the possibility of sacrificing academics for service;
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and unlike other interviewees, he was not interested in collaborting with
the civic community in learning "by doing" experiences, for he contended
that persons from the community consistently told him that what they
wanted most were graduates who were classically trained. (#8)
Other interviewees maintained that a Marianist school ought to
strive to be a good partner with other individuals and agencies for the
sake of the well-being of the wider community. (#2) Service by members
of the school personnel on various civic boards and committees would be
one way to demonstrate this commitment. (#2) In turn, it was pointed
out that business and government were aware that schools serve society
by providing future citizens who were functionally literate. (#5, #3, #6)
On this basis it was deemed appropriate to solicit their cooperation in that
education in a variety of ways, including calling upon their financial and
material resources. (#5, #3) In a similar way, appeal to the media for
coverage and to foundations for assistance were regarded as other means
of forming partnerships with the wider community. (#6)
At the same time, two interviewees issued caveats concerning these
associations. One warned against forming partnerships that were simply
instrumental:
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. . . you used the term partnership . . . I would hope that that
would be characteristic, so that it is not just an instrumental
relationship. You know, we can get money from this business so
you can be our partner, but that there could be some sort of mutual
contribution that could go back and forth. There really would be a
partnership. They wouldn't be instrumental relationship, one way
or the other . . . we are not just using each other. Businesses
aren't using the school for tax write-offs or for good public
relations and the school is not using businesses, just to use one
institution, just to get money to survive, or just to get placements
for students in some cooperative kind of thing. Both of those
things would be going on, I mean those are all valid dimensions of
the partnership, but there is something else. For us I think there is
another layer of motivation that would be there. I think that would
have something to do with Christian motivation. (#4)
The other respondent contended that if Marianist schools really educated
students as they proposed, then those students might represent an
unwelcomed challenge to some businesses:
I think also to the extent that we really try to impart the gospel
consciousness to our students, some of students may be a threat to
some corporations. So it's a tricky balance. I don't think you can
partner with everybody because some partners might really not
support what the purpose of the school is. Partner where you can
and be careful about it. (#3)

Graduate of a Marianist School
Though several interviewees contended that there was no one
picture or model of the Marianist graduate since all persons are unique,
all did suggest certain qualities and behaviors that they hoped graduates
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would incorporate within themselves. First, Marianist graduates are
persons firmly rooted in faith, (#2) recognizing God's presence in life.
(#1) Throughout life they are able to point to such marks as progress in

prayer and a growing awareness of the spiritual dimension of existence,
as indications that they have been educated in a dynamic faith. (#5) This
faith also expresses itself in their conviction about the importance of
Christian community and their commitment to it, (#7) partly manifested
by their active participation in their church or diocese. (#6)
Secondly, Marianist graduates are persons characterized by a wellrounded, liberal education. (#2) They demonstrate an ability and
competency to "do good mathematics, . . . good science . . . they
understand, ... they write well, ... they read well, ... they integrate
ideas; ... [they exhibit] the higher order thinking skills that ... are
important in education." (#5) They are persons convinced that learning is
a life long process. (# 1, 2, 3) As such, "they have their eyes open" to all
reality, willing and unafraid to attend to what they see in themselves and
in their world as they make their life's journey. (#4) Concomitantly, they
have the skills and the desire to ponder what they are experiencing. They
know how to reflect by themselves and in concert with other people. (#4)
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Willing to listen, to understand, and to appropriate what seems to be
good and true wherever they find it, their lives are involved in a process
of learning and unlearning as they move into the future. (#5)
Marianist graduates are persons who prize their gifts. and talents as
well as those of others. While recognizing that they have something to
offer, they also grasp how the contribution of others complements their
own. Confident in themselves, they approach life actively, sensing that
they can shape their lives, (#5) that they have the personal power to do
good (virtue), to act on principle. (#8)
Marianist graduates are permeated by a social sense. They connect
the natural talent they possess and the competence they have acquired
with leadership and service. (#1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7) Aware of their own
goodness but at the same time cognizant that they are not the center of
the universe, (#2, 8) they attend to the whole world, the global world
beyond themselves. (#2) Though appreciative of their own individual
capabilities, they are convinced that they can serve and lead best by
working with others in teams, by forming communities. (#3, 4) And
because of their education, because of what they have regularly
experienced in a Marianist school, they possess the skills and practices of
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team and community building. (#3, 4)
Marianist graduates are conscious that they are accountable, (#7)
that they have a mission, that they have been educated as "affectively
competent apostles," (#8) to participate with others in moving the modern
world. (#4) Manifest in their attitudes, dispositions, convictions, and
behaviors is the knowledge, skills, and virtues that have permeated their
education. (#6) They have integrated, centered them within themselves,
so that they form a religious/moral compass that orients their lives. (#5)
This center or compass enables them to describe in what a good person, a
good institution, a good community, a good society consists, to be
convinced about that goodness, and to act upon that conviction in their
personal lives, in their families as spouses and parents, (#8) and in the
public arena, in their work or profession, in their responsibilities as
citizens, and in their Christian vocation as apostles. (#5)
Summary 13
The fundamental assumption of Marianist culture is that members
of the Marianist Family have committed themselves to the organization in
order to make an alliance with Mary and participate in her role in

13

A schematic outline of this summary can be found in Appendix J.
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history. This role is centered in the incarnation: by God's design she was
chosen to be the human instrument, the mother, to give birth to Jesus, the
Incarnate God. As mother she nurtured and shaped the humanity of the
one who would be human as only God could do. However, her vocation
was not fulfilled by participating in this primal and singular incarnation.
Each era calls for a new incarnation, adapted to the circumstances of the
age, and Jesus destined Mary to participate in that process, mothering,
shaping the humanity of those who would be his disciples, other Christs,
until the end of time.
Alliance with Mary and participation in Mary's role in history is
the basic fabric into which are woven all other elements of the Marianist
culture. It is the central strand of the web of meanings that constitute
Marianist culture. It gives intentionality, purpose, direction to all that
Marianists do. It represents the fundamental orientation of their lives and
situates them in a state of perpetual mission. It shapes their feelings,
attitudes, dispositions, perceptions, and actions. These are developed as
Marianists contemplate her and participate in the mysteries of her life:
her motherhood, her response at the annunciation, her greeting at the
visitation, her pondering silence, her presence at the cross, her prayer in
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the upper room.
Alliance with Mary and participation in her role in history govern
the choice of schools as an apostolate. These are seen as a means for
carrying out the perpetual mission of Mary, for engaging in the social,
moral transformation, reconstruction of society intended through the
incarnation of Christ in culture. There is a logic to the choice of schools
for this mission since they provide an institutional setting, with a readymade clientele, including not only the school personnel but parents,
alumni, and others associated with them. Then, too, they are extremely
instrumental in shaping the culture of the larger society by supplying it
with its future citizens, who can act as agents of evangelization. Schools
also afford opportunities for building faith communities among various
constituencies, for forming subcultures within society that can engender
values that are counter to some of those prevailing in the wider
community. In this regard, Marianists are alert not only to those
elements in the general culture that inhibit the incarnation of Christ in the
present age but also those assumptions that enable him to be born anew.
Alliance with Mary and participation in her role in history inform
the culture of Marianist schools. Their atmosphere or climate is
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distinctive, something that can be felt and that is appropriated by
incorporation into it, "caught." It is conducive to growth in and sharing
of faith. Members of the schools characterize it as a family or
community spirit. People experience a mutual respect, manifested in both
caring and challenge. They feel that they are a part of something special,
something bigger than themselves. These schools foster the conviction
that learning is important and is to be linked to leadership and service.
Their tone is hopeful, that the future of oneself, others, and one's world
can be imagined in ever more constructive ways. Finally, contributing to
the overall ambiance of Marianist schools is care for the symbolic
dimensions of life, especially through attention to the arts.
The curriculum of Marianist schools has a religious orientation or
ground. God-directed, imbued with the gospel and the Marianist spirit, it
evidences the teachings of the church, especially on social matters, and
provides an arena for the dialogue between faith and culture. Part of this
religious orientation is manifested in well-taught religion courses, which
are seen as a priority within the curriculum. At the same time religious
questions are integrated across the curriculum and formal instruction is
complemented by a strong campus ministry program.
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Academically sound, the goal of the curriculum is to educate the
whole person. Therefore, it offers a broad-based liberal education and
fosters the conviction that learning is a life-long process. Essential to
achieving its goal is the integration of knowledge as well as the
integration of the intellectual and affective dimensions of the person, the
head and the heart, so that competence is linked with character.
The curriculum also connects the school community with the wider
community, recognizing it as a source of possible educational resources.
In the course of studies in the classroom, teachers enable students to link
what they are learning with the challenges and problems of society and to
develop active imaginations. Opportunities for leadership and service are
also incorporated into the curriculum and individuals and agencies within
the civic community are sought as partners in the educational process so
that students may learn through participation with them in real life
activities.
Extracurriculars are seen as complementary to the curriculum and
organized on the basis of the principles of integration and the
development of the whole person. Therefore, Marianist schools offer a
wide range of activities. These not only afford students the opportunity
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to develop their skills, abilities, and social sense, but school personnel
help students reflect upon their experience in them and learn from it.
Various rituals and practices affirm the educational culture of
Marianist schools. The Marianist character is manifest in celebrations
such as Chaminade Day, Marianist Heritage Week/Month, and Marian
feasts, while the overall religious dimension of the schools is expressed in
the presence of Campus Ministry, prayer rituals, and sacramental
celebrations. Marianist schools regularly gather people together for
various occasions. They use the Three Offices as an approach to
authority and solving problems, framing questions, and planning
programs. They engage in rituals of recognition, attention, affirmation,
and accountability. In the classroom teachers regularly provide models of
reflection, silence, and imagination. Finally, careful attention is paid to
the physical environment of the learning complex and campus.
Marianist educators exhibit the dispositions, feelings, perceptions,
attitudes, and actions of Mary. In all that they do, they habitually have
the intention of furthering the Marianist spirit in the school and realize
that they teach as a means of sharing the gospel. Aware that the students
entrusted to them are a charge given by God, they carry out their
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activities in light of the image of the Good Shepherd. As such, they are
attentive to and appreciate the students in front of them as they are and as
they can be, eager to interact with them in and outside the classroom.
Professionally and academically competent, they evaluate their
efforts and adapt their methods and strategies as is appropriate.
Marianist educators are also able to make connections between what they
teach and the issues and challenges that face them and their students in
their local communities and world, while modeling both the integration of
knowledge and the integration of head and heart. Finally, Marianist
educators readily manifest and share their faith with all who are part of
the school community and foster among them a spirit of family and
collaboration.
The relationships among the personnel of Marianist schools are
characterized by a basic respect for each person and the recognition of a
basic equality. Diverse in composition, members of the school
community collaborate with each other, convinced that each has
something to offer to the mission that brings them together as one. This
collaboration includes regard for various kinds of authority and the
practice of subsidiarity. Finally, these persons are bonded together as an
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adult faith community.
The decisions and policies of Marianist schools are arrived at
appropriately and collaboratively. The degree of consultation is based on
the type of decision or policy that is being made. Those that are
direction-setting involve more participation from the community than
those that deal with implementation. However, they are all considered
within the context of the mission and reviewed periodically and modified
when experience warrants it. In their implementation respect for
principles, for unique circumstances, for persons, for the complexity of
reality, for consistency, and for justice must be kept in balance. Thus,
prudence is a requisite for their wise administration.
The personnel of Marianist schools recognize that parents are the
primary educators of their children and they collaborate with them in a
spirit of mutual respect that entails reciprocal learning. Parents are
encouraged to appropriate the Marianist spirit and connected in various
ways with one another.
Marianist schools are in partnership with the dioceses in which they
are located and collaborate with the civic community in the educational
process. School personnel participate with other individuals on boards,
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and the like for the sake of the well-being of the wider community.
Business, foundations, the media, and government are also sought as
partners for the sake of supporting the schools' educational programs.
Marianist graduates are individuals, firmly rooted in a dynamic
faith. Possessed of a well-rounded, liberal education and engaged in lifelong learning, they are confident of themselves and appreciative of
others. Permeated by a social sense and concern, they believe that they
can serve and lead best through collaboration in community. Through the
educational process they have developed a religious/moral compass that
orients their lives and directs their efforts in participating with others in
moving the modern world.
Characteristic of any culture, even those of tribal and pastoral
societies, are variations in the understanding of some of the culture's
assumptions and beliefs. 14 Such is also true of Marianist culture. Among
what might be termed conflictive assumptions is the meaning of the
process by which the Society of Mary became involved in schools.
Secondly, there is a difference among some of the interviewees in how
the Society of Mary is to be understood in relation to the Marianist
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Trice, Cultures of Work Organizations, 6, 175.
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Family as well as to what should characterize the Marianist Family's
relationship to schools and other works founded by the Society of Mary.
Finally, the value of the System of Virtues is variously apprized.
In conclusion, all cultures involve "a particular group of people
coping with a unique set of physical, social, political,
[religious/philosophical,] and economic circumstances. "15 Coping with
these circumstances constitutes the culture's challenge. Among the
challenges faced by Marianist culture and schools is discerning to what
degree a Marianist character is imprinted upon the establishments
presently served by the Society of Mary and to what degree the Society
of Mary is committed to the apostolate of the schools. Secondly, the
Society of Mary is presently challenged to be more intentional in its
efforts to communicate the Marianist spirit to its collaborators and in
devising strategies for its institutionalization in the works that it sponsors.
Finally, the possibility of recruitment of new members to its ranks
continues to pose the question of the future existence of the Society of
Mary and ultimately of Marianist culture as it is experienced today.

15

1bid.' 6.
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Research Question Three
A comparison of the content analysis of Chaminade's writings with
the interviews of those designated as best experienced in Marianist
education addressed research question three concerning the similarities
and differences between Marianist educational culture as envisioned by
Chaminade and that extant today. Both Chaminade and those interviewed
considered themselves as participating in Mary's on-going mission in this
world, 16 which was basically seen as a mission of Christian education for
the sake of multiplying Christians and infusing Christian values in the
structures of society. In order to carry out this mission both Chaminade
and the interviewees recognized that adaptability was essential and that
the realities of the society in which the Marianist Family existed had to
be engaged, that the signs of the times had to be addressed. Also, the
fundamental distinction between instruction and Christian education, that
teaching was simply a means through which Christian education could be
accomplished, was found both in the interviews and the content analysis.
16

The interviewees devoted much more attention to the implications
of this association with Mary than was found in the content analysis. For
example, they reflected on the notion of incarnation, on fostering Marian
virtues in themselves and school personnel, on sharing in Mary's role of
forming disciples of Christ. However, such sentiments draw up
Chaminade' s thought found in other writings.
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Both in the content analysis and in the interviews schools open to
all classes and operated on a variety of academic levels were seen as
principal works of the Society of Mary. The interviewees insisted that
school populations should not be composed of an elite but serve all, just
as Chaminade focused his energy toward the common people. According
to the content analysis, Chaminade had made this decision because he
sought to influence the broadest audience possible and because he
aspired to imitate Jesus' concern for the poor. What motivated this
choice on the part of the respondents was not made explicit in the
interviews.
All but one of the interviewees cited collaboration in the mission of
the Marianist school with the laity, whether they were formally or
informally associated with the Marianist Family, as critical today.
Several also maintained that a present crucial challenge to the continuance
of Marianist educational culture in schools was the development of a
coherent, structured, on-going program of socialization into that culture
for these lay collaborators. However, in the content analysis only a few
units of text were devoted to collaboration in the schools of the Society of
Mary with those other than vowed religious. Though the large boarding
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establishments of Chaminade's day, such as St. Remy and that of Layrac,
had to employ some individuals who were not members of the Society of
Mary, Chaminade generally registered hesitation about that necessity.
Instead, he concentrated his concern on the communities of the Society of
Mary, continually urging that their unity was essential to the success of
the schools they sponsored. In this regard, of those interviewed only one
respondent explicitly placed a similar emphasis on the centrality of the
community of vowed religious for the effectiveness of the apostolic
mission in schools.
As is evident from his work with the Bordeaux Sodality,
Chaminade certainly wanted to enlist the laity as missionaries in the
apostolate of the Church. However, the content analysis yielded only one
unit of text from the letters 17 that directly linked the schools with·
sodalities and none that suggested that it was a desired practice to have
lay members of the sodality work within the schools. On a few occasions

17

11

Chaminade wrote Charles X, King of France:
what
distinguishes our schools, are the accessory institutions, by which we try
to have them accompanied everywhere, in order to sustain in the children
who leave the schools, the good habits and religious sentiments, which
they have received during the years of their training. These institutions
consist of schools for the arts and trades and of pious sodalities.
Chaminade to Charles X, 7 April 1825 [#328], 2.1:4
•••
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members of the sodality were influential in the establishment of a school
and affiliates of the Society of Mary often provided them with financial
and political support. Though Chaminade continued his interest in
sodalities after he founded the Daughters of Mary and the Society of
Mary, eventually he ceded direction of the one in Bordeaux and his
energy was more and more concentrated on his religious congregations.
These observations suggest that in the matter of collaboration with
the laity in schools a difference exists between the time of Chaminade and
the present, though a general precedent for lay collaboration can be found
in other aspects of Chaminade' s ministry. A parallel might also be drawn
between Chaminade's involvement with teacher preparation through
retreats and normal schools and the interviewees' concern with
developing programs to socialize lay collaborators into Marianist ·
educational culture. However, Chaminade's emphasis on teacher
preparation and on primary schooling was motivated by his desire to use
the most effective methods available to effect the widest possible impact
upon the population. One interviewee did refer to Chaminade's strategy
of normal schools and questioned why more energy had not been
dedicated to teacher preparation by Marianists in the United States (#8),
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but no other respondent raised the question of what kind of schooling
(e.g., primary, secondary, teacher colleges, university) would seem to be
most effective in carrying out the mission of the Society of Mary or
Marianist Family today.
Whereas relationships with civil and ecclesiastical officials absorbed
a significant amount of Chaminade' s time, next to no mention was made
of such issues by the interviewees. This dissimilarity reflects the
significant differences between the centralized state control of education
in France and its relatively independent organization in the United States.
On the other hand, these transactions were also a part of Chaminade's
attempt to maintain connections with important segments of the world
beyond the Society of Mary and its schools. Viewed in that context, they
find a parallel in the interviewees' efforts to create partnerships outside
the school. In this vein, the content analysis revealed that Chaminade
was concerned with the reputation of the schools, that is, how they were
perceived (public relations) by the general public, civil and church
authorities, and parents. But formalized associations of parents, alumni,
faith sharing groups among lay personnel of the schools, arrangements
with businesses for the sake of providing financial support or educational
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services, 18 and the like, commented upon in the interviews, were not part
of the school culture he created.
Another challenge that emerged in the content analysis was
finances, something only mentioned as a serious concern by one
interviewee (#7). But a third challenge was evident both in the
interviews and the content analysis, that of personnel.
Another difference between the educational culture that surfaced
through content analysis and that found in the interviews centered on
organization. No structure for such direct supervision of schools as that
exercised by Chaminade was evident among those interviewed.
However, emphasis on unity among school community members, the use
of various kinds of councils, the need to frame issues from different
points of view, a respect for the system of the three offices, and the
importance of participation in and responsibility of all for the
implementation of the mission were evident in both accounts of Marianist
educational culture.
Comments on curriculum were more detailed and varied in the

18

0n one occasion Lalanne did arrange to have students visit
factories to experience first hand what they were studying in the boarding
school in Bordeaux.
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interviews than those found in the content analysis. Among other
elements, the respondents emphasized the development of the whole
person, the integration of the domains of knowledge, and learning
through experience. 19 Some interviewees linked the integration of
knowledge and the moral realm, intellectual competence and character,
with the education of the head and the heart, which is found in the
content analysis.
The respondents also stressed that education for justice and
participation in community service were integral to the curriculum in a
Marianist school. In this regard, there is no question that Chaminade's
sodalists practiced the spiritual and corporal works of mercy, that he
insisted that his primary schools be open to the poor, and that he intended
that the graduates of Marianist schools be apostles and missionaries and
make an impact upon society. But nowhere did the content analysis
reveal that the kind of justice education and service cited in the interviews
formed part of the prospectus of schools in Chaminade' s day. As such,
justice education and the inclusion of service as an explicit element in the
school program represent a development from Chaminade's time.
19

Some points of contact with these emphases can be found in
Lalanne's writings and in various editions of the pedagogical method.
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Central to the curriculum for Chaminade and the interviewees was
the teaching of religion. Both contended that to be effective this teaching
had to be both intellectually sound and affectively oriented. A
contemporary development, and one that complemented the affective
dimension of the religious curriculum, is the campus ministry program
cited by several interviewees. Also, some respondents claimed that
religious questions, when appropriate, should be integrated across the
curriculum. Such an observation did not emerge in the content analysis.
However, there are some suggestions about incorporating the teaching of
religion in other subjects in various editions of the method issued during
Chaminade' s lifetime.
A sizable number of units of text dealt with the Marianist method
of education in the content analysis. On the other hand, specific
comments on pedagogy were few among the interviewees, and there was
no sense that a clearly articulated Marianist method was common to
them. At the same time, some registered interest in recent developments
by an international team to produce an overview of the characteristics of
Marianist education.
Chaminade and the respondents agreed that the role of the educator
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was central to Christian education and schooling. For the success of the
mission both indicated that school personnel must share certain
convictions about human nature or the nature of the student and life in
general. It was thought essential that teachers appropriate certain
dispositions or attitudes, regularly display them in behaviors, and center
them by a deliberate intention to nurture a Christian spirit in their
students.
In sum, then, several similarities existed between the Marianist
educational culture manifested in the content analysis of Chaminade's
writing and that delineated in the interviews of those designated as best
experienced in Marianist education. At the same time differences did
exist, often as a result of the difference of the ecological contexts in
which the educational culture existed.

CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
Overview
The purpose of this research was to delineate the components of
Marianist educational culture. The researcher achieved that goal through
a content analysis of writings of William Joseph Chaminade, founder of
the Society of Mary, and in-depth interviews of eight persons designated
as best experienced in Marianist education. The study was structured by
the following three research questions:
1. What are the principal elements of Marianist educational culture
expressed in the writings of the founder of the Society of Mary of Paris,
William Joseph Chaminade?
2. What are the elements of Marianist educational culture as
expressed in the lived experience of Marianists today?
3. How are the expressions of Marianist educational culture
manifested in the published writings of Chaminade and in the lived
experience of Marianists today similar and dissimilar?
These questions were explored in a variety of ways. First of all,
the data from the content analysis was categorized and compared in a
tabular manner. Then from it a narrative description of the components
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of Marianist educational culture in the thought of Chaminade was
constructed. Secondly, after the interviews were completed and
transcribed, a narrative description of Marianist educational culture was
composed from them. Both narratives were focused by the theoretical
framework of this study, four commonly agreed upon constituents of
organizational culture. Finally, the material of the content analysis was
compared with that of the interviews in order to determine similarities
and differences between the Marianist educational culture of Chaminade
and that extant today.
Conclusions and Implications
The first research question was initially addressed by the
determination of three major categories, derived from the theory of
culture, that served to organize sixty-four subcategories that emerged in
the process of performing the content analysis of writings of Chaminade
(Table 5). These formed the basis of the narrative description of the
elements of Marianist educational culture found in Chaminade 's thought
and practice.
Marianist educational culture emerged out of Chaminade' s response
to his ecological context, one which he considered to be permeated by the
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rationalism of the Enlightenment and spread through schooling of the
day. To meet this challenge to the Catholic faith, he eventually founded
two religious orders, the Daughters of Mary Immaculate and the Society
of Mary. The Society of Mary was composed of lay. and clerical
members of all social classes, who saw themselves as auxiliaries of Mary
in her eternal mission in history, which was Christian education
conceived of as multiplying Christians. Though open to any work that
would achieve the apostolic mission, Chaminade believed that the Society
of Mary at that point in time should principally devote itself to schooling
as a means of Christian education.
A fundamental assumption of the educational culture that
Chaminade founded was that Christian education was not synonymous
with instruction or teaching. Christian education encompassed all the
means that could be used to foster the Christian spirit in people.
Teaching was an effective means through which Christian education could
be achieved.
Chaminade undertook all types of schooling, since all classes had
been infected by rationalism. But he considered the preparation of
teachers through retreats and normal schools as offering the greatest
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opportunity for reaching the largest number of people. Even after
political events thwarted his first efforts in this field, he still maintained
that ideally normal schools were a privileged means for achieving the
mission of Christian education.
It was especially through the teachers, the kind of persons that they
were, that Marianist educational culture was affirmed and expressed.
Though it was essential that teachers be schooled in the Marianist
Method, another means by which Chaminade's educational culture was
manifested, more than anything else it was the kind of convictions that
the teachers held, the dispositions and attitudes they appropriated, and the
behaviors that they displayed in concert with one another that perpetuated
Marianist educational culture.
A narrative description of Marianist educational culture, drawn
from interviews of eight persons designated as best experienced in
Marianist education, was constructed in response to research question
two. Participants in this culture, whether lay or religious, are to see
themselves as empowered and acting out of alliance with Mary in the ongoing mission entrusted to her, that of incarnating Christ, educating
disciples, in every age. This mission is to shape their feelings, attitudes,
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dispositions, perceptions, and actions, and they need always to be ready
to adapt to meet the challenges of the larger culture. Schools have been
chosen as an effective way to carry out this mission, to transform society.
This transformation requires the participants to be attentive to both the
enabling assumptions of their society as well as those to be countered.
Assumptions about the basic mission, for example, that instruction is
simply a means to Christian education, inform the culture of the
Marianist school and are manifested in its atmosphere or climate, the
composition of the student population, the curriculum and
extracurriculars, the various awards and celebrations that take place, its
organization and the process through which policies and decisions are
made and implemented, the relationships among school personnel, the
partnerships created with the wider community, and the convictions,
dispositions, and behaviors of the educators.
To answer research question three a comparison of the results of
the content analysis and the interviews was made. It was determined that
both the educational culture of Chaminade and that extant today shared
many similar assumptions. Basically the webs of meaning that bound the
collectives together were similar. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
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influence of the founder, William Joseph Chaminade, has persisted over
more than a century and a half of the Society of Mary's existence.
However, certain differences were also observed. Justice education, the
incorporation of community service into the curriculum, and learning
through experience, though having points of contact with the practice of
Chaminade, are given an emphasis in present Marianist educational
culture not found in that of the nineteenth century. Collaboration with
lay colleagues in the work of the schools and the creation of partnerships
between the schools and the wider community and the need to provide a
systematic process of socialization in the Marianist spirit for these
collaborators and partners are also concerns present today but not given
much importance in Chaminade' s efforts in schools. Finally, whereas
Chaminade was determined about the development of a Marianist method
of education and insistent that this method be implemented in all the
schools so that the spirit, the meanings of Marianist educational culture
be actualized in them, that preoccupation was practically absent in the
conversations of the interviewees.
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Recommendations
Continued study and research is necessary in order to promote
Marianist educational culture in schools. Informed by the results of this
study, the researcher proposes the following recommendations for
consideration.
Recommendations for Professional Practice
1. It is recommended to the Marianist Conference (an association
of Provincials and Assistant Provincials of the five provinces of the
United States) that it institute an interprovince program for the vowed
religious on Marianist educational culture; that this program be an
opportunity for members to reappropriate the broad vision of Christian
education, the ultimate purpose of which is the multiplication of
Christians; that as part of such a renewal program participants and
members of the Marianist Conference reflect upon what kind of schooling
is most effective in carrying out the ultimate mission of the Society of
Mary and the Marianist Family.
2. It is recommended to the Marianist Conference and especially
to the Provincial Assistants for Education that they continue their efforts
to develop a coherent, systematic, on-going program for the socialization
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of lay collaborators into Marianist educational culture. Particularly
critical to this socialization is the development of procedures whereby
what has been initiated at regional meetings such as the Marianist
Educational Colloquium or Teaching as Ministry can be nurtured at local
levels.
3. It is recommended to the Marianist Conference and the
Provincial Assistants for Education that they discuss with administrators
of schools founded in the Marianist tradition how hiring practices
oriented by the ultimate mission of Marianist educational culture can be
implemented.
4. It is recommended to the Provincial Assistants for Education
that they devise strategies for sharing personnel of the Society of Mary
across provinces and establish criteria to determine which schools can
best profit from the presence of vowed religious in terms of the
effectiveness of the mission.
5. It is recommended to the Provincial Assistants for Education
that they actively seek to develop administrators among the vowed
religious for schools founded in the Marianist tradition.
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6. It is recommended to the Provincial Assistants for Education
that they collaborate with the General Assistant for Education in initiating
discussion on a Marianist Method of Education.
7. It is recommended to the Provincial Assistants for Education
that they develop a presentation of Marianist educational culture and
indicate how it includes the characteristics of good schools that have been
delineated in recent research on the culture of schools.
8. It is recommended that representatives from schools founded in
the Marianist tradition devise an Inventory of Practices and Behaviors of
Marianist Educational Culture as an aid to helping school personnel
manifest, affirm, and communicate that culture in schools. As an
example, the following sample in Table 10 is offered. It is based upon
the schema of Marianist Culture and Schools, Table 9, found in Appendix
L. 1 After conducting such an inventory, school personnel could then plan
to strengthen those areas where any deficiencies were discovered. Also,
a review of the inventory results of several Marianist schools could
provide a school personnel with new ways of implementing Marianist
educational culture in its school.
1

Since this table is a sample, no attempt has been made to translate
all the items of Table 9 into behaviors and practices in the inventory.
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TABLE 10
INVENTORY OF PRACTICES AND BEHAVIORS
IN MARIANIST SCHOOLS
How often is the mission of the school as multiplying Christians
articulated for students, school personnel, parents, alumni, and those in
partnership with the school?
in the formal mission statement or philosophy of the school?
in formal presentations to these groups (e.g., in remarks before
parents groups)?
in new student and new faculty orientations?
in meetings with vowed Marianists in the school?
in meetings with LIFE (Living in Faith Experience) groups and
TAM (Teaching as Ministry) groups?
in retreats?
in homilies?
in student/parent/faculty handbooks?
in administrative bulletins to school personnel?
in letters to the various groups referenced above?
in public relations publications?

How often is the role of Mary and her virtues as manifest in the
Mysteries of Mary articulated to students, school personnel, parents,
alumni, and those in partnership with the school?
in the formal mission statement or philosophy of the school?
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Table 10 --continued.
in formal presentations to these groups (e.g., in remarks before
parents groups)?
in new student orientations?
in retreats?
in liturgies?
during the months of October and May?
by vowed Marianists in the school?
in student/parent/faculty handbooks?
in meetings with LIFE groups and TAM groups?
in administrative bulletins to school personnel?
in letters to the various groups referenced above?
in public relations publications?
Describe the climate/atmosphere of the school.
with what evidence can you support the description?
in informal language how do the personnel, students, parents,
alumni, and others associated with the school speak of it?
what evidence points to a sense of family among the school
community?
describe the physical condition of the learning place?
what makes it attractive, an appealing place to be, conducive
to learning?
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Table 10 --continued.
what indicates that the arts and the symbolic are prized by
the school?
list the general displays/bulletin boards created in hallways,
cafeteria, library, and other assembly areas
What evidence is there that the student population is diverse (e.g., ethnic
backgrounds, handicapped, economically disadvantaged, students at risk)?
what efforts (e.g., financial aid, recruitment of students from
diverse backgrounds, provisions for students with learning
disabilities) are made to encourage diversity?
what efforts are made to acquaint personnel, students, parents, and
others with the different cultural heritages of the student
population?
how is the Marian character of the school linked with inclusivity
and diversity?
(e.g., cultural assemblies, celebration of Black History
Month, opportunities to eat ethnic foods and experience
ethnic customs, ethnic heritage week)
what special services (e.g., guidance programs) are provided for
students and parents (ethnic support groups) of diverse
backgrounds?
What evidence is there that the school personnel is diverse?
what opportunities are provided to school personnel on inclusivity?
Is the religion curriculum both intellectually challenging and affectively
sound?
what evidence can be given for the description of the program
(e.g., classroom supervision, lesson plans, syllabi, departmental
plans, test scores, portfolios, team planning)
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Table 10 -- continued.
is there a systematic program that ensures that basic Church
teaching is presented in a way that respects both faith and reason?
is some measure used to determine how well Church teaching
is comprehended?
is there a systematic program that ensures that the social teachings
of the Church are presented in a way that respects both faith and
reason?
is some measure used to determine how well the social
teaching of the Church is comprehended?
what opportunities exist for students to experience the
problems which are addressed in the social teachings?
are there opportunities for students to learn about and to experience
various forms of prayer and other spiritual practices?
how often do classes, divisions, etc. plan liturgies and other
prayer services?
how often do classes, divisions, etc. plan Christian service
projects?
are students introduced to religious traditions other than that of
Catholicism?
what resources outside the school are utilized to help students
understand these traditions?
do students of faith traditions other than Catholicism sponsor
prayer services within the school?
list speakers brought into the school to help students
appreciate other faith traditions
what opportunities exist for professional development of
faculty in regard to faith traditions other than Catholicism?
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Table 10 -- continued.
Describe the Campus Ministry program present at the school.
indicate who comprise(s) the Campus Ministry personnel
in what ways are school personnel other than those of
Campus Ministry integrated into the Campus Ministry
program?
to whom does the director of Campus Ministry report?
is the director of Campus Ministry a member of the
Administrative Team of the school?
in what ways is the program coordinated with or complementary to
the religion curriculum?
how often is Eucharist celebrated together with the entire student
body during the school year (e.g., holy days, special celebrations
such as Christmas, Chaminade Day)?
describe how many students are involved in the Eucharistic
celebrations and in what ways
describe how many school personnel, parents, and others are
involved in the Eucharistic celebrations and in what ways
in what ways do drama, art, dance, music, and other art
forms enhance the Eucharistic celebration?
what opportunities exist to celebrate Eucharist in groups smaller
than the entire student body (e.g., clubs, sports, student divisions,
classes, parent groups, family groups)?
what opportunities exist to celebrate the Sacrament of
Reconciliation individually and communally?
describe how many students and in what ways they are
involved in the communal celebration
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Table 10 -- continued.
describe how many of the school personnel, parents, and
others associated with the school are involved in the
communal celebrations and in what ways
what efforts are made to involve parish priests from the local
area and Marianist priest from outside the school in the
celebration of the sacrament?
in what ways do drama, art, dance, music, and other art
forms enhance the communal celebration?
what prayer services other than sacramental ones are celebrated
during the school year (e.g., Ash Wednesday)?
describe how many students are involved in the prayer
services and in what ways
describe how many school personnel, parents, and others
associated with the school are involved in the prayer services
and in what ways
in what ways do drama, art, dance, music, and other art
forms enhance the prayer services?
list the number and kinds of retreats provided for the student body
how many students participate in at least one retreat a year?
how are students, school personnel, and parents involved in
the retreat programs as team members/presenters?
list the ways retreats are a part of the sports program and
other clubs
what faith sharing groups exist for the students, e.g., LIFE, Kairos
Retreat Follow-up Groups, etc.?
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Table 10 -- continued.
how are students empowered to minister to one another?
(e.g., through peer ministry, big sister/brother programs
within the school, retreat team members, liturgical ministers,
planners)
list the service projects and programs available to students
how are these coordinated with the religion program and the
rest of the curriculum?
how many students, school personnel, parents, and alumni
participate in these?
are student volunteer service hours an expectation included in
the curriculum?
what opportunities for reflection upon participation in service
projects and programs exist?
how many participate in service to fulfill requirements
and how many participate simply on a voluntary basis?
what Campus Ministry requirements exist for graduation?
list various events and experiences sponsored by Campus Ministry
to promote social justice awareness (e.g., Thanksgiving Food
Drive, Christmas Toy Drive, Hunger Awareness Week, fast days,
offering prayers for disaster victims and the like, collection of
money for victims of disaster)
indicate the ways that the campus ministry program is seen as
integral to the school and supported by school personnel
(e.g., director of campus ministry is a member of the
administrative team, expectation that school personnel in
some way contribute to campus ministry program, teacher
approval of appropriate absences of students for campus
ministry activities)
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Table 10 -- continued.
Describe the academic program of the school.
what evidence can be offered that it is intellectually sound (e.g.,
test scores, acceptance into schooling opportunities beyond high
school, academic success of graduates)?
how often do faculty members articulate expectations about
academic performance and quality?
what policies exist regarding dismissal of students for not
maintaining a certain GPA? for having a certain number of failures
during a semester or a year?
list ways that the guidance counselors promote academic excellence
is there an integration of the domains of knowledge in the
curriculum?
what evidence can be given of this integration (e.g.,
classroom supervision, lesson plans, syllabi, departmental
plans, test scores, portfolios, homework assignments)?
what evidence can be offered for character formation throughout
the curriculum?
what evidence can be given that teachers envision their
calling as a moral enterprise as well as the development of
intellectual habits of mind?
what evidence can be offered that justice education is integrated
across the curriculum?
(e.g., from classroom supervision, lesson plans, syllabi,
departmental plans, test scores, portfolios, homework
assignments)
what partnerships exist with the wider community to provide
learning opportunities through experience?
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Table 10 -- continued.
what opportunities exist within the curriculum to reflect upon these
learning experiences?
what evidence is there that these learning experiences attune
students to the problems of society and how these can be
addressed through an active imagination?
list experiences/events in the overall school program that
supplement curriculum to put students in contact with the
challenges and problems of society (e.g., crucial issues day,
school wide assembly to view AIDS education play, Health
Fair, etc.)
what educational resources are brought into the school
program and curriculum from the wider community?
what place do the arts have within the general curriculum?
what is the general arts requirement for every student?
how many students pursue courses in the arts beyond the
general requirements?
what arts events and experiences in the school program
supplement the general arts courses in the curriculum?
Give evidence of how the extracurricular program complements the
curriculum, fosters the development of the whole person, and furthers the
Marianist dimension of the school's philosophy/mission.
how many students participate in extracurriculars?
how many faculty moderate extracurriculars?
what requirement exists for faculty to moderate
extracurriculars?
in what ways do faculty reflect upon better integrating students into
the school through extracurriculars?
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Table 10 -- continued.
what evidence exists to indicate that enough extracurriculars exist
to meet the needs of students?
how many extracurriculars have a service component (either in the
school or beyond it)?
what efforts are made to enlist the cooperation of parents in the
extracurricular program?
(e.g., service of parents (transportation, etc.), booster
organizations, use of parents as moderators or advisors)
orientation meetings for parents of students involved in
extracurriculars
what retreats, prayer services, etc. (if any) are incorporated into
the extracurricular program?
list the observations of school personnel, parents, alumni, and
students about competition as a part of the various extracurriculars
sponsored by the school
List the rituals and practices that specifically affirm the overall Marianist
character of the school.
List the occasions on which students, parents, school personnel, alumni
are brought together (e.g., awards banquet, theater productions, senior
picnic, father and son communion breakfast, daughter and father dance,
retreats, support groups, etc.).
divide these events into various categories (e.g. social, academic,
athletic, religious, etc.) and then give a general description of the
content of each gathering (e.g., opening prayer, introductions, etc.)
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Table 10 --continued.
List the awards given by the school (e.g., monthly student achievement in
campus ministry, student award for academic excellence, monthly faculty
recognition for excellence, Founder's Day Award, scholarships).
how often are awards presented in the school (is there a need to
create more so that more persons can be recognized)?
how are awards presented and of what do they consist?
give evidence of the reaction of students, school personnel,
parents, alumni, etc. to the presentation of awards
how are awards publicized (e.g., school newspaper, faculty
bulletin, parent newsletter, neighborhood paper)?
are awards given in the following areas: imagination, service,
community change or improvement, leadership, academics,
athletics, spirituality and ministry, Marianist spirit?
what awards are given to parents, donors, public/Church officials?
List opportunities provided for the spiritual development of school
personnel.
what opportunities in and outside school exist for education in the
Marianist spirit and educational culture (e.g., school personnel
meetings, staff meetings, retreats)?
in what ways is this education coordinated and what
strategies for follow-up exist?
in what ways are school personnel invited to become
formally affiliated with the Marianist Family?
how many vowed Marianist participate in the implementation of the
spiritual development of school personnel?
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Table 10 -- continued.
list the prayer and ministerial groups that exist for school personnel
how many of the school personnel participate in these
groups?
how often do these groups meet?
how many of the school personnel serve in some spiritual or
ministerial capacity in their church communities?
what retreats are provided for the school personnel?
how many of the school personnel participate in these
retreats?
what prayer services/ sacramental services are provided to school
personnel

List the school expectations for the on-going personal/professional
development of school personnel.
list opportunities provided school personnel by the school for
sabbaticals, workshops, teacher exchange programs, etc.
List the expectation for the participation of school personnel in school
activities outside the classroom or school time.
List the standing committees, councils, and routinely called meetings that
exist in the school and indicate how frequently they meet.
(e.g., faculty meetings, administrative council, athletic council,
secretarial meeting, committee on diverse student population,
dean's council, curriculum meetings, academic council, admission
and retention council, budget committee, student government, etc.)
indicate the ways in which the Marianist spirit is communicated to
them
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Table 10 --continued.
indicate how these groups are related to the practice of the three
offices (Religious Life, Education, and Temporalities)
indicate the ways by which school personnel, students, parents can
choose to participate in these various groups
List the ways that school personnel, students, and parents are involved in
the setting of policies and carrying out of decisions.
give examples of how decisions were made on the basis of policies
give examples of how decisions were made that were exceptions to
policies
indicate the reasons given for making an exception to the
policy
List ways that parents/guardians and schools collaborate in education.
list the parent associations the school sponsors and what
expectations/contracts exist for participation in them by parents
list the ways the parents/ guardians are kept apprised of their
children's development in school
list the number of parent/teacher conferences that take place
list the number of newsletters sent to parents and other
school publics and their frequency of appearance
list expectations that exist for participation by parents/guardians in
school activities, programs, work projects, etc.
list the number that constitutes the parents' board
how is membership determined?
indicate the ways the membership is representative of the
student population
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Table 10 --continued.
list ways that the Marianist spirit is communicated to
parents/guardians
list ways in which parents are invited to become formally
affiliated with the Marianist Family
list spiritual services provided for parents/guardians
list educational services provided for parents/guardians
(e.g., parenting classes, language and/or cultural sharing
groups, classes on crucial issues affecting children
[Addiction, College Application and Financial Aid, etc.])
list ways that parents/guardians are invited to contribute to the
development process (intellectual, social, spiritual, etc.) of their
children in school
list ways parents are put into contact with one another
(e.g., matching senior parents with parents of first year
students, language and ethnic groupings, grandparents day,
formal and informal dinners, booster activities, etc.)
list ways of meeting special needs of parents/guardians, e.g.~ those
who are single parents
List the ways the school, students, school personnel, parents are in
partnership with the diocese (e.g., membership on school boards,
visitation by the bishop and the superintendent of schools, etc.).
List the ways the school is in partnership with alumnae/alumni.
list the alumni organizations that exist
list opportunities for development (spiritual, intellectual, etc.)
offered to alumni
list the ways the school maintains contact with alumni
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list the ways alumni are invited to participate in the educational
program of the school
list the ways the Marianist spirit is communicated to alumni
list the spiritual groups provided for alumni
list how many alumni contribute to the annual fund drive and other
financial development activities
list the various alumni events (intellectual, social, spiritual, etc.)

Recommendations for Future Research
1. It is recommended that cases studies of Marianist schools in
Europe, Latin America, and Asia be conducted and that the results of
these studies be compared to the findings of this research to determine
similarities and differences between the implementation of Marianist
educational culture in the United States and other parts of the wodd.
2. It is recommended that case studies following a methodology
similar to that of Lesko2 be conducted in a random sample of Marianist
schools in the United States to determine to what degree the actual
practice of schooling in them corresponds to the descriptive narratives
found in this dissertation.

2

Lesko, Symbolizing Society.
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3. It is recommended that a survey instrument be developed on the
basis of the research of this study and then be administered to random
samples of school personnel, students, parents, and alumnae and alumni
to determine the degree of correspondence between the norms and
assumptions of Marianist educational culture and their expression and the
perception of their presence in Marianist schools by these constituencies.
4. It is recommended that interviews using the interview protocol
of this study be conducted with a random sample of religious of the
Society of Mary who have been members less than fifteen years to
determine to what degree there is a correspondence between their
perceptions of Marianist educational culture and of those interviewed in
this study.
5. It is recommended that interviews using the interview protocol
of this study be conducted with a random sample of lay collaborators in
Marianist schools to determine to what degree there is a correspondence
between their perceptions of Marianist educational culture and of those
interviewed in this study.
6. It is recommended that a survey instrument based on the
characteristics of the graduate of Marianist schools delineated in this
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research be devised and then administered to a random sample of
alumnae and alumni of Marianist schools to determine the degree of
correspondence between the description of the graduate found in this
study and that which emerges from the survey.
Closing Remarks
The concern of this study has been the historical origin of
Marianist educational culture and a contemporary conception of it. This
research has shown that a great deal of congruency exists between the
two. This concern has been motivated by the critical juncture at which
schools in the United States founded in the Marianist tradition find
themselves. No longer can they depend upon the presence of a large
number of members of the Society of Mary in these schools to perpetuate
Marianist educational culture. No longer can it be assumed that that
culture will be appropriated simply through osmosis. Rather the
socialization of the school community into that culture must be deliberate,
intentional, and strategies must be developed to achieve this socialization.
What this study offers to this effort at socialization is a description of this
culture from both an historical and contemporary perspective and from
this basis strategies of socialization can be constructed.
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APPENDIX A
TABLE 4
CATHOLIC IDGH SCHOOL SURVEY

TABLE 4
CATHOLIC IDGH SCHOOL SURVEY
The School and Its Mission
1.School personnel witness the Gospel message by their actions, words
and examples.
2.The school focuses on witnessing to and transmitting the traditions of
the Catholic Church.
3. The school addresses the students' culture/world by integrating faith
with culture and life.
4.The school carries out its policies, programs and practices in an
atmosphere of care and respect.
5. Students have opportunities to pray together daily.
6.Students participate in community service programs which integrate the
Church's social teachings.
7 .School personnel view their role as a ministry of the Church.
8.School personnel help students appreciate their God-given talents
through individual care and concern.
9. The school prepares students to take an active role in their parish
Church.
10. The school prepares students to assume the responsibilities of
citizenship.
The School Community
1l.Students have clear expectations regarding behavior.
12.The school provides opportunities for parents to communicate with
school personnel regarding the academic progress of their student(s).
13 .Frequent and periodic communication exists between the school and
parents regarding the behavioral status of the student.
14. The school makes an active effort to provide assistance to parents and
students in facing dilemmas resulting from the influence of today's
society.
15. School personnel demonstrate an interest in students'
spiritual, academic, social and extracurricular life.
16.School personnel help students build a healthy self-image.
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Table 6 -- Continued.
17. The school demonstrates a commitment to serving the needs of the
local community.
18. The school promotes participation in and input from district parishes.
19. The school offers personnel frequent opportunities to participate in
professional enrichment and faith formation experiences.
20. The school encourages parents to participate in the decision-making
process of the school through existing organizations.

The School's Formal and Informal Curricula
21. The curriculum integrates gospel values, including social awareness,
inter-dependence, peace and justice issues.
22. The school provides Religious education classes for all students during
each semester of their high school career.
23. The school provides quality retreat programs for the students.
24.The school provides quality education in the areas of personality
development and vocation.
25. The school curriculum recognizes and accommodates individual
learning styles and needs.
26. Teachers demonstrate an awareness of current developments within
individual disciplines by discussing current issues and trends in their
classes.
,
27. The school emphasizes necessary life skills and a preparation for postsecondary education or learning for life.
28. The school emphasizes academic excellence and challenges each
student to meet and exceed his/her potential.
29. The school provides quality co-curricular experiences (i.e., academic
honor societies, music, drama, yearbook, clubs, etc.).
30. The school provides quality athletic programs, both interscholastic and
intramural, for male and female students.

The School's Climate
3l.A climate exists that combines concern with self-control.
32.A climate of justice exists within the school (a feeling of fairness
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Table 6 --Continued.
prevails).
33 .An atmosphere of respect for differing points of view exists within the
school even when people disagree.
34.An atmosphere of genuine concern exists within the school.
35.Charity exists within the school (i.e. a willingness not to make
judgments in advance).
36.Staff morale is high.
37 .Student morale is high.
38.The Principal is an effective leader committed to the Catholic school.
39. The school's philosophy (guiding documents) gives direction to the
school.
40.Students experience a general feeling of acceptance by school
personnel and other students.
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APPENDIX B
TABLE 6
SCHEMA OF CATEGORIZATION

TABLE 6
SCHEMA OF CATEGORIZATION
Ecolo&ical Context of Nineteenth Century France Accordin& to
Chaminade
Situation of the Catholic Faith and Church
Protestantism
Situation of Teachers and Education

A Sia=nificant Constituent of Chaminade's Response to the Ecoloa=ical
Context: The Society of Mary
Its Apostolic Motive and Mission
The Geographic Scope of Its Apostolate
The Process of Its Apostolic Mission: Christian Education
The Scope of Its Apostolic Mission of Christian Education
Principal Works in Its Apostolic Mission of Christian Education:
Schooling
Schooling/Instruction Undertaken In Relation To Christian
Education
Convictions Concerning the Nature of the Student/the Human
Being
Instruction/Teaching
Desired Outcome of Schooling/Instruction:
Multiplication of Christians I Formation of Apostles
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Table 5 -- continued.
Adaptability
Conservation/Stability
.ll

Importance of Attraction
Types of Schooling
Primary Schooling
Admission to School
Schooling of the Poor (Those Who Cannot Pay
Tuition)
Schooling of the Upper Classes
Motives for Engaging in Primary Schooling
Schools of Arts and Crafts
Special Schools
Secondary Schools
Normal Schools
Professional Preparation of Normal School Students
Retreats for Teachers
Motive for Retreats for Teachers and Normal Schools
Characteristics and Practices of Schooling in the Society of Mary
Pedagogical Method
General Comments
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Table 5 -- continued.
Primary Schooling
Arts and Crafts Schooling
Secondary Schools
Normal Schools
Excellence and Good Management
Models
Organization
Unity Among Members
Supervision and Administration
Appraisal of Schools
Requests for and Establishment and Closing of Schools
Council System
Head of Instruction
Head of Work
Personnel Considerations
Collaboration with Those Other than Members of the Society
of Mary

Response to Civil and Ecclesiastical Jurisdictions
Transactions with Civil and Ecclesiastical Officials
Civil Authorization of the Society of Mary and Its Works
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Table 5 -- continued.
Physical Facilities and Furnishings for Schools and Faculty
Residences
Finances
Tuition
Board

Teacher within the Society of Mary
Importance of the Teacher
Preparation of Members of the Society of Mary for Teaching
Teaching Certificates, Degrees, and Civil Authorization of
Members of the Society of Mary for Teaching and School
Administration
Dispositions/Attitudes of the Teacher
Behaviors of the Teacher
Teaching Brother/Lettered Layman
Priest as Teacher
Working Brother as Teacher
General Observations about Curriculum

Teaching Religion
Vow of Teaching Christian Morals
Responsibilities of the Head of Zeal for the Teaching of
Religion
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Table 5 --continued.
Preparation for the Teaching of Religion
Method of Teaching Religion
Affective Dimension in Teaching Religion
Practices of Religion
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APPENDIX C
PANEL OF JUDGES
PERSONAL PROFILES
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PANEL OF JUDGES
PERSONAL PROFILES
Bertrand Buby, SM, SSL, STD
At present an associate professor in the Religious Studies Department of
the University of Dayton and in the International Marian Research
Institute, affiliated with the pontifical university of the Marianum in
Rome, Reverend Buby now serves as a counselor on the provincial
council of the Province of Cincinnati of the Society of Mary. He has
previously served on the council as Head of Religious Life and as
Provincial (1981-1989). Among his many publications is Mary of
Nazareth.

Lawrence J. Cada, SM, PhD
For over twenty years Brother Cada, a member of the Cincinnati
Province of the Society of Mary, has been involved in Marianist studies
and the implementation of the Marianist charism through moderating and
advising Marianist lay communities in the United States and Africa. A
founder and director of the North American Center for Marianist Studies,
he now serves as a member of its team. Among other publications, he
co-authored Shaping the Coming Age of Religious Life and edited a
collection of essays on Marianist spirituality entitled, The Promised
Woman.

Timothy M. Kenney, SM, MA
Reverend Kenney, whose masterate is in private school administration,
presently serves as principal of Archbishop Riordan High School in San
Francisco. During his twenty-five years as a member of the Society of
Mary, he has been a high school teacher, an assistant principal, and a
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member of the Provincial Council of the Pacific Province of the Society
of Mary in the capacity of Head of Religious Life. During this career his
efforts in the implementation of the Marianist characteristics of education
have ranged from the local level of the school community to that of the
province. Part of these endeavors have included infusing the Marianist
philosophy into the LIFE program, a high school student lay community
movement and summer workshop, and fostering meaningful conversation
on Marianist studies within the Pacific Province, especially through a
province retreat. Among his writings are essays on the "Three Offices in
the Society of Mary" and "Catholic Education. "

Carol Quinn

Associated with the Society of Mary since 1964, Carol Quinn, a lay
woman, is presently director of the North American Center for Marianist
Studies. As director she has designed, edited, and authored several
works published by the Center during the last eight years (1988-1996).
Among these is a series entitled "Things Marianist," a publication
specifically addressed to a lay audience interested in the Marianist
charism. Through the years Ms. Quinn has been very active in founding
and participating in Marianist lay communities and in articulating the
Marianist spirit in various presentations for such groups.

Joseph Stefanelli, SM

Presently archivist for the Province of the Pacific of the Society of Mary,
through the years Reverend Stefanelli has translated Marianist documents
from French, Italian, and Spanish and edited and written several
publications issued by the North American Center for Marianist Studies
and the Marianist Resource Commission. Among his books are Adele
and Companions of Adele, centered on the foundress and the early
members of the Daughters of Mary Immaculate. In the press at present
(1996) is a biography of Marie-Therese-Charlotte de Lamourous, a
woman closely associated with William Joseph Chaminade in Bordeaux.
In addition to presenting various retreats and workshops on the Marianist
charism to both religious and lay members of the Marianist Family, he
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inculcated that spirit as novice master and as a member of the provincial
council of the Province of the Pacific (1956-1981), the last eight years of
which (1973-1981) were as provincial.

Stephen Tutas, SM, STL
Superior General of the Society of Mary ( 1971-1981) during the years
when the present Rule of Life of the Society of Mary was being written,
Reverend Tutas is now director of Villa St. Joseph, a retirement
community of the Pacific Province of the Society of Mary, and Vicar for
Clergy of the Diocese of San Jose. He also served as rector of the
Marianist International Seminary in Fribourg, Switzerland, and president
of the Conference of Major Superiors of Men Religious in the United
States. He has published in America, Review for Religious, Vocations
and Prayer, and the CMSM Forum.

Adolf M. Windisch, SM, PhD
A member of the St. Louis Province of the Society of Mary since 1948,
Reverend Windisch wrote his doctoral dissertation for a degree in social
philosophy at the University of Fribourg, Switzerland, on "The Marianist
Social System According to the Writings of William Joseph Chaminade
(1761-1850)." In the course of his career he has been a professor at St.
Mary's University in San Antonio, Texas, and president of Vianney High
School, St. Louis, Missouri. Active through the years as a moderator of
Marianist lay groups, presenting workshops and retreats on the Marianist
charism to various lay and religious groups, he now serves as a team
member of the North American Center for Marianist Studies.
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PANEL OF JUDGES
CODIFICATION VERIFICATION
Percentage of agreement between the researcher's codification of the text
and that of each judge.
Panel Member

Percentage of Codification
Agreement

Bertrand Buby, SM

100%

Lawrence J. Cada, SM

100%

Timothy M. Kenney, SM

94%

Carol Quinn

100%

Joseph Stefanelli, SM

100%

Stephen Tutas, SM

94%

Adolph Windisch, SM

94%

Total Percentage of Agreement

97%
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NAMES AND POSITIONS OF THOSE NOMINATING THE
INTERVIEWEES1

SUPERIORS GENERAL
Stephen Tutas (1971-1981)
Quentin Hakenewerth (1991-1996)
David Fleming (1996ASSISTANTS GENERAL FOR EDUCATION
Joseph Jansen (1976-1986)
Edward Gomez ( 1986-91)
Thomas Giardino ( 1991-

PROVINCIALS AND ASSISTANT PROVINCIALS
PROVINCE OF CINCINNATI

William R. Behringer (1973-81)
Bertrand A. Buby (1981-89)
James F. Fitz ( 1989-

John J. Jansen (1961-:71)
Stanley G. Mathews ( 1971-74)
George A. Deilein (1979-87)
Thomas F. Giardino ( 1987-91)
Joseph H. Kamis (1991-

PROVINCE OF ST. LOUIS
James A. Young (1961-71)
Quentin Hakenewerth (1971-79)
1

Vincent Wayer (1974-79)
Daniel Sharpe (1979-87)

The dates behind the names of the Superiors General, Assistants
General for Education, Provincials and Assistant Provincials indicate their
terms of office.
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David A. Fleming ( 1979-87)
Joseph Uvietta (1987-95)
Timothy Dwyer (1995-

Anthony J. Pistone (1987-92)
Jerome Bommer (1992-

PROVINCE OF THE PACIFIC

Joseph M. Stefanelli (1973-81)
John F. Bolin (1981-89)
Timothy Eden (1989-

James Wipfield (1948-57)
John McCluskey (1957-62)
Maurice Miller (1962-67)
Edward L. Gomez (1974-82)
Wiliam Bolts ( 1982-90)
William Campbell ( 1990-95)
Gary Morris (1995-

PROVINCE OF NEW YORK
John D. Mulligan (1969-77)
John A. McGrath (1977-85)
Patrick J. Tonry (1985-93)
Stephen M. Glodek (1993-

Joseph G. Jansen (1967-71)
Francis Ouellette (1981-86)
Stephen M. Glodek (1986-93)
George J. Cerniglia (1993-

PROVINCE OF MERIBAH
Francis T. Keenan ( 1976-84)
Philip K. Eichner (1984-92)
George E. Endres ( 1992-

Robert A. Fachet (1985-92)
Thomas A. Cardone ( 1992-

ELECTED MEMBERS OF PROVINCIAL CHAPTERS (1996)
PROVINCE OF CINCINNATI
Kenneth Templin
Joseph Lackner
Paul Marshall

Raymond Fitz
John Lemker
Michael O'Grady
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Joseph Tedesco
James Heft
Dennis Gatto

Edward Brink
Robert Donovan
Bernard Ploeger

PROVINCE OF ST. LOUIS
James Burkholder
John A. Leies
George Montague
Bernard Lee
Oscar Vasquez
Eugene Meyerpeter

Joseph Grieshaber
Alvin McMenamy
Timothy Pieprzyca
James Tobin
Charles Cummiskey
Richard Wosman

PROVINCE OF THE PACIFIC
James Christiana
Frank Gomes
John Russi
Roland Bunda

Stephen Tutas
Raymond Malley
Dennis Schmitz

PROVINCE OF MERIBAH
Garrett Long

Donald Nussbaum

PROVINCE OF NEW YORK
William Meyer
Christopher Conlon
Joseph Lynch
John McGrath

Thomas Trager
Richard Connor
Peter Pontolillo
Charles Johnson
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Joseph H. Lackner, S.M.
Marianist Community
175 Phelan Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94112-1897
Tel: 415 586 8082
Fax: 415 239 0848 E-mail: LACKJOOO@USFCA.EDU
Date

Name
Address
Dear Name,
As you know, at present I am pursuing a doctorate in education at
the University of San Francisco. As a dissertation topic I intend to
investigate the contents of Marianist educational culture. One
organizational theorist has described the contents of a culture as a group's
. . . pattern of basic assumptions -- invented, discovered, or
developed ... [by which] it learns to cope with its problems of
external and internal integration -- that has worked well enough to
be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as
the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those
problems. [Edgar H. Schein, Organizational Culture and
Leadership (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1985), 9]
I plan to examine the contents of Marianist educational culture
through two complementary methodologies. The first part of the study
will involve a content analysis of the published works of Father
Chaminade.
The second part will consist of eight in-depth interviews of persons
considered best experienced in Marianist education, who have
incorporated its story into the fabric of their lives. According to some
management theorists, it is such storytellers who help to perpetuate a
culture and socialize new members into it.
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In order to obtain some objectivity in designating such individuals,
I am soliciting the cooperation of all present and past provincials and
assistant provincials of the five U.S. provinces, the presently serving
elected members of the provincial chapters, and those United States
citizens who are serving or have served as superior general or assistant
general for education. Therefore, I am asking that you send me a list of
eight living persons holding U.S. citizenship whom you consider best
experienced in Marianist education and capable of participating in an
extended interview process (one interview of approximately 90 minutes).
From the names submitted, I will select the eight most mentioned.
To these I will send a description of the interview process and an
invitation to participate. If all eight do not agree to participate, I will
solicit the cooperation of the next highest nominee, until a total of eight is
achieved.
If you wish, you can fax your response (415 586 8082) or send it
E-Mail (lackjoOO@usfca.edu). I ask that you please submit your
nominations by [date]. I will be happy to supply you with more
information on my dissertation research if you are interested.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely

Joseph H. Lackner, S.M.
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Joseph H. Lackner, SM
Marianist Community
175 Phelan Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94112-1897
Tel: 415 586 8082
Fax:415 239-0848 E-mail: LACKJOOO@USFCA.EDU
Date
Name
Address
Dear
You have been designated by a nominating body composed of the
living provincials and assistant provincials of the five United States
provinces of the Society of Mary, by those U.S. citizens who have served
as either Superior General or Assistant General for Education, and the
presently elected members of the provincial chapters of the five U.S.
provinces as one of those U.S. citizens best experienced in Marianist
education. The purpose of the nomination process was to determine in a
somewhat objective maru1er eight individuals considered most able to
speak about Marianist education. My hope is that these persons will
participate in an interview process directed toward completing my
dissertation in education at the University of San Francisco on Marianist
Educational Culture.
Therefore, I am writing this letter in order to solicit your
cooperation in this project. The process is threefold. First, a simple
form concerning demographic information needs to be completed (I will
present it to you at the time of the interview). Secondly, I ask that you
spend about forty-five minutes writing on your experience/understanding
of Marianist educational culture. As you know, culture consists of the
basic assumptions, norms, structures, "webs of meaning," by which a
group makes sense of a particular enterprise, such as their life together,
their existence as a business corporation, their union within a faith
community, etc. Many management scientists have stressed the
continuing importance of the activity and personality of the group's
founder upon the culture across time. The webs of meaning are
expressed and affirmed in such things as myths, heros, rituals,
ceremonies, etc.
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After receiving the written statements from those who agree to
participate in the interview process, I will review them and draw from
them common notions and themes to inform a general, open-ended
interview protocol. The protocol will also be informed by three other
general concerns: 1) the interviewee's life history from the perspective of
his experience of Marianist education; 2) the interviewee's present
experience of Marianist education; 3) the interviewee's experience of the
meaning of Marianist education, of how it makes personal sense to him.
The interview will consist of one ninety-minute session which will
be mechanically recorded and transcribed. A typed, edited copy of the
transcription will be sent to the interviewee in order that he may make
any suggestions he wishes for modification. From all the interviews I
will construct a description of a perception of Marianist educational
culture. The description will be textural, synthesizing the participants'
intuitive perceptions of Marianist educational culture from a variety of
perspectives, and structural, indicating the individuals' "regularities of
thought, judgment, imagination and recollection that underlie" their
experiences of Marianist educational culture and give meaning to it.
I intend to issue the essays and the edited transcriptions in a
separate publication. Accompanying this letter is a form requesting
permission to publish said material. It also asks about the matter of
confidentiality, whether or not the interviewee wishes to be identified as
the author of his essay and interview. The interviews and essays will be
published only if all participants give their consent. Also, indivipuals
will be identified as the authors of their essays and interviews only if all
participants agree to do so.
The favor of a reply to this request would be appreciated within
two weeks of receipt of this letter. If you agree to participate, and it is
my fervent hope that you will, I would ask receipt of your short essay by
date. I have faxed this letter to you and I will also put a copy of it in the
mail.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Fraternally

Joseph H. Lackner, S.M.
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PERMISSION FORM
REGARDING DISSERTATION INTERVIEW ON
MARIANIST EDUCATIONAL CULTURE
RESEARCHER: JOSEPH H. LACKNER, SM

NAME________________________
Circle One
of the
Responses
I am willing to participate in the interview process

I am willing to have my essay and edited transcript of my
interview published as appendix to the dissertation

I am willing to be identified as the author of my essay and
the edited transcript of my interview

SIGNATURE________________________________

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA FORM

Nrume___________________________________________

What is the date of your birth?

For how long have you been associated with the Society of Mary?

What is your present position?

In what positions have you served in the Society of Mary?
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If not indicated above, how have you served in the Society of Mary's
mission of education?

What do you consider some of your most significant contributions (eg,
activities or writings) as a member of the Society of Mary and as a
Marianist educator?
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APPENDIXJ
TABLE 7
CONTENT ANALYSIS
CONSTITUTIONS OF THE SOCIETY OF MARY (1839)
119 Units of Text
Pertaining to Factors Associated With Marianist Educational Culture

TABLE 7
CONTENT ANALYSIS
Constitutions of the Society of Mary (1839) 1
119 Units of Texf
Components of Marianist Educational Culture

Ecolo&i,cal Context of Nineteenth Century France Accordin& to
Chaminade
Situation of the Catholic Faith and Church: 3
How many conquests modern philosophism has made in the
kingdom of Jesus Christ! (1839, #339)
Faith has become enfeebled, its torch has been extinguished in a
great number of individuals and even in whole corporate bodies.
(1839, #339)
The principles of religion are changing ever more and more.
(1839, #339)

1

The various constitutions of the Society of Mary are comprised of
articles. The number sign followed by an Arabic numeral (e.g., #34)
indicates the article in which the citation can be found. The translation is
that of Kramer. If the author adapted that translation, the original French
text is also cited. On a few occasions another translation was cited, that
of Stanley. In those instances the word Stanley is placed in brackets
behind the citation. William Joseph Chaminade. Constitutions of the
Society of Mary: 1839, trans. Thomas A. Stanley, SM, in The Letter and
the Spirit, ed. Thomas A. Stanley, SM, and Robert H. Hughes, SM
(Dayton, OH: Marianist Press, 1979).
2

The number next to each category records the number of units of
texts listed under each category.
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Protestantism:
Situation of Teachers and Education: 3
How little Christian education there is! (1839, #339)
The rising,:generation finds so few teachers who strive to form the
mind and heart in favor of Christianity! (1839, #339)
A Si&nificant Constituent of Chaminade's Response to the Ecolo&ical
Context: The Society of Mary
Its Apostolic Motive and Mission: 4
. . . to labor in the world at the salvation of souls by sustaining and
propagating the teachings of the Gospel, the virtues of Christianity
and the practices of the Catholic Church. ( 1839, # 1)
Zeal for the salvation of souls, the motive for the second object of
the Society, is only one of the characteristic traits of this Divine
Model [Jesus] . . . .
We repeat and we confirm what has already been said, that the
motive of our second object, zeal for the salvation of souls, is an
immediate consequence of the design that God's goodness has
inspired in us for conforming ourselves with His grace to the
resemblance of Jesus Christ and for giving ourselves to Mary for
her most humble servants and ministers. (1839, #252)
Among the means that, in his mercy, the spirit of the Lord has
given to men for arresting the progress of impiety and of
libertinage, He has deigned to inspire an association composed of
all talents and of all states, priests and laymen, whose principal
object is to form childhood and youth [of every class .... ]
(1839, #340)
The Geographic Scope of Its Apostolate: 0
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The Process of Its Apostolic Mission: Christian Education: 3
The means by which the Society attains its . . . [second object,]
Christian education. (1839, #8)
Under this title [Christian education] are included all the means by
which religion can be insinuated into the mind and heart of men
and thus raise them . . . in the fervent and faithful profession of a
true Christianity . . . . (1839, #251)
Sous ce titre compris tous les moyens par lesquels on peut
insinuer la religion dans 1'esprit et dans le coeur des
hommes, et les elever ainsi ... a la profession fervente et
fidele d 'un vrai christianisme . . .
. . . these means [those under the title of Christian education] fulfill
the second object of our little Society. (1839, #251)

The Scope of Its Apostolic Mission of Christian Education: 3
The Society of Mary does not exclude any kind of work; it adopts
all the means that Divine Providence ordained for it in order to
attain the ends that it proposes, Ouodcumque dixerit. facite. (1839,
#6)
. . . from tender infancy even to the most advanced age . . . .
(1839, #251)
[Among the means that, in his mercy, the spirit of the Lord has
given to men for arresting the progress of impiety and of
libertinage, He has deigned to inspire an association composed of
all talents and of all states, priests and laymen, whose principal
object is to form childhood and youth] of every class . . . . (1839,
#340)

Principal Works in Its Apostolic Mission of Christian
Education: Schooling: 1
... its [Society's] principal works relate to teaching. (1839, #254)
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Schooling/Instruction Undertaken In Relation To
Christian Education: 4
The Society of Mary teaches only in order to raise [people]
in a Christian manner; that is why we have placed all works
of teaching under the title of Christian education; care should
be taken never to change this. (1839, #256)
La Societe de Marie n' enseigne que pour elever
chretiennement; c 'est pourquoi nous avons mis toutes
les oeuvre de 1'enseignement sous le titre d' education
chretienne; il faut de garder de jamais prendre le
change.
Since the majority of the members devote themselves to the
teaching of the humanities, the sciences and the arts, they
make of this teaching only a means of multiplying Christians.
(1839, #22)
If he [religious] is employed in the teaching of the
humanities, it is in order to pass along with them the
teaching of religion . . . . (1839, #245)
The religious will therefore have this thought habitually, even
in teaching a totally other thing, that they have children to
instruct, in order to inspire fear and love of God in them, iiJ.
order to preserve them and to divert them from vice, in order
to attract them to virtue and to make of them good and
faithful Christians.
Les religieux auront done habituellement cette pensee,
meme en enseigent toute autre chose, qu' ils ont des
enfants a instruire' pour leur inspirer la crainte et
!'amour de Dieu, pour les preserver et le detourner du
vice, pour les attirer a la vertue et en faire de bons et
fideles chretiens.
Convictions Concerning the Nature of the Student/the
Human Being: 6
Non est voluntas apud Patrem vestrum ut pereat unus ex
pusillis istis. Such is the will of your heavenly Father that
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not one of these children perish. (1839, #259)
Non est voluntas apud patrem vestrum ut pereat unus
ex pusillis istis. Telle est la volonte de votre Pere
celeste qu' aucun de ces enfants ne perisse.
. . .whatever their weakness and ignorance might not be able
to do . . . . (1839, #259)
. . . we do not all receive the same measure of graces and
the same destination. (1839, #262)
It suffices for every one to be such as God wills him to be.
(1839, #262)
... [there are] privileged souls who have early in life felt
the impressions of grace and who are faithful to them . . . .
(1839, #263)
Children of this caliber [privileged souls] are ordinarily
capable of meditating with profit on sacred truths. (1839,
#263)

Instruction/Teaching: 3
Let it not be thought that, for this purpose [Christian
education], the greatest part of the time must be devoted to,
the teaching ... of religion .... (1839, #258)
. . . education can be given only at the time of instruction . .
.. (1839, #266)
The importance that the Society places upon Christian
education does not make it neglect instruction .... (1839,
#266)

Desired Outcome of Schooling/Instruction:
Multiplication of Christians I Formation of Apostles:
0
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Adaptability: 3
. . . by means adapted to the needs and spirit of the age [the
Society labors at the salvation of souls] .... (1839, #1)
. . . the practices whereby they [principles of education] are
applied and the methods of teaching should necessarily follow
the progress of human society and be adapted to its needs
and to its wishes. (1839, #267)
To consecrate in principle the immobility of forms and
modes would be to limit to a very short time its [Society's]
services and existence . . . . ( 1839, #267)
Consacrer en principe l'immobilite des formes et des
modes, ce serait limiter, a un temps bien court, ses
serves et son existence . . .

Conservation/Stability: 3
Once the principles of education are well grasped, they can
no longer vary . . . . ( 1893, #267)
. . . changes and innovations are only made with the greatest
reserve. (1839, #268)
They [changes and innovations in methods] are admitted only
in cases where the methods, heretofore used, would have ,
become inadequate and where the advantages of the practices
proposed for being introduced would be almost unanimously
recognized. (1839, #268)

Importance of Attraction: 0
Types of Schooling
Primary Schooling: 2
It takes charge of [Free Primary Schools,] Preparatory
Primary Schools,[Special Schools, Normal Schools and Arts
and Crafts Schools.] (1839, #254)
... the Society is devoted to primary teaching . . . . (1839,
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#361)
Admission to School: 0
Schooling of the Poor [Those Who Cannot Pay
Tuition]:, ~2
It takes charge of Free Primary Schools, [Preparatory
Primary Schools, Special Schools, Normal Schools and
Arts and Crafts Schools.] (1839, #254)
[It [Society] wishes then to preserve [souls from the
contagion of the world], and it does this by the
education of] the poorest [and youngest children . . . .]
(1839, #253)
Schooling of the Upper Classes: 0
Motives for Engaging in Primary Schooling: 3
It [Society] wishes then to preserve [souls from the
contagion of the world], and it does this by the
education of [the poorest] and youngest children . . . .
(1839, #253)
It is an effect of this predilection for early childhood
and those little children upon whom Jesus showered
His divine caresses that the Society of Mary has
declared in its civil Constitutions that it devotes itself
to primary teaching. (1839, #253)
[It is this class /lettered laymen] that is charged with
bringing] to more than three-fourths of the population
the principles of faith along with human knowledge.
(1839, #361)
Schools of Arts and Crafts: 2
It takes charge of [Free Primary Schools, Preparatory
Primary Schools, Special Schools, Normal Schools] and Arts
and Crafts Schools. (1839, #254)
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The schools of arts and crafts, as well as the agricultural
schools, [are also under the special supervision of the Head
of Work .... ] (1839, #434)

Special Schools: 1
It takes charge of [Free Primary Schools, Preparatory
Primary Schools,] Special Schools, [Normal Schools and Arts
and Crafts Schools.] (1839, #254)
Secondary Schools: 1
The Society opens also schools of higher education, of
literature and of the sciences .... (1839, #362)
Normal Schools: 1
It takes charge of [Free Primary Schools, Preparatory
Primary Schools, Special Schools,] Normal Schools [and Arts
and Crafts Schools.] (1839, #254)
Professional Preparation of Normal School Students:
0
Retreats for Teachers: 0
Motive for Engaging in Retreats for Teachers and Normal
Schools: 0
Characteristics and Practices of Schoolin& in the Society of Mary
Pedagogical Method
General Comments: · 1
... [the Society takes all the more interest ... ] in the
perfection of its method [since education can only be given at
the time of instruction] . . . . (1839, #266)
Primary Schooling: 1
. . . the Superior General, at intervals more or less according
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to need, convokes the heads of the primary establishments
and some religious experienced in teaching in order to review
the methods, to improve them if necessary, and to introduce
the improvements which would be guaranteed by the
experience of the most capable teachers .
. . . le Superieur General, a des intervalles plus ou
moins eloignes selon le besoin, convoque les chefs
d 'etablissements primaires et quelques religieux
experimentes dans I' enseignement, pour les
perfectionnements qui s 'eraient garantis par
I' experience des plus habiles maitres.

Arts and Crafts Schooling: 0
Secondary Schools: 0
Normal Schools: 0
Excellence and Good Management: 1
. . . the Society takes all the more interest in the good running of
its schools [since education can only be given at the time of
instruction] . . . . (1839, #266)

Organization
Unity Among Members: 0
Supervision and Administration: 0
Appraisal of Schools: 0
Requests for and Establishment and Closing of
Schools: 0
Council System: 0
Head of Instruction: 8
Teaching, supervision and improvement of methods are the
special attributions of the Head of Instruction and of his
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office. (1839, #427)
The literary exercises in the novitiates or other houses of
probation are regulated by the Head of Instruction in accord
with the Head of Zeal, so that, on the one hand, the
probationers do not forget what they have learned and that,
on the other hand, the studies do not preoccupy them to the
prejudices of their spiritual advancement. (1839, #430)
. . . [he] continually sees to it that each subject of the

Society has all the instruction, whether of religion or of
human knowledge, that pertains to his state and employment.
(1839, #412)
No one is employed in teaching without an authorization
delivered by him after the examination that he has made or
has had made of the subjects. (1839, #428)
... [he] sees to it that no head of office introduces new

modifications in the methods of teaching or in the procedures
of education. (1839, #431)
... [he] has given a report to him on the results of the

examinations and of the visitations to the schools . . . .
(1839, #431)
. . . [he] sets up and reviews each year the catalogue of the

books that should serve for the instruction of teachers and the
students, and also of the books that may be given as prizes .
. . . (1839, #432)
. . . no book may be introduced and read in the houses or in
the schools of the Society without his approbation. (1839,
#432)

Head of Work: 2
[The schools of arts and crafts, as well as the agricultural
schools,] are also under the special supervision of the Head
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of Work .... (1839, #434)
[The schools of arts and crafts, as well as the agricultural
schools . . . are directed by assistants of this officer . . . .
(1839, #434)

Personnel Considerations: 1
No kind of institution is begun without having enough
religious subjects so that it can get along without hardly any
outside help. (1839, #349)
Collaboration with Those Other than Members of the
Society of Mary: 0
Response to Civil and Ecclesiastical Jurisdictions
Transactions with Civil and Ecclesiastical Officials: 0
Civil Authorization of the Society of Mary and Its Works:
0
Physical Facilities and Furnishings for Schools and Faculty
Residences: 1
The classrooms ... are swept every day .... (1839, #197)
Finances: 0
Tuition: 0
Board: 0
Teacher within the Society of Mary
Importance of the Teacher: 1
Oh, what good a religious teacher, truly animated with the zeal of
his state, is able to do! (1839, #361)
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Preparation of Members of the Society of Mary for Teaching:
6
. . . the novitiates are both a time of religious probation and a
normal boarding school. (1839, #304)
The lettered novices can and should give to studies all the free time
that they have after the habitual exercises of the novitiate and some
other exercises of piety which, especially for beginners, have been
prescribed by the Master of Novices . . . . (1839, #300)
In the novitiates there are capable teachers who give to the novices
all the lessons of which they may have need. (1839, #300)
The subjects who have not terminated their studies are admitted to
the temporary profession when they complete their novitiate, if they
are worthy of it; but after this profession, they continue their
studies, following the ordinary exercises of the novitiate, until the
superiors judge it fitting to employ them. (1839, #304)
For studies . . . the novices should have a great distrust of their
own self-love, their will, their curiosity . . . . (1839, #318)
This examination [administered by the Head of Instruction]
ascertains two things: 1. that the subject is sufficiently instructed in
the subject matter that he will have to teach; 2. that he knows the
method by which he should teach. (1839, #429)

Teaching Certificates, Degrees, and Civil Authorization of
Members of the Society of Mary for Teaching and School
Administration: 0
Dispositions/ Attitudes of the Teacher: 10
. . . [he has] an unalterable intention of attaining that end
[Christian education] . . . ( 1839, #258)
... [he has] an indefatigable zeal .... (1839, #258)
... [he has] a tender charity .... (1839, #258)
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. . . he considers himself as taking the place of a good shepherd in
their regard. (1839, #259)
... he does not expect to see them [children] arrive at the
perfection of the evangelical virtues all at once .... (1839, #261)
... il ne veut pas les voir arriver tout d'un coup a la
perfection des vertus evangeliques . . . .
. . . he does not lose sight of the fact that there is question for him
of sowing and not of reaping. (1839, #261)
. . . he preserves in the depth of his heart an unalterable calm . . .
. (1839, #261)
. . . [he preserves in the depth of his heart . . .] a wise propensity
toward leniency. ( 1839, #261)
... une sage propension a !'indulgence.
Let each one guard himself from intellectual pride . . . . (1839,
#362) [Stanley]
This truly religious and truly Christian appellation [Brother] should
please them because of the gratifying connotations it has. (1839,
#362) [Stanley]

Behaviors of the Teacher: 21
... the religious, if he is /living] according to his state, gives a
Christian lesson by each word, by each gesture, by all his looks ..
. . (1839, #258)
... le religieux, s'il est selon son etat, donne une le<ron
chretienne a chaque parole, a chaque geste, par tous ses
regards ....
. . . his modesty preaches continually all virtues to his pupils.
(1839, #258)
As soon as a religious is put in charge of a class or a school, he
imagines that Jesus and Mary confide these children to him, by
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saying to him: [Non est voluntas apud Patrem vestrum ut pereat
unus ex pusillis istis. Such is the will of your heavenly Father that
not one of these children perish.] (1839, #259)
Des qu'un religieux est charge d'une classe ou d'une ecole, il
se represente que Jesus et Marie lui confient ces enfants, en
lui disant: Non est voluntas apud patrem vestrum ut pereat
unus ex pusillis istis. Telle est Ia volonte de votre Pere
celeste qu' aucun de ces enfants ne perisse.
He penetrates himself in their [children's] behalf with the
sentiments of the Savior and all the tenderness of Mary . . . .
(1839, #259)
... regardless of their [children's] number, he expands his heart in
order to have them enter and to carry them there unceasingly.
(1839, #259)
In his meditations, in his Communions, in all his good works, he
makes up for [whatever their weakness and ignorance might not be
able to do . . . . (1839, #259)
God is patient; He calls several times without being discouraged by
refusals; He waits for the hour of repentance and while waiting He
preserves with the same goodness those who offend Him and those
who serve Him. So in the same way the religious acts in the
education of children .... (1839, #261)
While exacting from the pupils study, order, silence and the
accomplishment of all the rules . . . . (1839, #261)
. . . while repulsing vice with visible indignation . . . . (1839,
#261)
He is careful above all not to reject as bad what is not absolutely
good . . . . (1839, #262)
... [he] takes great care to cultivate them [privileged souls].

(1839, #263)
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He trains them [privileged souls] in mental prayer with
consideration that their age requires .... (1839, #263)
On les exerce a 1'oraison avec les menagements que demande
leur age ....
. . . he encourages the [privileged souls] to frequent the sacraments
as much as Providence permits .... (1839, #263)
. . . on les entretient dans la frequentation des sacrement
autant que le Providence le permet . . . .
. . . he gathers them [privileged souls] in little societies . . . .
(1839, #263)
. . . on les n!unit en petites societes . . . .
. . . . one recognizes in a child the dispositions for religious life . .
(1839, #264)
. . . on reconnait dans un enfant des dispositions a la vie
religieuse . . . .
. . . he [child who discloses a willingness to follow dispositions for
religious life] must be well received [by the teacher] .... (1839,
#264)
... he advises the General Administration about it [child interested
in religious life]. (1839, #264)
. . . on en donne avis a 1'administration generale.
. . . if he endeavors to become as skillful as possible in his sphere
[of teaching], he does not attach himself more that [sic; than] it is
proper to these things . . . . (1839, #245)
However good an intention a religious may have, he always seeks
the advice of his Director before putting into execution anything
special that his zeal inspires in him for the Christian education of
the children in his class or even of a single child. (1839, #265)
... let him edify by harmony and fraternal charity! (1839, #362)
[Stanley]
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. . . the contacts that they are obliged to have with the mothers and
other relatives of their students, are always very grave, although
very upright, and pertain only to what concerns specifically their
students. (1839, #366)

Teaching Brother/Lettered Layman: 5
These schools [Free Primary Schools, Preparatory Primary
Schools, Special Schools, Normal Schools, Arts and Craft Schools]
are operated by the lay members. (1839, #255)
It is this class /lettered laymen] that is charged with bringing [to
more than three-fourths of the population] the principles of faith
along with human knowledge. (1839, #361)
[Since the Society is devoted to primary teaching,] the class of
lettered laymen is generally very numerous; it is as it were its
principal body. (1839, #361)
In public and even in government circles, the religious laymen
assigned to primary teaching are often called Brother. (1839,
#362) [Stanley]
. . . there is not any other distinction between all the teaching
laymen than that of their destination. ( 1839, #362)

Priest as Teacher: 4
... they [priests] are sent into the large establishments in order
there to exercise the functions of ... even professors, according to
their talents. (1839, #348)
They [priests] are never sent alone for the direction of a college or
any house of education. (1839, #349)
The ecclesiastics never teach concurrently with the laymen in the
public primary schools. (1839, #361)
All the articles immediately following which compose Paragraph 2
on the teaching laymen concern also and even with stronger reason
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the ecclesiastics. ( 1839, #360)

Working Brother as Teacher: 1
He /Superior General] may also take them [working Brothers] for
teaching agriculture, horticulture and arts and crafts .... (1839,
#373)

Curriculum
General Observations: 0
Teaching Religion
Vow of Teaching Christian Morals: 2
The vow of teaching Christian faith and morals obliges all
the members of the Society to take the greatest interest in the
preservation of the Catholic, apostolic and Roman and so
forth [sic] religion, in upholding of morality. (1839, #22)
Those who do not fulfill this last vow by direct works
observe it by working with the intention of favoring it.
(1839, #23)

Responsibilities of the Head of Zeal for the Teaching of
Religion: 2
All that pertains to teaching and to the practice of religion
lies in the attributions of the Head of Zeal. (1839, #425),
. . . catechism in the schools . . . are immediately under his
supervision. (1839, #425)

Preparation for the Teaching of Religion: 0
Method of Teaching Religion: 2
The manner of teaching religion is one of the objects of the
Method .... (1839, #260)
But the religious who follows exactly what has been
established in this regard [In the Method and regulations of
piety] is well convinced that it is neither a more or less
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ingenious method nor any exercise of piety that inspires
religion in children . . . .
Mais le religieux qui suit exactement tout ce qui est
establi a cet egard, est bien convaincu que ce n'est pas
une methode plus ou moins ingenieuse, ni aucun
exercise de piete qui inspirent la religion aux enfants .

Affective Dimension in Teaching Religion: 1
. . . it is especially the heart of the teacher, when it is full of
God and when it is in sympathy through charity with the
heart of his pupils [that inspire religion in children]. (1839,
#260)
... c'est surtout le coeur du maitre, quand il est plein
de Dieu et qu 'il sympathise, par la charite, avec le
coeur de ses eleves.
Practices of Religion: 1
. . . the practices of piety are determined by the particular
regulations of the schools. ( 1839, #260)
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INTERVIEWEES
William Bolts, SM, (b. 1935), pastoral associate at Queen of Apostles
Parish in San Jose, CA, has had a variety of ministerial experiences: a
high school teacher and principal, director, Assistant Provincial and
Director of Education for the Province of the Pacific of the Society of
Mary, and university campus minister. He has developed and
implemented several formation programs for vowed Marianists and lay
teachers in Marianist schools. A leader in a number of professional
organizations, author of two books and several articles, he holds a
doctorate in history from Carnegie-Mellon University.
Raymond L. Fitz, SM, (b. 1941), who holds a doctorate in electrical
engineering from the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, has served as
president of the University of Dayton, Ohio's largest independent
university and the nation's tenth largest Catholic institution of higher
learning, since 1979. Previous to that appointment, he taught electrical
engineering at the University of Dayton and was a research associate at
the Kettering Foundation. He was one of six president consultors for the
National Conference of Catholic Bishops Committee on Implementation
of "Ex Corde Ecclesiae." A member of a number of boards and panels
on higher education, he has also coordinated a variety of Marianist
formation programs. He is presently a member of the Provincial Chapter
of the Society of Mary and has been a delegate to several General
Chapters of the Society of Mary.
Philip K. Eichner, SM, (b. 1935) is president of Kellenberg Memorial
High School in Uniondale, NY, and Assistant for Temporalities for the
Province of Meribah of the Society of Mary. Previously he has served as
president of Chaminade High School in Mineola, NY, and Provincial of
the Meribah Province. All his years of service in the Society of Mary
have been spent in some capacity in Marianist secondary schools.
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Thomas F. Giardino, SM, (b. 1943) serves as General Assistant for
Education for the Society of Mary and chaired the committee of members
of the Society of Mary who produced the document "Characteristics of
Marianist Education" which was presented to and approved by the
General Chapter of the Society of Mary in Rome of 1996. During his
years as a Marianist he has been a high school teacher, a director, an
animator of Marianist lay communities, and Assistant Provincial and
Director of Education for the Province of Cincinnati of the Society of
Mary. Among his publications is Shaping the Coming Age of Religious
Life.

Stephen Glodek, SM, (b. 1948) is presently Provincial of the New York
Province of the Society of Mary. Previously, he has served his province
in many capacities; among these are: Assistant Provincial, Director of
Education, Assistant for Temporalities, and Member of the Provincial
Chapter. He was also president of the Marianist Conference from 1988
to 1992. During his tenure in secondary schools he fulfilled the
following roles: teacher, counselor, psychologist, and administrator.
Among his writings are "Notes Toward a New Magnificat" in Promised
Woman and "Notes on the Challenges of the New Evangelization for
Marianists in the U.S. " in the Marianist International Review.

James L. Heft, SM, (b. 1943) has a doctorate in historical theology from
the University of Toronto and is University Professor of Faith and
Culture and Chancellor at the University of Dayton. He has taught in
secondary schools as well as in the university and has been Chair of the
Department of Religious Studies and Provost at the University of Dayton.
He is frequently a speaker at conferences such as those sponsored by
NCEA. He serves on a number of national boards among which are the
National Board of Trustees of The National Conference, the Board of
Directors of the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities, the
Editorial Advisory Board of the Catechist, and the Board of Trustees of
St. Mary's University. Presently an elected member of the Provincial
Chapter, he has also been an elected delegate to several General Chapters
of the Society of Mary.
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Joseph H. Kamis, SM, (b. 1946) is presently Assistant Provincial and
Director of Education for the Cincinnati Province of the Society of Mary
and president of the Marianist Conference. He has served as principal at
Cathedral Latin School, Cleveland; St. Laurence O'Toole College,
Dublin, Ireland; and Archbishop Moeller High School, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Chair of the Marianist Educational Consortium, he is responsible for
implementing Marianist traditions in education in a number of schools
sponsored by the Society of Mary.
Eugene Meyerpeter, SM, (b. 1927), presently principal of Nolan
Catholic High School in Fort Worth, Texas, has also served as principal
at two other schools, Daniel J. Gross High School in Omaha and
Assumption High School in East St. Louis, as well as taught chemistry,
mathematics, and religion in secondary schools. As a teacher, he coauthored a high school text on chemistry, which was sponsored as a
NDEA effort to respond to Sputnik. From 1984 to 1987 he was Assistant
for Temporalities of the St. Louis Province of the Society of Mary and
from 1987 to 1994 Assistant to the President of St. Mary's University for
Planning and Institutional research. He is also an elected member of the
Provincial Chapter and has been a delegate to General Chapters of the
Society of Mary.
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APPENDIX L
TABLE 9
SCHEMATIC OUTLINE OF
MARIANIST CULTURE AND SCHOOLS

TABLE 9
SCHEMATIC OUTLINE OF
MARIANIST CULTURE AND SCHOOLS
TO BE IN ALLIANCE WITH MARY AND HER ROLE IN
IDSTORY
incarnation
Mother of Jesus, the Incarnate God
educative role
collaborator in the on-going incarnation -- perpetual mission

gives intentionality/direction to all that Marianists do
fundamental orientation in their lives
places them in a state of perpetual mission

shapes the feelings, attitudes, dispositions, perceptions, actions of
Marianists
developed through attention to the Mysteries of Mary
Motherhood of Mary
maternal, caring
awareness of impact of persons upon one another
(encounter)
patient, lenient
Annunciation
disponability to God's will ("yes")
belief in providence in history and one's life
faith of head and heart
integration
nurtures faith
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Table 9 -- continued.
Visitation
extension of oneself for others/service
hospitable/welcoming
attentive to relationships
creates connections with others
Woman Who Keeps All Things in Her Heart
reflective/nurtures
Woman at the Foot of the Cross
presence without words
suffers through sorrow
forms the disciples of Christ
Woman Gathered With Disciples In The Upper Room
transformed in communal silence

governs the choice of schools as an apostolate
a means of carrying out the perpetual mission of Mary -- ongoing incarnation/Christ born into the world
social, moral transformation, reconstruction of society
move the modern world
schools
logic of choice/inherent advantages:
institutional setting for
transformation
shape culture of a society
opportunity to build faith
communities with a variety of
persons (cradle to grave)
ready-made ("captive")
clientele
method to evangelize culture
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Table 9 --continued.
requisite
attention to the enabling
assumptions as well as
negative dimensions
adaptation
arena for a counterculture
informs the culture of the Marianist School
Atmosphere/Climate
distinct/ sensed/caught
conducive to growth in/sharing of faith
(system of virtues)
perception of community /family
mutual respect of members
fairness
conviction that one's a part of something
special, bigger than oneself
challenging and supportive (nurturing)
consciousness that learning is important
appreciation that learning is linked to service and
leadership
conviction of hope
active imagination
impacted by attention to the arts/Symbolic

Student Population
comprehensive
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Table 9 -- continued.
Curriculum
Religious Orientation/Ground
God-directed
imbued with gospel/Marianist spirit
evidence of teachings of the Church
especially social teachings
engaged in dialogue between faith and
culture
religion
a priority
well-taught
integrated with disciplines
complimented by strong campus
ministry program
retreats
spiritual/sacramental services
faith sharing
groups/ opportunities
service opportunities/projects
seen as integral to school and universally
supported
Academically Sound
(comprehensive)
Oriented to the Development of Whole Person
broad-based liberal education
integration of knowledge
habits of reflection
integration of head and heart, emotions
and intelligence
competence and character
fosters life-long process of learning
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Table 9 -- continued.
Connected with World/Wider Community
awareness of learning's link with the
challenges/problems of society
active imagination
opportunities for service and leadership
learning through action in community
community seen as educational
resource/partner
Extracurriculars
complimentary to curriculum
conceived in terms of principles of
integration and education of whole person
wide range of opportunities
learning through participation in activities
opportunity to develop skills, abilities, social
sense
friendship/team work/interaction with
wider community in service
Rituals/Practices
Marianist Character
Chaminade Day Celebration
Marianist Heritage Week/Month
Celebrations of Mary (feasts, etc.)
Overall Religious Character
Presence of Campus Ministry
Prayer Rituals
Eucharist/Other Sacramental Celebrations
Bringing People/Community Together For
Various Occasions
Use of the Three Offices
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Table 9 -- continued.
Recognition of/Attention to Persons
excellence in any area
academics
~, , , ·
. athletics
service
imagination
Rituals
attention
affirmation
accountability

Classroom Rituals
reflection
silence
imagination
Attention to Physical Environment
Naming of Spaces
Displays
Appearance of Learning Complex and
Campus
Educator
Exhibits the Dispositions, Feelings, Perceptions,
Attitudes, Actions of Mary
maternal, caring
awareness of impact of self upon students
and others in the school community
sees education as encounter
patient
prudently lenient
responsive to God's will
conviction of God's presence in students
and others in the school community as
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Table 9 -- continued.
well as in the world
faith of the head and heart, affective and
intellectual
extends Oneself/service oriented
hospitable/welcoming
attentive to relationships
creates connections with others
reflective
able to be silent alone and
communally
communicates a presence even without
words
suffers through/endures difficulties/sorrows
nurtures/forms disciples of Christ
Habitual Concern/Intention To Foster the
Marianist Spirit in School in All That She/He
Does
Understands Teaching as a Means of Sharing the
Gospel
teaches to educate
Aware of Charge Given by God
Imagines Her/Himself in Light of the Good
Shepherd
Appreciates Community
Fosters Collaboration
Manifests/Shares Faith
Attentive to/Prizes the Persons In Front of
Her/Him As They Are and Can Be
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Table 9 -- continued.
Professionally and Academically Competent
Makes the Link Between What He/She Teaches
and Issues and Challenges of Society/World
Models Integration of Knowledge
Models Integration of Head and Heart, Affective
and Intellectual
Interacts with Students In and Outside the
Classroom
Evaluates and Adapts

Relationship Among School Personnel
Basic Respect for Each Person
Diversity
Unity in a Common Mission
Conviction That Each Person Has Something to
Offer to the Mission
Community of Equals
Collaboration
Respect For Various Kinds of Authority and
Subsidiarity
Association Through Shared Faith
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Table 9 --continued.
Decisions and Policies
Made Appropriately and Collaboratively
degree of consultation based on the kind of
decisions/policies being made
direction setting decisions/policies
implementation decisions
Made in the Context of the Mission
Reviewed Periodically and Modified
Implementation Through a Principled Flexibility
respect for principles
respect for unique circumstances, persons,
complexity of reality
respect for consistency and justice
requisite: prudence

Relationship With Parents
Recognition of Parents As Primary Educators
Collaboration and Mutual Respect Between
Parents and School Personnel
involved in reciprocal learning
Parents Invited to Appropriate the Marianist
Spirit
Parents Put Into Contact With One Another
Partnership With the Wider Community
Diocese
Civic Community in Educational Process
Other Civic Entities for Sake of Well-Being of
Wider Community
Business, Foundations, Media, Government for
Support of Educational Enterprise
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Table 9 -- continued.
Graduate
Individual
Firmly Rooted in a Dynamic Faith
Possessed of a Well-Rounded, Liberal Education
Engaged in Life-Long Learning
Confident of Oneself and Appreciative of Others
Permeated By A Social Sense and Concern
Convinced of the Necessity of Community and
Collaboration
Possessed of a Religious/Moral Compass That
Orients Life
Committed to Moving the Modern World

Conflictive Assumptions
the meaning of the process by which the Society of Mary became
involved in schools
Marianist Family
auxiliary to and dependent upon the Society of Mary
essential to the Marianist Charism: the Society of Mary
cannot be what it is meant to be apart from all the branches
of the Marianist Family
Marianist Family in Relation to Schools and Other Works
ideally, all branches of the Marianist Family would be
members of the school community (Daughters of Mary,
members of various lay communities)
the vowed Marianist Community is the source of the
Marianist spirit in the schools
the Marianist Family is the title given to such
organizations as student sodalities, parent
organizations, etc.
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Table 9 -- continued.
Marianist Family will eventually be the bearer of the
institutions
how the Society of Mary and other branches of the Marianist
Family engage in genuine partnership_ is ambiguous
effort should be made to develop various faith sharing groups
among the school community and to incorporate them into
the Marianist Family
the term "Marianist Family" needs to be broaden to include
those associated with the Society of Mary in apostolic works
who share and affirm the Marianist religious and spiritual
VISIOn

System of Virtues
it is a formation process to be used in schools to shape
procedures and programs
its dynamic of conversion and the virtues are meaningful
in a general way it is linked to education since
education is a conversion process
presently it has little impact upon members of the Society of
Mary and its apostolates in schools and elsewhere
it has untapped potential
it has to prove itself today

CHALLENGES TO MARIANIST CULTURE AND SCHOOLS
to what degree is a Marianist character imprinted on extant schools
intentionality about communicating the Marianist charism to
collaborators and institutionalizing it in apostolic works
it is unclear how best to educate collaborators in the
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Table 9 -- continued.
Marianist spirit
must be on-going and coordinated with previous efforts
to what degree is the Society of Mary committed to the apostolate
of schools
recruitment to the Society of Mary
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